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Abstract

There is a research deficit in public administration. We do not adequately ask how the
essential concepts of governments that are expressed in political thought are operationalized
through administrative mechanisms and then implemented into practice. The current study began
addressing this deficit by investigating how the notion of governing approaches has been treated
in the political thought of Ronald C. Moe and Moe and Robert S. Gilmour and then exploring
how the idea of governing approaches and another essential concept of government, that of
inherently governmental, have been operationalized in the administrative device, Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-76. I utilized a longitudinal qualitative content
analysis to determine whether there was support for a change in governing approaches from a
Constitutionalist Governing Approach to an Entrepreneurial Governing Approach in the
evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental as it was used in OMB Circular A-76,
Performance of Commercial Activities, from 1966 to 2003. All the Circulars showed evidence of
the Constitutionalist Governing Approach. The project repositions the notion of inherently
governmental as a thick political concept, a normative, context-specific idea that a polity must
address. It also proposes a research typology to guide investigations of these kinds of ideas.
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Chapter One
Introduction

There is a research deficit in public administration. We do not adequately ask how the
essential concepts of governments that are expressed in political thought1 are operationalized
through administrative mechanisms and then implemented in practice. Relatedly, what are the
public administrative devices that operationalize political thought and how do they function?
The current study seeks to address this deficit. I investigate how the notion of governing
approaches has been treated in the political thought of Ronald C. Moe and Moe and Robert S.
Gilmour. I then explore how this concept and another essential concept of government, that of
inherently governmental, have been operationalized in the administrative device, Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-76.
As a field2 grounded in practice, much public administration scholarship has addressed
contemporary problems such as complaints about the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s
(FEMA’s) response during Hurricane Katrina, the breach of civil liberties by the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), and the constitutionality of the Patriot Act.3 The current study does
not directly investigate a similar contemporary administrative problem. Instead, it addresses the
problem of the dearth of research investigating public administrative mechanisms that
operationalize political ideas, and in doing so seeks to contribute to the intellectual capacity of
the field to solve such contemporary problems. This does not mean that the value of the study is
purely instrumental. As an academic field, public administration also has a responsibility to
engage in rigorous intellectual pursuits that generate expertise, equipping it to lead scholarship
and practice. The dissertation seeks to generate that kind of knowledge.
The introductory chapter is organized into two main sections. First, I discuss the
project’s significance by introducing the notion of thick political concepts (and suggesting that
the idea of inherently governmental is one such notion), and by presenting a typology to guide
these inquiries. Following this I describe the research project.

1
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Project Significance
The project is significant in two ways. First, I reposition the notion of inherently
governmental as a thick political concept, and second I propose a research typology to guide
investigations of these types of ideas. Therefore, I offer a new approach to both the subject
investigated (the what of the study) and the way the investigation was conducted (the how of the
study.)4
Inherently Governmental: A Thick Political Concept
Relying on the idea of thick ethical concepts as presented by Bernard Williams (1985)
and David Thacher (2006), I introduce thick (and thin) political concepts, propose that inherently
governmental is a thick political concept, and suggest that empirical research is needed to
understand the evolution of the meaning of these thick ideas. To ground the notion of thick
political concepts in this intellectual tradition, I review Williams’ and Thacher’s presentation of
thick ethical concepts. The contexts and purposes of their discussions of the idea differ. Thacher
retains the essential features of thick ethical concepts as presented by Williams and expands the
idea.
Williams
Bernard Williams (1985) introduces thick ethical concepts in his analysis of moral
philosophy5 from Socrates to today. He concludes that contemporary moral philosophy could
not meet the demands of modern life, but an extension of ancient thought holds promise as a
contemporary guide. He follows the distinctive style of analytical philosophy to examine the
work of major philosophers for its technical congruence as a way of explicating the weaknesses
and flaws in its logic. His focus on the content of each school of thought is secondary to his
examination of the structure of its argument.
Williams introduces the notion of thick ethical concepts in his critical analysis of
linguistic approaches to philosophy. Specifically, he finds fault with this school of thought for
emphasizing a fact-value distinction.
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[T]heorists have brought the fact-value distinction to language rather than finding
it revealed there. What they have found are a lot of those “thicker” or more
specific ethical notions … such as treachery, and promise and brutality and
courage, which seem to express a union of fact and value. The way these notions
are applied is determined by what the world is like ... and yet, at the same time,
their application usually involves a certain valuation of the situation, of persons,
or action. Moreover, they usually (though not necessarily directly) provide
reasons for action. (Williams, 1985, p. 129)
Therefore, thick ethical concepts are most often “action-guiding.” (Williams, 1985, p. 140) In
addition, they are also “world-guided” (Williams, 1985, p. 141), meaning that they can be rightly
or wrongly applied, and there can be agreement or disagreement that they apply to a new
situation. This social agreement could be spontaneous or a result of reflection and Williams
expects disagreement at the margins.
Throughout his critical survey, Williams highlights the tension between reflective
reasoning and practical reasoning in all approaches to philosophy. Reflective reasoning leads to
universal maxims while practical reasoning leads specific agent(s) to specific action(s). Practical
reasoning is historically located and context specific. Williams’ discussion of thick ethical
concepts is embedded in his historical review of how philosophy has treated reflection and
practice.
The urge to reflective understanding of society and our activities goes deeper and
is more widely spread in modern society than it has ever been before; and … the
thicker kinds of ethical concept have less currency in modern society than they
did in more traditional societies…. [T]here is no route back from reflectiveness.
(Williams, 1985, p. 163)

Thick ethical concepts are closely aligned with practical reasoning and susceptible to
modification when subjected to reflection. “[E]thical reflection becomes part of the practice it
considers, and inherently modifies it.” (Williams, 1985, p. 168)
Williams does not offer an alternative approach to philosophy. Instead, he peppers his
ideas throughout his critical survey. He summarizes his “hopes” for a new direction as a belief
in three things: the meaning of an individual life, truth, and truthfulness. (Williams, 1985)
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First, Williams refocuses philosophy on the individual, suggesting that ethical life exists
only in an individual’s disposition. He emphasizes the social and historical context of the
individual and situates the locus of ethical thought within that individual. (Williams, 1985)
Second, ontologically, Williams believes the natural sciences seek an “objective truth”
that ethics can not. He describes this difference with the concept of convergence. Williams
believes a world exists independent of our experience. Natural science converges on an answer
that describes the world as it exists. With ethics, convergence may occur, but it is unrelated to
the world outside our experience. Alternatively, ethics is intertwined with our perceptions. He
redirects the question of whether philosophy can reach an objective truth by asking how far the
notion of objective truth can be extended into philosophy. He defines a need for an ethical
theory6 with the capacity to attract unprejudiced agreement that addresses self-understanding
based on a historically grounded reflective social knowledge. (Williams, 1985)
Third, by truthfulness, Williams means transparency and self-reflection. It is in his third
hope that he places his assessment of the potential role of thick ethical concepts to the future of
ethics.
[T]hick ethical concepts … are indeed open to being unseated by reflection, but to
the extent that they survive it, a practice that uses them is more stable in face of
the general, structural reflections about the truth of ethical judgments than a
practice that does not use them. The judgments made with these concepts can
straightforwardly be true, and, for the people who have those concepts, the claim
involved in assenting to them can correspondingly be honored. (Williams, 1985,
p. 200)
In brief, then, Williams introduces thick ethical concepts as one viewpoint from which he
reviews various aspects of ethics in his historical survey and critical analysis of moral
philosophy. He emphasizes the inseparability of the description and valuation of these notions,
describing them as simultaneously world-guided and action-guiding. Associated with practical
reasoning, thick ethical concepts are historically located and context specific. Finally, Williams
finds hope in the role reflection could play with thick ethical concepts. In his view, reflection
extends truth and honor into decisions based on a thick ethical concept. (Williams, 1985)
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Thacher
David Thacher (2006) explores Williams’ notion of thick ethical concepts in his
introduction of the normative case study.7 He remains true to Williams’ original introduction of
the idea and expands it at several points. Thacher extends the idea by adding a notion of thin
ethical concepts and equating the evaluative element of a thick ethical concept with a normative
aspect of the idea.
The first of his expansions is the use of the term thin ethical concepts, a phrase that
Williams does not use. According to Thacher, thick ethical concepts are best understood in
contrast to their opposite, thin ethical concepts. Thin ethical concepts are normative ideals
devoid of any empirical content; they are abstractions without context. When thin ethical
concepts are applied to a specific situation, the result is an evaluation of the situation. (Thacher,
2006) Therefore, thin ethical concepts are the subject of reflective reasoning.
Thacher grounds his use of thick ethical concepts in his assessment of our evolving
understanding of the nature of knowledge that collapses the fact-value dichotomy. He traces the
intellectual history of this idea prior to and following Williams’ work. Thacher suggests that
concepts are an integrated hybrid of fact and value and that perception and judgment are
inseparable. (Thacher, 2006)
Therefore, Thacher emphasizes the interrelated nature of the descriptive and evaluative
components of these ideas, as does Williams. Thick ethical concepts are descriptions that imply
evaluation; the description cannot be disentangled from the evaluation. When a thick ethical
concept is applied to a situation, the result is the situation is simultaneously described and
evaluated. Evaluation occurs as a part of the description. Examples of thick ethical concepts are
courage and democracy. (Thacher, 2006; Williams, 1985)
Thacher also collapses the evaluative nature of thick ethical concepts with a normative
aspect of these ideas, a distinction that Williams explicitly keeps. From Thacher’s point of view,
thick ethical concepts must consider both empirical and normative input. “Because normative
case studies combine empirical observation with normative assessments, they are particularly
useful for analyzing so-called ‘thick ethical concepts’ – concepts like ‘courage’ that have both
descriptive and evaluative dimensions that cannot be disentangled.” (Thacher, 2006, p. 1632)
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Additionally, Thacher expands Williams’ presentation of the role of reflection with thick
ethical concepts with a reliance on Rawls’8 presentation of reflective equilibrium. Thacher also
extends the role of practical reasoning through Millgram’s work on practical induction.
Therefore, in Thacher’s view, a more thorough and useful understanding of a thick ethical
concept results from reflectively examining new cases that are simultaneously descriptive and
evaluative. (Thacher, 2006)
Finally, Thacher emphasizes the contextually specific nature of thick ethical concepts in
his case for the role of the normative case study in the social sciences. (Thacher, 2006) In
contrast to philosophy’s focus on hypothetical cases, for Thacher it is the social science focus on
specific cases that makes it an appropriate field from which to examine thick ethical concepts.
Thick (and Thin) Political Concepts
Although the concept of inherently governmental certainly has ethical dimensions, it is
primarily a political concept. In its usage here, thick political concept9 is indebted to the work of
both Williams and Thacher on thick ethical concepts. I define a thick political concept as a
complex idea containing both descriptive and evaluative elements that a polity must address. It
is context-specific and normative. Also, an empirical description of the situation and its
normative evaluation cannot be fully disentangled. Furthermore, the meaning of these thick
ideas continually evolves as a polity addresses them. Therefore, to understand them more fully,
empirical research must be conducted to better understand the evolution of the meaning of thick
political concepts.
In contrast, thin political concepts are normative political ideals devoid of any empirical
content; they are abstractions without context. They express principled convictions about what
polities should do.
Inherently Governmental as a Thick Political Concept
Treating inherently governmental as a thin political concept (as other works have) has
produced abstract, theoretical guidelines that are necessary, but not sufficient to a full
understanding of this complex idea. Abstractions about inherently governmental are an essential
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entry point to an administrative10 dialogue about what is inherently governmental. The
conversation about inherently governmental needs to be augmented by an analysis of the
meaning of this complex idea as it has evolved. The concept of inherently governmental needs to
be repositioned from a thin to a thick political concept, and empirical research must be
conducted to better understand its changing meaning. Analyzing the meaning of inherently
government in the OMB Circulars is the first step of such a project and the focus of the research
here.
A Typology to Guide Research Examining Political Concepts
To elaborate on the second way the project is significant, I now present a typology to
guide research that examines political ideas, suggesting that inquiries into the nature of such
notions can be conceptualized on three distinct but related analytical levels. This is presented in
Table 1. The typology’s single purpose is to organize research about political concepts
(particularly those incorporating thick political ideas), and it does not address other research
concerns such as ontology, epistemology, or methodology.
Principle is the first and broadest analytical level of inquiry. Generally the purview of
normative public administration, principle research investigates what has been proposed as the
founding and sustaining ideas of a polity. What governments should do is examined. Principled
convictions, which usually are thin political concepts, are defined and expressed. Political
thought is articulated and investigated.
Discourse is the second and intermediate level of inquiry. Discourse research explores
the conversations, debates and dialogues that have been held about the polity’s principle-based
convictions. Thin political concepts that were neatly and eloquently expressed as principles often
became muddled in discourse; they became thick political concepts. Discourse research
examines these thick political concepts and their evolution over time. In this typology, discourse
research incorporates all approaches to examining what has been communicated about a thin
political concept, and is therefore not limited to studies using discourse analysis as a
methodology. One approach to discourse research is the examination of texts to determine what
has been reported about a concept over time.
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Implementation is the final conceptual level of investigations. Implementation research
explores how political ideas have been put into practice. In the typology, although
implementation research can probe thin political ideas as expressed in principle research or thick
political concepts as examined in discourse research, historically, this type of research has
investigated predominantly thin political ideas.
Most public administration scholarship is based on either principle or implementation
research. Constituting principle research, much public administration scholarship addresses
normative issues at broad, abstract levels. Another stream of public administration examines the
implementation of these abstract political ideas through case studies and other approaches.
Relatively little public administration knowledge is based on discourse research, examining what
has been communicated about a concept and how its meaning has evolved over time.11
Returning to the research deficit mentioned earlier, one group of questions that public
administration scholars need to ask is how polities operationalize and implement abstract
political ideas. The typology is one conceptual tool to help frame these types of investigations.
A comprehensive examination of an essential political idea involves all three analytical levels.
Principle research would examine the idea as a conviction. What has political thought
contributed to the idea historically, or what would a new theory about the concept look like?
What normative conclusions have been drawn about its practice, and what new normative
proposals might be made? Another project, discourse research, would investigate the
conversation around the topic. Who has engaged in the discussion? What has been reported
about the topic and how has the topic changed over time? What are the administrative
mechanisms that operationalized the thick political concept and how do they function? Finally,
investigation research would explore how the concept had been implemented in practice. Was
there evidence the concept had been implemented and with what outcomes and impacts?
Without the intermediate level of inquiry, discourse research that examines thick political
concepts, implementation investigations examine principled convictions in practice. Discourse
investigations produce rich profiles of thick political concepts that differ from the profiles of thin
political concepts produced by principle research. These profiles of thick ideas can then be
examined for their implementation. For example, conducting a case study of how an executive
agency instituted (an implementation research project) a normative expression of what should be
inherently governmental (relying on principle research) would potentially produce a different
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outcome than the same case study that examined the implementation of a thick political concept
(relying on discourse research). That is, discourse research potentially bridges the terrain
between principle and implementation studies, adding richness to our understanding of how
polities operationalize and implement abstract theoretical ideas.
According to the typology, the dissertation is discourse research. I examine the evolution
of the meaning of a thick political concept, the notion of inherently governmental.
Repositioning the concept of inherently governmental as a thick political concept and
proposing a research typology to guide these types of investigations equipped me to begin
addressing the research deficit in public administration. These reconceptualizations (of both the
subject of the study and the way it was conducted) prepared me to begin answering how an
essential concept of government that has been expressed in political thought has been
operationalized through an administrative mechanism. I was able to investigate how the idea of
governing approaches has been treated in the political thought of Ronald C. Moe and Moe and
Robert S. Gilmour, and how this complex idea has been operationalized in the administrative
device, OMB Circular A-76. I also was able to examine how the meaning of the thick political
concept, inherently governmental, has evolved in A-76.

Project Description
In the dissertation I examine the following proposition: The meaning of inherently
governmental as it was used in OMB Circular A-76 from 1966 to 2003 reflects a change in
governing approaches from a Constitutionalist Governing Approach (CGA) to an Entrepreneurial
Governing Approach (EGA). If the research proposition were supported, the following findings
would be expected. The Circulars published during the reign of the Constitutionalist Governing
Approach (1966, 1967 and 1979) would show evidence of that governing approach. The
Circular written during the period of change in governing approaches (1983) would contain
elements of both approaches. Finally, the Circulars printed after the solidification of the
Entrepreneurial Governing Approach (1999 and 2003) would reflect the new governing
approach.12
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The study contributes to the inherently governmental literature in public administration
scholarship and to the constitutional,13 institutional,14 and normative15 streams of public
administration dialogue. Also, the research relies on a resource literature that addresses the
Constitutionalist and Entrepreneurial Governing Approaches. (Moe, 2004, 2001, 1997, 1990;
Moe and Gilmour 1995)
I utilized a longitudinal qualitative content analysis of a series of government documents
from their primary source to investigate a compound research question. Addressing the first
component of the question involved an examination of the evolution of the meaning of inherently
governmental in OMB Circular A-76 and its supporting documents. The second element
explored the meaning of inherently governmental as it was used in Circular A-76, looking for a
change in governing approaches from a Constitutionalist to an Entrepreneurial Governing
Approach.
The research proposition contains several complex concepts, and I address each below. I
dissect the proposition as a method of explicating the abstract ideas contained in it and situating
the study in the discourses surrounding each of the dense terms.16
Meaning
The meaning of a concept is central to the research. Meaning as a focus of inquiry has a
relatively long history that had been characterized by general consensus until recently. “Formal
questions relating to the meaning of text and how it is to be known have been regarded as
fundamental for some centuries. Such questions are commonly associated with the science of
hermeneutics.” (Prior, 2003, p. 108)
Historically, the study of meaning has been based on three perspectives that recently have
changed. First, meaning previously was viewed as an internal psychological property of the
speaker or author. Today, meaning is considered a social and contextual product. Second, until
recently, meaning was considered uni-dimensional, having one source and one interpretation.
The contemporary understanding is that meaning is multidimensional, with multiple sources and
varying interpretations.17 Third, following the influence of Ranke,18 the interpretation of
meaning formerly was regarded as a means to an end, a method of addressing another research
question. Today, scholars continue to study meaning as a means to an end, but they also study
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meaning as an end in itself. In other words, meaning has become the object of inquiry. (Tosh,
2006; Prior 2003)
As a subject, meaning has dealt with many concepts in multiple disciplines, with each
discipline imposing its methodological and ontological emphases. The current value placed on
the study of meaning varies from high to nonexistent. According to Tosh, “[t]he interpretation of
meaning is at the heart of the historian’s work. Without it the primary sources are mute and the
past will remain forever beyond our reach. Today the quest for meaning enjoys, if anything, an
even higher profile.”19 (Tosh, 2006, p. 284) Conversely, Prior suggests, “[A] search for
‘meaning’ is akin to a search for pigs that fly.” (Prior, 2003, p.24)
The dissertation follows Tosh’s view that the study of meaning is a valuable enterprise.
As it is used in the study, meaning is treated as an end in itself, and is interpreted as a
multidimensional, socially situated product.20 Here, meaning reflects the entire treatment of the
concept of inherently governmental in the document series, which is a broader interpretation than
the stated definition of the phrase. This includes the explicitly stated definition of the term, and
also an interpretation of elements that more implicitly discloses its meaning, such as its
placement in the document and its usage relative to other concepts. Also, as it is used in the
research, meaning is construed over time, directing attention here to the evolution of the meaning
of the concept inherently governmental.
Inherently
The inherent nature of a concept also is probed. As it is used here, inherently is a part of
the phrase “inherently governmental” that is used in government documents to describe the
essential activities of government. It is not a descriptor I chose for the research; it is a descriptor
reviewed for its evolving meaning.
From a broad perspective, addressing the inherent nature of any activity includes defining
its intrinsic features. It is a universal human trait to categorize, and no pursuit is more or less
likely to be included or excluded from such scrutiny. Therefore, government is a not a unique
area of human activity that is subjected to a review of its essential features. Whether or not
inherent is the descriptor used, the process of determining the essential features of an
undertaking occurs with many human endeavors. I conceptualize two aspects of deciding the
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basic features of an activity along two continua and discuss them separately for analytical clarity.
In reality, these aspects are interrelated.
The first continuum runs from individual to institutional approaches to determining the
inherent nature of an activity. On one end of the continuum, individuals assign fundamental
features to ventures such as teaching. On the other end of the continuum, the definition of the
features of collective human pursuits occurs institutionally. For example, deciding the basic
beliefs of a religion has led to the proliferation of sects in most religions. The Christian religion
is made up of many denominations, at least in part because leaders have engaged in a continuous
process of interpreting the essential beliefs of that religion. As it is used in the research,
inherently is a specific term that is used in government documents. It is situated as follows along
the first continuum just discussed. Although government documents typically have one author,
they generally are regarded as reflections of institutional positions. In the dissertation, the
credited author of each Circular and its supporting documents is the Director, Assistant Director
or Acting Director of OMB or one of its units, the Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP
is an office within OMB), or both at the time of its publication and is interpreted as reflecting the
general position of the presidency on the subjects addressed.21 Inherently, then, is interpreted
more from an institutional than an individual perspective.
The second continuum runs between prospectively and retrospectively22 deciding the
inherent nature of an activity. For example, at one pole of the continuum, individuals planning
to raise a child may invest time in determining the fundamental qualities of being a good parent.
At the opposite pole, the parent may realize his or her definition of a parent has changed by the
time the child is a teenager, based on a retrospective review of his or her time as a parent. As a
thick political concept, inherently governmental includes both prospective and retrospective
elements of its meaning.
Governmental
Also central to the dissertation is the notion of governmental. Many factors influence the
process of defining governmental in a nation-state, such as the type and maturity of the regime.
The meaning of governmental differs for different types of political regimes, countries with
similar political regimes, and in a nation-sate over its history. Different political regimes, such
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as democratic,23 socialist,24 and communist regimes, have divergent interpretations of
governmental. Also, two countries of a similar regime, such as two socialist countries have
variations in their treatments of governmental. Additionally, the understanding of governmental
changes in any given nation-state over time, such as in a socialist country as leadership changes,
and the nation responds to changes globally and domestically.
Who participates in the definition of governmental also reflects the type of regime. In
nondemocratic states, the meaning of governmental is likely to be defined by those currently
holding power, such as dictators or the military. In a democracy, the question of what is
governmental falls to the citizenry to answer. Additionally, the particular form of democracy,
such as a parliamentary system or a presidential system also may influence the degree to which
citizens participate in defining their government and the methods available to them to contribute
to its meaning.
The meaning of governmental is also reciprocally constitutive of a polity’s form of
government. The activities that a socialist regime defines as governmental reflect the socialist
nature of the regime and in return also define the socialist nature of the regime.
The maturity of the regime also may impact the country’s process of articulating the
meaning of governmental. While developing democracies may define governmental as a
foundational exercise, the meaning of inherently governmental in more developed democracies is
likely to be somewhat dynamic as political parties, and economic and social influences wax and
wane.
What is governmental is an essential question for a polity, encompassing elements from
the abstract to the mundane. It is informed by broad perspectives such as philosophy and
religion. Furthermore, who asks the question, who participates in formulating the answer, and
what processes are used to arrive at the answer all reflect the practical elements of power and
influence25 in the polity. Finally, the nuts and bolts details of the responsibilities and tasks to be
assigned to the public sector are operationalized through administrative mechanisms.
Including inherently in the meaning of governmental adds an additional level of
specificity that is distinctly normative, focusing on what must be included in the definition of
governmental. The meaning of inherently governmental can be seen as a normative criterion for
a polity that bounds governmental responsibilities.
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The research focuses on the United States. The constitutional heritage of the U.S.
establishes an expectation that the foundational purpose, structure, and responsibilities of
government are explicitly stated and enduring. These cornerstones of government may change,
but only through deliberative processes. Further, the representative nature of much of the U.S.
government removes citizens from most governing decisions and invests the responsibility to
govern directly in elected officials and, by their delegation, indirectly in the public
administration. Hence, as a democratic constitutional republic, it is reasonable to assert that the
meaning of inherently governmental in the U.S. reflects the will of the citizenry as expressed
through elected officials and administrative mechanisms and that it has been explicitly stated and
relatively stable over time. Major changes would be infrequent and of significant consequence.
Like the use of inherently in the dissertation, the use of governmental is a part of the
phrase “inherently governmental.” It is used in the government documents examined to describe
the essential activities of government. Also like inherently, governmental is not a descriptor I
chose for the research; it is a descriptor researched for its evolved meaning. When combined,
inherently and governmental form a thick political concept.
OMB Circular A-76 from 1966 to 2003
The research examines an OMB Circular. OMB is an office within the Executive Office
of the President (EOP) that falls in the U.S. federal executive branch of government. Reviewing
an OMB Circular focuses the study on the U.S. Whether other countries employ the specific
phrase, the process of identifying what is inherently governmental is not unique to the U.S. It
does, however, fall outside the scope of consideration for the study.
Examining an OMB Circular focuses the study on the federal level of U.S. government.
The federal level of government in the U.S. establishes the broad purpose and structure of
government in the country. Within their prescribed discretion, states and some localities also
address what is inherently governmental at lower levels of government, but their contributions
are outside the scope of the research.
Reviewing OMB documents also concentrates the study on the executive branch of
government. Both the legislative and judicial branches of the U.S. federal government directly
and indirectly participate in the evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental in the
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United States. Congress is directly involved in the definition of inherently governmental through
various statutes such as the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) of 200126 and the Federal
Activity Inventory Reform Act (FAIR) Act of 1998.27 The legislative branch also indirectly
impacts the meaning of inherently governmental through its role in establishing agencies,
confirming political appointees, funding appropriations for specific agencies and programs, and
providing programmatic oversight. Additionally, the judicial branch engages the process of
defining inherently governmental directly through its role in defining state action and the
adjudication of these cases. More indirectly, the judiciary influences the meaning of inherently
governmental through reviews of executive action that holds executive branch managers legally
accountable for maintaining procedural safeguards in dealing with both citizens and employees.
The federal courts also hold agencies accountable for conforming to legislative deadlines and
substantive standards.
The specific OMB Circular reviewed is A-76, Performance of Commercial Activities,
from 1966 – 2003. I selected the Circular that addresses contracting out public services as its
primary topic, not because of its focus on contracting, but because it is the public document that
most directly and comprehensively addresses inherently governmental in the U.S. It is also the
series of documents with the longest history that addresses the topic of inherently
governmental.28 A-76 is the administrative device that most thoroughly operationalizes the
notion of inherently governmental. Reviewing the Circulars from 1966 – 2003 allowed for the
introduction of a longitudinal element to the research, permitting an examination of the evolution
of the meaning of inherently governmental.29
Located in the Executive Office of the President, the Office of Management and Budget
is uniquely poised to reflect the intent of the presidency as it is operationalized through
administrative mechanisms such as Circulars and policy letters. Additionally, OMB has a rich
institutional heritage that makes it of central importance to public administration. Its Circulars
articulate national policy and give directives to executive agencies.
As it is applied in the Circulars, the phrase “inherently governmental” also encompasses
what must be excluded from governmental responsibility. This usage differs from a more
accurate use of inherently that defines inherently governmental as including only those activities
in which government may or must participate and does not include the activities in which
government must not engage. Therefore, specifically as it is utilized in OMB Circular A-76, the
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meaning of inherently governmental includes both explicitly what government should do, and by
implication, what government should not do.
Governing Approaches
The dissertation relies on a resource literature that addresses the Constitutionalist and
Entrepreneurial Governing Approaches. Ronald C. Moe and Moe and Robert S. Gilmour
identify two governing approaches of government management evident in the U.S. federal
government, the Constitutionalist Governing Approach30 and the Entrepreneurial Governing
Approach.31 These approaches are abstract analytical constructs created retrospectively to help
discuss a complicated reality. They do not exist in reality and are pure in a way that practice
never is. Nonetheless, they are useful for describing and analyzing actual phenomena, although
they do not represent perfectly complex realities.
According to Moe and to Moe and Gilmour, the Constitutionalist Governing Approach was
the predominant governing approach of public administration from the origins of the republic
through the late 1970s. By the 1990s, a new governing approach of administering government
activity was taking hold across the globe, the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach. In 1993, the
Gore Report32 solidified its prominence in the U.S. (Moe, 2004)
Moe and Moe and Gilmour suggest these approaches were pervasive. The general public
administration discourse also proposes that they have been ubiquitous. A prevalent perspective
about governing, and any significant changes in such a perspective, should be reflected in the
national policy issued by the federal executive branch that addresses the meaning of inherently
governmental. The dissertation investigates this claim.
Research Design and Methodology
I now briefly introduce the research design and methodology, which I elaborate upon in
subsequent chapters. To conduct the research I followed Mayring’s model of qualitative content
analysis (Titscher et al. 2002), which includes three distinct analytical procedures: summary,
explication, and structuring. Summary utilized abstraction to reduce the material to preserve its
essential content. Explication focused on portions of the text central to the research question.
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Explicated sections of text were paraphrased and examined within the context of the whole
document. Structuring corresponded to the more traditional approaches to content analysis.
Units of analysis and theoretically informed categories were identified; and the text was
reviewed for evidence of the defined categories.
To describe the CGA and the EGA I used an analytical framework33 that synthesizes
Moe’s and Moe and Gilmour’s ideas about the governing approaches into seven characteristics
of each approach. I employed the same framework to also operationalize these seven
characteristics into criteria used to analyze the documents.
Anticipated Conclusions
I anticipated that the research proposition would be supported and that I would find
evidence of a change in governing approaches from a Constitutionalist to an Entrepreneurial
Governing Approach in the evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental as it was used
in OMB Circular A-76 from 1966 to 2003. More specifically, I expected that the Circulars
published during the reign of the Constitutionalist Governing Approach (1966, 1967 and 1979)
would show evidence of that governing approach. I also expected that the Circular written
during the period of change in governing approaches (1983) would contain elements of both
approaches. Finally, the Circulars printed after the solidification of the Entrepreneurial
Governing Approach (1999 and 2003) would reflect the new governing approach. However, the
research proposition was not supported; the Constitutionalist Governing Approach was the
predominant governing approach in all the Circulars.
In closing, I briefly review the organization of the remaining chapters. In the next
chapter I review the inherently governmental literature, focusing on five main authors, and the
gaps in the literature, including how the current study sought to address these. In Chapter Three
I present the analytical framework used to describe the two governing approaches and conduct
the analysis. I also discuss the Constitutionalist Governing Approach in detail, review
presidential commissions and their reports that were convened during the reign of the CGA as a
way to triangulate the research proposition, and critique the first governing approach. In the
following chapter I review the waning CGA, the Privatization Movement, the Gore Report, and
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public administration’s response. I then discuss the second approach to public management, the
Entrepreneurial Governing Approach in detail, including a critique of the second approach.
Next, I review the research design and methodology in Chapter Five, discussing the three
analytical procedures that comprise the methodology, as well as the main and pilot studies. I
also explore the research traditions that inform the study, concerns particular to document
research, elicitation and evaluation methods, and the limitations of the research. Chapters Six,
Seven and Eight are dedicated to the analysis and interpretation of each of the three analytical
procedures that comprise the research model: summary, explication and structuring. In Chapter
Nine I conclude by reviewing the project and offering some additional interpretations from an
overall perspective, discuss the contributions the project makes to the field of public
administration and look ahead to future research projects.

Chapter 2
Inherently Governmental Literature Review

Introduction
Scholarly literature has addressed the definition of inherently governmental primarily in
two fields: law and public administration. (Rosenbloom and Piotrowski, 2005) Both approach the
subject from a generally contemporary perspective, stressing how it relates to the privatization of
governmental services.
Legal scholarship has done a slightly better job of tracing ideas across time, perhaps
because of the common law tradition of referencing previous decisions and precedents to support
current judgments. The public administration literature is almost exclusively contemporary in its
treatment of inherently governmental for two reasons. First, scholarship has responded to a
popular interest in reinventing government (Gore, 1993; Osborne and Gaebler, 1993), and
second, as a field grounded in practice, it primarily addresses current problems.
Both bodies of literature frame inherently governmental as a question related to the
privatization of governmental services. This is likely because the principal government
document that addresses the definition of inherently governmental is OMB Circular A-76,
Performance of Commercial Activities, which focuses on outsourcing.
The public administration literature addresses inherently governmental from many points
of entry. For example, a few scholars contextualize a discussion of inherently governmental in
public administration as it relates to the role of the citizen (Crenson and Ginsberg, 2004) and
globalization. (Hanke, 1987; Kettl, 1997) Most of these discussions share accountability as a
root issue.
Some public administration scholars address the concept of inherently governmental
directly as it relates to other public administration topics. I review five prominent treatments of
inherently governmental in detail below,1 corresponding to the sections of this chapter. All are
explicitly normative.
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Guttman
Dan Guttman (2004, 2002) provides the most complete history of contracting public
services to private vendors and suggests that the growth of a contract bureaucracy was the
product of bipartisan design, not bureaucratic happenstance as has most often been suggested.
Relatedly, he suggests that the emergence of the concept of inherently governmental was a
response to the growth in a contract bureaucracy, led primarily by public administrators in the
Bureau of the Budget (BOB) and by not elected officials. According to Guttman, the concept of
inherently governmental has its origins in the tradition of American Pragmatism, as public
administrators recognized the practical implications of merging a public sector founded on
principles of protecting citizens from the misconduct of government through a separate body of
public law with a public sector grounded in free market enterprise. (Guttman, 2004, 2002)
In Guttman’s view, the U.S. government has a long history of contracting with private
providers of products and services. In the early twentieth century, private money, private
expertise, and public agency combined to form informal networks of influence. Private
philanthropists created private research institutes. For example, Robert Brookings created the
Institute for Government Research that is now the Brookings Institution. The Rockefeller
Foundation also was formed during this time. These privately funded institutes employed
scientific, technological, and policy expertise that the public sector needed. With varying
degrees of directness, these private enterprises advocated for and leveraged political reforms,
such as the 1921 Budget and Accounting Act. (Guttman, 2004)
Then the economy collapsed with the stock market crash of 1929, and the Great
Depression had devastating economic and social consequences for many Americans. President
Franklin D. Roosevelt and Congress responded with the New Deal, a package of economic and
social programs that greatly increased the size of the administrative state and governmental
capacity in general.
According to Guttman, when the U.S. entered World War II, governmental capacity
increased and the informal public-private networks that were in place in the early twentieth
century combined to address the war needs of the country. The result was an acceleration in the
number and influence of public-private partnerships, as well as a formalization in their structure.
The prewar informal networks of private money, private expertise, and public agency provided
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the needed infrastructure for mobilizing resources for the war, and the increased governmental
capacity of the New Deal was immediately redirected toward the country’s war needs. However,
the resources of the private philanthropists that had funded the private institutes were insufficient
for a full war effort. The informal structure that was in place evolved into the successful wartime
grant and contract relationships between government, industry, and universities. (Guttman,
2004, 2002)
During and after World War II, technological expertise was considered to be in short
supply, and universities were seen as the source of the country’s technological and scientific
expertise. As World War II ended and the Cold War dawned, technological and scientific
expertise also were seen as essential to establishing and maintaining America’s new position as
an emerging military and economic world power. The race was on for technological and
scientific superiority that was viewed as a national security imperative. Having seen the
destruction of World War II, Americans were willing to pay for this national security at any cost.
The first post-World War II contracts reflected this general mentality and prioritized intellectual
superiority over cost-effectiveness. The general public view was that national security depended
on it. (Kennedy, 1961)
During the Cold War, the scientists who were employed during World War II continued
to perform similar work on contract to the federal government. Demobilized government
researchers returned to the private sector on grants and contracts, often performing essentially the
same work. For example, in 1947 the Manhattan Engineer District became the Atomic Energy
Commission,2 and this established the template for third party government as the essential means
of government, not as a temporary or intermittent means of delivering services. (Guttman, 2004)
The perception of risk during the Cold War fueled the quest for global scientific
superiority. The Cold War continued to be supported by extensive contracting for scientific and
technological expertise with the rise of the “military industrial complex.” (Bell, 1962;
Eisenhower, 1961) New institutions were formed with the inception of independent nonprofits
created to manage Cold War military research and development. These new nonprofits
contracted with the federal government for military weapons management, research and design,
and production. (Guttman, 2004)
On the domestic front, U.S. members of Congress wanted to provide new social welfare
programs without increasing the size of the federal government. According to Guttman, there
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was bipartisan support for importing the contracting template used with military and scientific
endeavors to domestic programs. Therefore, Guttman posits, contract bureaucracy grew by
political design, not simply bureaucratic happenstance. (Guttman, 2004, 2002)
Also according to Guttman, advocates of governmental contracting with private sources
viewed themselves as reformers. These reformers believed that utilizing private expertise for
public purposes would serve two purposes. First, contracting with the private sector would
provide not only technical and scientific expertise, but would also provide much needed political
support for increased national defense and domestic welfare programs. Second, a private rather
than a public bureaucracy would alleviate the concern that a growing government meant a large,
centralized government. (Guttman, 2004)
According to Guttman the BOB released Circular A-49 in the mid-1950s, which was the
first effort to address the problems of the delegation of official military control posed by
contracting out military weapons management, research and design, and production to nonprofit
organizations.3 By 1958, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) had
become the model for what was being called the “new governing principle.” Scientists were
being employed on contract, rather than directly by the government.4 (Guttman, 2004)
On January 17, 1961, President Dwight D. Eisenhower gave his farewell address by
radio. In the address, President Eisenhower advised against extreme and quick solutions to the
Cold War, and he cautioned against the global and domestic implications of the arms race.
Globally, he called for disarmament. Domestically, he described the grave implications of the
growth of military personnel and budget, and a newly created permanent arms industry that had
become the very structure of society. The President advised that an alert and knowledgeable
citizenry should guard against the increased threat, in kind and in degree, of the misplaced power
of the “military-industrial complex.” As military sophistication had grown, the government had
become an increasingly larger consumer of research inspired by the technology revolution.
President Eisenhower warned that universities and intellectual independence were at risk of
being captured by government. Public policy also was at risk of becoming captive of the
scientific-technological elite. He called for balance in many areas, among them the “balance
between the private and public economy.” (Eisenhower, 1961, p.2)
In 1962, President John F. Kennedy requested and received from the Bureau of the
Budget a report on the status, consequences, and recommendations regarding government
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contracting for military research and development. Authored by David E. Bell, Director of the
BOB at the time, the report became known as “The Bell Report.” According to Guttman, this
was the first time the phrase “activities inherently governmental” was used. (Guttman, 2004;
Bell, 1962)
Under a heading of relative effectiveness and efficiency, the Bell Report suggested:
In addition to the desirability of making use of the natural areas of advantage
within this diversity of arrangements, there is one additional point we would
stress. Activities closely related to governmental managerial decisions (such
as those in support of contractor selection), or to activities inherently
governmental (such as regulatory functions, or technical activities directly
bound up with military operations), are likely to call for a direct federal
capability and to be less successfully handled by contract. (Bell, 1962, p.12,
emphasis added)
The report reviewed the experience of the government in using contracts with private
institutions and enterprises5 to obtain research and development needed for public services. The
fundamental conclusion was that it was in the national interest to rely heavily on contracts with
non-federal institutions to accomplish scientific and technical work needed for public purposes.
(Bell, 1962)
At the time of the report, federally funded research and development had increased at a
phenomenal rate. Non-federal institutions conducted over 80 percent of federally funded
research and development. This had a striking impact on universities and industries, and gave
rise to new types of professional and technical organizations. The report described the system
for conducting federally funded research and development as a highly complex, contract-based
partnership between public and private agencies. (Bell, 1962)
The Bell Report described the basic purposes of federally funded research and
development as public purposes considered by the President and Congress to be of sufficient
national importance to warrant public funding. The report advised that the management and
control of federally funded research and development should remain with full time government
officials responsible to the President and Congress. Government staff should assess the advice
of contractors, make policy decisions about what type of work, done by whom, completed by
when, and produced at what costs work should be contracted, and supervise and evaluate the
work. The report also recommended pay increases for federal employees. (Bell, 1962)
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According to the Bell Report, to accomplish efficiency and effectiveness, federally
funded research and development could be accomplished in three main ways: with government
personnel at government facilities, with contractors at government facilities or with contracts
with universities, nonprofits, or private organizations. The report also warned of potential
conflicts of interest. (Bell, 1962)
Recommendations of the Bell Report included increasing incentives for reducing costs
and improving performance, increasing governmental capacity to evaluate the quality of
contracted work, increasing utilization of feasibility studies prior to soliciting proposals, and
ensuring that contractor salaries and benefits were comparable to those of private sector positions
performing comparable work. To reverse the trend of eroding governmental competence, the
report recommended improving the governmental work environment by assigning challenging
work to government workers; simplifying management controls by removing unnecessary
supervision; reviewing and giving authority for resource utilization and administrative decisions
to government directors; and increasing pay. (Bell, 1962)
According to Guttman, throughout the remainder of the 1960s and 1970s, contracting for
military research and development was an accepted part of the U.S. federal political landscape.
Borrowing the military template for contracting, domestic programs increased their utilization of
contracting. During the 1980s and 1990s, the desire for small government that was already in
place, gained momentum and popularity. Citizens did not want a reduction in services or an
increase in taxes. They wanted more for less, and the general public perception was that this
could be accomplished through increased governmental efficiency. Elected officials felt the
pressure to reform government to be more responsive and efficient by utilizing nongovernmental
actors. (Guttman, 2004)
By the 1990s, there was a widespread call for “reinventing government” through publicprivate partnerships, devolution, privatization, and deregulation. Guttman viewed it as ironic
that many of the reforms proposed had already taken place. The National Performance Review
(NPR)6 led by Vice President Al Gore cemented the federal government’s commitment to New
Public Management (NPM) techniques and increased contracting. The George W. Bush
administration continued the commitment to contracting governmental services to private parties
through its Presidential Management Agenda and community and faith based initiative.
(Guttman, 2004)
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Guttman concludes that the post-9/11 world fundamentally changed the focus of the
inherently governmental dialogue. “In short, post-September 11 public concerns suggest that the
question is not simply ‘What functions are inherently governmental?’ but, also ‘What other
functions do we wish to see performed by officials because, for example, they will then be
governed by the body of laws that apply to officials.’” (Guttman, 2004, p.53) Guttman suggests
that post-9/11 developments such as increased homeland security measures also heightened
awareness of the Constitutional limitations of state actors and the civil liberties of citizens and
contractors. (Guttman, 2004)
Finally, Guttman conceptualizes the current treatment of inherently governmental using
two analytical lenses. First, he suggests that the abstract boundary of inherently governmental
most often was framed as a question of “subject matter” or “function.” (Guttman, 2004) These
utilized two common ways of conceptualizing organizations: vertically and horizontally. A
vertical view of organizations groups together program areas or services delivered. Government
program areas include social services, policing, and diplomacy. Guttman uses the terminology
“subject matter,” which is more awkward than “program area.” Viewed from the perspective of
“subject matter,” inherently governmental was a question of whether the subject or area of
governmental responsibility is considered the sole responsibility of government, such as national
defense and taxation.
Alternately, a horizontal perspective of organizations groups together common
operational tasks across different program areas. Operational functions facilitate the
implementation of the program areas. Government operational functions include personnel and
procurement. Viewed as a question of “function,” inherently governmental was defined
according to the governmental functions that are the responsibility of government, such as
budgeting and policy formulation.
The second analytical tool that Guttman employs is framing the concept of inherently
governmental as a question of “substance” or “form.” The “substance” of a governmental
function is the substantive decision-making, authority, and accountability of a governmental
activity. When viewed as a question of “substance,” inherently governmental was defined by the
amount of discretion and value judgment used in making a decision on behalf of the government.
The “form” of a governmental function was the process and procedure of implementing a
governmental service. Viewed from this vantage point, inherently governmental was defined by
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the position of the decision maker and the standard operating procedures used to arrive at the
decision, rather than the discretion used to make the decision. (Guttman 2004)
Guttman concludes with a suggestion that the U.S. Constitution can not be expected to
define inherently governmental and that neither U.S. Supreme Court jurisprudence nor
legislative or executive branch processes have been successful in defining the concept. He
describes the current approach to defining inherently governmental as muddling through.
Guttman advocates two primary changes. First, he suggests a “truth in government” approach
that defines third party government as government.7 Second, he advocates a revision of the
public law tradition that was recognized by the BOB public administration reformers of the first
half of the twentieth century. Guttman suggests that the public law tradition needs to
accommodate the current reality of contracted government and include a nondelegation doctrine
and the concepts of government instrumentality and state action.8 (Guttman 2004)

Dudley
Larkin Dudley9 (1996) provides the most comprehensive review of one Circular, OMB
Circular A-76, 1983 and OFPP Policy Letter 92-1, Policy on Inherently Governmental
Functions. After contrasting the two documents, she explores how legitimacy, public
management, and public dialogue are reflected in the definition of inherently governmental in the
policy letter, as a method of exposing the magnitude of the change of context from the Circular
to the policy letter. (Dudley, 1996)
Before contrasting the Circular and the policy letter, Dudley contextualizes the role of the
Circular in the broader political domain and emphasizes a few key observations about the
Circular. She notes that the absence of a concept of state in the U.S. political system complicates
the definition and process of defining inherently governmental. Also, there is no national policy
that describe inherently governmental. Although the law has wrestled with elements of its
interpretation, it has not provided a full definition. The traditional explanation therefore, has
been provided by the executive branch of government through Circular A-76. (Dudley, 1996)
Dudley highlights the role of competition in the Circular. Referenced in the Circular, the
national policy that is promulgated in OMB Circular A-76, 1983 was first articulated in 1955 and
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named the competitive enterprise system as a primary source of economic strength.10 The
government should not compete with its citizens and rely upon the private sector for the
provision of goods and services that the government needs. “[T]he Circular reaffirms three
main goals of the United States Government: to achieve economy and enhance productivity, to
retain governmental functions in-house, and to rely on the commercial sector.” (Dudley, 1996, p.
74) Competition is both the method of achieving these goals and the philosophy behind them.
(Dudley, 1996)
She also captures the irony that, historically, the executive branch’s definition of
inherently governmental was addressed most thoroughly within A-76, a Circular that established
policy for the provision of commercial services. “What is a commercial activity is explained
first, and the definition of a governmental function follows. What is governmental is defined in
relation to what is commercial, not the other way around.” (Dudley, 1996, p. 74)
Dudley then turns her attention to contrasting the Circular and the policy letter. She
describes OMB Circular A-76, 1983 and Policy Letter 92-1 as being alike in three main ways:
their core definition of inherently governmental, the limitation of discretion and value judgment
to the government, and the acts of governing and monetary transactions as inherently
governmental. Public interest is a distinguishing characteristic in the central definition of
inherently governmental, which was the same in the two documents and this definition is “almost
exactly as it appeared in the 1979 Circular.” (Dudley, 1996, p. 73) “Certain functions are
inherently governmental in nature, being so intimately related to the public interest as to mandate
performance by Federal employees.” (Dudley, 1996, p.73, citing OMB, 1983, p.2)
Dudley emphasizes three significant differences between the two documents. First, the
policy letter enlarged the audience being addressed. The Circular was addressed to those
engaged in commercial activities, and the policy letter was addressed to all service providers
contacting with the federal government. This highlighted the importance of government
managers understanding contractual relationships, and consequently placed contracting in a
whole new light. “[C]ontracting comes to be defined as a management process.” (Dudley, 1996,
p. 75)
Second, the policy letter further departed from the Circular by delineating the principles
underlying the definition of inherently governmental: accountability, discretion, and totality of
circumstances. Accountability was demonstrated through avoiding the appearance of private
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influence on documents prepared for Congress, law enforcement agencies, and oversight
agencies.11 Another principle underlying the definition of inherently governmental was guarding
the use of discretion.12 A final principle was using a totality of circumstances to determine if a
transfer of official responsibility had occurred. Congressional restrictions that assisted in
restricting the transfer of official responsibility included the degree to which official discretion
would be truncated; the need for special agency powers such as the need to deputize citizens;
whether the function was currently performed by the private sector; and the degree to which
contractors would determine awards and penalties in adjudicated claims or impact the life or
property of citizens. (Dudley, 1996)
Finally, the policy letter gave more specific guidance in identifying particular inherently
governmental functions. It listed nineteen tasks that were inherently governmental, including
criminal investigations, adjudication, federal employee direction and control, and budget policy.
The Circular gave examples of commercial activities but did not provide a list of specific
functions that were inherently governmental. Also, the policy letter emphasized good contract
management as an important ingredient of accountability and identified controls that were to be
implemented when a contracted service was “almost inherently governmental.” (Dudley, 1996,
p. 76) These included budget preparation, contractor performance evaluation, and policy
development analysis. Dudley summarizes the magnitude these differences represent
collectively.
What is so significant here is that the context and content surrounding the
definition of what is an inherently governmental function has shifted. In Circular
A-76, the focus is on defining commercial activities and on contracting
procedures for functions that could be commercial activities in a context of
affirmation of the private sector. In the inherently governmental policy, the focus
is now on defining the criteria for determining inherently governmental and for
understanding the responsibility for all governmental personnel of governing in
public-private relationships. (Dudley, 1996, p. 76)
Dudley then examines the text of the policy letter in light of three public administration
concepts: legitimacy, public management and public dialogue, as a way to assess the extent of
the contextual change from the Circular to the policy letter. Regarding legitimacy, her focus is
dual. The first is outcome-oriented. Inherently governmental decisions that accomplish
appropriate objectives (outcomes) produces legitimacy, and sovereignty should be the deciding
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factor if a responsibility is inherently governmental. Dudley identifies specific elements of the
policy letter’s treatment of inherently governmental that reflect sovereignty: binding the United
States to take or avoid a specific action, military action, diplomacy, judicial proceedings,
contract management, impacting the property or lives of citizens, and controlling U.S. property.
(Dudley, 1996)
In her discussion of legitimacy, Dudley also contrasts a theoretical definition of public
goods with that inferred from the policy letter. Theoretically, public goods are collective,
nonexclusive goods with an indivisibility of benefit. The policy letter indirectly defined public
goods. “[R]ather than using the economic criteria of nonexclusivity and indivisibility of benefit
to define public goods, the policy relies on the standard that service provision includes a concern
for official responsibility and accountability.” (Dudley, 1996, p. 78) In her view, the policy letter
missed an important opportunity by neglecting to provide a more thorough discussion of the
differences between public and private services.
Although the OFPP 92-1 policy makes important gains in delineating services and
activities, it is disappointing that the policy, and the discourse surrounding it, do
not give more consideration to the context of delivering services within a public
framework, to a better discussion of the special conditions that make
governmental service somewhat different from private provision. (Dudley, 1996,
p. 78)
Dudley considers two fundamental concerns associated with public management, both of
which are process-oriented: accountability and a “concern for the effect.” The policy letter
ensures accountability by explicating the transfer of official authority and discretion and by
restricting the types of activities that could be outsourced such as a contractor’s role in
adjudication and the delegation of signature authority. Demonstrating a concern for effects
refers to a concern for the implications for all groups of citizens. Identifying inherently
governmental positions prior to accepting bids for contracts, departmental and OMB oversight,
strong contract management and independent governmental review all demonstrates this
concern. (Dudley, 1996)
The third “dimension of public functions” that Dudley examines is public dialogue. In
her view, the publicness of a policy can be measured by the extent to which its construction was
open to public dialogue. Dudley suggests criteria that ensured public dialogue, including
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defending a policy in terms of the public interest, displaying a discernible logic, having a spirit of
responsiveness, and creating a shared language. (Dudley, 1996)
Dudley describes a policy’s logic as including three main components: showing evidence
of congruence with its underlying normative purpose, clearly articulating a societal purpose,13
and demonstrating evidence of the advocacy of these societal purposes. The purpose of the
policy letter, to safeguard the transfer of governmental authority, was evidence of a normative
purpose and satisfied the first criterion of a policy displaying a discernible logic. The policy
letter clearly articulated societal purpose and provided evidence of the advocacy of these societal
purposes by giving specific examples of prohibiting the exercise of substantial discretion, such as
forbidding contractors from supporting or opposing proposed legislation. (Dudley, 1996)
Another criterion that ensures public dialogue is responsiveness, which was evident in the
solicitation of external opinions and the weight they were given in the development of the policy
letter. The letter did not meet Dudley’s final criterion, the creation of a larger dialogue and
shared language. “If the executive policy concerning inherently governmental is to become a part
of a larger dialogue, then a concern for the appropriate relationships among government,
commercial, and nonprofit sectors must move from a concern about being held to account to
include an equally important focus on ‘giving an account.’ As of yet, this has not happened.”
(Dudley, 1996, p. 81)
Dudley’s overall assessment is that while both the Circular and the policy letter avoided
providing exact standards, generally the policy letter offered improved guidance over the
Circular. She identifies several specific omissions in the policy letter, which she also identifies
as suggestions for future revisions. These include retaining sufficient governmental capacity,
preserving agency culture, providing innovation incentives, reconciling internal and external
management processes and operationalizing congressional mandates. (Dudley, 1996)
Dudley concludes by offering one possible explanation for why there was not a more
exact definition of inherently governmental by employing a different lens. She applies three
images of self as defined by Jerry Frug to the Circular and the policy letter: the autonomous self,
the situated self, and the postmodern self. According to Dudley, an autonomous self of
government is radically separate and is found in the Circular and the policy letter in those
elements that stemmed from the principle of sovereignty. Other than those aspects of inherently
governmental associated with the concept of sovereignty, the Circular defined inherently
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governmental only secondarily to commercial. Dudley interprets this as giving identity to the
corporate sector. In contrast, the governmental sector was given no identity. (Dudley, 1996)
Alternately, the situated self of government that was self-defined through connection
appears in the discussion of dialogue. “Elements of the inherently governmental policy that
focus on a relationship with the commercial sector, the opportunity for defining what is
governmental at the local level, and a concern for the image of governmental in the citizens’ eyes
within a concept of preserving legitimacy reflect dimensions of those associated with a situated
self.” (Dudley, 1996, pp. 84-85) Finally, in the fragmented postmodern self of government that
had no core and no self that separated from others, defining inherently governmental is futile.
Governmental lost its symbolic and unifying characteristics because the postmodern political
climate equated the public sector with the other sectors. “[P]erhaps…to answer exactly what
questions are governmental for all times and all place in American Culture is to attack the wrong
question.” (Dudley, 1996, p.86)
Dudley prescribes a change in perspective. She urges consideration of the broader values
of publicness within an inclusive dialogue that would lead to a learning polity of reasoned
discourse. In her view, the ritual of the discourse is the most important thing. Her metaphor for
discovering what is inherently governmental is examining and mending a fence. “But, mending
the wall - examining the gaps, the boulders and the loaves; building, rebuilding, every spring, in
respect for understanding why loaves and boulders were there before – could be a metaphor for
the process of discovering what is inherently governmental.” (Dudley, 1996, p. 87)

Rosenbloom and Piotrowski
David H. Rosenbloom and Suzanne J. Piotrowski (2005) point out that law reviews have
paid significant attention to the impact of the privatization of government services on
constitutional and administrative law. In contrast, however, the public administration literature
has not paid sufficient attention to the loss of democratic norms embedded in constitutional and
administrative law when government services were outsourced. (Rosenbloom and Piotrowski,
2005).
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For these two scholars, the concept of inherently governmental is not central to the
concern for constitutional and administrative law norms, because some of these norms would be
lost through privatization, whether the functions were inherently governmental or otherwise.
Their treatment of OMB Circular A-76, 2003 is limited to a partial definition of inherently
governmental with a brief focus on the use of discretion. They give contemporary examples of
the implementation of the Circular and conclude that OMB underestimated policymaking by
street level bureaucrats. Also, they introduce the term “noninherent,” which adds clarity to their
argument but was not used in the Circular. Additionally, the authors do not define commercial
activities that are an integral part of the definition of inherently governmental in the Circular.
(Rosenbloom and Piotrowski, 2005).
Rosenbloom and Piotrowski briefly contrast the executive branch’s treatment of
inherently governmental with that of the other two branches. In their view the legislative and
judicial branches have invested considerable effort in developing and applying constitutional and
administrative law constraints to public administration, which was not true of the executive
branch. For example, the U.S. Supreme Court applied the doctrine of state action to
contemporary outsourcing. (Rosenbloom and Piotrowski, 2005).
The explicitly normative conclusion of Rosenbloom and Piotrowski is that the value of
constitutional and administrative law norms should be systematically calculated and the question
of their application should be a part of each outsourcing decision. The public administration
community should bring its expertise to these calculations and decisions.14 (Rosenbloom and
Piotrowski, 2005)

Gilmour and Jensen
Robert S. Gilmour and Laura S. Jensen (1998) examine the concept of inherently
governmental from the vantage point of state action. They develop a protocol for
recognizing the transfer of governmental authority for the purpose of implementing
restraints and accountability measures at the onset of the delegation of that authority and
throughout the life of the outsourced authority. According to Gilmour and Jensen,
accountability became a concern following the creation of additional agencies during the
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New Deal. This is evidenced by the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) of 194615 and
the subsequent body of contemporary administrative law. They advocate a reinvention of
accountability to accompany the reinvention of government. Without such a radical
intervention, they predict a reformist response similar to that following the New Deal.
(Gilmour and Jensen, 1998)
Gilmour and Jensen point out that the privatization of governmental services was most
frequently discussed as a means of maximizing economic efficiency. In their opinion, this was an
appropriate vantage point when the government was providing a commodity and interacting with
the citizen as a customer. However, not all dealings with citizens are like this. Gilmour and
Jensen outline three distinct relationships that the government has with citizens. First, citizens
can be customers when the government provides goods and services such as electricity and
transportation. Second, citizens also can be clients when the government provides complex
professional services such as medical care and legal representation. Third, citizens can be
subjects of the government when the government imposes duties and restrains citizens’
freedoms, for example when the government imposes taxes and enforces laws. In the roles of
client and subject, there is an explicit power differential between the citizen and the government,
and the citizen has constitutional and statutory rights to protect against potential abuse by the
government. It is when the government is interacting with citizens as clients and subjects that
the concern for accountability16 increases. (Gilmour and Jensen, 1998)
According to Gilmour and Jensen, “The dimension of governance most often altered
significantly by privatization is that of public accountability.” (Gilmour and Jensen, 1998, p.
247) In their view government officials are held accountable for actions on behalf of the state in
two ways, politically and legally. Gilmour and Jensen focus on legal aspects of governmental
accountability and review three principles related to privatization: separation of powers,
nondelegation and state action. They briefly note that the principles of separation of powers and
nondelegation are quite clear in the abstract and very difficult to implement in practice. The
authors give most of their attention to the judicial doctrine of state action. They define state
action as follows.
A comprehensive view of state action, originally proposed by legal scholar Harold
Horowitz, considers that state action has occurred “when a state, in any way,
defines and enforces legal relationships between private persons.” (Gilmour and
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Jensen 1998, p. 252, quoting Horowitz, 1957, p. 221, emphasis added by Gilmour
and Jensen) Such a perspective suggests that the Court’s fundamental purpose in
all state action cases is to examine the manifestation of governmental policy in the
law itself. Thus, in essence, state action cases are “an inquiry into the
reasonableness of the manner in which the state has classified competing private
interest, some of which it has preferred and established as ‘rights,’ and others of
which it has subordinated.” (Gilmour and Jensen 1998, p. 252, quoting Van
Alstyne, 1965, p. 232) (Gilmour and Jensen 1998, p. 252)
The doctrine of state action holds government, and private sources acting on behalf of
government, legally accountable through a set of rules that apply to government. At the federal
level, these rules include the Bill of Rights, the Fourteenth Amendment, public management
statutes, executive orders, and budget circulars. “Because private actors are not subject to the
same constitutional, statutory, and oversight restrictions as governmental actors, delegation of
public functions outside the bounds of government profoundly challenges traditional notions of
accountability, making it all the more difficult, as James Madison put it, to ‘oblige’ government
‘to control itself.’” (Gilmour and Jensen, 1998, p. 248, quoting Rossitier, 1961, p.322)
Gilmour and Jensen maintain that the Supreme Court was more consistent in its
identification of state action prior to 1970. Since then, the Court has employed three tests to
determine state action: the public function test, the state actor test, and the state action test. The
result has been less consistency in the notion of state action. The public function test assesses
whether the action in question traditionally has been performed exclusively by government. The
application of this test has not produced an identification of state action, partly because the
criteria do not include a definition of such an action. It is in their discussion of the public
function test that Gilmour and Jensen briefly address inherently governmental functions. As
with its judicial application, its executive branch application has produced various definitions
without providing criteria to guide the determination of whether a specific function is or should
be inherently governmental. Using a broad definition, both branches of government have
produced catalogues of public functions. Gilmour and Jensen suggest, “The problem with all
such catalogues of traditional governmental or sovereign functions is that they furnish no
theoretical basis for proving that they are correct or all-inclusive even though they inspire
instinctive recognition.” (Gilmour and Jensen, 1998, p. 251) The second test the Supreme Court
uses in determining state action is the state actor test that assesses whether the person performing
the action in question was acting on behalf of the state. The third test is the state action test that
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assesses whether the action was governmental in nature. In Gilmour and Jensen’s opinion, the
result of these three tests has not ensured accountability. (Gilmour and Jensen, 1998)
They propose a four-step inquiry that produces a comprehensive definition of state action
in a given context. “The development of a coherent and comprehensive understanding of state
action begins with a multi-issue inquiry (ideally by all branches at all levels of government) into
the nature of every transfer of governmental authority.” (Gilmour and Jensen, 1998, p. 253)
The authors suggest that such an inquiry was necessary at three points in time: when the
delegation of governmental authority to private sources is made, during administrative oversight
proceedings and policy audits, and during judicial review. Furthemore, they encourage multiple
actors to proactively engage in this inquiry so that appropriate control systems could be
established to protect citizens from the arbitrary and capricious acts of government. In their
opinion, such a process has the potential of preventing accountability problems. (Gilmour and
Jensen, 1998)
In step one, the actor to whom governmental authority was delegated is identified.
Distinctions are made between other governmental, quasi-governmental or quasi-private entities,
and private entities. Private actors are further defined as for-profit and not-for-profit. Step two
identifies the governmental function delegated. The function is assessed for containing exclusive
responsibilities of the sovereign and its potential for the potential infringement upon
constitutionally and statutorily guaranteed rights. In step three, the action is identified. Step four
identifies safeguards.17 Particular attention is paid to the preservation of constitutional and
statutory rights.18 (Gilmour and Jensen, 1998)

Goodsell
Based on the Preamble to the Constitution and grounded in Friedrich’s concept of
disciplined taking of measures, Charles T. Goodsell19 (2007) outlines six normative principles to
guide contracting decisions. He characterizes the current privatization debate as centering
around the application of one of two criteria: economic efficiency or inherently governmental.
When economic efficiency is the central concern, the discussion focuses on promoting an
industry-based definition of efficiency.
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Goodsell frames the inherently governmental focus of the dialogue as a legal perspective
based on the Federal Activities Inventory Reform Act of 1998, under which all services not
inherently governmental are appropriate for contracting. Excluded are the use of discretion to
bind the U.S., diplomacy, military action, judicial proceedings, contract management, control of
federal employees or property, and impacting the life, liberty, or property of citizens.
According to Goodsell, there are two major shortcomings to both the economic efficiency
and the inherently governmental approaches to deciding which governmental services and
activities can be contracted. First, they are biased in favor of outsourcing and against the direct
provision of governmental services. “The inherently governmental doctrine is minimalist in that
it identifies only the few things government must do itself, leaving all else to the possibility of
private provision. Even within the circumscribed area, it prohibits outsourcing only in the
exercise of discretion, not the implementation of what is decided.” (Goodsell, 2007, p. 670)
Based on economic and legal abstractions, the second major failing of these guidelines is
they are not founded on the political order, which in the U.S. is a constitutional republic. In
Goodsell’s view, the values of this order should frame who administers the government’s
responsibilities, with the government directly administering functions that fall under the
Preamble’s purposes.
Goodsell grounds his argument in Friedrich’s concept of taking of measures, the specific,
daily acts officials perform that should reflect the values of the political order. When the political
order experiences threat, the taking of measures must have a high level of discipline, which
includes objectivity, discretion, precision, and consistency. Discipline results from initial agency
socialization and becomes internalized as tenure in a department increases. Exaggerated
discipline also can be a liability.
Goodsell follows the wording of the Preamble to link the six principles directly to the
values articulated there. Table 2 presents these. The principles are neither exhaustively
inclusive nor exclusive. Goodsell offers them as policy-specific guidelines that rest on the
fundamental values of the Preamble and supplement the current economic efficiency or
inherently governmental standards of deciding what services should be contracted.
In other words, contracting out has a moral dimension. It must be done right.
Although adoption of these six principles would not fundamentally alter America’s
current mode of governing, it could lay the basis for reconsidering the long-term
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impacts on public values of the rush to outsource as they affect the aspirations held
by We The People of the United States for our constitutional republic. (Goodsell,
2007, p. 686)

Conclusion
The public administration literature has four gaps in its treatment of inherently
governmental. I seek to address all four in the dissertation.
First, no thorough analyses of the broader meaning of inherently governmental exist that
incorporate elements of its treatment other than its explicit definition. An exception is Dudley
(1996). She references the national policy and contrasts OMB Circular, 1983 with an OFPP
policy letter. The dissertation is more thorough in scope than the current literature. I address the
meaning of inherently governmental, providing a broader treatment of the concept than the
current focus on definition. I examine not only the explicitly stated definition of the term, but
elements that more implicitly disclose its meaning, such as its placement in the document and its
usage relative to other concepts. I also review documents from a larger sampling frame,
including all the Circulars, supplemental handbooks, transmittal memoranda, memoranda, and a
policy letter.
Second, there are no published historical analyses of either the meaning of inherently
governmental or A-76. Although the field of public administration focuses more on
contemporary issues than on historical analysis, there is an important role for in-depth historical
analysis. Such analyses not only yield significant conclusions in their own right, they also
support further research by grounding contemporary questions in a historical context. The
dissertation provides a historical perspective lacking in the current literature. The research
provides an in-depth longitudinal analysis of one series of executive branch documents and
additional related executive branch documents from their primary source. I conduct a
longitudinal component, reviewing the meaning of inherently governmental in OMB A-76 from
1966 - 2003. This sets the current study apart from the majority of public administration
research that is both more contemporary to the time it is written and more broadly focused.
Third, there are no published analyses of the meaning of inherently governmental
separate from its relationship to outsourcing. Inherently governmental is of central importance to
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public administration and its value arguably transcends the contemporary focus on outsourcing.
I pair the concepts inherently governmental and governing approaches, a relationship not
previously examined.
Fourth, there are no published analyses of the concept of inherently governmental that are
not explicitly normative. In contrast, the study here does not offer suggestions about what
should and what should not be considered inherently governmental. Still, it contributes to the
general stream of normative public administration dialogue in three main ways. It focuses on the
concept of inherently governmental, which clearly is normative. Also, the study offers an
analysis that can support normative discussions. Additionally, it examines two governing
approaches, one that is normative and one that is not. The Constitutional Governing Approach is
normative, and the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach is not.
As I argued in Chapter One, the concept of inherently governmental is a thick political
concept that is of central importance for a polity. It is a topic worthy of an examination that
exceeds its current definitional, contemporary, and normative focus on its relationship to
privatizing governmental services.
Having considered the inherently governmental literature, I now turn my attention to
discussing the first governing approach, based on a resource literature describing the
Constitutionalist and Entrepreneurial Governing Approaches. I begin by introducing the
analytical framework used in the study.

Chapter Three
The Constitutionalist Governing Approach

Introduction
In addition to contributing to the inherently governmental literature, the dissertation relies
on a resource literature that addresses two governing approaches evident in the U.S. federal
government (Moe, 2004, 2001, 1997, 1990; Moe and Gilmour, 1995), the Constitutionalist
Governing Approach1 and the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach.2 In this chapter I focus on
the first of the two approaches, the Constitutional Governing Approach, and introduce the
analytical framework used in the study.
The chapter is organized into five main sections. First, I present the analytical
framework. Second, using that framework, I describe the Constitutionalist Governing Approach
in detail. Third, I discuss select presidential commissions that reviewed executive branch
organization and management during the reign of the first governing approach, including a brief
review of how these commissions dealt with the OMB. Fourth, I offer a critique of the
Constitutional Governing Approach, and the chapter closes with a brief conclusion noting Moe’s
and Moe and Gilmour’s advocacy of the CGA. A more thorough conclusion appears at the end
of following chapter, where I contrast the two governing approaches.

The Analytical Framework
Ronald C. Moe and Moe and Robert S. Gilmour identify two approaches to government
management evident in the U.S. federal government, the Constitutionalist and the
Entrepreneurial Governing Approaches.3 The governing approaches are abstract constructs
created retrospectively to discuss a complicated reality. They are analytical models that do not
exist in reality and are pure in a way that practice never is. Although they do not perfectly
represent complex realities,4 they are useful for describing and analyzing actual phenomena.
According to Moe and to Moe and Gilmour, the Constitutionalist Governing Approach was
the predominant approach of public administration from the origins of the republic through the
39
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late 1970s. By the 1990s, a new approach of administering government activity was taking hold
across the globe, the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach. In 1993, the Gore Report5 solidified
its prominence in the U.S. (Moe, 2004)
In this and the following chapter I describe the two governing approaches and introduce
the analytical framework used in the study. The framework synthesizes6 Moe’s and Moe and
Gilmour’s ideas about the two approaches, adds conceptualization to the two public management
methods presented by Moe and by Moe and Gilmour by incorporating additional information
from the National Performance Review, proposes seven characteristics of each governing
approach used to describe and contrast the approaches, and also operationalizes the seven
characteristics into criteria that are used to analyze the documents.7 Table 3 illustrates the two
governing approaches.
The seven characteristics of each governing approach are essential and conceptually
related. In addition, each approach has a particularly defining characteristic.8 I chose the seven
characteristics based on their value in adding conceptual clarity. They do not encompass every
feature of the governing approaches. The order of the characteristics implies neither the strength
of the characteristic relative to the other characteristics, nor a logical progression. I ordered the
characteristics based on descriptive value.
I operationalized the characteristics of the governing approaches into criteria for analyzing
the text of the documents. These criteria are presented for each characteristic in Table 3.
Content analysis, the research design and method used in the dissertation, requires that each
criterion be uniquely assigned to one characteristic. Therefore, each criterion is unique and is
listed only once in the analytical framework.9 This operationalization forced choices regarding
the categorization of criteria. I assigned criteria to characteristics based on the placement’s
ability to facilitate conceptual clarity and its utility to the analysis.
There are at least three conditions when these governing approaches and their
characteristics can be expected to inaccurately or only partially describe a governing approach.
These conditions include occurrences of dissenting, internally incongruent or externally
incongruent opinions. In this context, “opinions” refer to individual or collective viewpoints as
expressed in writing or inferred from action.
First, because the characteristics are describing governing approaches that are broad,
collectively held views of public management, they do not necessarily describe any single view
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present during the time an approach is operating. The approaches aggregate the preponderance
of perspectives into a prevailing view. Public management is no different that other areas of
inquiry in that there are always dissenting opinions. Therefore neither the governing approaches
nor their characteristics will necessarily represent the view of one person, constituency, or
document.
Second, perspectives are seldom completely internally congruent, without internal
conflicts or contradictions. Perspectives often contain incompatible premises, frequently
resulting from of a lack of critical examination.10 In cases of internal incongruencies, the
governing approaches and their characteristics can be expected to describe that outlook only
partially.
Finally, there can be a discrepancy between an espoused opinion and an operating
opinion.11 As it is used here, an “espoused opinion” is one that is explicitly expressed; and an
“operating opinion” is one that guides observable behavior and may or may not be congruent
with an espoused opinion. Operating opinions may be inferred only from action. Variance
between an espoused opinion and an operating opinion is referred to as externally incongruent.
Although disparities exist between espoused and operating viewpoints in all areas of
investigation, they seem likely to be especially prevalent in the study of public management
where rhetoric is prominent and is often its own focus of inquiry.
As the governing approaches are analytical constructs, so are the three situations just
described when the governing approaches and the characteristics outlined in the analytical
framework partially or inaccurately describe a viewpoint. In reality, dissenting, internally
incongruent and externally incongruent viewpoints are likely to co-exist. Also, intention may
play a role in incongruence and intention can only be surmised. For example, whether
incongruence is due to the lack of critical evaluation, as it is in internal incongruence, or the
result of a self-aware discrepancy between an espoused and operating viewpoint, as it is in
external incongruence, rests on an interpretation of intentionality that is largely speculative.
Therefore, a few examples of variance between a particular perspective and the governing
approach dominant at the time appear throughout the text, along with possible interpretations of
that variance. One value of articulating seven characteristics of each governing approach and
operationalizing them into criteria for investigation is their function in discerning dissenting and
incongruent viewpoints.
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The Constitutionalist Governing Approach
The first of the public management governing approaches that Moe and Moe and
Gilmour describe is the Constitutionalist Governing Approach. Due to the length and
complexity of the following discussion, the seven essential characteristics12 of the CGA are
introduced briefly and then discussed separately in greater detail.
The CGA is a theoretically based perspective of public management, grounded in the
U.S. Constitution. It also is values driven, specifically prioritizing democratic, political and
administrative values within government management.
In addition, the CGA is structure dependent in two ways. First, it is dependent upon the
government structure of three separate and co-equal branches of government as outlined in the
first three Articles of the U.S. Constitution. According to this characteristic, Congress
establishes executive agencies, articulates their missions, passes enabling and management
legislation related to their operation, passes funding appropriations, provides program and
management oversight, and has the authority to dissolve agencies. Also according to this
characteristic, the Constitutionalist Governing Approach is based on the theory of the
accountable executive, advocating an institutionalized presidency, unified executive branch, and
strong central management agencies. Executive branch directors report directly to the President,
ensuring the director operates within appropriate legal authority and remains politically
accountable to elected officials. The judicial branch provides additional oversight. Therefore,
the CGA depends upon the very structure of the federal government. Second, the CGA is also
dependent upon organizational structure. Nonpartisan professional managers ensure an
institutional perspective. Hierarchical reporting within an agency and standardized procedures
ensure the values of the CGA are met. That is to say, the CGA also depends upon the
organizational structure of government agencies that conduct public business.
Furthermore, the Constitutionalist Governing Approach promotes sector distinctions,
prescribing a strict distinction between the public and private sectors based on the sovereignty of
the state. All sovereign functions must be assigned to the government, and some contextrelevant secondary functions also may be assigned to the public sector. Public and private law
are separate in the United States, representing distinct jurisprudences and governed by separate
bodies of law. Public law is based on a restrictive jurisprudence in which government action
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must be expressly permitted within the law, and private law is based on a more permissive
jurisprudence, allowing private citizen action unless specifically restrained by the law.
Executive agencies are governed by Title Five of the U.S. Code.
Finally, the Constitutionalist Governing Approach is deductive, strategic and normative.
It is deductive in that it begins with theory, and all administrative decisions follow from that
theory. It is strategic in that it is based on long-range and broad goals. The CGA also is
normative in two ways. It is normative in that it is based on what has been done historically; it
also is normative in the sense that it bounds decisions and actions by establishing and
maintaining expectations for those decisions and actions. Each of these essential characteristics
of the CGA is discussed in greater detail below.
Theoretically Based
In the analytical framework, the first characteristic of the Constitutionalist Governing
Approach is its grounding in theory. I use theory in this chapter as Moe and Moe and Gilmour
use it. I use their references to, and nomenclature for theories, as well as their descriptions of
specific aspects of the theories they mentioned. Although Moe defines theory as propositions
subject to empirical proof or disproof (Moe, 1994), he does not assess this definition of theory
against its usage. I employ this definition and list it as the first criterion for the theoretically
based characteristic of the CGA.13
Although all seven characteristics of the CGA are essential, its grounding in theory is
especially defining. According to Moe and to Moe and Gilmour, political theory14 directly
informs the remaining six characteristics of this governing approach.
The theoretically based characteristic of the CGA posed a challenge to the design of the
analytical framework. The framework functions in a dual capacity in the dissertation. It
structures a comparison of the two governing approaches; and here, the goal is to maximize the
descriptive value of the characteristics. It also operationalizes these characteristics into criteria
used in the analysis; and in this function, the goal is to maximize the integrity of the research
design, which includes listing criteria only once. The challenge was that the theoretically based
characteristic informs the other six characteristics, and this could potentially lead to duplicate
listings for the criteria.
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The way I addressed this challenge was to list the specific theories as criteria in the
theoretically based characteristic. In the analysis, only direct mentions of theory were attributed
to the theoretically based characteristic. I note in the text those occasions when the specific
theories that are listed as criteria for the theoretically based characteristic also inform one of the
other six characteristics. This method maintained the standard of uniqueness for all the criteria
in all seven characteristics.
For descriptive clarity, the theories listed as criteria for the theoretically based
characteristic are described below and then mentioned later in the chapter as relevant. Because
theory is so central to this governing approach, it is mentioned frequently. List 1 presents the
theory references in three of the CGA characteristics.
The second criterion for the theoretically based characteristic is the CGA’s grounding in
the U.S. Constitution and the political theory that directed its formation and continues to inform
its enduring guidance of the United States government. If there are tensions or conflicts with the
activities of governing, they are resolved by the authority of the U.S. Constitution. (Moe, 2004,
2001, 1997, 1990; Moe and Gilmour 1995)
Moe defines the fundamental theoretical basis of the American polity as including three
theoretical values or governance principles. (Moe, 2004) Table 4 presents these. Described in
detail later in the chapter, together these form the third criterion for the theoretically based
characteristic in the CGA. I also discuss the theory of the accountable executive (which is
related to these three governance principles and is listed with them in the framework) later in the
chapter.
The fundamental difference between the public and private sectors is based in the legal
theory of constitutional government, and legally based administrative theory is its direct
consequence. (Moe, 1997) These are the fourth and fifth criteria, respectively. Directly related
to these theories is the role of public and private law in the U.S. Sectorial distinction is a
characteristic of the Constitutionalist Governing Approach and sectorial blurring is a
characteristic of the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach. I describe these in detail later in the
chapter.
The sixth and seventh criteria include public administration theory that equates public and
government organizations and the view that government management is a distinct field with its
own long-tested theoretical basis. (Moe 1997) These two theoretical references have direct
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implications for the structure dependent characteristic of the Constitutionalist Governing
Approach.
Moe and Gilmour (1995) outline ten “historically fundamental principles of public
administration” that are generalizations, and that they suggest have been collectively viewed as
axiomatic. The principles provide a general theoretical framework for public administration. The
authors contrast these ten principles of public administration with four principles of the
Entrepreneurial Governing Approach.15 Table 5 presents these. These ten principles are
incorporated in the analytical framework as the eighth criterion.
Additionally, and included as the ninth criterion, Moe and Gilmour refer to the theory
guiding government organization and management that informs the structures, processes and
procedures of government and has a foundation in public law. (Moe and Gilmour, 1995) This
further supports two characteristics of the CGA, its structure dependence and its promotion of
sectorial distinctions.
Tenth, Moe also indicates that reports about governmental organization and management
such as those by presidential commissions are based on a theory about the nature of government
and its management. This theory often is assumed in the report’s recommendations. (Moe, 1994)
This interpretation is important to the discussion of these reports that follows.
Finally, Moe refers to the American theory of government as including the separation of
powers and doctrine of nondelegation of governmental functions to private parties. (Moe, 1994)
The separation of powers is directly related to the structure dependence characteristic of the
Constitutionalist Governing Approach. The nondelegation doctrine is an integral element of the
fourth characteristic of the CGA, its support of distinct and separate public and private sectors.
Values Driven
The Constitutionalist Governing Approach is also values driven, specifically ordering the
priority of democratic, political and administrative values. These values are not mutually
exclusive, and in practice, many government decisions and actions include several or all of these
values with varying degrees of congruence and tension.
According to Moe and to Moe and Gilmour, political theory defines democratic values
such as equity and fairness in the treatment of citizens and political values such as accountability
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to elected officials as important for public management. (Moe, 2004, 2001; Moe and Gilmour,
1995) This prioritized value orientation results in a more intensified focus on processes than on
results. (Moe and Gilmour, 1995) For example, to ensure the operationalization of democratic
and political values in public management, some organizational processes are standardized. As
contrasted to private organizations, this adherence to standardized procedures to ensure
democratic values are realized is uniquely important for government organizations, because the
government has exclusive rights and responsibilities over its citizens. For example, the
government is funded by revenue legally confiscated from citizens in the form of taxes, and it
has the authority to use coercion against them if they do not follow its rules and regulations.
Private organizations do not posses these rights of taxation and enforcement, so following
standardized procedures intended to ensure democratic and political values is not relevant for
private companies. Private organizations may choose to standardize procedures for other
administrative reasons, such as financial controls. Of course, the government may also
standardize procedures for financial controls. So, while private and public organizations may
share some common procedures, the reasons for their implementation can differ. In the CGA,
the values driving organizational processes are more important than the specific secondary
administrative or economic results they obtain. The primary concern is ensuring the
governmental values are realized. The CGA asserts that this values orientation is an essential
difference between public and private organizations.
Public management often involves a conflict between democratic or political values and
administrative values such as efficiency. The specific ordering of values in the CGA is
especially evident when there is a conflict of values and one value must take precedence to
determine a course of action. For example, in a conflict of the values of political accountability
and administrative efficiency, the CGA prioritizes political accountability through such
mechanisms as hierarchical reporting and legally-based due process procedures. It does not
disregard other administrative values such as efficiency and economy; it prioritizes these values
when they conflict. (Moe, 2004, 2001; Moe and Gilmour, 1995)
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Structure Dependent
As discussed above, the CGA depends upon both the structure of the government as
outlined in the U.S. Constitution and the organizational structure of government agencies. Also
as mentioned above, theory informs the other six characteristics of the Constitutionalist
Governing Approach and is referenced throughout the text as relevant. Attention now turns to a
more detailed review of three theoretical values or governance principles that are listed together
as one criterion in the theoretically based characteristic. As integrated into the analytical
framework, these three governance principles support the next two characteristics of the CGA,
its structure dependence and its promotion of sectorial distinctions.
According to Moe, the following three governance principles found in the U.S.
Constitution form the fundamental theoretical basis of the American polity. (Moe, 2004) These
principles inform and direct the management of the federal government. “Governance is
concerned with political theory, institutions, laws and fundamental rights of participants in the
political system. Management of the government is necessarily a derivative and dependent
element of the system of governance.” (Moe, 2004, p.21)
According to Moe, although the U.S. Constitution does not address administrative
organization in detail,16 it does clearly reflect the intentions17 of the authors to organize
government around three political or governance principles18 that are found functioning in no
other country. First, the government consists of three co-equal, institutionally separate, and
interdependent branches. Second, all administrative functions are located in the executive
branch, accountable to the President who is accountable to Congress. Last, a governmental
sector that is an agent of the sovereign is held to a different theory of jurisprudence than a private
sector. (Moe, 2004)
The third essential characteristic of the Constitutionalist Governing Approach is its
structure dependence. It is structure dependent in two ways. The CGA is dependent upon
governmental structure and it is also dependent upon organizational structure.
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Governmental Structure Dependent19
The CGA is dependent upon governmental structure as described by Moe’s governance
principle one. The theory of the accountable executive is closely related to governance
principles one and two and the following discussions weave these two theories together.
The Constitutionalist Governing Approach is grounded in the Constitutional authority,
structure and relationships between Congress, the President, the Judiciary, and executive branch
agencies. This Constitutional assignment of governmental power to three branches of
government makes governmental authority structure dependent.
According to Moe, the U.S. stands apart in the role political theory played in its
formation. Unlike most countries, the U.S. government is based on a comprehensive and
coherent political theory. Most national governments evolved over time, with their structures
reflecting changing political circumstances. The United States is exceptional in that its
governmental structure emerged all at once at the founding of the republic, and this structure was
intended to reflect the new government designed as a democratic republic. (Moe, 2004)
The emergence of the U.S. government at the close of the Age of Reason, lent a realistic
and optimistic view of individual reason to political deliberations. (Moe, 2004) The framers of
the Constitution also were influenced by colonial dependency, the Revolutionary War, and the
Articles of Confederation period with an ineffective single chamber Congress. Consequently,
they designed a government to frustrate the concentration of political power through separate
branches delegated shared powers and held accountable to the citizenry by different voting
mechanisms. The primary purpose of the governmental design was to protect citizens from
government. (Moe and Gilmour, 1995)
The U.S. also is atypical in the endurance of its Constitution, which defines the authority,
structure and relationship between Congress, the President, and the Judiciary, and is essential to
understanding the role of the public sector in the United States. (Moe, 2004) The first three
articles of the U.S. Constitution define and divide governmental power into three categories and
assign that divided power to three distinct branches of government. Consequently, governmental
authority in the U.S. Constitution is dependent upon the very structure of the government.
Congress holds a central role in the U.S. political system. Its structure and powers are
described in Article I of the Constitution. Directly elected by citizens, Congress consists of a
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bicameral body of two equally powerful chambers.20 All proposed legislation must pass both
houses of Congress before being submitted to the President. (Moe, 2004) Central to
understanding the role of the public sector, Congress establishes and dissolves executive
agencies and their missions through legislation. “Agency” has a very precise meaning in this
context. It specifically refers to all executive branch entities and they are subject to Title Five of
the U.S. Code (see below). Congress also enacts enabling legislation that defines agency
programs, passes public laws that govern their procedures, and appropriates funding to support
these federal agencies and their programs. Additionally, Congress provides administrative
oversight of agencies and was intended to be an active comanager with the President of the
administrative branch of government. (Moe, 2004)
Article II of the Constitution describes the executive power invested in the President,
elected indirectly through the Electoral College.21 (Moe, 2004) As a predominant model of
governance, the framers intended the authority and organization of the executive branch to be
unified under the President and accountable to Congress. (Moe, 2001) Moe and Gilmour (1995)
suggest that historically the prevailing norm has been that agency directors are accountable to the
President. Although there were initial contradictions to this model, the necessity for
communication and cooperation between the branches has always been acknowledged.22
The CGA also relies on the theory of the accountable executive that relates to both
elements of the CGA’s dependence structure. Pertaining to the CGA’s dependence upon
governmental structure, the theory of the accountable executive includes a view of the executive
as a distinct, unified institution, separate from the legislative and judicial bodies. An
institutionalized presidency emphasizes the legal foundation of presidential power that is
assigned and defined in the U.S. Constitution, statutes, and national customs. (Moe, 1990) The
functions of the executive are integrated and managed by a strong central management agency.
Presidential management of the executive branch is predicated on sound general management
laws that are administered by a central management agency with the mission to build managerial
capacity and preserve political accountability. (Moe and Gilmour, 1995)
Article III of the U.S. Constitution vests the Judicial power of the U.S. in “one supreme
Court, and in such inferior Courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain and establish.”
Selected even more indirectly than the other two branches of the federal government, members
of the federal judiciary are selected through Presidential appointment and Senate confirmation.23
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The federal courts provide judicial review of executive action by ruling on the constitutionality
of the actions and decisions of federal government officials. The reviewing courts developed
legal doctrines that hold executive branch managers legally accountable for maintaining
procedural safeguards in dealing with both citizens and employees. In 1946 this body of case
law was codified into the Administrative Procedure Act and subsequently has been amended and
expanded. The courts also hold agencies accountable for conforming to legislative deadlines and
substantive standards. (Moe and Gilmour, 1995)
Therefore, the Constitutionalist Governing Approach depends on the U.S. Constitution to
define the relationships between the three branches of government and federal agencies. As
described in the theory of the accountable executive, the CGA also views an integrated executive
branch, institutionalized presidency and strong central executive management agencies as
essential to strong public management. Together, these criteria make the CGA dependent upon
the structure of government.
Organizational Structure Dependent24
The CGA is dependent upon organizational structure as described by Moe’s governance
principle two. In addition to describing elements of the CGA that are dependent upon
governmental structure, the theory of the accountable executive includes aspects of the CGA’s
dependence upon organizational structure. The theory of the accountable executive views
agency executives as nonpartisan professional managers who report directly to the President, and
views a hierarchical organizational structure as a means to providing legal authority to
administrators and ensuring political accountability to elected officials. Also important to
organizational structure are standardized procedures that allow democratic values to be
embedded into the activities of governing. (Moe 2004; Moe and Gilmour, 1995)
Organizational structure is an important element of the theory of the accountable
executive that asserts authority is assigned to agency directors by the President, not Congress,
and the agency executive is accountable directly to the President. Clear lines of authority and
responsibility also are drawn from the executive through his or her subordinates. Congress does
not make direct assignments to agency directors or to their subordinates. (Moe, 2004)
Nonpartisan professional managers are an essential component of the Constitutionalist
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Governing Approach. They preserve the institutional nature of the agencies they serve and
balance the short-term political interest of political appointees. (Moe, 1997)
The CGA regards hierarchy with clear lines of reporting as a primary tool utilized to
provide legal authority to agency executives. It also provides political accountability to elected
politicians. In addition to promoting unification and integration in the executive branch, the CGA
promotes unification and integration in each executive branch department. (Moe 2004; Moe and
Gilmour, 1995) Identifying specific responsible executive agencies and individual
administrators accountable for well-defined responsibilities allows citizens to seek redress when
the government wrongs them. To further support clear governmental accountability, institutional
impediments to citizen participation are purposefully built into agency structures and procedures
to protect against the rule of the citizen majority. (Moe and Gilmour, 1995) Standardized
procedures also are important to organizational structure. They allow democratic values to be
embedded into the activities of governing. (Moe 2004; Moe and Gilmour, 1995)
Much of the theory and intention of the founders is recorded in the Federalist Papers,
and it is clear that they intended the government structure to reflect the democratic republic they
were purposefully creating. It is well known that the checks and balances among the branches
were designed to protect individual civil liberties and ensure against governmental tyranny.
(Moe, 2004)
Less emphasized is that the founding fathers also valued efficient25 government. The
Constitutional framers designed a government that was both accountable and efficient. They
viewed the separation of powers in general and specifically, a separate executive, as a primary
means of providing efficiency. A unitary administrative system under the President and
accountable to Congress was an innovation designed for the efficient and productive
accomplishment of politically accountable objectives. (Moe, 2004; Fisher, 1971)
In Moe’s view, although a unitary executive was the intentional design of the founders,
the early Presidents are generally not regarded as having been strong managers of the executive
branch of government, for such reasons as insufficient institutional capacity, budgetary tools, and
personal inclinations. Therefore, while a unitary executive remained a theoretically informed
ideal, the prevailing practice during this early period was more direct congressional than
presidential executive branch oversight. The result was a politically responsive, single-executive
departmentalism that reigned from the founding until the late nineteenth century. (Moe, 2004)
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The civil service reform movement that sought to purge partisan politics from administration
reinterpreted the theory of the accountable executive to accommodate its reform agenda. (Moe,
2001)
The first organizational departures from the theory of the accountable executive were
quasi-judicial independent regulatory commissions that required insulation from the executive
branch to ensure bipartisan representation and procedural fairness. There has been a steady
increase in the number, role and impact of independent regulatory commissions. (Moe and
Gilmour, 1995)
Hence, the Constitutionalist Governing Approach is based on the theory of the
accountable executive that defines the role and relationship of executive agencies to the
President and also defines the organizational structure of the agencies. Collectively, nonpartisan
professional managers, a hierarchical organizational structure and standardized procedures result
in a Constitutionalist Governing Approach that is dependent on organizational structure.
Promotes Sector Distinctions26
As described by Moe’s governance principle three, the Constitutionalist Governing
Approach promotes sector distinctions with a clear focus on public law as a source of direction
and authority for public administration. The Constitution, statutory law, and political culture27
promote a distinction between the sectors. “This country has two distinctive forms of law: public
law, which governs the activities of governmental bodies in their capacity as agents of the
sovereign...; and private law, which governs the relations of private parties with one another.”
(Moe, 1997, p. 42) Public laws govern the procedures of public organizations. According to
Moe and to Moe and Gilmour, law-based administrative principles in the CGA are not
impediments to sound administration, as the later EGA asserts. They protect citizens from an
overzealous government as well as involve citizens in the process of developing new regulations.
(Moe, 2004; Moe and Gilmour, 1995)
The analytical framework includes several criteria that reflect this characteristic:
sovereignty, inherently governmental functions, and jurisprudence. The single most important
characteristic that separates the public and private sectors is sovereignty, particularly at the
federal level. “What is essential to governmental character is its exercise of sovereign authority
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under the Constitution, its interactions with citizens in a framework of popular sovereignty and
limited government.” (Moe, 1997, p. 43) In Moe’s view, sovereignty includes several
fundamental attributes. It always involves the legitimate right to use coercion, immunity from
suit except by its own permission, and indivisibility. It also includes the right to disavow debts
but does not include the right to declare bankruptcy, which is a private right. Further, it
encompasses the right of eminent domain.28 (Moe, 1987)
Moe and Moe and Gilmour suggest the law-based distinction between the sectors is the
theoretical foundation of public administration.
The critical distinction between the sectors has been, and will continue to be,
their relationship to the power of the sovereign. Federal government institutions
are agents of the sovereign and function under public law. Private institutions
are not agents of the sovereign and function under private law. (Moe, 2004, p.
39; Moe and Gilmour, 1995, p. 143-144) This distinction is critical and provides
the theoretical foundation of public administration. (Moe and Gilmour, 1995, p.
144)
The second criterion in the analytical framework that indicates the promotion of sectorial
distinctions is the concept of inherently governmental. According to Moe, sovereign functions
should be assigned to the government through a legal process that holds government officials
accountable for their decisions. “Assignment of functions between the sectors is not simply an
economic exercise to find the most economical choice, but first and foremost it is a legal exercise
in which the values of accountability of officers of the United States are spelled out in law.”
(Moe, 1997, p. 42) Government officials must perform all functions that involve the power of
the sovereign.29
In addition to sovereignty, the government may include secondary criteria when deciding
if a function is public, such as providing for national security, ensuring public safety, retaining
sufficient knowledge to manage contracts and limiting corruption. These secondary criteria
depend on context.
Moe cautions that assigning functions to the government does not ensure those functions
will be managed effectively. “There tends to be an intellectual disconnection between selecting
the proper functions for government and the proper management of those functions.” (Moe,
1997, p. 45)
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The third criterion that indicates the promotion of sectorial distinctions is the concept of
jurisprudence. Public and private entities are subject to different types of jurisprudence.
Executive agencies are subject to public law that is comprised of the Constitution, Bill of Rights,
statutory, regulatory, and case law. The goal of public law is to ensure the continuance of a
republican form of government and protect the rights and freedoms of citizens. It makes the
public sector distinct from the private sector in the United States. The private sector is founded in
a different legal doctrine of judge-made common law that protects the rights and responsibilities
of private individuals. (Moe and Gilmour, 1995)
The most fundamental difference between public and private law jurisprudence
lies in the realm of presumptions. In the governmental sector the presumption is
that the action of an agency or officer must have their basis in public law. Silence
in law is not permission to act. In the private sector, on the other hand, the reverse
presumption holds sway. That is, private persons may act as they please unless
there is a law prohibiting their actions. Officers operating under public law are
held to a higher standard of behavior (e.g. they must follow constitutional due
process) in their dealings with the public. (Moe, 2004, p. 38)
The primary tool that Congress and the President use to comanage the executive branch is
the public laws that regulate activities, procedures and administration of all agencies. These laws
provide a necessary cohesion between the executive agencies, and Congress and the President.
The interests of [C]ongress and the [P]resident however are not necessarily at
odds or confrontational. Indeed, there is a high degree of congruence of
institutional interests in managing the executive agencies. The most important
elements in this cooperative exercise are the general management laws that
provide the overall direction and rules for the executive branch. These laws are
the glue that keeps the naturally disparate parts of the executive branch tied
together as a whole. (Moe, 1997, p. 46)
The one hundred or so general management laws reflect governmental doctrine and the
conceptual and legal arrangements between the branches regarding governmental administration.
(Moe, 2004) These public general management laws and their subordinate regulations and
executives orders include the Budget and Accounting Act, Administrative Procedures Act,
Freedom of Information Act, Inspector General Act, Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act, Government Corporation Control Act, Paperwork Reduction Act, Privacy Act,
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Federal Tort Claims Act, Ethics in Government Act, Federal Property and Administrative
Services Act, and Anti-Deficiency Act. (Moe 2004, 2001, 1997, 1994, 1990, 1987; Moe and
Gilmour, 1995)
Providing uniformity and standardization for government organization and processes, the
public management laws are statements of presumption that guide governmental behavior unless
explicit exemptions are made. (Moe, 2004) They are intended to support managerial
accountability, equity, and fairness. The burden of proof for exceptions rests with the
supplicants. (Moe and Gilmour, 1995)
Moe views law as the creative instrument of a republican government. The drafting,
deliberation, and administration of law are all creative. This creativity nurtures an innovative
public management environment.
Moe (1987) contends that it is most important to recognize that a distinction between
public and private exists. “The best thing that could happen to the private sector is to have a first
class public sector, appropriately limited in size and functions, but fully capable of providing the
legal, economic and public goods infrastructure that will permit the private sector to reach its full
potential.” (Moe, 1987, p. 458 – 459)
Therefore, the Constitutionalist Governing Approach promotes sectorial distinctions by
describing fundamental attributes of sovereignty. It assigns all sovereign functions to the
government. Other functions may be assigned an inherently governmental status by meeting
well-defined features. Finally, the CGA recognizes that the fundamental jurisprudence of public
and private law is distinct in the U.S.
Deductive, Strategic, and Normative
Because the Constitutionalist Governing Approach is grounded in political theory and the
U.S. Constitution, it also is deductive, strategic and normative. All of the details of
administration follow from this theoretical grounding. The vision and purpose of government
guide the specifics of governmental decisions, how they are practically implemented and what
governmental actions are taken.
Like the U.S. Constitution for which it is named, the CGA is strategic in that it is focused
on broad long-term goals that survive the test of time. The U.S. Constitution is one of the most
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enduring in the world, guiding broad stable political objectives over ever changing political and
societal landscapes.
The CGA is also normative in two uses of the term. It is normative in that it is based on
what has been done historically. Tradition holds a hallowed space in the CGA. It also is
normative in that it bounds decisions and actions by establishing and maintaining expectations
for those decisions and actions. In this way it is standardizing and evaluative, defining what
should be done.
I now turn attention to a brief discussion of selected presidential commissions convened
during the time the Constitutionalist Governing Approach was prevalent and then waning in
influence. Following this, I present the impact of these commissions on OMB.

Presidential Commissions
and Executive Branch Reorganization
Historically, presidential commissions have been convened to review executive branch
organization and management. The composition of these commissions and their reports
arguably reflect the governing approach of public management operating at the time.30 Table 6
presents these commissions, their membership and corresponding governing approach
characteristics. Although much has been written about these commissions and the reports they
published, the following discussion is limited to Moe’s examination. This narrows the
discussion to only those elements of selected presidential commissions and their reports that are
relevant to the broader purpose of this and the following chapter, that is to present the two public
governing approaches as conceived by Moe and by Moe and Gilmour and to offer an analytical
framework based upon their work.
A brief review of these commissions and their reports is valuable for five reasons. First,
reports about governmental organization and management are based on a theory about the nature
of government and its management. (Moe, 1994) The decline in expressly stated theory in the
reports is one factor supporting a diminishing prominence of the Constitutionalist Governing
Approach. Second, the membership of the commissions changes over time and reflects the
change from a Constitutional Governing Approach to an Entrepreneurial Governing Approach.
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Third, OMB, the issuing agency of Circular A-76, is central to proposals for executive branch
reorganization. Fourth, the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach was strongly influenced by the
Gore Report. A concise presentation of preceding treatments of government organization
contextualizes the Gore Report in a useful way. Fifth, reviewing presidential commission reports
serves to reinforce the research proposition.
According to Moe, presidential commission reports about governmental organization and
management are based on a theory about the nature of government and its management. In some
cases, this theory is specifically expressed. Most frequently, however, such theory is not
explicitly stated, but assumed within the report’s recommendations. The influence of these
reports is often due to these underlying theories and assumptions more than the actual
recommendations. (Moe, 1994) Since the CGA is so strongly based in theory, the earlier reports
and their inferred theories are worth a brief discussion. Additionally, the characteristics of the
CGA listed in the analytical framework are evident in the reports’ recommendations. The extent
of directly articulated theory in the reports decreases over time. This also reflects a decline in the
stature of the Constitutionalist Governing Approach as a guiding governing approach for public
management.
The predominant governing approach of public administration from the origins of the
republic through the late 1970s, the Constitutionalist Governing Approach, was reinforced by
presidential commission reports issued during that time. Moe reviewed three presidential
commissions reports that were produced while the Constitutionalist Governing Approach
influenced public management. In 1936, President Franklin D. Roosevelt convened the
President’s Committee on Administrative Management, commonly known as the Brownlow
Committee. The committee bears the name of its leader, Louis Brownlow, a public
administration practitioner and scholar. The Brownlow Report was published in 1937. President
Harry S Truman appointed the Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the
Government in 1947. Led by former President Herbert Hoover and referred to as the first
Hoover Commission,31 this commission produced its report in 1949. In 1969 President Richard
M. Nixon formed the President's Advisory Council on Executive Organization, chaired by Roy
Ash of Litton Industries. Known as the Ash Council, this commission presented its report in
1971. Below is a concise summary of the components each of the reports that is relevant to the
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CGA and the dissertation, followed by a notation about ways in which these three commissions
and their reports are similar.
The Brownlow Committee was convened by President Roosevelt and was comprised of
three prominent public administrators. Louis Brownlow led the committee that bears his name.
His fellow commission members were Luther Gulick and Charles E. Merriam. These scholars
later founded the American Society for Public Administration (ASPA) whose mission was to
preserve and promote the progressive philosophy of administrative management in the
Brownlow Committee Report. (Moe 1990) The composition of the Brownlow Committee
indicates the central role of scholarship and theory to plans of executive branch organization and
management. In 1937 President Roosevelt followed the advice of the Brownlow Committee and
submitted to Congress a reorganization plan that strongly reflected the basic characteristics of the
CGA. A model of the President as a strong manager of the executive branch of government is
central to the Brownlow Committee Report. Of particular note for the dissertation, the plan
recommended creating an Executive Office of the President. Congress accepted this
recommendation, dramatically increasing the capacity of the institutionalized presidency. (Moe
1990)
Appointed by President Truman and chaired by former President Hoover, the members of
the first Hoover Commission were predominantly elected and appointed political leaders. A few
private leaders also served. The first Hoover Commission continued the strong theoretical basis
set by the Brownlow Committee for its recommendations. Its report explicitly stated its
Constitutional grounding. The executive branch must be reorganized “to give it simplicity of
structure, the unity of purpose, and the clear line of executive authority originally intended.”
(Moe, 1994, p. 112) The first Hoover Commission Report recommended the centralization of
policymaking and the integration of related departmental functions. Acknowledging that the
primary tool of executive branch management is public management laws, it also suggested
writing such laws that would structure standards and allow for discretion. Operational functions
such as personnel and accounting could be decentralized. However, centralization preceded
decentralization. The commission emphasized the need for political accountability of
governmental activities through politically responsible officials. The primary achievement of the
first Hoover Commission was the enhancement of the President as chief manager of the
executive branch. (Moe, 1994)
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President Nixon established the Ash Council, which was named for its chairman, Roy
Ash of Litton Industries. In addition to Ash, primarily public policy analysts and political
appointees staffed the council. In 1971, The Ash Council Report took a comprehensive
conceptual approach and recommended to President Nixon a package that combined several
elements of what he would call the New Federalism,32 such as reorganizing the executive
branch; moving away from narrow, constituency-based domestic departments towards broader
functional departments; strengthening policy direction and accountability; and decentralizing
administrative functions. Four pieces of legislation were forwarded to Congress, all congruent
with the CGA. (Moe, 1990) Congress passed only one proposal. This is not surprising, given
the divided government at the time. Most relevant to the dissertation is that, with misgivings,
Congress passed a lesser recommendation to reorganize the Bureau of the Budget, creating the
Office of Management and Budget. Nixon attempted to implement many of the Ash Council
recommendations through mechanisms that bypassed congressional approval, such as executive
orders and other administrative strategies. (Moe, 1990)
According to Moe, the federal executive branch at the time of the Brownlow Committee,
the first Hoover Commission, and the Ash Council needed reorganization because Congress and
the President had departed from the administrative management system that the framers of the
Constitution intended and is summarized in the Constitutionalist Governing Approach. Their
reports reiterated the basic characteristics of the CGA and called for flexibility and discretion in
its implementation. (Moe 1994, 1990)
The Ash Report represents a critical turning point in the popularity and effectiveness of
using presidential commissions and their reports as mechanisms to support executive
reorganizations as political strategies. Following the Ash Report, presidential commissions fell
out of favor. In Moe’s view, this was an indication that the view of executive branch
organization and management was changing. (Moe, 1990)
All three commissions convened during the influence of the CGA proposed
comprehensive executive branch reorganization plans that were congruent with the approach.
All three commissions shared a common commitment to the traditional principles of public
organization as summarized in the CGA and endeavored to enhance the managerial capacity of
the President while strengthening the institutional presidency. (Moe, 1990)
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The reports of these three commissions reflect the CGA in several ways. All three
advocated an organizational structure congruent with the third characteristic of the CGA, its
structure dependence. Each supported an executive branch organized around the theory of the
accountable executive. All three highlighted the necessity department directors being directly
accountable to the President and indirectly to Congress through legislative oversight of executive
management agencies. The reports supported a hierarchical system of organizational reporting
that ensured political accountability. In each case, considerable flexibility and discretion was
encouraged within this structured system. (Moe, 1994) All three reports also endorsed a legallybased administrative management theory that asserted that the structure and function of the
public sector was distinct from the private sector in purpose and design.
The characteristics of the Constitutionalist Governing Approach are further evidenced by
three specific recommendations common to all three reports. First, each advocated executive
branch integration, a criterion of the third characteristic of the CGA, its structure dependence.
Each report recommended that the executive branch be reorganized into fewer functionally based
departments. The second and third recommendations addressed the role of OMB within the
executive branch. The second suggestion was that OMB should better coordinate policymaking.
Finally, each report endorsed sufficient staffing for central managerial agencies so that they
could promote the institutional interests of the President. All recommended enhancing the
managerial capacity of the presidency. (Moe, 1990) All of these recommendations are essential
criteria of the CGA’s dependence upon governmental structure: an integrated executive branch, a
strong central management agency, and an institutionalized presidency.
Since President Nixon, Moe believes presidents have retreated from their managerial
responsibilities and have relied on short-term political control strategies. “The institutional
capacity and legitimacy of the presidency have been weakened as Presidents, beginning with
Richard Nixon, have deliberately chosen to ignore the public law basis of our polity and of
governmental management and have sought instead to control the executive branch through
administrative fiat.” (Moe, 1994, p. 118)
The presidencies of Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan, and George H. W. Bush occurred
during the time Moe proposed the Constitutionalist Governing Approach was waning in its
ability to guide the federal executive government. This view is congruent with their approaches
to executive branch reorganization studies and reports.
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President Carter did not value a traditional administrative structure but did see potential
in executive reorganization. Carter created the President’s Reorganization Project (PRP) within
OMB, led by OMB Director Bert Lance, and staffed by public administrators. After two years,
the PRP was dissolved without publishing any substantive report. According to Moe, the PRP’s
failing was due to its mission. Previous reports made principle-based recommendations. The
PRP’s mission was to deduce reality-based principles. (Moe, 1990)
President Reagan continued the view that traditional administrative principles held little
value for the public sector. He went one step further, establishing a commission of corporate
executives, the President’s Private Sector Survey on Cost Control, led by J. Peter Grace. The
Grace Commission included 161 chief executive officers (CEO’s) of private corporations that
never met and was staffed by 2000 individuals on loan from their companies. The Commission
made 2,478 recommendations that firmly denounced sectorial distinctions. (Moe, 1990)
In 1989, fifty years after the Brownlow Report, President George H. W. Bush ignored an
opportunity to consider executive reorganization. Section 17 of the October 1988 statute making
the Veterans Administration a department provided for a National Commission on Executive
Organization patterned after the first Hoover Commission that could be activated by presidential
notification to Congress within thirty days of the Veterans Administration assuming
Departmental status. President Bush forwent this opportunity to comprehensively review the
Executive Office of the President and the executive branch in general, further diminishing the
presidential capacity to manage the executive branch through organizational means. (Moe, 1990)
The membership of the commissions presented here changed in number and background.
The Brownlow Committee, consisting of three prominent scholars, reflected a strong and focused
commitment to theory, a central characteristic of the CGA. Over time, commissions such as the
first Hoover Commission included more elected and appointed political officials, indicating a
broader political constituency on the commissions. Other approaches to reviewing executive
branch organization and management included councils comprised of more private business
leaders, such as the Ash Council. Public administrators led Carter’s President’s Reorganization
Project. The Grace Commission utilized an unprecedented number of private leaders, indicating
a blurring of sectorial boundaries, an essential characteristic of the EGA. The National
Performance Review, discussed in detail in Chapter Four, interacted with a nearly uncountable
constituency. This indicates a change from focused and expert reviews to commissions including
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increasingly broader constituencies over time, suggesting a change in governing approaches from
a Constitutionalist Governing Approach to an Entrepreneurial Governing Approach.
OMB
The reports of the presidential commissions on executive branch management and
reorganization paid significant attention to the Office of Management and Budget and its
predecessor, the Bureau of the Budget. OMB is critical to the President’s effectiveness in
managing the executive branch. A strong central management agency is a criterion of the
structure dependent characteristic of the Constitutionalist Governing Approach.
As reviewed above, three presidential commissions were convened while the
Constitutionalist Governing Approach was prominent. Specifically related to OMB, the
Brownlow Committee recommended creating an Executive Office of the President, dramatically
increasing the capacity of the institutionalized presidency. Through its recommendations, the
first Hoover Commission sought to significantly enhance the President as chief manager of the
executive branch. The Ash Council recommended reorganizing the Bureau of the Budget to
create OMB. (Moe, 1994) Each of these reports endorsed sufficient staffing for central
managerial agencies that so they could promote the institutional interests of the presidency. All
recommended enhancing the managerial capacity of the presidency. (Moe, 1990)
In 1970, Bureau of the Budget management employees totaled 224 Full Time Equivalents
(FTEs). In 1980, following President Carter’s leadership and the failed PRP, the OMB
management division fell to 111 FTEs. During the Reagan presidency and the influence of the
Grace Council, OMB management employees decreased to 47 FTEs. Finally, in 1982, OMB
closed its organizational management division. Since that time, Congress, the Government
Accounting Office (GAO) and executive agencies have had to fill the void. (Moe, 1990)
The consequence of the withdrawal by the President and OMB from their management
responsibilities is that executive branch reorganizations have continued, but without central
design or review. Into the 1990s, reorganization plans focused on disaggregation, not
integration. The abandonment of organizational principles left no template to design
organizations. (Moe, 1990)
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Since the early 1970s, several trends have redirected the course of OMB. The first is the
politicization of OMB with an increase of political appointees. The second is a policy
disinvestment in the management division of OMB. Finally, OMB focused on control rather
capacity building. (Moe, 1994) OMB is almost exclusively a budget driven organization with
little capacity to review and assess quasi government. (Moe, 2001) Within OMB, the Office of
Federal Procurement Policy is assigned authority and functions directly by Congress, which
fragments the internal management of OMB. (Moe and Gilmour, 1995)

Critique of the Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Moe and Moe and Gilmour present the Constitutionalist Governing Approach in
numerous journal articles and book chapters. This limited the thorough treatment of the
governing approach. The CGA has been presented over time, and its conceptualization has
grown. While this gives a historical context for understanding how these ideas have evolved, the
CGA is worthy of a current and more comprehensive presentation. The Constitutionalist
Governing Approach would benefit from a more thorough treatment in three primary areas: its
theoretical foundations, the role of the judiciary and the presentation of organizational structure.
As presented by Moe and by Moe and Gilmour, the Constitutionalist Governing
Approach presents several opportunities for more in-depth theorizing. For its claims of being
based in theory, the authors mention many theories without describing them in detail or
referencing their origins. Many of the names of theories to which they refer are not those used
by the majority of scholars. The authors also use the phrase “political theory” without defining
it. Political theory is a large and diverse body of literature. It would provide a stronger
theoretical grounding to focus on fewer references to theories, to expand upon those references
more comprehensively, and to trace their intellectual histories.
As much as the governing approach relies on the U.S. Constitution, it addresses the role
of the judiciary only minimally. Except to mention that the federal courts provide judicial review
of executive action and hold agencies accountable for conforming to legislative deadlines and
substantive standards, the CGA pays little attention to the courts. Integrating the work of
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additional scholars (such as Rosenbloom) on the role of the judiciary would enrich this
governing approach.
The Constitutionalist Governing Approach is dependent upon a hierarchical
organizational structure with nonpartisan professional managers, and standardized procedures.
Yet, Moe and Moe and Gilmour assert that the CGA has been prominent from the founding of
the republic until the late 1970s. This in incongruent with the history of public administration.
Nonpartisan professional managers did not become an idea with force until the reforms of the
Progressive Era of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. During at least two
significant periods of public history this was neither the reality nor the ideal: the gentlemen’s
period of the early republic and the politically responsive period, which brought the Progressive
reforms to national attention. Additionally, hierarchy and standardized procedures did not
become the norm for public organizations until the administrative expansion of the New Deal
and the rise of bureaucracies as an organizational model of choice. Moreover, bureaucracy was
never an exclusive public design; the government followed the private lead in its adoption of
bureaucracies.

Conclusion
It is a potential error to view the CGA as static. The process of retrospectively analyzing
a broad period of time and summarizing much governmental change into a single governing
approach has the potential of giving the misleading impression that there was little challenge to
the methods of governing.
Moe and Moe and Gilmour strongly advocate the Constitutionalist Governing Approach.
Like the U.S. Constitution for which it is named and from which its tenets flow, they believe the
Constitutionalist Governing Approach is stable and enduring because it operates broadly and
addresses the most significant issues of governing. This equips it to address wide variations and
challenges to specific methods of governing.
As the next chapter details, the proponents of the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
assert that the CGA is outdated and unable to guide government management in a technological
era. Moe and Moe and Gilmour disagree. They believe that the Constitutionalist Governing
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Approach historically has accommodated technological advancements, and it can again. (Moe
and Gilmour, 1995) It “has accommodated and altered, where necessary, previous grand designs
for changing the administrative state.” (Moe, 1997, p. 55) A more thorough conclusion is
offered at the end of the next chapter where the two governing approaches are contrasted.
Continuing to rely on the analytical framework, I review the second governing approach
in the following chapter. First, I review the weakening of the CGA.

Chapter Four
The Entrepreneurial Governing Approach

Introduction
In this chapter I focus on the second public governing approach, the Entrepreneurial
Governing Approach. The chapter is organized into five main sections. First, I explore some
factors leading to the EGA. Next, I describe the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach in detail,
utilizing the analytical framework presented in the preceding chapter. Third, I briefly discuss the
response of public administration to the EGA, followed by a critique of the approach. I close the
chapter by contrasting the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach and the Constitutionalist
Governing Approach.

Factors Leading to the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
The review begins by examining the weakening of the Constitutionalist Governing
Approach. Next, the impact of the Privatization Movement, a trend of providing public sector
services through private vendors is discussed. Then the Gore Report,1 a distinctively American
response to the Privatization Movement, is presented.
The Constitutionalist Governing Approach Weakens
Through the late 1970s, the organization and management of the executive branch of the
U.S. federal government followed a Constitutionalist Governing Approach as the preceding
chapter described in detail. The executive branch was managed by the President and the central
management agencies according to general management laws. (Moe 2004, 2001; Moe and
Gilmour, 1995)
That governing approach began to erode during the 1980s. In Moe’s and Moe and
Gilmour’s view, the model of a unitary executive and the theory of the accountable executive no
longer served as guideposts for executive branch organization and management and the
66
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institutionalized presidency gave way to a personalized presidency. There was a disaggregation
of executive branch agencies and a fragmentation of general management laws for public
agencies. (Moe 2004, 2001; Moe and Gilmour, 1995)
During the 1980s, The Privatization Movement captured the U.S. government and many
others around the globe. (Moe, 1987) This posed serious challenges to the Constitutionalist
Governing Approach that had served the U.S. as the predominant governing approach of public
management for nearly two hundred years.
By the 1990s, a new Entrepreneurial Governing Approach (Moe 2004; Moe and
Gilmour, 1995) gained international popularity through its endorsement by the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). (OECD, 1995) In the United States, the
National Academy of Public Administration (NAPA) created an alliance for redesigning
government chaired by David Osborne,2 demonstrating its interest in the EGA. (Moe, 1994)
The Privatization Movement
In its simplest form, the Privatization Movement is a trend of providing governmental
services through private entities. Moe suggested it is much more than that, and that its impact has
been profound. The movement was a collection of several ideas, a political movement and the
single most influential administrative concept of the 1980s. It was and continues to be a global
movement. (Moe, 1987)
Moe does not attack privatization, neither encouraging nor discouraging it. He also does
not advocate drawing a new boundary between the public and private sectors. In his opinion, the
boundary already existed but has been neglected by scholars and practitioners. His goal is to
recognize the already existing public-private sectorial border and the theoretical reasons for its
importance. His interests are to ensure the interests of citizens are protected through a purposeful
examination and implementation of these already existent sectorial boundaries. (Moe, 1988)
Moe credits the Privatization Movement with forcing academic and political leaders to
reevaluate questions previously considered answered, such as the assignment of a public
character to certain functions. This is particularly relevant to the dissertation. He envisions a
stronger partnership between the federal government and public administration as a discipline3
than currently exists. (Moe, 1988)
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I view the withdrawal of the public sector, and particularly the federal
government, from a number of fields as salutary. But a smaller federal
government must be a better and more sophisticated manager, and public
administration as a discipline must provide the theoretical basis for this new
political management. We … must revisit and reconstitute the fundamentals of
the discipline. (Moe, 1988, p. 675)
According to Moe, the Privatization Movement has its theoretical roots in free market
economic theory. Post-World War II, several economic theories preferenced market economies
over governmentally planned and managed economies. Public choice theory is one such theory
with considerable impact on public administration. It applies economics to political activity,
proposing that political as well as economic behavior is rational, self-serving, and seeks a
maximization of material income. The subject of public choice theory is political science; the
methodology is economics. The political impact of this viewpoint was global and extraordinary,
contributing to the collapse of communist regimes and centralized government generally.
Planned economies lost their popularity. In their place rose a New Public Management. (Moe,
2004)
The Gore Report
The Privatization Movement and the New Public Management Movement (Moe, 2001) in
general, and a book by Osborne and Gaebler in particular, inspired the reinventing government
exercise associated with the Clinton administration. In February 1993, David Osborne and Ted
Gaebler published Reinventing Government: How the Entrepreneurial Spirit is Transforming the
Public Sector. On March 3, 1993, President Bill Clinton announced the inception of the National
Performance Review. Led by Vice President Al Gore, the NPR was charged with conducting a
six-month review of the federal government.4 To support the review of the federal government,
the NPR also reviewed government operations at all levels, including states and localities.5 On
September 7, 1993, Vice President Gore presented to the President and the public the report of
the National Performance Review, titled “From Red Tape to Results: Creating a Government that
Works Better and Costs Less,” and commonly referred to as the Gore Report. (Moe, 1993; Gore,
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1993) There were many direct parallels between the work of Osborne and Gaebler and the NPR.
David Osborne played a major role in writing the Gore Report. (Moe, 1994)
The Gore Report translated the globally popular New Public Management trend into a
distinctly American interpretation that did not utilize public choice language, but relied on an
explicit business model and discourse. (Moe, 2004) It also left behind its theoretical roots.
Highly pragmatic, the Gore Report proposed reinventing government from an outdated
bureaucracy to an entrepreneurial government. In hopes of heading off the “deconstruction of
the state, political liberals have preferred a watered down version of the [Entrepreneurial
Governing Approach] under the rubric of reinventing government.” (Moe, 1997, p. 42)
Disguised as a methodology, the reinvention exercise described in the NPR attacked the very
foundation of American government and succeeded in ushering in a radically new public
governing approach. The Gore Report confirmed the U.S. prominence of the Entrepreneurial
Governing Approach.
The Gore Report framed the review process as responding to twin budget and
performance deficits that had produced an unprecedented loss of trust in the federal government
by the American people. The fundamental problem was an outdated bureaucratic system that
was unable to respond to information age needs. The primary solution was to create an
entrepreneurial government. (Gore, 1993)
The NPR defined its mission as dual: to create a government that works better and costs
less. The Gore Report was organized around four principles: Cutting Red Tape, Putting
Customers First, Empowering Employees to Get Results, and Cutting Back to Basics. (Gore,
1993) These are elaborated upon as they are discussed in the Entrepreneurial Governing
Approach.
Over time, proponents of executive branch reorganization have made three popular and
high-risk promises: saving money, increasing efficiency, and reducing the size of the
bureaucracy. The Gore Report is no exception. The Report promised to save $108 billion over
five years without cutting programs. It proposed to accomplish this by changing management
practices and reducing the number of managers. Although the accuracy of these calculations was
immediately challenged, Congress seized the opportunity to assign some of these cost savings to
new legislative initiatives. (Moe, 1994)
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The NPR and the Gore Report were distinct from previous commissions and reports
reviewing federal government organization and management in several ways. First, the NPR
solicited feedback from a very broad constituency. Second, the process it employed to conduct
its review was distinct. Third, the report was based on radically different assumptions.
The NPR engaged the broadest constituency to date to participate in a review of the
federal government. Led by the Vice President, it engaged cabinet members, federal employees,
private leaders, and citizens in the review process. (Moe, 1994; Gore, 1993) The review also
accented the leadership of federal employees.
We organized a team of experienced federal employees from all corners of the
government – a marked change from past efforts, which relied on outsiders.
(Gore, 1993, p. i) … President Clinton…did not staff the Performance Review
primarily with outside consultants or corporate experts, as past presidents have.
Instead, he chose federal employees to take the lead. They consulted with
experts from state government, local government and the private sector. (Gore,
1993, p. 9)
In contrast to the way in which the Gore Report framed participation in the review process, Moe
(1994) noted that nearly 200 private consultants were used. The NPR membership represents
the strongest commitment to sectorial unification of any of its predecessors.
Prior to the Gore Report, the Brownlow Committee had a theoretical focus brought by its
membership of scholars and the first Hoover Commission had a politically accountable focus
brought by its membership of primarily political leaders. The membership of both of these
commissions reflected the CGA. The Ash Council introduced private chief executive officers to
the process of executive branch review while maintaining a prominent role for public policy
analysts and political appointees. The NPR also utilized the advice of many private leaders.
Carter’s PRP forged new ground by using mostly federal employees, introducing a very
pragmatic focus. The membership of the NPR also shared similarities with the PRP. The Gore
Report failed to acknowledge this, differentiating itself from previous review panels as being the
only one led and staffed by public administrators. Reagan’s Grace Commission utilized
predominantly private CEOs, showing disdain for the uniqueness of the public sector.
Second, the process the NPR utilized to conduct its review of the federal government
differed in several ways from that of its predecessors. It was more visible than previous reviews.
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National conferences, summits and town meetings were held as ways of soliciting participation
from a wide range of stakeholders. In addition to reviewing reports of problems, it reviewed
success stories in private organizations, in international governments and in all levels of the U.S.
government. It also created experimental laboratories to test new methods of governing. (Gore,
1993) Further, the implementation of the NPR was assigned to a cabinet-level council; the
President’s Management Council (PMC) was designed to improve management systems in the
executive branch.6 (Moe 1994)
The third difference was the Gore Report’s assumptions about the nature of government.
It represented a significant break in management philosophy from all previous executive branch
organizational studies. The report rejected the traditional language of administrative discourse
and called for a change in governing approach from a bureaucratic to an entrepreneurial
government. It set a precedent of economically based values over legally based values. (Moe,
1994)
According to the Gore Report, the Constitutionalist Governing Approach was responsible
for the failure of government because it has not been flexible enough to adjust to a rapidly
changing technological world. (Moe, 1994) In contrast, the Gore Report supported the
implementation of an Entrepreneurial Governing Approach.

The Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
The second principal and current approach of government management is the
Entrepreneurial Governing Approach. Ushered in by the Privatization Movement and the Gore
Report, it filled a void left by the discredited Constitutionalist Governing Approach. The Gore
Report is the “constitution” of the EGA.
As with the CGA, the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach to government management
has seven essential and related characteristics. The EGA is pragmatically based, results driven,
structure independent, promotes sector blurring, inductive, tactical, and descriptive.7
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Pragmatically Based
Whereas the CGA is explicitly theoretically based, the first defining characteristic of the
EGA is that it is pragmatically based. The Entrepreneurial Governing Approach is pragmatically
based because it relies on the NPR’s review of what currently was working for successful
organizations in both the private and public sectors. It is based on the twin missions of the NPR
that were to create a government that works better and costs less, focusing on how government
operated, not what government should do. “Our job was to improve performance in areas where
policymakers had already decided government should play a role.” (Gore, 1993, p. ii)
According to Moe, reports examining executive organization and management reflect a
theory about the nature of government and its management. Sometimes this theory is explicitly
stated, but more often it is inferred from the report’s recommendations. This means that the
influence of presidential reports often is due to these underlying theories and assumptions more
than the actual recommendations. Moe acknowledged that worthy recommendations could result
from unworthy premises. However, he suggested “Specific policies and recommendations are of
a different order of intellectual value than are basic debates over philosophy.” (Moe, 1994, p.
114)
Although the Gore Report may have theoretical assumptions that can be inferred from its
recommendations, it was strongly based in a pragmatic review of what was currently working for
successful organizations across both sectors. Moe and Gilmour questioned whether the NPR was
theoretically based at all; suggesting it was a collection of unexamined assumptions. (Moe and
Gilmour, 1995)
Even though Moe acknowledges the EGA has its origins in the discipline of economics,
he views this as different from the strong theoretical roots of the CGA. For him, the
Entrepreneurial Governing Approach “fail[s] to provide the theoretical comprehensiveness
necessary to ensure that the basic political values of American democracy are met.” (Moe, 1997,
p.43) What masquerades as theorizing in the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach is actually
the stringing together of aphorisms. The EGA calls for nostrums rather than tested theory. (Moe,
1997)
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Osborne and Gaebler adopt the business school methodology of designing
organizations and programs by replicating “success stories.” Success stories,
however are not equivalents of tested theory and are – particularly in the hands
of Osborne and Gaebler and their disciple Vice President Al Gore – little more
than managerial anecdotes. (Moe 1997, p. 42)
Results Driven
While all seven characteristics of each governing approach are essential and related to the
other six characteristics, one characteristic is particularly defining. For the Constitutionalist
Governing Approach, that characteristic is its theoretical grounding. The prominent
characteristic of the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach is that it is results driven. It primarily
focuses on organizational outcomes.
The EGA is results driven in several essential ways. It is driven toward both performance
and economic results, including recommendations for both systemic and individual changes.
The first NPR principle of Cutting Red Tape focused on systemic changes. It advocated creating
budget, personnel and procurement systems reoriented to prevention, innovation and
deregulation. The next section on structural independence reviews the second NPR principle that
promoted performance results through employee empowerment and the fourth principle that
advocated economic results.
The two governing approaches fundamentally differ in that they have inverted
relationships between laws and organizational outcomes. The Constitutionalist Governing
Approach places laws first in importance. In the CGA, managerial practices flow from laws. If
one is incongruent with the other, or a change is proposed in organizational outcomes, laws are
first changed. This makes the CGA more process focused than outcome focused. Means are
equally as important as ends in the CGA. (Moe, 1994) In the CGA, the public manager serves to
implement the laws.
In contrast, in the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach, organizational outcomes are of
supreme importance. In the face of incongruence or improvement, managerial practices are
changed, which may involve ignoring or disobeying laws. As a secondary focus, laws may or
may not be changed to support the new organizational outcomes. In the EGA, results, outcomes
and ends are more important than processes and means. For the EGA the central issue for public
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management is ensuring the legal system works to the advantage of the federal manager. (Moe,
1994)
It is too often forgotten or ignored that the primary purpose of government
management is not to make manifest economic axioms but to implement laws
passed by the people’s representatives in Congress and in so doing to protect the
citizenry from foreign aggression, domestic violence, and the baneful
consequences of either too strong or too weak a central government. (Moe,
1997, p. 54)
As the preceding chapter discussed, I chose the characteristics in the analytical framework
based on their value in adding conceptual clarity to describing and contrasting the governing
approaches as Moe and Moe and Gilmour present them. Also, it was noted that there could be a
discrepancy between an “espoused opinion” and an “operating opinion,” referred to as an
externally incongruent perspective. The role of values in the EGA illustrates an external
incongruence. Because the results driven characteristic of the EGA is contrasted against the
values driven characteristic of the CGA, and because the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
relies so heavily on the Gore Report, it is worth noting that the Report espoused a commitment to
democratic values and positioned its recommendations as a means of preserving these values.
To deliver what the people want, we need not to jettison the traditional values
that underlie democratic governance – values such as equal opportunity, justice,
diversity, and democracy. We hold these values dear. We seek to transform
bureaucracies precisely because they have failed to nurture these values. We
believe that those who resist change for fear of jeopardizing our democratic
values doom us to a government that continues – through its failures – to subvert
those very values. (Gore, 1993, p.8)
Including results driven as a characteristic for the EGA and remaining silent on values was a
purposeful choice in the design of the analytical framework. While the Gore Report is the
“constitution” of the EGA, it is but one contributing element of the governing approach. I do not
doubt the sincerity of the report’s claim of its commitment to values. Yet, the analytical
framework treats values as an external incongruence because the collective impact of the other
elements of the EGA diminishes the role of values in the governing approach.
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Following from its pragmatic grounding and results driven nature, the current model of
government management disregards governmental and organizational structure and the law, the
next two characteristics to be addressed. In so doing, the EGA reflects the current environment
of organizational disaggregation and sector blurring characteristic of the U.S. federal
government. (Moe and Gilmour, 1995)
Structure Independent
The third characteristic of the EGA is its structure independence. It is structure
independent in two ways. The EGA is independent of governmental structure and organizational
structure. The executive branch no longer views governmental management as a single
comprehensive function that must be coordinated and integrated. (Moe and Gilmour, 1995)
Governmental Structure Independent
According to Moe (1994), the Gore Report misunderstood the role and organization of
Congress. Traditionally, Congress passed public laws that directed the actions of executive
agencies, unifying the executive branch. An increasingly used alternative is for enabling
legislation to provide a department-specific set of management rules, encouraging agencyspecific politics that reduce presidential and executive branch effectiveness by reducing the
unification of the executive branch.
Also misunderstood by the Gore Report, Congress attempts to organize its committees to
be congruent with the executive branch. Most frequently, Congress passes laws that assign
program responsibility to one department, which encourages democratic accountability by
keeping policy and administrative oversight in one committee of each chamber. Traditionally,
although interagency agreements outlined the cooperation needed between departments, a lead
department maintained direct accountability to Congress. The Gore Report recommends, “The
federal government should organize work according to customers’ needs and anticipated
outcomes, not bureaucratic turf,” (Gore, 1993, p. 48) which decreases democratic accountability
through Congress. The normative nature of the CGA suggests that the representatives of the
people, not by departmental executives, should determine the mission of the government. (Moe,
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1994) In the place of the Constitutional authority of Congress, the EGA elevates individual
executive managerial autonomy. (Moe, 2001)
In Moe’s view, the Gore Report ignored the 1989 Volcker Report8 (Volcker, 1989),
which called for the reduction of political appointees as a means to improve the executive
branch’s capacity to govern. The Gore Report recommended assigning authority to political
appointees to waive regulations imposed on their agency by other agencies. This is a radical
reversal of the presumption of legal authority from Congress to political appointees. The Gore
Report also ignored NAPA’s the recommendation to rebuild management capacity within OMB.
(Moe, 1994)
More important and subtler than its specific recommendations, the Gore Report redefined
the institutionalized presidency under the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach. With the EGA,
the President’s managerial responsibilities and the institutionalized capacity of OMB are
diminished. The President becomes a catalytic agent rather than a legal agent of the sovereign
authority. The direct impact of this for OMB is the decreased authority and size of its
management mission. (Moe, 1994)
The report replaces OMB’s management division with interagency committees and
empowered the directors of governmental departments to articulate their departments’ visions.
Interagency committees disperse statutory authority and the institutional capacity of departments.
Moe predicted that this management model would increase the hollowness of government
departments. (Moe, 1994)
Moe (1994) contends that today, the theory of the accountable executive is no longer the
theoretical ideal or the predominant practice. Executive branch management has not been a
priority since President Dwight Eisenhower. (Moe, 1994) Differentiated from decentralization,
disaggregation is the current policy in practice. Although it is not the stated objective of the
federal government, it is the aggregate result of many decisions that are no longer guided by a
unifying political theory. For Moe and Gilmour, disaggregation is evidenced by the break up of
large departments, the assignment of authority directly by Congress, and exemption from the
general management laws. (1995) Disaggregation impacts all areas of an organization: legal,
organizational, financial and personnel. Central management agencies have atrophied and the
executive branch has been depleted of capital. (Moe, 2004)
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Hence, the EGA is independent of governmental structure. Agencies, rather than
Congress, articulate their own visions. The presidency has become personalized and the
executive branch in general has become disaggregated. Rather than following the leadership of a
strong central management agency, interagency committees prevail.
Organizational Structure Independent
The EGA replaces a respect for a politically accountable hierarchical organizational
structure with entrepreneurial government departments, public-private partnerships and quasigovernmental hybrid organizations. “It is time to radically change the way the government
operates – to shift from a top-down bureaucracy to entrepreneurial government that empowers
citizens and communities to change our country from the bottom up.” (Gore, 1993, p. i)
According to the Gore Report, the root problem was industrial era bureaucracies in an
information age.
Washington is filled with organizations designed for an environment that no
longer exists – bureaucracies so big and wasteful they can no longer serve the
American people … Politics intensifies the problem … control system after
control system is piled up to minimize the risk of scandal. (Gore, 1993, p. 3)
Public–private partnerships are rapidly growing in number, complexity and scope. In
these arrangements, managers are under contract to meet negotiated performance standards,
resulting in autonomous entities providing governmental services. A whole new form of quasigovernment comprised of hybrid organizations also is growing. The result is organizational
disaggregation. (Moe, 2004, 2001) Over the last 25 years, management functions have
fragmented among many offices under separate statutory authority, and there is an increasing
reliance on contractors to manage functions of an inherently governmental character. (Moe,
1994)
The Gore Report reversed the trend of previous executive branch reorganization reports
by devolving authority away from the President and OMB to the lowest practical level. Primary
accountability was now to the customer. The President manages through negotiation rather than
through authoritative relationships. (Moe, 1994) The third NPR principle of Empowering
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Employees to Get Results suggested that decentralizing authority and creating organizational
cultures to empower employees to make decisions would result in improved overall results. This
is an example of an individual change proposed to reach improved performance results.
In addition to performance results, the EGA is oriented to achieve economic results. The
NPR’s fourth principle, Cutting Back to Basics, invested in reengineering work processes to
achieve improved economies and efficiencies. The Entrepreneurial Governing Approach strongly
values economically based performance results. (Moe, 2004; Moe and Gilmour, 1995)
Therefore, the EGA is independent of organizational structure. It casts aside the CGA’s
reliance upon hierarchical organizations and standardized procedures. In its place are
entrepreneurial governmental departments, public–private partnerships and quasi-governmental
hybrid organizations.
Promotes Sector Blurring
Fourth, the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach promotes sector blurring. Moe
describes the Gore Report as reflecting an
extraordinary misunderstanding about the role of public law in the designing
and management of agencies and programs … In plain English, the report is
seeking to break the public law basis of an agency’s mission and replace it with
an “outcomes” mission orientation as defined by the agency political chief.
(Moe, 1994, p. 117)
No one or even several characteristics inclusively define the new public–private
partnerships and quasi-governmental hybrid organizations; yet they all share one critical
excluding factor. None is governed by Title Five of the U.S. Code. They are instead guided by a
commingling of public and private jurisprudence systems. To some degree they act on behalf of
the sovereign and to some degree they act as private entities.

Government sponsored

enterprises have especially blurred lines. (Moe, 2004, 2001) According to Moe and Gilmour,
sector blurring produces decisions based on political expediency and symbolic action rather than
sound principles of governmental administration. (1995)
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NPR principle two, Putting Customers First, utilized market dynamics with both
customers and employees. Customer choice introduces a market mechanism to customers, and
competition introduces a market mechanism to create incentives for employees.
By “customer” we do not mean “citizen.” A citizen can participate in
democratic decisionmaking; a customer receives benefits from a specific
service. All Americans are citizens. Most are also customers … In a
democracy, citizens and customers both matter. But when we vote, citizens
seldom have much chance to influence the behavior of public institutions that
directly affect their lives … It is a sad irony: citizens own their government, but
private businesses they do not even own work much harder to cater to their
needs. (Gore, 1993, p. 6)
According to Moe and Gilmour (1995), the underlying premise of the Gore Report was
that the public and private sectors are alike in their essentials and are managed most effectively
through economically-based general management principles. This has led to gradual
fragmentation of general management laws.
The Gore Report differentiated between the sectors and the role of management practices
in each.
Our approach has much in common with other management philosophies, such
as quality management and business process engineering. But these
management disciplines were developed for the private sector, where conditions
are quite different … private sector management doctrines tend to overlook
some central problems of government: its monopolies, its lack of a bottom line,
its obsession with process rather than results. Consequently, our approach goes
beyond private sector methods. It is aimed at the heart and soul of government.
(Gore, 1993, p. 7-8)
In another context, the Gore Report associated itself with past reinventing exercises. The
report categorized as reinvention the founding, the Progressive Movement, Woodrow Wilson’s
bureaucratic state, the Brownlow Committee and both Hoover Commissions.

From this

historical perspective, the Gore Report suggested that public management followed private
management.
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Throughout the ages, public management has trended to follow the prevailing
paradigm of private management … major American corporations have
revolutionized the way they do business. (Gore, 1993, p. 8)
The report then referenced the current business trend of reinventing businesses by
creating more entrepreneurial organizations and immediately linked this process in business to
the intention of President Clinton to reinvent the federal government. This is an example of an
internal incongruence within the Gore Report. It simultaneously differentiates and equates
government management from private management.
Moe (1997) believes that the trend toward sector blurring is directly related to the
disaggregation of the executive branch. In his view, general management laws that are central to
the CGA have been increasing in quantity and declining in quality, both impacting the
management of executive agencies. The purpose of this body of law is to standardize
governmental procedures. An unintended consequence is that the large number of laws
contributes to the fragmentation of the executive branch; the volume of laws distracts focus. The
quality of these laws also determines the quality of institutional management. In his view,
growing incongruence between the laws makes managing an executive agency even more
challenging.
Simultaneously with this decline in the effectiveness of general management laws has
been a retreat from the two institutions charged with managing the executive branch, the
presidency and OMB. The trend away from an institutionalized presidency toward a
personalized presidency removes the President as chief manager of the executive branch. OMB
always has had difficulty fulfilling its management role, and this has intensified in recent years.
Together, these factors contribute to a fragmentation of the executive branch and disaggregation
of executive agencies.
As the institutional capacity for management declines in OMB, both absolutely
and relative to congressionally initiated management, the president and his
political aides came to rely more on the budget as a management tool. While
the [Entrepreneurial Governing Approach] publicly espouse[s] a more
decentralized, more participatory management culture than the [Constitutional
Governing Approach], in practice they promote greater control through the
budgetary process and by budget analysis. (Moe, 1997, p. 50)
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Inductive, Tactical, and Descriptive
The NPR reviewed successful public and private organizations as a way of describing
how successful organizations operated, not what they should do. For this reason, the
Entrepreneurial Governing Approach is inductive, tactical and descriptive.
Many of the characteristics of the two governing approaches appear as opposites. This is
largely the result of the fifth characteristic of the two governing approaches. The CGA is
deductive while the EGA is inductive. The CGA is grounded in political theory and the U.S.
Constitution. All of the details of administration follow from this theoretical grounding. The
vision and purpose of government guide the specifics of governmental decisions, how they are
practically implemented and what governmental actions are taken.
In contrast, the EGA is inductive, rooted in a practical examination of governmental
action. Political theory is not mentioned and must be inferred from the aggregate sum of the
actions advocated. Where there is incongruence between theory and action, the CGA remains
true to theory and accepts inefficiencies in implementation. On the other hand, the EGA is
committed to efficient results and pays less attention to discrepancies between theory and action.
The Entrepreneurial Governing Approach is tactical in that it is focused on current and
specific short-term outcomes and objectives. It is descriptive because it details current successes
and makes no attempt to apply evaluative criteria other than the organization’s economic
success. According to Moe, change and efficiency are instrumental values in the EGA with no
normative content. (Moe, 1994)
Summary
Given the length and complexity of the EGA, a brief summary of its seven characteristics
follows. The second public governing approach that Moe and Moe and Gilmour describe, the
Entrepreneurial Governing Approach, rose to prominence in the 1990s. Globally, the
Privatization Movement brought a focus on new methods of governing, a New Public
Management. The Gore Report translated the globally implemented New Public Management
Movement into a distinctively American version of NPM that did not utilize public choice
language as many of its international cousins did. It relied on an explicit business model and
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discourse, making “reinventing government” a buzz phrase. Like the Constitutionalist
Governing Approach, the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach is an ideal type, retrospectively
created to understand a complicated reality.
The Entrepreneurial Governing Approach is pragmatically based, results driven, structure
independent, promotes sector blurring, inductive, tactical, and descriptive. Pragmatically based,
the EGA relies on the NPR’s review of what was currently working for successful organizations
across both the public and private sectors. It focused on how government operates, not what
government should do. It was based on the twin missions of the NPR, to produce a government
that works better and costs less.
The prominent characteristic of the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach is that it is
results driven. It primarily focuses on organizational outcomes. The EGA is results driven in
several ways. It is driven toward performance and economic results, including recommendations
for both systemic and individual changes.
The EGA is also structure independent, independent of both government and
organizational structure. Agencies are encouraged to articulate their own visions and work
through interagency committees. Along with other factors, an era of the personalized presidency
has brought about a disaggregated executive branch. Public-private partnerships and quasigovernmental hybrid organizations are more common that a single agency providing a service.
Power is decentralized to empower workers, and work processes are reengineered to produce
enhances economic results.
The Entrepreneurial Governing Approach also promotes sectorial blurring, utilizing
market dynamics with customers and employees. The public and private sectors are considered
alike in the essentials. This completely changes the dialogue about what functions should be
inherently governmental.
Finally, the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach is inductive, tactical, and descriptive.
The EGA is inductive, rooted in a practical examination of governmental action. Additionally,
the EGA is tactical in that it is focused on current and specific short-term outcomes and
objectives. It also is descriptive because it describes current successes and makes no attempt to
apply normative criteria other than the organization’s economic success.
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The Public Administration Response
The public administration community first ignored, and then resisted the Privatization
Movement. For Moe (1987), public administration as a discipline and a profession are in a state
of disarray and decline and lack the capacity to effectively respond to this challenge. Most of its
response has been “defensive tactics to defeat specific proposals rather than viewing the
challenge of privatization as an opportunity to develop a comprehensive theoretical position
justifying the distinctive character of the public sector.” (Moe, 1987, p. 453)
This alleged passivity is largely because public administration has forsaken its true
intellectual and theoretical roots, which is public law, not economics or the social or behavioral
sciences. (Moe, 1987) In doing so, public administration has lost its theoretical distinctiveness.
(Moe and Gilmour, 1995)
The U.S. Constitution, statutory law, and political culture9 promote the distinction
between the sectors. Moe suggested that it is only by returning to its grounding in public law,
which emphasizes the distinctions between public and private, that public administration could
influence this debate. (Moe, 1987)
Moe links public administration with the institutional presidency by noting that,
historically, both shared a common public law heritage that informed their organizational
arrangements. He further links the two institutions in their abandonment of this public law
tradition, and as a result, becoming rudderless and estranged from one another. Neither is guided
by a discernible set of principles or common purposes (with principle defined as an experiencebased, generalized normative statement that does not claim the universality of a theory or law).
(Moe, 1990)
In the past, public administration and the institutional presidency were founded on
principles of administrative management that are based on public law as articulated in the CGA.
An essential feature of this administrative management is an organizational structure that
provides legal authority to administrators and accountability to elected officials. Most
frequently, the governmental organizational structure was bureaucratic. Moe is critical of
behavioralists such as Simon (1946) who characterized public organizational principles as
proverbs. Moe stresses the legitimacy and utility of legal structures as determinants of public
organizational structure. (Moe, 1990)
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The institutional presidency emphasizes the legal foundation of presidential power, which
is assigned and denied in the Constitution, statutes, and national customs. In Moe’s view, the
1960 publication of Richard Neustadt’s Presidential Power ushered in a new era of a personal
presidency. The institutional presidency has been replaced with a view of the presidency as
personal and politicized. According to this perspective, the President should be a political
leader, not a manager. Management is delegated primarily to the central management agency,
OMB.10 (Moe, 1990)
The loss of a legal base as the primary foundation for the presidency means a loss of a
legally informed executive branch organizational structure. The consequences for government
are important. “The President and OMB have come to view agency structure as simply one of the
bargaining chips for use in public policy making.” (Moe, 1990, p. 136) Moe strongly advocated
that the contemporary President should be the manager of the executive branch, and this has
direct implications for public administration.
According to Moe (1990), the challenge facing public administration is to rebuild its
intellectual capacity so that it can assist government institutions in the maintenance of their
fundamental public law character while also encouraging their adaptation in a rapidly changing
political environment. Moe and Gilmour contend that if public administration does not rise to
this challenge, “Such “privatization” will almost inevitably be regovernmentalized by Congress
and the judiciary – more laws, regulations, procedures, and control systems (red tape) applied to
the private sector.” (Moe and Gilmour, 1995, p. 143)

Critique of the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
Like Constitutionalist Governing Approach, the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach has
been presented in journal articles and book chapters, which limited its thorough treatment. Also
similar to the CGA, the EGA has been presented over time and its conceptualization has grown,
giving a historical context for the evolution of the idea.
Two areas in the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach would benefit from more thorough
treatment: its theoretical foundations and the role of citizens in the NPR process.
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Moe and Moe and Gilmour challenge the theoretical roots of the Entrepreneurial
Governing Approach. Although Moe (2004) acknowledges the role of public choice theory in
the global emphasis on NPM, he discounts it in the American version. His claims that the Gore
Report translated New Public Management trend into a distinctly American version and that it
used a business model and language rather public choice language, are not sufficient reasons to
completely disregard his own claims that NPM is based on public choice theory.
Public choice theory is a stronger theoretical tradition in the EGA than Moe credited.
Moe and Moe and Gilmour acknowledge the pragmatic focus of the Entrepreneurial
Governing Approach and erroneously equated this with the absence of a theoretical foundation.
Pragmatism and institutional economics are two alternative theories or philosophies that is worth
exploring as a possible theoretical tradition for the EGA.
The NPR implemented a process for citizen involvement. (Gore, 1993) However, neither
Moe nor Moe and Gilmour address citizen involvement in the NPR as an element of the EGA.
Consequently, citizen involvement does not have a direct place in the analytical framework
comparing the CGA and the EGA. There is possibly a more democratic element in the EGA
than Moe or Moe and Gilmour suggested.

Conclusion
The Constitutionalist Governing Approach and the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
are abstract analytical constructs, retrospectively created to understand a complicated reality.
Their proponents are likely to support characteristics of the governing approaches to varying
degrees. However, there is a fundamental clash of cultures between the CGA and the EGA. The
CGA is based on a legal culture and the EGA is based on a business culture. (Moe and Gilmour,
1995) The national and international trend is to move away from a constitutional and legal basis
of government and toward a blurring of the private and public sectors. (Moe, 2004)
Although Moe and Gilmour acknowledge that partisans of both governing approaches
recognize the opportunity for improvements, they were strong advocates of the Constitutionalist
Governing Approach. (Moe and Gilmour, 1995) In their view, the CGA has not failed as the
NPR suggests. Public law governance principles have worked so well that the protections they
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provide are taken for granted. (Moe, 2004) The Constitutional Governing Approach “is critical
to the maintenance of a democratically accountable political system, the highest value in the
American polity.” (Moe, 1997, p. 54)
Historically the CGA has adapted to technological advancements. (Moe and Gilmour,
1995) The Constitutional Governing Approach “has accommodated and altered, where
necessary, previous grand designs for changing the administrative state.” (Moe, 1997, p. 55)
Moe believes that it could again.
Proponents of the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach malign public law as being too
rigid and a cause of the inflexibility of current governmental management. Moe argues that
public law is not responsible for the distortions of the democratic ideal, as he contends that
proponents of the EGA do. According to Moe, the current loss of management capacity was the
result of inadequate theory and the loss of professional skills of managers that have been
displaced with political appointments. “Given a straightforward, definable mission, an
appropriate organizational structure, staff flexibility, and funding in a manner that encourages
economically efficient behavior, governmental institutions are remarkably creative instruments
for achieving public purposes.” (Moe, 1997, p. 54) Moe and Gilmour (1995) further suggest that
the EGA is evidence that public law has been neglected, avoided for expedience and misapplied,
not that it is outdated. The proliferation of the EGA is “a symptom of decline in the democratic
system of governance.” (Moe, 2001, p. 306) In Moe’s view, regulations are enacted and
promulgated in response to societal problems and cannot be ignored. (Moe, 2001)
Their prescription is to recognize the unique strengths and responsibilities of each sector.
The critical distinction between the public and private sectors is their relationship to the
sovereign. The government is an agent of the sovereign and functions under public law. Private
organizations are not agents of the sovereign and are subject to private law. This is the basis of
the theoretical foundation of public administration. (Moe, 2004; Moe and Gilmour, 1995) Lawbased principles of governance provide an essential foundation for a changing administrative
system within a democratic republic. (Moe, 2004) “It is a legal problem calling for a legal
solution.” (Moe and Gilmour, 1995, p. 143)
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The problem with sector blurring, whether it be modest or substantial in scope,
is that the government is delegating some of its powers and functions to a third
party whose legitimacy is problematic. In doing so, over time, the rule of law is
displaced by the rule of authority, an authority based on process. Improper
delegation of authority by Congress or executive agencies result in an erosion of
democratic polity as political accountability becomes divorced from managerial
responsibility. … legislation and regulations must be drafted carefully (All too
often this is not the case today) so that the roles, legal responsibilities, and
immunities of the parties involved are understood and that the distinctiveness of
the public and private sectors are recognized and maintained to the maximum
degree possible. The public and private sectors can cooperate without being
mixed, meshed or mushed… (Moe, 1988 p. 675)
Specifically as relates to the dissertation, Moe advocates a major reorganization within
OMB. In his view, OMB needs to be split into an Office of the Federal Budget (OFB) and an
Office of Federal Management (OFM). Only an OFM could oversee the 150 general
management laws and rebuild the institutional presidency to have the capacity to address
government wide problems with government wide solutions.11 Department leaders need focused
authority, not diffused authority. (Moe, 1994)
In this and the previous chapter I used the analytical framework to describe and contrast
the two governing approaches. Relying on the framework to operationalize the characteristics of
the approaches into criteria used to analyze the documents, I review the research design and
methodology of the study the next chapter.

Chapter Five
Research Design and Methodology

Introduction
In this chapter I review the research design and methodology of the study. First I revisit
the research proposition and expected findings that were introduced in Chapter One and suggest
factors that may have contributed to a change in governing approaches. Next, I review the
research design and methodology, including a discussion of the research traditions that informed
the study, concerns particular to document research, elicitation methods and evaluation
methods.1 I conclude with a discussion of the limitations of the research.

Research Proposition
As introduced in Chapter One, the research proposition for the dissertation is that the
meaning of inherently governmental as it was used in OMB Circular A-76 from 1966 to 2003
reflects a change in governing approaches from a Constitutionalist to an Entrepreneurial
Governing Approach.
Support
If the research proposition were supported, the following findings would be expected.
The Circulars published during the theorized reign of the Constitutionalist Governing Approach
(1966, 1967 and 1979) would show evidence of that approach. The Circular written during the
proposed period of change in governing approaches (1983) would contain elements of both
approaches. Finally, the Circulars printed after the predicted solidification of the Entrepreneurial
Governing Approach (1999 and 2003) would reflect the new approach to governing.
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Contributing Factors
Many factors may have contributed to a change in public governing approaches, both
internal and external to the U.S. Domestic factors included economic and political pressures to
reduce the size of government without reducing the services provided. Also important to this
proposed change in governing approaches was a loss of general public trust in the effectiveness
of government.
Globally, there has been a trend toward a public management modeled after private
management in most Western liberal democracies. In fact, the U.S. has trailed countries such as
New Zealand, Australia, Canada and the United Kingdom in implementing many of the
strategies of this new approach to governing, precisely because of its constitutional heritage.

Research Design and Methodology
There is not a consistent nomenclature or definition for many methodological topics in
social science. Research strategies, approaches, designs and methods often have significant
areas of overlap.
For example, Marshall and Rossman (2006) distinguish between a research strategy or
design2 that addresses the overall plan for conducting a study and research methods that are the
specific tools utilized to conduct the project. Although this is useful conceptually, the specific
elements of a research project that fall within these categories are less clear in Marshall and
Rossman as well as other authors. (Marshall and Rossman, 2006; Tosh, 2006; Prior, 2003;
Titscher et al., 2002)
Another example is Titscher et al.’s broad definition of methods that includes elements
other authors assigned to design. “The term ‘method’ normally denotes research pathways; from
the researcher’s own standpoint or from point A (theoretical assumptions), another point B
(observation) is reached by choosing a pathway which permits observations and facilitates the
collection of experiences.” (Titscher, et al., 2002, pp. 5-6) Although Titscher et al. offer a broad
definition of methods, they suggest that research methods have a singular purpose. “Methods
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have no other goal than to bring about a decision about what is true and what is untrue.”
(Titscher, et al., 2002, p.16, quoting Luhmann, 1990, p.415)
When content analysis (a particular type of textual analysis) is used, the general
convention is for both the research design and methodology to be referred to as content analysis.
(Marshall and Rossman, 2006; Tosh, 2006; Prior, 2003; Titscher et al., 2002) This is especially
true when content analysis is the primary or only research tool utilized. I follow this convention.
This section is organized into four subsections. First, I present the research traditions that
informed the dissertation. Broadly, the study is indebted to two research traditions: qualitative
research and historical research. I discuss the elements of these traditions that relate to the
project.
Second, I review several concerns related to document research in general, noting how I
addressed each. In some contexts, documents and text are used interchangeably as are discourse
and textual analysis. Here, I make a distinction both between documents and text, and between
discourse and textual analysis. Three additional areas essential to the review of any document
include authorship, audience and authenticity. I discuss the authorship of the Circulars and all
related documents, and identify their primary and secondary audiences. I then turn to a review of
the authenticity of the documents used in the dissertation.
Third, based upon Titscher, et al.’s (2002) distinction between elicitation and evaluation
methods, I review elicitation methods, including a review of the document population, the
document selection, and the document collection.
Fourth, I discuss evaluation methods. This includes a review of the specific design and
methodology of the project: a longitudinal qualitative content analysis. I note the history and
evolution of content analysis and review the specific model of qualitative content analysis used
in the dissertation. I conclude the chapter with a review of the limitations of the research.
Research Traditions
The dissertation is informed by two research traditions: qualitative research and historical
research, which are not mutually exclusive. Indeed, there are areas of significant overlap.
However, the two schools of thought often emphasize differently a shared principle. When
viewed as traditions, qualitative and historical approaches differ in several key aspects. I review
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the aspects of each of these traditions that relate to the dissertation. Some of the aspects
mentioned reflect the overall philosophy of the research, and others directly guide procedural
choices in the dissertation.
Qualitative Research Tradition
The first and primary research tradition that supports the dissertation is that of qualitative
research. “Qualitative research, then, is a broad approach to the study of social phenomena.”
(Marshall and Rossman, 2006, p.2) Used predominantly in the social sciences and applied fields,
it has traditionally borrowed designs and methods from the experimental sciences. Qualitative
research is used in many disciplines with myriad theoretical groundings, and across multiple
ontologies and epistemologies. It is a collection of approaches and tools, often employed in a
pragmatic way to address a research question. This has contributed to both its richness and lack
of consensus on numerous points. A variety of typologies organize the field. (Jacob, 1988,
1987; Atkinson et al., 1988; Creswell, 2003, 1998; Denzin and Lincoln, 2005, 2000)
The dissertation specifically relies on a typology provided by Gall, Borg, and Gall (1996)
that identify three major genres in qualitative research: individual lived experience, society and
culture, and language and communication. The dissertation falls within the third of these major
qualitative research genres, language and communication. The primary research design for this
genre is textual analysis (Marshall and Rossman, 2006), which the study employs.
Additionally, qualitative research relies on four primary methods: participation,
observation, interviewing, and document analysis. Therefore, textual or document analysis is
both a research design and a research method. Marshall and Rossman (2006) categorize
historical methods and content analysis as secondary or specialized methods for qualitative
research, illustrating their overlap.
At the same time, sufficient elements in the historical research tradition warrant
reviewing it as a secondary tradition that informs the dissertation. Although the study includes a
longitudinal element in its design, it is not this component that reflects its reliance on historical
research. Indeed, longitudinal analysis is a research aspect that is associated with many research
approaches, including quantitative research. Rather, it was the general influence of the historical
research tradition that supports the value of looking at the Circulars from a historical perspective.
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Historical Research Tradition
The historical research tradition informs the dissertation both broadly and specifically.
As a research tradition associated with a single academic discipline, historical research has more
internal congruence than does qualitative research, which spans may fields and disciplines.
Therefore, there are characteristics of history as a discipline that translate directly to historical
research. Those that inform the dissertation generally include history’s role as a meta discipline,
its classification as a humanity, its three primary principles, its institutional perspective, and its
source-oriented approach.
History’s role as a meta discipline broadly supports the dissertation. Tosh contends, “A
great deal of excitement of historical study derives from the pivotal position where the concerns
of many other fields converge. Historians make those concerns their own by submitting them to
the disciplines of historical context and historical process. They relinquish those intellectual
positions which stand above or outside history; the rest they assimilate and in so doing enrich the
subject beyond measure.” (Tosh, 2006, p. 340) He also suggests that an element of history’s role
as a meta discipline is a researcher position that is as objective as possible: “[T]he responsibility
of historians … is clear: it is to provide a historical perspective which can inform debate rather
than to service any particular ideology…Our priorities in the present should determine the
questions we ask of the past, but not the answers.” (Tosh, 2006, p. 49) Although this
epistemological stance does not characterize all historical research, it remains a prominent view
in the discipline and describes my epistemological stance in the dissertation. While this
perspective is available under the rubric of qualitative methods, it is more congruently and
strongly emphasized in the historical research tradition.
Another aspect of history as a discipline that guides the dissertation is history’s
classification as a humanity. History’s location in academia traditionally has been in the
humanities, and this has influenced historical research. The humanities take as a fundamental
premise that what humans have thought and done has intrinsic and lasting value. In contrast, the
social sciences more frequently seek practical solutions to current problems and traditionally
have relied more heavily on quantitative (though increasingly, qualitative) research. Today,
history is a hybrid of the humanities and the social sciences. (Marshall and Rossman, 2006;
Tosh, 2006) However, its traditional alliance with the humanities impacts historical research and
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inform the dissertation with the perspective that a review of an essential governmental document
is an intrinsically valuable research project with lasting value that may not be directly related to
an immediate solution to a practical problem.
History as a discipline rests on three primary principles, which also directly inform
historical research and broadly inform the dissertation. The first of these is the concept of
difference, which includes an awareness of, and respect for, the fact that events separated by time
are different. They differ in more readily obvious ways such as material conditions. More
importantly, there is a difference in mentality, worldviews, and perspectives that inform and
shape a given age that cannot be replicated in the present. (Tosh, 2006) This research tradition
that holds differing perspectives as a central principle is conceptually informing to the
dissertation that reviews a series of government documents looking for a hypothesized change in
such broad perspectives. The second fundamental principle of history that directly informs
historical research is the notion of context. Events can only be understood in their context: the
whole always informs the parts. (Tosh, 2006) The third principle is the concept of process.
“[T]he relationship between events over time … endows them with more significance than if
they were viewed in isolation.” (Tosh, 2006, p. 11) All three principles direct the strong tenet of
historical research that public records need to be reviewed from their primary source and in their
original series, which is discussed further below.
History also has a strong institutional perspective. Because government institutions
preserve institutional memory through their records (Tosh, 2006), reviewing governmental
documents is an important method for the study of institutions. I interpret institutions as both
organizations and concepts, with inherently governmental being an important institution for
public administration research.3
The problem-oriented approach to historical research also broadly informs the study.
There are two main approaches to historical research. One is a problem-oriented approach: “A
specific historical question is formulated … and the relevant primary sources are then studied;
the bearing that these sources may have on other issues is ignored.” (Tosh, 2006, p. 89) When
this approach is used, it most often does not involve identifying new sources, but reviewing wellknown sources with new questions in mind. A liability of the problem-oriented approach is
source mining, which occurs when a narrow research question leads to data being taken out of
context, violating one of the three primary principles of history. The second main approach to
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historical research is a source-oriented approach that is the opposite of the problem-oriented
approach. This approach identifies a source and “extracts whatever is of value, allowing the
content of the source to determine the nature of the inquiry.” (Tosh, 2006, p. 89) In practice,
most research contains elements of both approaches, but the balance of the focus can vary. With
either approach, formulating a testable hypothesis militates against researcher biases, so the
source-oriented approach is not structureless. (Tosh, 2006) When compared with the qualitative
research tradition, the source-oriented approach to historical research strongly emphasizes and
validates examining a series of government documents for what they may reveal, rather than
looking at the documents for what they may reveal about a given concept. Regarding the source
and problem orientations to historical research, the dissertation is structured in the socialscience-based qualitative research tradition that more stringently requires a review of
government documents for evidence of a concept or theory. However, public administration
would benefit from more source-oriented research informed by the historical research tradition
that validates the review of documents for what they reveal.
The following four components of the historical research tradition directly guide the
dissertation’s procedural choices. In historical research, political history is a major content
focus; meaning is a major theoretical focus; textual analysis is a major methodology to assess
meaning; and public documents are reviewed from their primary source and in their original
series. (Tosh, 2006)
Political history is a major content area for historical research. History has traditionally
dealt with three main content areas: political history, economic history and social history, with
political history commanding the majority of the focus. (Tosh, 2006) While political history is
an area of research in qualitative research, it is a central focus in historical research, and the
dissertation fits in the broad content area of political history.
Additionally, meaning is a major theoretical focus for history. History is influenced by
two distinct bodies of theory. However, historians use theory differently than most other social
scientists. “Theory for them usually means the framework of interpretation which gives impetus
to an inquiry and influences its outcome.” (Tosh, 2006, p. 215) The more traditional body of
historical theory addresses the nature of society, and the most recent body of historical theory
addresses the problem of meaning. “The interpretation of meaning is at the heart of the
historian’s work,” (Tosh, 2006, p. 284) and meaning is a central focus of the research here.
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In the historical research tradition, textual analysis is a major research design for
examining meaning. Along with psychology and cultural anthropology, textual theory is one of
three bodies of theory relied upon to assess meaning. “If language determines consciousness, …
then the political order must depend on linguistic as much as administrative structures: politics is
constituted within a field of discourse.” (Tosh, 2006, p. 293) It follows that textual analysis is a
major research design and methodology to assess meaning in the historical research tradition, a
view that is congruent with qualitative research.
Finally, a strong tenet of historical research is that public records need to be reviewed
from their primary source and in their original series. “Considered apart from the series to which
they belong, the records of public institutions … are almost certain to be misunderstood. … To
understand the full significance of these records the historian must if possible study them in their
original groupings.” (Tosh, 2006, p. 101) Internal criticism is a process from historical methods
that yields an interpretation of the document’s content and meaning. This perspective directly
guides the dissertation in the choice to review the Circulars from their primary source and in
their original series. This tenet functions to both bound in and bound out certain data. As relates
to the dissertation, this is reflected in the choice to review the series of the Circulars and all their
supporting documents. It also specifically excludes communications not contained in this
sampling frame.4 The U.S. has a long history of contracting out with private sources for public
goods and services, and this is communicated in many governmental documents that are not
included in the research.
Document Research
I conceptualize two continua used to review governmental documents. The first is a
continuum with documents and text at the poles; the second is a continuum that runs between
discourse and textual analysis. I discuss each below. I then turn to a review of three additional
areas essential to the review of any document, its authorship, audience, and authenticity.
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Documents and Text
I briefly contrast documents and text in general and then identify where specifically the
research is situated along this continuum. First and foremost, “Documents are not coterminous
with text.” (Prior, 2003, p. 5) Furthermore, documents may contain very little or no text.
Architectural plans, cemeteries, and paintings all may be considered documents. Documents
also may contain more than text. They may include multi-modal components such as visual
representations in the form of charts, graphs, and pictures, and (especially in the electronic age)
auditory input such as sounds, voice, and music. (Prior, 2003) The documents reviewed in the
dissertation contain primarily text.5
More specifically, documents are historically and contextually situated products that
humans collectively produce in socially organized settings. Additionally, the production and
consumption of a document as well as its writer(s) and reader(s) interact in a dynamic and
reciprocal relationship in reality that is artificially separated for analysis. Of particular
importance for the project is the notion of documents both as receptacles of human agency and as
active agents that are recruited to support positions they were originally written to support or
their opposing positions. (Prior, 2003)
In the research, all of these qualities apply to OMB Circular A-76 and its related
documents. I acknowledge the agency of these documents in constituting the meaning of
inherently governmental. “Nevertheless, for ease of analysis, it often makes sense to focus on
documents in which written words serve as the mastercode … the analysis of the scribbled word
can serve as a paradigm for the analysis of documents in their entirety.” (Prior, 2003, p. 5) As
Prior describes, textual analysis serves as a proxy for an analysis of the documents.
Discourse Analysis and Textual Analysis
Generally, discourse analysis focuses on the spoken and written word in a broad social
context. Discourse analysis as a research methodology6 examines documents in action. For
example, discourse analyses often review issues such as the role of language in power and
oppression. Traditionally, discourse analysis has viewed documents as one data set available for
examining the discourse in question. Recently, documents have been proposed as the focus of
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inquiry. This is a subtle and significant difference. In contrast to discourse analysis, textual
analysis generally focuses on the content of the written word contained within a document.
Discourse analysis is more broadly focused and includes document review and additional data.
Textual analysis is most frequently a more focused review of written words. (Prior, 2003;
Titscher, et al., 2002)
Beyond these generalizations, there is little agreement as to the essential differences
between the two forms of analysis. Several taxonomies have addressed the difference. Two are
briefly mentioned for illustrative purposes. De Beaugrande and Dressler (1981) propose seven
characteristics that define a text: cohesion, coherence, intentionality, acceptability, informativty,
situationality, and intertextuality. Titscher et al. took a different approach and organize the
methods of discourse and textual analysis into twelve distinct methodologies. (Titscher, et al.,
2002)
The intellectual heritage of discourse and textual analysis is diverse. These methods have
been developed within several academic disciplines: linguistics, anthropology, and sociology.
Each discipline brings a different theoretical focus and methodological stance, contributing to the
variety and richness of approaches, and general lack of consensus between the methods. (Prior,
2003; Titscher, et al., 2002)
The methodology for the dissertation is textual analysis. Although the study does not
engage in a broader discourse analysis, I acknowledge that the text analyzed is contained in an
agential document situated in an active political discourse.
Authorship
Traditionally the author of any document has been viewed as an individual. The focus of
most government document research is on the function of the document, rather the author. Still,
the author most frequently has been interpreted as an identifiable person. “[G]overnment records
are more concerned with decisions and their implementation than with the motives of the people
who made them.” (Tosh, 2006, p. 74) Within the French ethnomethodological tradition of the
1970s, authorship became viewed as a socially interactive function. (Prior, 2003; Titscher, et al.,
2002)
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The credited author of each Circular and its supporting documents is the Director,
Assistant Director or Acting Director of OMB or one of its units, the OFPP, or both at the time
of its publication. As executive branch directives to federal agencies, these documents also are
taken to represent the general policy agenda of the presidency. I acknowledge the broader,
collective enterprise that produced these documents.
Audience
Readers and authors are engaged in a dynamic constitutive relationship. Writers write for
an intended audience(s), and this shapes the text. Readers also construct the author(s) in a way
that is congruent with their own worldviews. Therefore, “audiences … forever interpolate their
presence into text.” (Prior, 2003, p. 18) Another layer of dynamic interaction between writer and
reader is the recognition that reading a document is never the same for different readers, or for
the same reader and the document at different times. (Prior, 2003) In the same way that one can
never cross the same river, one can never read the same text.
Furthermore, documents may have multiple intended and unintended audiences. The
primary intended audience of these documents is executive agencies. Governmental documents
often contain only what governments are prepared to reveal and, as such, have an inherent
controlling purpose. (Tosh, 2006) The documents I reviewed also are generative documents,
outlining rules for the generation of additional documents that agencies are directed to produce.
By directing future action, they are also constitutive of “action-at-a-distance.” (Prior, 2003;
Latour, 1987) Additionally, as documents addressing public policy, they contain political
rhetoric for a secondary intended public audience that is broader and more heterogeneous than
the primary intended audience.
Unintended audiences are always a possibility. People recruit documents as allies and
foes in their causes that have nothing to do with the purpose for which the document was
originally written. (Prior, 2003) This may be especially true with publicly available
governmental documents.
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Authenticity
The authenticity of documents also must be addressed. (Prior, 2003; Tosh, 2006) As
governmental documents, the Circulars and their related documents are assumed to be authentic.7
Elicitation Methods
The study adopts Titscher, et al.’s (2002) distinction between elicitation and evaluation
methods.
In so-called empirical social research a distinction is made between
elicitation and evaluation methods: between ways of collecting data (in the
laboratory or by fieldwork) and procedures that have been developed for the
analysis of collected data. Methodological procedures for the collection of
data organize observation; evaluation methods regulate the transformation of
data into information and further restrict the opportunities for inference and
interpretation. (p. 6) An empirical method should be understood as a set of
procedural rules which has available a set of principles governing how
investigators should gather experiences and how they should organize their
observations if they wish to proceed scientifically. Proceeding scientifically,
in this respect, is understood as systematic, rule-governed work. … Methods
are therefore families of related procedures whose relationship is determined
by one or more common features.8 (p.8)
Other authors make similar conceptual distinctions with varying terminology. (Marshall and
Rossman, 2006; Tosh, 2006; Prior, 2003) I review three aspects of elicitation methods:
document population, document selection, and document collection.
Document Population
The sampling frame for the dissertation includes Circular A-76, 1966 through 2003 and
all primary source documents published by OMB that relate to these Circulars, including
transmittal memoranda, implementation handbooks, a policy letter, and memoranda. Five
memoranda were published after the publication of the 2003 Circular. The most recent was M08-11, dated February 20, 2008. The sampling frame contains these memoranda. Therefore, the
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dates of the documents in the sampling frame range from 1966 – 2008. For consistency of
reference and readability, I refer to the sampling frame as the Circulars 1966 – 2003 and all
additional OMB publications related to the Circulars. Table 8 presents the document population.
As I describe in detail later in the chapter, the model of qualitative content analysis that I
used to conduct the study includes three distinct procedures. I used the first two procedures
(summary and explication) to review all the documents in the sampling frame. I used the third
procedure (structuring) to review the Circulars. I also reviewed the attachments to Circular 2003
using the third procedure in a pilot study. Therefore, the entire document population (i.e.
sampling frame) was reviewed in the course of the study.
Three factors contributed to the certainty that all additional OMB primary source
materials associated with the Circulars have been identified. First, the population of materials to
be considered is finite and specifically defined. It includes primary source materials published
by one agency, OMB, in a defined time period. Second, each Circular defined the preceding
documents that it replaced. Third, documents published after the most recent Circular are subject
to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)9 (FOIA, 1966) and are available electronically
through public websites.
No selection bias occurred in selecting documents for the study because all additional
OMB primary source documents have been identified and reviewed. However, because method
three of the structuring phase of the analysis and the pilot study reviewed samples drawn from
the entire sampling frame, a selection bias potentially occurred at these points in the study. I
address this below.
Document Selection: Why OMB Circular A-76?
I bounded the research to OMB Circular A-76 for five main reasons. First, the study
focuses on the meaning of inherently governmental, not on contracting governmental services.
As I introduced in Chapter One, I selected the Circular that addresses contracting out public
services as its primary topic, not because of its focus on contracting, but because it is the
document with the longest history that most directly and comprehensively discusses the meaning
of inherently governmental. Therefore, I review the topic of contracting governmental services
only as it relates to the concept of inherently governmental. Extending beyond the purview of
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OMB Circular A-76, the U.S. executive branch has a long and interesting history of contracting
with private sources, which is governed by procurement regulations. Research that examines
that type of contracting falls in the contracting and procurement bodies of literature and,
therefore falls beyond the scope of the current project.
Second, the dissertation looks for evidence of a change in governing approaches in the
expressed meaning of inherently governmental, a change that is predicted to occur during the
time the Circulars were published. As a result, it is unnecessary to extend the investigation of a
change in governing approaches beyond A-76. Third, Circular A-76 was issued in 1966 and,
“for the first time, prescribed the policy and implementing guidelines in a permanent directive.”
(OMB, 1979, p.1) The commencement of a federal policy in a permanent directive is a strong
and logical starting point.
Fourth, historical methods emphasize the necessity of reviewing governmental
documents from their primary source and in their original series. Identifying the sampling frame
as the Circulars and all primary source documents published by OMB that relate to Circular A76, 1966 through 2003 meets these criteria. Fifth, I expected that a prevalent perspective about
governing, as the governing approaches are posited to be, and any significant changes in such
perspectives, should be reflected in the national policy issued by the federal government.
Document Collection
I faced several compounding research challenges in obtaining some of the Circulars.
Discussion of my experience in obtaining copies of an under-researched government document
may be helpful to other researchers working with similar samples. OMB Circulars 2003 and
1999 were available in electronic format from the OMB website, with the 1999 Circular
indicating that A-76 was issued in 1966 and revised in 1967, 1979, and 1983. The challenges
were in obtaining the four earlier Circulars.
First, the nomenclature of the Circulars posed some initial difficulty. For the two
Circulars available electronically, the titling was inconsistent. The Circular issued in 2003 was
titled “OMB Circular A-76, 2003 (revised),” whereas the Circular issued in 1999 was referred to
as “OMB Circular A-76, 1983 (revised 1999).” At this point in the document collection process,
it was unclear from the available Circulars (and there was no mention in secondary sources) how
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the earlier Circulars would be named. I deduced that the Circular issued in 1983 would most
likely follow the nomenclature of its immediate predecessor and be titled either “OMB Circular
A-76, 1979 (revised 1983)” or “OMB Circular A-76, 1966 (revised 1983),” with the principal
question focusing on the parenthetical revised-from date. In fact, after obtaining the Circulars,
the Circular issued in 1999 proved to be an aberration in the naming system, and the Circular
issued in 1983 was titled “Circular A-76, 1983 (revised).” Likewise, the Circulars issued in 1979
and 1967 were titled “OMB Circular A-76, 1979 (revised)” and “Circular A-76, 1967 (revised).”
Second, electronic cataloging of recent documents further augmented the collection
challenge. For example, it was particularly difficult to locate the Circular issued in 1983 because
it was titled “OMB Circular A-76, 1983 (revised 1999),” and electronic searches produced links
and references to the Circular issued in 1999. This is logical given that most searches for
government documents are likely to be inquiries searching for the most recent versions. It did,
however, complicate primary source research.
Third, the Superintendent of Documents classification system, commonly referred to as
SUDOC, also complicated the acquisition of the remaining Circulars. SUDOC is used to
organize government documents by federal agency. Developed by the Library of the
Government Printing Office between 1895 and 1903, it is based on the organizational position of
the issuing department at the time of publication, and therefore changes as the organizational
structure of the government changes. The result is that publications may be located in several
different places within the SUDOC system, particularly documents issued from departments with
a long history of restructuring, such as OMB. There were also gaps in the SUDOC system,
including a period of time for which there was no SUCDOC referencing of the Circulars.
Fifth, the practice of distributing public documents to depository libraries posed
additional document collection challenges. Collections among federal depository libraries vary
greatly. It is common for a library to have a thorough collection of one set of government
documents and a dearth of another. At least one factor influencing the collections in a depository
library appears to be the research history of a set of documents, making thorough collections of
under-researched documents unlikely. There also is no cataloging of which government
documents are at which libraries; so all libraries must be contacted individually. Employing the
assistance of a government documents librarian was helpful, but since OMB Circular A-76 was
not a well-researched document, librarian experience and expertise have been limited, at both
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university libraries and at the National Archives.
As a result, identifying and collecting previously under-researched government
documents took considerable time. The challenges of the nomenclature of the individual
Circulars, the electronic cataloging of documents designed for the retrieval of the most recently
issued documents, the location of the Circulars in the morphing and incomplete SUCDOC
system, and the location of historical documents in a dispersed federal depository library network
compounded each other.
Evaluation Methods
In this section I review the specific design and methodology of the project, a longitudinal
qualitative content analysis. I note the history and evolution of content analysis, and review the
specific model used in the dissertation.
A Longitudinal Qualitative Content Analysis
As a thick political concept, the meaning of inherently governmental has evolved over
time. To determine if there was support for a change in governing approaches from a
Constitutionalist to an Entrepreneurial Governing Approach in the evolution of the meaning of
inherently governmental as it was used in OMB Circular A-76, I utilized a longitudinal
qualitative content analysis of all OMB primary source documents related to Circular A-76, from
1966 to 2003. I traced the changing meaning of inherently governmental and looked for
evidence of Constitutional and Entrepreneurial Governing Approaches.
Content Analysis: History and Evolution
Broadly, the research design and methodology of the project involved textual analysis.
The type of textual analysis utilized was a content analysis, and the specific kind of content
analysis employed was a qualitative content analysis.
There are many types of textual analysis. (Titscher, et al., 2002) I utilized content
analysis, which “will always be used if communicative content is of greatest importance, if
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operational schemata of categories can be formulated in advance or if the analysis is concerned
only with the lexicon of a text.” (Titscher, et al., 2002, p.66) The dissertation met all three of
these criteria for the use of content analysis rather than other types of textual analysis.
The longest established method of textual analysis, content analysis originally focused on
a syntactic review of text. It concentrated on clearly quantifiable aspects of text such as absolute
and relative word frequencies. As it evolved, it began to include research with broader analytical
goals, such as semantic and pragmatic reviews of text. However, it continued to retain it
emphasis on frequency quantification. More recently, the addition of explicitly qualitative
content analysis has reduced the focus on word frequency. (Titscher, et al., 2002) Given this
decreased reliance on word frequencies, there is little agreement whether qualitative content
analysis is a variant of content analysis or a unique category of textual analysis. (Titscher, et al.,
2002) This controversy did not impact the choice or validity of this method for the research
here. I follow the majority of interpretations and treat qualitative content analysis as a variant of
content analysis.
Mayring’s Model
The particular model of qualitative content analysis that I used was Mayring’s model,
which includes three distinct analytical procedures: summary, explication, and structuring. The
focus of the analysis narrows with progression through each of these strategies. Although the
model treats the procedures as separate techniques for organizing and presenting research, they
overlapped in practice. This was the case for two reasons. First, it was impossible to address
discrete aspects of the documents with each strategy because the three procedures served as
different techniques for examining the same text, and the essential features of the data related to
the research question became the focus of each procedure. Second, it also was impractical to
employ only one of these techniques at a time to the complete exclusion of the others. For
example, it was impossible to discuss explicated sections of the text without also using summary.
This overlap was unavoidable in practice and facilitated a thorough analysis and interpretation of
the data.
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A Compound Research Question
The dissertation investigates a compound research question. The first component of the
question is an examination of the evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental in OMB
Circular A-76 and its supporting documents. The second element explores the meaning of
inherently governmental as it was used in Circular A-76, looking for a change in governing
approaches from a Constitutionalist to an Entrepreneurial Governing Approach.
I used summary (the first analytical procedure of Mayring’s model) to contextualize the
Circulars and to begin investigating the first component of the research question, an examination
of the evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental in A-76. I then utilized explication
(the second technique) to continue exploring in greater detail the evolution of the meaning of
inherently governmental as it was used in the series of documents. Lastly, I employed
structuring (the third phase of the model) to bring the two elements of the research question
together. In this final analytical procedure I used the analytical framework to examine the
Circulars for evidence of a change in governing approaches and to determine if the meaning of
inherently governmental as it was used in OMB Circular A-76 reflected a change from a
Constitutionalist to an Entrepreneurial Governing Approach.
Summary
The first of Mayring’s analytical procedures, summary, utilizes abstraction as the primary
technique to reduce the material in order to preserve its essential content. I used this first
procedure to review each Circular and all primary source documents published by OMB related
to the Circulars. Because I reviewed all documents in the sampling frame, there was no selection
bias present for this stage of the analysis.
I present the general purpose and content of the texts in the sampling frame in Chapter
Six. I summarize the broad context of OMB Circular A-76, followed by a progressively more
focused examination of the Circulars and conclude with a presentation of the use of the concept
of inherently governmental in the documents.
I structured the summary phase of the analysis around five essential aspects of the
Circulars. First, I briefly review the overall context of the Office of Management and Budget.
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Second, I present the use of Circulars in general. Third, I follow this with a concise overview of
the purpose of Circular A-76 as a series of governmental documents. Fourth, I review the
individual documents that comprise the A-76 series; and fifth, I examine the use of inherently
governmental in the documents.
Explication
The second analytical procedure of Mayring’s model is explication. During this phase of
the analysis, the scope of the investigation is restricted as portions of the text central to the
research question are reviewed. Explicated sections of text are paraphrased and examined in the
context of the whole document. I explicated text related to the evolution of the meaning of
inherently governmental from all the documents in the sampling frame and examined it in the
context of the whole series of OMB documents. As was the case with the first phase of the
study, there was no selection bias for this stage of the analysis.
I organized the explicated text according to the Circulars’ outline structure. There were
twenty-one aggregated outline headings for the six Circulars. I discuss the information essential
to an overall understanding of the documents, and relating specifically to the evolution of the
meaning of inherently governmental, under each topical heading in Chapter Seven.
Structuring
In Mayring’s model, structuring corresponds to the more traditional approaches to
content analysis. Further confining the inquiry, units of analysis and theoretically informed
categories are identified, and the text is reviewed for evidence of the defined categories. The
structuring phase of the model differs from quantitative content analysis by allowing a revision
of categories based on a review of the text. In traditional content analysis, “[T]he categorization
processes of content analysis require that the categories be set up and operationalized in
advance.” (Titscher, et al., 2002, p.67) With qualitative content analysis, if categories are
revised, the process of textual review is repeated utilizing the newly defined categories.
(Titscher, et al., 2002)
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In the current study, I brought the two elements of the research question together using
the third technique of Mayring’s model. As I present in Chapter Eight, I utilized the analytical
framework in the structuring phase to examine the Circulars for evidence of a change in
governing approaches and to determine if the meaning of inherently governmental reflects such a
change.
The unit of analysis10 in the structuring phase of the analysis is a phrase. I enumerated
lines of text in each Circular and referenced phrases by page and line number.11
I used three related data review methods to conduct the structuring phase of the analysis.
In this final stage of the study I restricted the sample to the Circulars, introducing a possible
selection bias in this phase of the analysis. I restricted the sample for practical reasons, to
confine the data to a manageable volume for the project. I reviewed the Circulars because they
were the main documents in the sampling frame; all the other documents belonged to the
population because of their relationship to the Circulars. I reviewed all the Circulars so that I
could evaluate trends in the governing approaches and look for patterns in the evolution of the
meaning of inherently governmental as related to changes in governing approaches.
In method one I examined the Circulars for evidence of the two governing approaches.
In methods two and three I further probed the strength of the approaches to determine if the
meaning of inherently governmental as it was used in OMB Circular A-76 reflected a change
from a Constitutionalist to an Entrepreneurial Governing Approach. I managed each method
using a structuring data analysis protocol presented in Table 7.
1. Method One
To begin bringing the two elements of the research question together, I first used method
one to determine whether the Circulars contain evidence of the two governing approaches.
Content analysis requires each method in the structuring technique to be grounded in theory, and
the grounding of the first method is the theoretical grounding of the analytical framework based
on the work of Moe, Moe and Gilmour and the Gore Report.
First, I reviewed each Circular for evidence of the characteristics of the two governing
approaches using thresholds that reflected a general preponderance of evidence. A characteristic
was reported as predominant when seventy-five percent (75%) or more of the data was found in
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one characteristic. The Circular was reported as being influenced by both characteristics when
twenty-six percent (26%) to seventy-four percent (74%) of entries reflected a characteristic.
Finally, the Circular was reported as showing no characteristic when no phrases for either
characteristic were found.
Using the same thresholds, I then examined each Circular for evidence of a predominant
governing approach. A Circular was reported as indicating evidence of a predominant approach
when seventy-five percent (75%) or more of phrases revealed that approach. Both governing
approaches were concluded to be present when twenty-six percent (26%) to seventy-four percent
(74%) of phrases reflected one of the approaches. No governing approach was reported to be
present in the Circular when no such data were found.
For example, I reviewed Circular 1966 for evidence of each of the characteristics of the
two approaches. Phrases that indicated evidence of one of the characteristics of the two
approaches, such as theoretically based for the CGA or pragmatically based for the EGA, were
entered into the structuring data analysis protocol by line reference. I then totaled the entries for
each characteristic to determine if there was evidence for a preponderance of a characteristic.
Based on the evidence for the characteristics, I then determined if the 1966 Circular reflected a
predominant governing approach. I repeated this for the remaining Circulars.
It was possible to have a Circular indicate overall evidence of one governing approach
while also showing evidence of a characteristic of the alternate governing approach. For
example, the 1966 Circular contained evidence of a predominance of the Constitutionalist
Governing Approach while simultaneously showing more evidence of the pragmatically based
characteristic in the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach.
2. Method Two
To continue bringing the two components of the research question together, I next
examined the data from method one (which I used to determine governing approach
predominance) to determine where in the Circulars the evidence appeared. This method was
theoretically informed by a judgment that a concept’s document location reflected a rank
ordering of importance. I presumed that the discussion of inherently governmental in differing
sections of the Circulars reflected varying levels of importance of the treatment of the concept. I
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further postulated that the treatment of inherently governmental in the policy section would be
the most important; that its discussion in the definitions sections would reflect an intermediate
level of strength, and that all other sections would indicate a lower level of vigor.
In method two I attempted to measure this by examining the data reported in method one
according to its location in the document. In this second method I prioritized the data reported
for the first method using the following ordinal values: (1) policy, (2) definitions, and (3) other.
That is, I rank ordered the entries from method one according to their location in the Circular.
By further examining the data from method one that I used to determine governing approach
predominance for its location in the document, which I predicted most directly addressed the
concept of inherently governmental, I attempted to bring the research question together and
determine if the meaning of inherently governmental as it was used in OMB Circular A-76
reflected a change from a Constitutionalist to an Entrepreneurial Governing Approach.
For example, when a phrase was recorded in method one as evidence of one of the
characteristics of the CGA, such as theoretically based, its document location was recorded in
method two. When its location in the document was in a section describing policy, the entry in
method two was a 1; that is, it was seen as the highest priority. When its location in the
document was in a section describing definitions, the entry in method two was a 2, an
intermediate priority. Finally, when its location in the document was in a section other than that
describing policy or definitions, the value assigned in method two was a 3.12 I repeated this
process for all the Circulars.
3. Method Three
To further bring the two elements of the research question together, I concluded the
structuring phase of the study by examining the data from method two that appeared in the policy
and definitions sections of the Circulars for a reference to commercial activities. The theoretical
grounding of this method was based on the judgment that the discussion of a concept without
reference to a related concept reflected its strongest possible treatment. I assumed that treating
inherently governmental independent of a discussion of commercial activities was a more
important treatment of the concept than a discussion of the concept that must be inferred from a
discussion of commercial activities.
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In method three I attempted to measure this by examining the data reported in method
two according to its relationship to a definition or discussion of commercial activities. In this
third method, I examined the relationship of the data recorded in method two that appeared in the
policy or definitions sections of the Circulars for a reference to commercial activities. I
prioritized the data from method two using two ordinal values: (1) independent of a reference or
discussion of commercial activities or (2) dependent upon a reference or discussion of
commercial activities. By reviewing the data from method two that most directly addressed the
concept of inherently governmental for its relationship to a discussion of commercial activities
(which I predicted indicated strength of the concept of inherently governmental), I further
attempted to examine together the treatment of inherently governmental as it was used in OMB
Circular A-76 and the evidence for a change in governing approaches.
Again, for example, data entries from method two (that occurred in the policy section and
received a ranking of 1, or occurred in the definitions section and received a ranking of 2) were
subjected to a further rank ordering according to their reference to commercial activities. So,
when a phrase was recorded in method two as a 1 or a 2, its reference to commercial activities
was examined in method three. When there was no reference to commercial activities, the entry
in method three was a 1. References to commercial activities received a 2 in method three.13 As
with the preceding two methods, I repeated this process for all the Circulars.
Coding and counting phrases, enumerating thresholds to indicate governing approaches,
and creating methods two and three using ordinal values introduced a quasi-quantitative
component to the analysis. This served to bolster the overall rigor of the project.
4. A Pilot Study
As described above, the sample for the structuring phase of the analysis included each
Circular, 1966 – 2003. In addition, I reviewed Attachments A, B, C, and D that accompanied the
2003 Circular as a pilot study. As with the structuring phase of the analysis, I restricted the
sample for the pilot study for practical reasons, to confine the data to a manageable volume.
For the pilot study, I chose documents that supplemented the last Circular because the
first Circular did not have any additional associated documents. Its review in the main study
ensured that all the documents associated with the first Circular (which was predicted to have
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been influenced by the CGA) were reviewed in the main study. Choosing to review documents
associated with the last Circular (which was predicted to show evidence of the EGA) allowed for
the most thorough investigation of a change in governing approaches. Furthermore, I reviewed
the attachments to the 2003 Circular because the attachments were the documents published at
the time of the Circular. I also predicted that the attachments were the additional documents
most likely to address the concerns of the study: the evolution of the meaning of inherently
governmental and the influence of a governing approach. Memoranda were the other documents
associated with the last Circular, and they did not as thoroughly address the concepts central to
the study.
The 2003 Circular was reviewed as a separate document as a part of the main study and
again as a part of the pilot study. The 2003 attachments were reviewed using only method one,
the results were combined with the data from the Circular and presented separately as a pilot
study. This was appropriate given the structure and content of the four attachments. Attachment
A was titled “Inventory Process,” Attachment B “Public-Private Competitions,” Attachment C
“Calculating Public-Private Competition Costs,” and Attachment D “Acronyms and
Definitions.” Because the attachments did not include a policy section, there were no policy data
for method two; and because method three depended upon method two, no data existed for
method three.
These attachments were subjected to the same analytical rigor as the Circulars in the main
study. As a pilot study, however, the data from the attachments were presented in numerical
format rather than the table format listing each datum, as in the main study. Table 21 in
Appendix B presents the pilot study.
Including these attachments had two advantages. First, it discerned whether including
supplemental materials in the structuring analysis changed the outcome of the analysis for 2003,
and by implication if it has the potential to do the same for other Circulars. Second, by including
all the documents from the first and last Circulars that were printed at the time of the Circulars’
publication, the research proposition was addressed more thoroughly. Because the design of the
main study included the Circulars between the first and last Circulars, interpretations also could
be made regarding the nature of any change. Therefore, reviewing the attachments associated
with the 2003 Circular bolstered the main study and provided an assessment of the value in
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reviewing the supplemental materials from other years using the structuring phase of the analysis
in future research.

Limitations
As do all research designs, the current study has potential researcher biases. “Methods …
have the function of rendering the investigator’s own observations observable.” (Titscher, et al.,
2002, p.16) Researcher biases for the dissertation include the risk of finding in the data what I
anticipated finding or was invested in concluding. Following are the strategies I employed to
militate against these. However, they can never be completely controlled.
There is a risk I would select only data in the documents that supports the research
proposition. I guard against this in four ways.
First, I designed an analytical framework with a high degree of internal validity. The
higher the internal validity of the framework, the lower the risk I would find only data in the
Circulars to support the research proposition. In other words, the more the analytical framework
measures what it claims to measure, the less room there is for amending data to meet my
expectations. One element in the decision to design the analytical framework utilizing Moe’s and
Moe and Gilmour’s model and the Gore Report was to maximize the internal validity of the
framework and guard against this potential bias.
Second, I designed a rigorous research protocol. I explicate my rationale for the research
design for all three analytical procedures. I also discuss my coding decisions and give examples
of coding to ensure the highest possible reliability.
Third, I conduct the research using as much transparency as is feasible, enabling future
replication. The more transparent the analysis, the lower the risk I would find only data in the
documents to support the research proposition. For this reason, I provide each coded datum in
table format in Appendix B.
Fourth, I offer alternate explanations to the research proposition. An alternate
explanation to there being a change in governing approaches is that the approaches represent two
points in a dynamic dialogue that has been occurring since the founding of the U.S. From this
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perspective, there have been changes in the popularity of these points of view, but they have
remained active throughout the country’s history.
An additional potential bias is the risk of my finding in the data what I wanted to
conclude. I guard against this in two ways.
First, I have a professional responsibility to, as much as possible, review and reflect upon
my investment in the outcomes of the research. This is an unverifiable and internal process. All
that I can offer is a statement that I have indeed invested time in reviewing my investment in the
outcomes of the research.
Second, I can articulate these investments. Increasing the transparency of my investment
in the research outcomes increases the ability of the reader to evaluate the research findings. I
anticipated the research proposition would be supported with a moderate degree of certainty.
Whether the proposition was supported or not, I believe there has been a dialogue between the
points of view represented by the Constitutionalist Governing Approach and the Entrepreneurial
Governing Approach from the founding of the republic. The dissertation is the first project in a
long-term research agenda to investigate this expectation. If the proposition had been supported
and there had been a change in governing approaches, I would have suggested an alternative
explanation that the Constitutionalist Governing Approach did not exist as firmly from the
inception of the country as Moe and as Moe and Gilmour suggest. Alternately, if the research
proposition were not supported, I would suggest that this could support the idea that the CGA
and the EGA are more points of view in a dialogue rather than governing approaches. Either
outcome supports my long-term research agenda.

I present the study’s data analysis and interpretation in the next three chapters,
corresponding to the three analytical procedures that comprise Mayring’s model of qualitative
content analysis. In Chapter Six I summarize OMB Circular A-76, reviewing the broad context
of the Circular and discussing its overall purpose and content. In the next chapter I restrict the
scope of the investigation by explicating portions of the text related to the evolution of the
meaning of inherently governmental and examining these in the context of the whole series of
documents. Using the analytical framework, I further confine the inquiry in Chapter Eight and
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Chapter Six
Data Analysis and Interpretation Part 1: Summary

Introduction
I present the study’s data analysis and interpretation in three chapters, corresponding to
the three analytical procedures that comprise Mayring’s model of qualitative content analysis. In
this chapter I summarize OMB Circular A-76, reviewing the broad context of the Circular and
discussing its overall purpose and content. Using summary (the first analytical procedure of
Mayring’s model) I reviewed all the documents in the sampling frame to contextualize the
Circulars and to begin investigating the first component of the research question, an examination
of the evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental.
The chapter is organized into five sections. First, I briefly review the context of the
Office of Management and Budget. Next, I present the use of Circulars in general, followed by a
concise overview of the purpose of Circular A-76 as a series. Then, I present the individual
documents that comprise the A-76 series, and the chapter closes with an overview of the use of
inherently governmental in the documents.

OMB
The Office of Management and Budget is an office within the Executive Office of the
President. Following a recommendation of the Brownlow Committee, the EOP was formed in
1939 and falls within the U.S. federal executive branch of government. OMB was formed in
1970 on recommendation from the Ash Council to reorganize its predecessor, the Bureau of the
Budget. The BOB was formed as a result of the 1921 Budgeting and Accounting Act and
originally was placed in the Department of the Treasury. Today, OMB is the largest office within
the Executive Office of the President.1
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Circulars
OMB issues Circulars as one way of offering instructions or information to executive
agencies. Circulars are expected to be in effect for two years or more.2 They may be
supplemented with attachments and handbooks that offer more extensive information about the
implementation of the Circular. Clarifications and amendments are most often made to Circulars
through the issuance of transmittal memoranda. These memoranda are continuously enumerated
and introduce new revisions of Circulars and handbooks, address technical and clerical
corrections, elaborate upon unclear text, and provide annually updated information. Such
changes may be promulgated as a part of, or attached to, transmittal memoranda.
Periodically, Circulars may be revised. They are revised for several reasons, including
when there has been a substantial policy or procedural change in the subject a Circular
addressed. Revisions also may occur when it is debatable whether a substantive policy or
procedural change has occurred. In these instances, a revision may be interpreted as a
mechanism of increasing attention to a policy.

OMB Circular A-76
OMB Circular A-76 gives policy and procedures for determining whether the
government or a private source will supply a commercially available product or service for the
government’s use. When the government plans to, or is interested in, providing a product or
service for its own use that is also available from the private sector, a cost comparison must be
made to determine whether the government or a private source will provide the product or
service. OMB Circular A-76 gives direction regarding these cost comparisons.
Therefore, Circular A-76 is applicable only when the government is interested in
providing a commercially available product or service for its own use. Both governmental
provision and governmental consumption are essential. Circular A-76 applies only when both
conditions are present. When the government is not interested in providing a commercially
available product or service for its own use, procedures for determining the private provider fall
under procurement guidelines such as the Federal Acquisition Regulation.
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One element in the decision whether a commercially available product or service is
provided by the private sector or by government includes the determination of whether the
activity is inherently governmental. OMB Circular A-76 addresses the meaning of inherently
governmental as a means to its end of determining whether a commercially available product or
service is provided to the government by the private sector or by the government. Inherently
governmental is not the primary focus of the Circular. However, A-76 is the public document
that most directly and comprehensively addresses the definition of inherently governmental at
the U.S. federal level. It also is the series of documents with the longest history that addresses
the topic of inherently governmental.

The Documents
This section reviews the individual documents that comprise the A-76 series. First, all
the documents in the sampling frame are presented in chronological order, contextualized with
notations of major relevant events such as the reorganization of BOB to OMB, the National
Performance Review and Gore Report, and the passage of the Federal Activities Inventory
Reform. Next, the format of the Circulars is presented and contrasted.
Chronological Review
The Bureau of the Budget first issued Circular A-76 in 1966 and revised it in 1967, 1979,
1983, 1999, and 2003. The 1967 revision stated that it clarified provisions in the original
Circular, reduced the burden of work to agencies in its implementation, and contained no policy
changes from the original Circular. The 1966 and 1967 Circulars articulated policy and offered
broad procedural guidelines. They did not address the specific methodology to be used for
calculating the cost comparisons. Beginning with the 1967 revision, BOB utilized transmittal
memoranda to offer clarifications and additional information needed to implement the Circular,
such as rate increases needed for cost comparison calculations. In 1970, the Bureau of the
Budget was reorganized and renamed to become the Office of Management and Budget.
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In 1979, OMB revised the Circular and issued a supplemental handbook to assist with its
implementation, including more guidance on the cost comparison calculations. The 1979
Circular was the longest, and it contained an expanded discussion of both policy and procedures.
In 1983, both the Circular and the handbook were revised. Beginning in 1983, Circulars
indicated that they addressed policy only; the handbook addressed procedures. The handbook
was printed again in 1984 to clarify and correct information in the 1983 handbook, but contained
no substantive changes.
In 1992, the Office of Federal Procurement Policy issued Policy Letter, Number 92-1 as
an additional supplemental document to the Circular and handbook. The policy letter provided
guidance on the identification of inherently governmental activities. At eighteen pages of text
and two appendices, the policy letter was longer than the Circulars and shorter than the
handbooks. Its focus was narrower than the handbooks, “This policy letter establishes Executive
Branch policy relating to service contracting and inherently governmental functions. Its purpose
is to assist Executive Branch officers and employees in avoiding an unacceptable transfer of
official responsibility to Government contractors.” (p.1) Appendix A offered a list of nineteen
inherently governmental functions, the only list of its kind in any of the publications associated
with A-76. Appendix B contained a list “of services and actions that are not considered to be
inherently governmental functions. However, they may approach being in that category because
of the way in which the contractor performs the contract or the manner in which the government
administers contractor performance.” (p. 21-22) Appendix A to the dissertation reproduces these
two appendices from the policy letter.
The handbook was revised in 1996, and the policy letter was appended. Following the
publication of the Gore Report in 1993, and subsequent publications related to the National
Performance Review on which it was based, the revised handbook reflected this work.
As noted in the Vice President’s Third Report of the National Performance
Review, “Common Sense Government: Works Better and Costs Less,” (September
1995), Americans want to “get their money’s worth” and want a Government that
is more businesslike and better managed. The reinvention of Government begins
by focusing on core mission competencies and service requirements. Thus, the
reinvention process must consider a wide range of options, including: the
consolidation, restructuring or reengineering of activities, privatization options,
make or buy decisions, the adoption of better business management practices, the
development of joint ventures with the private sector, asset sales, the possible
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devolution of activities to State and local governments and the termination of
obsolete services or programs. In the context of this larger reinvention effort, the
scope of this Supplemental Handbook is limited to the conversion of recurring
commercial activities to or from in-house, contract, or ISSA3 performance.
Circular A-76 is not designed to simply contract out. Rather it is designed to: (1)
balance the interests of the parties to make or buy cost comparison, (2) provide a
level playing field between the public and private offerors to a competition, and
(3) encourage competition and choice in the management and performance of
commercial activities. It is designed to empower Federal managers to make
sound and justifiable business decisions. (p. iii)
In 1998, Congress passed the Federal Activities Inventory Reform Act that codified
elements of the policy and procedures already present in Circular A-76. In 1999, both the
Circular and handbook again were revised to implement the FAIR in conjunction with the
Circular. The policy letter remained in effect. The handbook was revised a final time in 2000.
In 2003, the Circular was revised, and the handbook and policy letter were rescinded. In
place of the handbook, the 2003 Circular introduced computer software to assist with cost
comparison calculations. Much of the policy letter appeared in Circular attachments. The 2003
revision also introduced software for sharing best practices and lessons learned from the
implementation of the Circular. Beginning with the 2003 Circular, memoranda4 (rather than
transmittal memoranda) were utilized to address changes in the Circular. See Table 8 for a
listing of all the documents in the sampling frame.
Format Review
The Circulars were published in an outline format. The topics comprising an outline
section changed from revision to revision and the information presented in sections of the
Circulars also changed from Circular to Circular. Additionally, similar information was
presented in differing sections across some of the Circulars. Also, some information that one
Circular addressed, another discussed in a supplemental document such as a handbook or policy
letter.
Circulars 1966 and 1967 were organized identically, with ten outline sections each.
Circular 1979 shared nine of the ten outline section headings with its predecessors. The only
section that 1979 omitted from the 1966 and 1967 format was the section on implementation. It
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generally covered the information addressed by the previous Circulars in this section in one of
the sections it added, a section on responsibility. Circular 1979 added four new sections for a
total of thirteen sections. Circular 1983 shared seven of these fourteen outline sections with
1979 and added six new sections. The 1983 and 1999 Circulars shared a nearly identical outline
format. The 1999 Circular omitted one section included in the 1983 Circular, a section that
addressed a review of the Circular, for a total of thirteen sections. Circular 2003 shared seven of
these thirteen sections in common with the 1999 Circular and added one new section on
transition, for a total of eight sections. Table 9 summarizes the Circular outline section headings.
In general, two pairs of Circulars are most similar in both format and substantive content:
the 1966 and 1967 Circulars were similar to each other as were the 1983 and 1999 Circulars.
Circular 1979 retained the general presentation of its two predecessors and added significant
additional information. The format of Circular 1983 varied quite a bit from Circular 1979, and it
introduced the phrase “performance of commercial activities.” Circular 2003 exhibited the
largest formatting change. Relative to the other Circulars, it placed a larger amount of its content
within the policy section.

The Use of Inherently Governmental
Summary is used here to contextualize the Circulars and to begin investigating the first
component of the research question, the evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental in
A-76. Explication, the second analytical procedure of Mayring’s model, is utilized to explore in
greater detail the evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental as it is used in the series
of documents. Therefore, the use of inherently governmental is reviewed in detail in both
chapters, using the two techniques. As Chapter Five elaborated, the goal is not to address
completely discrete aspects of the concept of inherently governmental with each technique. This
is impossible because the procedures contained in the research model are different approaches
for analyzing the same data, and the essential features of the data related to the research question
became the focus of each procedure. The goal is to employ the techniques in a manner that
achieve a progressively more focused analysis of the data in a complementary process that
addresses the research question in a meaningful way and produces useful results. Although it is
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appropriate that the concept of inherently governmental is addressed using both techniques, some
differentiation of focus for the two procedures avoids duplication.
Summary was used to examine the evolution of the definition of the phrase “inherently
governmental” and its derivatives. The focus was on the more concise references to the term and
its changing definition. Three specific elements of the use of inherently governmental were
examined, each representing a progressively more precise usage of the phrase. The first was the
use of text that described the concept, whether or not the phrase was used. This was helpful in
locating precursors to later definitions. The second element that was reviewed was the use of
“inherently” and “governmental” together as one phrase, “inherently governmental.” This was
independent of its use as a defined term in the document. Third, the use of “inherently
governmental function/activity” as a defined term of use in the document was traced. Table 10
summarizes these results. (As described in the next chapter, explication was used to examine the
fuller treatments of the concept that extended beyond definitions.)
The first two Circulars did not use text that described inherently governmental, did not
use the phrase independent of a defined term, and did not define an inherently governmental
function. Circular 1979 is significant because it was the first Circular that used the phrase
“inherently governmental.” However, the forerunner of the current definition of inherently
governmental can be seen in an attachment to the 1967 Circular, Summary Of Changes In
Bureau Of The Budget Circular No. A-76 As Revised August 1967. This appears in a section
describing the elimination of the phrase “professional staff” from a clause in the scope section.
The 1966 Circular indicated the Circular did not apply to professional staff and managerial
advisory services. The 1967 Circular eliminated the phrase professional staff. The Summary of
Changes Attachment to the 1967 Circular read:
The words “professional staff” that were contained in the earlier Circular have
been eliminated. [This] paragraph … is intended to exempt various kinds of staff
advisory services which are so intimately related to the processes of top
management and control of Government programs that the general provisions of
A-76 favoring reliance upon commercial sources should not be applicable. The
term “professional staff” was so broad that it could be interpreted to apply to a
large variety of services which are commercially available and which are not
necessarily related intimately to top management and control of Government
programs. The change will clarify the meaning of this paragraph. (p.1, emphasis
added.)
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The phrase “inherently governmental” also was used prior to the 1979 Circular, in
Transmittal Memorandum Number 2, dated October 18, 1976. Transmittal Memorandum
Number 1, dated August 30, 1967, introduced the revised 1967 Circular. More than nine years
passed before the second transmittal memorandum was issued. The second transmittal
memorandum stated its purpose was to provide “guidance and specific costs factors to be used
when agencies prepare a cost analysis under OMB Circular No.A-76.” (p.1) Before outlining
this information, the transmittal memorandum provided a paragraph titled “background” that
reviewed the general purpose of the Circular. Typically, this type of general discussion was not
included in other A-76 transmittal memoranda.
OMB Circular A-76 expresses the Government’s general policy of relying upon
the private enterprise system to supply its needs for products and services, in
preference to engaging in commercial or industrial activity. This policy reflects
the fundamental concept that the Government should generally perform only
those functions which are governmental in nature and should utilize the
competitive incentives of the private enterprise system to provide the products
and services which are necessary to support governmental functions. Those
commercial or industrial activities which the Government performs directly for
itself are not inherently governmental functions, but rather are exceptions to the
fundamental concept, and their performance by Government personnel must be
justified as being in the National Interest. (Bureau of the Budget Circular No. A76, Revised, Transmittal Memorandum No. 2, October 18, 1976, p. 1, emphasis
added)
The policy section of the 1979 Circular indicated that the Circular built on three equally
valid policy precepts: to rely on the private sector, to retain certain governmental functions inhouse, and to aim for economy through cost comparisons. It was in the second of these that the
phrase “inherently governmental” was first used in a Circular. “Certain functions are inherently
governmental in nature, being so intimately related to the public interest as to mandate
performance by federal employees.” (p. 2) This description reflected the usage in the 1967
attachment and is similar to the definition that first appeared in the 1983 Circular. Although the
1979 Circular used “inherently governmental” as a descriptor, it did not use “inherently” with
“governmental function” as a defined term. Instead, the Circular introduced the term
“governmental functions” in the definitions section. “A Governmental function is a function
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which must be performed in-house due to a special relationship in executing governmental
responsibilities.” (p. 2)
The 1983 Circular continued this same usage of “inherently governmental” as a
descriptor and “governmental function” as the defined term. However, the 1983 definition of
“governmental function” used text similar to the description in the 1979 Circular. “A
governmental function is a function which is so intimately related to the public interest as to
mandate performance by government employees.” (p. 2) Therefore, although the 1983 Circular
did not use “inherently governmental function” as a defined term, its definition of governmental
function was the same as its description of an inherently governmental function earlier in the
Circular.
The 1992 OFPP Policy Letter used the term “inherently governmental function” for the
first time and placed it in a definitions section. The policy letter continued the same definition as
the 1983 Circular used for “Governmental Function:” “As a matter of policy, an ‘inherently
governmental function’ is a function that is so intimately related to the public interest as to
mandate performance by Government employees.” (p.1)
The policy letter remained in effect for the 1999 Circular, which used the term
“inherently governmental function” as a defined term for the first time in a Circular. “An
inherently Governmental function is a function which is so intimately related to the public
interest as to mandate performance by government employees.” (p. 2)
The 2003 Circular did not offer definitions in the text of the Circular. It used
“inherently governmental activity,” rather than “function.” Attachment D to the Circular
defined an “inherently governmental activity” as “an activity that is so intimately related
to the public interest as to mandate performance by government personnel.” (p. 7) The
attachment also defined an activity as “a specific task or grouping of tasks that provides a
specialized capability, service or product based on a recurring government requirement.
Depending on the grouping of tasks, an activity may be an entire function or may be part
of a function. An activity may be inherently governmental or commercial in nature.” (pp.
1-2) By defining activity in this manner, the 2003 documents reduced the possible
activities that may be considered inherently governmental. Additionally, the attachment
replaced “by Government employees” with “by government personnel.” Government
personnel specifically were defined as “Civilian employees, foreign national employees,
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temporary employees, term employees, non-appropriated fund employees, and uniformed
services employed by an agency to perform activities.” (p. 6) This broadened the
definition of who may perform inherently governmental activities from previous
Circulars.
The attachments to the 2003 Circular also introduced many newly identified roles.
The precursors to many of these roles can be seen in previous Circulars. Even so, the
final Circular differentiated tasks and roles more clearly than its predecessors. An
“inherently governmental agency official” must hold many of these roles. This was a
new usage of the descriptor “inherently governmental” in the last Circular.
I continued exploring the first component of the research question, the evolution
of the meaning of inherently governmental in A-76, using explication. I used the second
analytical procedure of the research model to examine more fully the treatment of the
concept extending beyond definitions. This is the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter Seven
Data Analysis and Interpretation Part 2: Explication

Introduction
In the preceding chapter I began investigating the first component of the research
question, an examination of the evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental, by
reviewing the broad context of the Circular and discussing its overall purpose and content. In
this chapter I review the second analytical procedure of Mayring’s model, explication, used here
to continue investigating the first element of the compound research question.
In this part of the data analysis and interpretation, I restricted the scope of the investigation
by explicating portions of the text related to the evolution of the meaning of inherently
governmental and examining these in the context of the whole series of documents. To examine
the evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental, I organized the information in all the
documents in the sampling frame according to the Circulars’ outline structure. The aggregated
outline headings for the six Circulars were:
1. Subject
2. Purpose
3. Rescission
4. Authority
5. Background
6. Responsibility
7. Policy
8. Definitions
9. Scope
10. Government Provision of a Commercial Activity by Other Federal Agencies
11. Government Provides a Commercial or Industrial Activity
12. Action Requirements
13. Annual Reporting Requirements
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14. OMB Responsibility and Contact Point
15. Cost Comparisons
16. Administering the Policy
17. Appeals
18. Implementation
19. Effective Date
20. Review
21. Transition
I discuss the information in the documents essential to an overall understanding of the Circulars
and relating specifically to the evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental under each
topical heading. Table 11 presents key information from the documents using this outline
structure.1
1. Subject
The subject was similar in Circulars 1966, 1967, and 1979. Circular 1966 and 1967 read the
same: “Policies for acquiring commercial or industrial products and services for government
use.” (p.1) The 1979 Circular introduced a slight variation. “Policies for acquiring commercial or
industrial products and services needed by the government.” (p.1) The significant change
occurred with Circular 1983 and the introduction of the subject as “performance of commercial
activities.” (p.1) Circulars 1999 and 2003 retained the 1983 wording.
As discussed previously, Circular A-76 applies when the government is interested in
providing a commercially available product or service for its own use, making governmental
provision and governmental consumption necessary. The wording of the subject of the later
Circulars, then, was more accurate regarding the governmental provision of commercially
available products or services, and the wording of the subject of the earlier Circulars was more
clear regarding the governmental consumption of commercially available products or services.
The first three Circulars began, “Policies for acquiring…” (p.1) This was true, of course,
when the government wanted to provide the commercially available product or service, as the
body of the Circular made clear. However, the phrasing of the subject of the earlier Circulars
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read as if the Circular also applied in those cases when the government wished to acquire
products or services from the private sector, without considering the government as a possible
provider. Circular A-76 is not applicable in such cases. The omission of governmental
provision from the subject of the first three Circulars reduced their accuracy.
Because the later Circulars defined commercial activities as those performed by the
government,2 phrasing the subject of these Circulars as “performance of commercial activities”
(p.1) was more accurate. However, the subjects of these later Circulars were not clear because
the use of the phrase “commercial activities” depended upon a definition in the Circular, which
was not congruent the common use of the phrase.3
The first three Circulars also included in their subjects either “for government use” (1966
and 1967, p.1) or “needed by the government.” (1979, p.1) The last three Circulars did not
include a similar phrase. The issue of governmental consumption was discussed in the body of
the later Circulars, so that the essentiality of governmental use was clear from the document in
its entirety. However, the inclusion of this in the subject section of the earlier Circulars added
clarity at the beginning of the document and framed the issue more precisely. The essentiality of
governmental consumption of the commercially available product or service is omitted from the
subject of the later Circulars.
None of the Circulars addressed both essential features, governmental provision and
governmental consumption, in their subjects. Although each addressed these criteria in the body
of the Circular, removing them from the subject missed an opportunity for clarity. The impact of
this upon the primary audience of the Circulars (executive agencies) is a possible future research
question. However, OMB Circulars also are of interest to secondary audiences such as elected
and appointed officials, and public administrators in the federal legislative and judicial branches,
and state and local governments, as well as scholars. A-76 is also of particular interest to current
and potential contractors. It is reasonable to assert that the impact upon secondary audiences of
the lack of clarity in the stated subjects of the Circulars has been noteworthy, as evidenced by the
number of private training offered to assist with its implementation and the lack of mention in
academic publications. The subject of a Circular is a primary location to articulate precisely the
purview of the policy, and A-76 does not provide a clear and concise subject.
The first three Circulars also included industrial in their description of commercial
activities. The last three Circulars dropped this descriptor.4
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2. Purpose
The headings rescission and authority were added in the 1983 Circular and continued in
Circulars 1999 and 2003. Circulars 1966, 1967 and 1979 included the information that the later
Circulars included in these two categories in the purpose section.
As the first issuance of the Circular, 1966 acknowledged the statement of policy it continued.
It was pursuant to a 1966 Presidential Memorandum and replaced a statement of policy
previously articulated in a 1959 BOB Bulletin by restating guidelines and procedures to
determine whether commercial and industrial products and services used by the government
were to be provided by private suppliers or the government. Therefore, the 1966 Circular was not
the first time the executive branch addressed this topic. As the 1979 Circular acknowledged in
the background section, it was, however, the first time the government discussed the topic in a
Circular, which placed the policy and implementing guidelines in a permanent directive.
The purpose of the 1967 Circular was to replace the 1966 Circular, clarify some provisions of
1966 Circular, and lessen the burden of work by agencies in implementing its provisions. The
basic policies were the same as those presented in the 1966 Circular.
The 1979 Circular introduced the purpose as “establishing policies and procedures.” (p.1) It
continued, “used to determine whether needed commercial or industrial type work should be
done by contract with private sources or in-house using government facilities and personnel.”
(p.1) It acknowledged that it replaced the 1967 Circular, and it addressed the policy’s heritage in
another section. The wording “establishes policy” was maintained through the subsequent
Circulars.
Circular 1983 introduced “Federal” and dropped “and procedures” to the phrase. This was
also retained in the remaining Circulars, so that the purpose of the last three Circulars included
the phrase “establishes Federal policy.” These three Circulars also utilized the phrase
“performance of commercial activities.” Circulars 1983 and 1999 shared “This Circular
establishes Federal policy regarding the performance of commercial activities.” (p.1) Both noted
that a supplemental handbook set forth the specific procedures for implementing the policy
established in the Circular. Circular 1979 introduced a handbook for the same purpose, but did
not mention this in the wording of the Circular. The 1999 Circular also indicated that the
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purpose of the Circular was to implement the Federal Activities Inventory Reform (FAIR) Act of
1998.5
The 2003 Circular introduced the word “competition” to the purpose of the Circular and the
policy it established: “This Circular establishes federal policy for the competition of commercial
activities.” (p.1) This purpose was dependent upon the definition of commercial activities in
these three Circulars, which is addressed below.
3. Rescission
Introduced with the 1983 Circular, the outline headings rescission and authority were
continued in Circulars 1999 and 2003. Circulars 1966, 1967 and 1979 included rescission
information in the purpose section of the Circular. Each Circular rescinded previous A-76
publications.
Circular 2003 introduced the term “supersedes” and included the Office of Federal
Procurement Policy (OFPP) Letter, Number 92-1 in its rescinded items. Issued as an additional
supplemental document to the Circular and handbook in 1992, the policy letter assisted agencies
with the identification of inherently governmental activities. The policy letter remained in effect
for the 1999 Circular. Much of the text of the policy letter appeared in 2003 Circular
attachments.
Whether noted in the purpose or rescission sections of the Circular, the practice of noting
which documents were replaced provided a mechanism for compiling a comprehensive list of
documents published between Circulars. Combined with the fact that Circulars 2003 and 1999
were available online with a list of subsequent publications, this ensured a complete list of
documents that comprised the document population.6
4. Authority
Circular 1983 was the first Circular to have an authority section. Previous Circulars
acknowledged the history of the topic, including references to a Presidential Memorandum
(1966) and previous statements of policy articulated in Bureau of the Budget Bulletins (1967 and
1979), but they did not reference legislation.
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Circular 1983 listed the Budgeting and Accounting Act of 1921 and the Office of Federal
Procurement Policy Act Amendments of 1979 as its authority. The 1999 Circular continued
these two sources of authority and added the Federal Activities Inventory Reform Act of 1998.
Circular 2003 dropped the Budgeting and Accounting Act of 1921 as a source of authority and
added the Reorganization Plan Number 2 of 1970, and Executive Order 11541.
5. Background
The 1979 Circular introduced a section describing the background of the Circular, and the
section appeared in the 1983 and 1999 Circulars as well. The entries for all three Circulars were
similar. Circular 1979 varied only slightly from its successors. The 1983 and 1999 Circulars
were identical, with the exception that Circular 1999 updated references to the 1983 revision.
Circular 1979 began: “In a democratic free enterprise system” (p.1), and the following two
Circulars began, “In the process of governing…” (p.1) All three finished the first sentence with,
“the Government should not compete with its citizens.” (p.1) Circular 1979 continued, “The
private enterprise system,” (p.1) and Circulars 1983 and 1999 inserted “competitive” to read,
“The competitive private enterprise system…” (p.1) All three continued “characterized by
individual freedom and initiative, is the primary source of national economic strength. In
recognition of this principle, it has been and continues to be the general policy of the
Government to rely on commercial sources to supply the products and services…” (p.1) The
1979 Circular concluded the sentence with “it needs,” and the 1983 and 1999 Circulars
concluded with “the government needs.” All three concluded the section with an
acknowledgement of the history of the topic for the executive branch. “This [1983 and 1999
inserted national] policy has been expressed in [1983 and 1999 read was promulgated through]
BOB Bulletins issued in 1995, 1957, and 1960. In 1966, Circular A-76 was issued [1983 and
1999 concluded here] and, for the first time, prescribed the policy and implementing guidelines
in a permanent directive.” (p.1) Generally, Circulars 1983 and 1999 retained the essence of the
section as it was presented in 1979 and accentuated the role of competition in the free market and
the role of the current and previous policies.
A similar presentation of the history of the Circulars was presented in 1966 in the policy
section, which acknowledged the statement of policy it continued, that previously articulated in a
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1959 BOB Bulletin. The 1966 Circular specified the specific 1959 Bulletin. However, it did not
mention the Bulletins mentioned in the 1979, 1983, and 1999 Circulars. These three later
Circulars referred to the previous Bulletins only by year. Without specifying the specific BOB
Bulletins they were referencing, they mentioned the historical Bulletins were published in 1955,
1957, and 1960. The 1966 Circular also indicated that it was pursuant to a 1966 Presidential
Memorandum, which it specified by date. The 1967 Circular did not repeat the historical
references to the BOB Bulletin or Presidential Memorandum.
Circular 2003 did not include a background section, addressing this general information in its
section on policy. Its presentation was much shorter. “The longstanding policy of the federal
government has been to rely on the private sector for needed commercial services. To ensure
that the American people receive maximum value for their tax dollars, commercial activities
should be subject to the forces of competition.” (p.1) The final Circular did not reference any
previous policies.
6. Responsibility
The 1979 Circular was the only Circular that had a responsibility section. It briefly named
the agency head as responsible for following the Circular and offered a disclaimer referencing
appeals. This Circular described the agency head responsibilities in more detail in a later section
that discussed administering the policy.
The 1966 and 1967 Circulars addressed agency head responsibilities in the section on
implementation. The 1983 and 1999 Circulars addressed these responsibilities in a section that
reviewed action requirements, and the 2003 Circular addressed them in the policy section.
The 1966 and 1967 Circulars did not offer a similar disclaimer regarding appeals, and the
1983, 1999, and 2003 Circulars addressed the disclaimer in the scope section.
7. Policy
The policy sections of the first two Circulars read identically: “The guidelines of this Circular
are in furtherance of the Government’s general policy of relying on the private enterprise system
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to supply its needs. In some instances, however, it is in the national interest for the Government
to provide directly the products and services it uses.” (p.1)
This section of the 1979 Circular indicated that the Circular built on three equally valid
policy precepts. The first was to rely on the private sector. “The Government’s business is not to
be in business. Where private sources are available, they should be looked at first to provide the
commercial or industrial goods and services needed by the Government to act on the public’s
behalf.” (p.2) The second was to retain certain governmental functions in-house. “Certain
functions are inherently governmental in nature, being so intimately related to the public interest
as to mandate performance by Federal employees.” (p.2) This was the first usage of the phrase
“inherently governmental” in a Circular. The phrase was used prior to this is in Transmittal
Memorandum Number 2. The third policy precept was to aim for economy through cost
comparisons. “When private performance is feasible and no overriding factors require in-house
performance, the American people deserve and expect the most economical performance, and
therefore, rigorous comparisons of contract costs versus in-house costs should be done, when
appropriate, to determine how the work will be done.” (p.2)
The 1983 and 1999 Circulars reordered the three policy precepts listed in the 1979 Circular
and discarded the phrase “policy precept,” but the content of their policy sections was similar to
that of the 1979 document. The 1983 and 1999 Circulars both stated:
It is the policy of the United States Government to:
a. Achieve Economy and Enhance Productivity. Competition enhances quality,
economy, and productivity. Whenever commercial sector performance of a
Government operated commercial activity is permissible … comparison of the
cost of contracting and the cost of in-house performance shall be performed to
determine who will do the work.
b. Retain Governmental Functions In-House. Certain functions are inherently
Governmental in nature, being so intimately related to the public interest as to
mandate performance only by Federal employees. These functions are not in
competition with the commercial sector. Therefore, these functions shall be
performed by Government employees.
c. Rely on the Commercial Sector. The Federal government shall rely on
commercially available sources to provide commercial products and services.
(pp.1-2)
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To the first policy area (achieve economy and enhance productivity) the 1999 Circular added,
“When conducting cost comparisons, agencies must ensure that all costs are considered and that
those costs are realistic and fair.” (p.1)
The OFPP Policy Letter 92-1 specifically stated that it did not supersede or change policy in
Circular A-76. The letter was published in 1992, supplementing the 1983 Circular, and it
remained in effect through the 1999 Circular. After it was rescinded in 2003, much of its text
appeared in attachments to the 2003 Circular. Under an accountability section, the policy letter
described the policy of the executive branch as ensuring that,
…Government action is taken as a result of informed, independent judgments
made by government officials who are ultimate[ly] accountable to the President.
When the Government uses service contracts, such informed, independent
judgment is ensured by:
(1) prohibiting the use of service contracts for the performance of inherently
governmental functions…;
(2) providing greater scrutiny and an appropriate enhanced degree of management
oversight … when contracting for functions that are not inherently governmental
but closely support the performance of inherently governmental functions…;
(3) ensuring, in using the products of those contracts, that any final agency action
complies with the laws and policies of the United States and reflects the
independent conclusions of agency officials and not those of contractors who may
have interests that are not in concert with the public interest, and who may be
beyond the reach of management controls otherwise applicable to public
employees; and
(4) ensuring the reasonable identification of contractors and contractor work
products is made whenever there is a risk that the public, Congress, or other
persons outside of the government might confuse government work products,
respectively. (pp.2-3)
The 2003 Circular placed the majority of its text in the policy section. Listing twelve items
as policy, this was the longest and most detailed policy section of all the Circulars.
The longstanding policy of the federal government has been to rely on the private
sector for needed commercial services. To ensure that the American people
receive maximum value for their tax dollars, commercial activities should be
subject to the forces of competition. …agencies shall:
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a. Identify all activities performed by government personnel as either commercial
or inherently governmental.
b. Perform inherently governmental activities with government personnel.
c. Use a streamlined or standard competition to determine if government
personnel should perform a commercial activity.
d. Apply the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) … in conjunction with this
Circular for streamlined and standard competitions.
e. Comply with procurement integrity, ethics, and standards of conduct rules …
when performing streamlined and standard competitions.
f. Designate … an official with responsibility for implementing this circular....
g. Require full accountability of agency officials designated to implement and
comply with this circular by establishing performance standards in annual
performance evaluations.
h. Centralize oversight responsibility to facilitate fairness in streamlined and
standard competitions and promote trust in the process. Agencies shall allocate
resources to effectively apply a clear, transparent, and consistent competition
process based on lessons learned and best practices. Lessons learned and best
practices resulting from a streamlined or standard competition process shall be
posted on SHARE A-76!
i. Develop government cost estimates for streamlined and standard competitions
in accordance with Attachment C using the COMAPRE costing software.
Agencies shall not use agency budgetary estimates to develop government cost
estimates in a streamlined or standard competition.
j. Track execution of streamlined and standard competitions…
k. Assist adversely affected federal employees...
l. Not perform work as a contractor or subcontractor to the private sector, unless
specific statutory authority exists or the CSO receives prior written OMB
approval. (pp.1-2)
Most of the policy items listed in the 2003 Circular (or their equivalents) appeared in
other sections of the other Circulars or in handbooks. Many of the items the 2003 Circular listed
as policy previous Circular treated as procedures. The 2003 Circular rescinded the handbook,
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which addressed procedures for the 1983 and 1999 Circulars and to some degree for the 1979
Circular. This may account for information that was presented in the handbooks of previous
Circulars appearing in the text of the 2003 Circular. In the place of the handbook, the 2003
Circular introduced software to assist with the cost comparison calculations. The 2003 revision
also introduced software for sharing best practices and lessons learned from the implementation
of the Circular.
8. Definitions
OMB Circulars are documents with a restricted primary audience of federal executive
agencies. In most cases the distribution of the Circulars includes the agency director and a
limited number of additional staff. The use of terms is contextual, and terms are defined as they
are used in the Circular.
In the first two Circulars, the definitions were contained in the Circular. Beginning with the
1979 Circular, the Circular listed definitions, and the handbook offered elaborations on the use of
terms. The 1983 Circular and handbook continued this pattern. In 1992, the policy letter offered
additional elaborations on the use of terms. The 1996 revision of the handbook introduced an
appendix with a list of definitions, and the 1999 revisions of the Circular and handbook retained
this treatment of definitions. The 2003 Circular included no definitions in the Circular; all
definitions were moved to an attachment.
The following terms are essential to the purpose of this chapter, which is to explicate portions
of the text related to the evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental and examine this
text in the context of the whole series of documents. Commercial activity, commercial source,
and inherently governmental activity and their derivatives are reviewed.
Commercial Activity
Circulars 1966 and 1967 defined a “Government commercial or industrial activity” as “one
which is operated and managed by an executive agency and which provides for the
Government’s own use a product or service that is obtainable from a private source.” (p.1) The
1979 Circular inserted “Federal” as a descriptor for executive agencies, dropped the qualifier
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“for the Government’s own use,” and included an additional description that the activity may be
associated with an agency or a type of work. Thus, the 1979 Circular read:
A Government commercial or industrial activity is one which is operated and
managed by a Federal executive agency and which provides a product or service
that could be obtained from a private source. An activity can be identified with an
organization or a type of work, but must be (1) separable from other functions so
as to be suitable for performance either in-house or by contract; and (2) a
regularly needed activity of an operational nature, not a one-time activity of short
duration associated with support of a particular project. (p.2)
The qualifier “for the Government’s own use,” which was used by the 1966 and 1967 Circulars,
was a particularly helpful phrase that added clarity. The 1979 Circular keep a similar phrase in
its subject section, “needed by the Government.” However, it dropped the phrase in the text of
the Circular. The 1983 and subsequent Circulars did not use the phrase. The 1979 Circular also
introduced an attachment that provided a partial list of government commercial or industrial
activities.
The 1983 and 1999 Circulars dispensed with “Government” and “or industrial” as descriptors
for commercial activities. “A commercial activity is one which is operated by a Federal
executive agency and which provides a product or service which could be obtained from a
commercial source. … A commercial activity also may be part of an organization or a type of
work that is separable from other functions or activities and is suitable for performance by
contract.” (p. 2) Dropping “Government” added confusion to the definition. Although the use of
commercial activity was technically correct, given the definition, it was counter-intuitive to refer
to a commercial activity as one operated by the government. Alternately, dropping industrial had
little impact on the clarity of the concept addressed. The primary differentiation made between
services was whether the service was provided by the private or public sectors, not the
characteristics of the product. Both the 1983 and the 1999 Circulars clarified that commercial
activities were not governmental functions. “A commercial activity is not a Governmental
function.” (1983, p.2) “Activities that meet the definition of an inherently Governmental function
are not commercial activities.” (1999, p.2) Like the 1979 Circular, the 1983 and 1999 Circulars
included an attachment that provided a partial list of government commercial or industrial
activities.
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The 1996 revision of the handbook introduced an appendix of definitions that supplemented
the definitions given in the Circular. It also introduced terms, descriptors and changes in the
presentation of information. Generally, these changes were not continued in the text of the 1999
Circular, but were continued in the 1999 handbook. Many of the changes in the 1996 and 1999
handbooks were included in the 2003 Circular. For example, the 1996 handbook introduced the
descriptor “recurring” for commercial activities. “As a matter of policy, the Government shall
acquire non-recurring commercial activities through contracts with the private sector.” (p. 7) The
1999 Circular did not include recurring; the 2003 Circular did.
Circular 2003 included no definitions in the Circular; all definitions were moved to an
attachment. For commercial activities, the 2003 attachment dropped “one which is operated and
managed by a Federal executive agency and which provides a product or service” and added,
“recurring,” so that “a commercial activity is a recurring service that could be performed by the
private sector.” (Attachment D, p. 3) The 2003 Circular did not provide an attachment that
provided a partial list of government commercial or industrial activities.
Commercial Source
The 1966 and 1967 Circulars defined a “private commercial source” as “a private
business concern which provides a commercial or industrial product or service required by
agencies and which is located in the U.S…” (p. 2) The 1979 Circular added “university, or other
non-federal activity” to define a “private commercial source” as “a private business, university,
or other non-federal activity, located in the United States, … which provides a commercial or
industrial product or service required by Government agencies.” (p. 3)
The 1983 and 1999 Circulars dropped “private” from the term and eliminated
“university” from the definition. “A commercial source is a business or other non-federal activity
located in the United States … which provides a commercial product or service.” (p. 2) The 2003
attachment did not define commercial source.
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Inherently Governmental Activity
The concept of inherently governmental is a topic for both the preceding and the current
chapter. In Chapter Six, summary was used to examine the evolution of the definition of the
phrase “inherently governmental” from a broader and more contextual perspective. Here,
explication is used to examine the fuller treatments of the concept that extended beyond
definitions. Although some overlap is unavoidable, the information in the preceding chapter is
not duplicated here.
The first two Circulars did not define an inherently governmental activity. Transmittal
Memorandum, Number 2, dated October 18, 1976, used the phrase. Circular 1979 used the
phrase, but not as a defined term. The 1979 Circular introduced the term “governmental
function.”
A “Governmental function” is a function which must be performed in-house due
to a special relationship in executing governmental responsibilities. Such
governmental functions fall into several categories:
(1) Discretionary application of Government authority, as in investigations,
prosecutions and other judicial functions; in management of Government
programs requiring value judgments, as in directing the national defense;
management and direction of the Armed Services; conduct of foreign relations;
selection of program priorities; direction of Federal employees; regulation of the
use of space, oceans, navigable rivers and other natural resources; direction of
intelligence and counter-intelligence operations; and regulation of industry and
commerce, including food and drugs.
(2) Monetary transactions and entitlements, as in Government benefit programs;
tax collection and revenue disbursements by the Government; control of the
public treasury, accounts, and money supply; and the administration of public
trusts.
(3) In-house core capabilities in the area of research, development and testing,
needed for technical analysis and evaluation and technology base management
and maintenance. However, requirements for such services beyond the core
capability which has been established and justified by the agency are not
considered governmental functions. (p. 3)
The 1983 Circular continued the terminology of “governmental function.” The first
sentence of the 1983 definition of “governmental function” was a repetition of a description used
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in the policy section of the 1979 Circular. “Certain functions are inherently governmental in
nature, being so intimately related to the public interest as to mandate performance by federal
employees.” (OMB 1979, p.2) The 1983 Circular also retained “the discretionary use of
governmental authority” and “monetary transactions and entitlements” like its predecessor, and
introduced “discretion” and “value judgment” in its definition. Both discretion and value
judgment appeared in the first category listed as examples of inherently governmental function in
the 1979 Circular.
A Governmental function is a function which is so intimately related to the public
interest as to mandate performance by Government employees. These functions
include those activities which require either the exercise of discretion in applying
Government authority or the use of value judgment in making decisions for the
Government… Governmental functions normally fall into two categories:
(1). The act of governing; i.e., the discretionary exercise of Government authority.
Examples include criminal investigations, prosecutions and other judicial
functions; management of Government programs requiring value judgments, as in
direction of the national defense; management and direction of the Armed
Services; activities performed exclusively by military personnel who are subject
to deployment in a combat, combat support or combat service support role;
conduct of foreign relations; selection of program priorities; direction of Federal
employees; regulation of the use of space, oceans, navigable rivers and other
natural resources; direction of intelligence and counter-intelligence operations;
and regulation of industry and commerce, including food and drugs.
(2) Monetary transactions and entitlements, such as tax collection and revenue
disbursements; control of the treasury accounts and money supply; the
administration of public trusts. (pp. 2-3, emphasis added)
The 1983 Circular also dropped “core capabilities” from the definitions in the Circular text. The
1996 revision of the handbook re-introduced this as one of the times that the government could
provide a commercial activity without a cost comparison.
The OFPP policy letter was published in 1992 and supplemented both the 1983
and 1999 Circulars: “The OFPP Policy Letter … provides guidance on the identification
of inherently governmental activities.” (OMB Circular A-76, Revised, Revised
Supplemental Handbook, 1996, p. 3) The policy letter offered two unique appendices.
Appendix A offered the only list of inherently governmental functions in any A-76
publication, and Appendix B presented a list of functions that could approach being
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inherently governmental, depending on the circumstances of the contract. (These are
reproduced in their entirety as Appendix A to the dissertation.) In addition to these two
appendices of nineteen items each, OFPP Policy Letter 92-1 expanded the meaning of
inherently governmental in the definition, policy, and guidelines sections. In the
definition section, the policy letter read:
An inherently governmental function involves, among other things, the
interpretation and execution of the laws of the United States so as to:
(a) bind the United States to take or not to take some action by contract, policy,
regulation, authorization, order, or otherwise;
(b) determine, protect, and advance its economic, political, territorial, property, or
other interests by military or diplomatic action, civil or judicial proceedings,
contract management, or otherwise;
(c) significantly affect the life, liberty, or property of private persons;
(d) commission, appoint, direct, or control officers or employees of the United
States; or
(e) exert ultimate control over the acquisition, use, or disposition of the property,
real or personal, tangible or intangible, of the United States, including the
collection, control, or disbursement of appropriated and other Federal funds.
Inherently governmental functions do not normally include gathering information
for or providing advice, opinions, recommendations, or ideas to Government
officials. They also do not include functions that are primarily ministerial and
internal in nature… (p.2)
The policy section of the policy letter noted that, “While the approval of a Government
document is an inherently governmental function, its drafting is not necessarily such a function.”
(p.3) For those functions that were proposed for contract performance and that were not found in
Appendix A (the illustrative list of inherently governmental functions) the guidelines section also
included principles to assist in determining whether the function was inherently governmental,
including the exercise of discretion, the totality of the circumstances, the finality of agency
determinations, pre-award and post-award responsibilities, management controls, identification
of contractor personnel and acknowledgment of contractor participation, and the degree of
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reliance on service contractors. The policy letter also added “substantial” as a descriptor for
discretion:
While inherently governmental functions necessarily involve the exercise of
substantial discretion, not every exercise of discretion is evidence that such a
function is involved. Rather, the use of discretion must have the effect of
committing the Federal Government to a course of action when two or more
alternative courses of action exist… (p. 3, emphasis added)
The 1996 handbook indicated that,
The decision that a particular function is inherently governmental or commercial
rests on a number of factors, including: the level of Federal control required, the
ministerial nature of the function, certain statutory provisions, and distinguishing
between recurring operations and oversight. Statutory authority to perform a
function is not, itself, sufficient to warrant continued in-house performance as an
inherently governmental function. (p.3)
The 1999 Circular introduced inherently governmental function as a defined term used in
the Circular, which was substantively the same as the definition of governmental function in the
1983 Circular. The 1999 handbook also was substantively the same in its definition of inherently
governmental as the 1996 handbook. The 1992 OFPP policy letter remained in effect for the
1999 Circular. Therefore, its supplemental definitions of inherently governmental remained in
effect as well.
As noted, Circular 2003 did not offer definitions in its text. Attachment D, titled
“Acronyms and Definitions” defined “inherently governmental activities” much the same as it
has been defined since 1983: “an activity that is so intimately related to the public interest as to
mandate performance by government personnel as provided by Attachment A.” (p.7) However,
two additional key definitions embedded in this definition of inherently governmental activities
had impact. The first was the use of “activity,” rather than “function.” The attachment defined
an activity as “a specific task or grouping of tasks that provides a specialized capability, service
or product based on a recurring government requirement. Depending on the grouping of tasks, an
activity may be an entire function or may be part of a function. An activity may be inherently
governmental or commercial in nature.” (Attachment D, pp. 1-2) By defining activity in this
manner, the 2003 documents reduced the possible activities that could be considered inherently
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governmental. The 2003 attachment also replaced “by Government employees” with “by
government personnel.” “Government personnel” then specifically were defined as “Civilian
employees, foreign national employees, temporary employees, term employees, nonappropriated fund employees, and uniformed services employed by an agency to perform
activities.” (Attachment D, p. 6) This broadened the definition of who could perform inherently
governmental activities from previous Circulars.
Of the 2003 documents, Attachment A, titled “Inventory Process,” most thoroughly
addressed the concept of inherently governmental. In the direction to executive agencies to
inventory their activities and to classify them as inherently governmental and commercial, the
most detailed treatment of inherently governmental occurred. Attachment A dropped “the use of
value judgment” as a descriptor for making judgments for the government; dropped
“discretionary” and added “sovereign” as descriptors for the exercise of government authority;
and added “the establishment of procedures and processes related to the oversight of” to
monetary transactions and entitlements. It also moved sections of the policy letter to the Circular
attachments. Within the text that was formerly a part of the policy letter, the attachment
removed “the interpretation and execution of the laws of the United States” as a descriptor for a
list of criteria of inherently governmental functions, and dropped “the commission, appointment,
direction, or control of officers or employees of the United States” from the list. Therefore,
Attachment A read:
a. An inherently governmental activity is an activity that is so intimately related to
the public interest as to mandate performance by government personnel. These
activities require the exercise of substantial discretion in applying government
authority and/or in making decisions for the government. Inherently governmental
activities normally fall into two categories: the exercise of sovereign government
authority or the establishment of procedures and processes related to the oversight
of monetary transactions or entitlements. An inherently governmental activity
involves:
(1) Binding the United States to take or not to take some action by contract,
policy, regulation, authority, order or otherwise;
(2) Determining, protecting, and advising economic, political, territorial,
property, or other interests by military or diplomatic action, civil or criminal
judicial proceedings, contract management, or otherwise;
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(3) Significantly affecting the life, liberty, or property of private persons; or
(4) Exerting ultimate control over the acquisition, use, or disposition of United
States property (real or personal, tangible or intangible) including establishing
policies and procedures for the collection, control, or disbursement of
appropriated and other federal funds. (p.2)
The attachments to the 2003 Circular introduced many newly identified roles,
such as the Competitive Sourcing Official (CSO), who is responsible for the
implementation of the Circular in the agency. The precursors to many of these roles were
seen in previous Circulars. The final Circular differentiated tasks and roles more clearly
than its predecessors. An “inherently governmental agency official” must hold many of
these roles. This was a new usage of the descriptor “inherently governmental” in the last
Circular.
9. Scope
All six Circulars had a scope section. Each indicated the entities to which the Circular
was applicable. In all instances, this included executive agencies. Circulars 1966 and 1967
listed only executive agencies. The Summary of Changes Attachment to the 1967 Circular
clarified government-owned, contractor-operated (GOCO) activity was not a government
commercial or industrial activity. This was stated explicitly in the definition section of the
1967 Circular. In the scope section, in addition to executive agencies, the 1979 Circular
included GOCO facilities and printing and binding in agencies exempted from Title 44. The
1983 and 1999 Circulars dropped “GOCO facilities” from their scope sections, and kept the
other two entities. The 2003 Circular dropped “printing and binding in agencies exempted
from Title 44” and “added independent establishments, and military departments.”
Next, each Circular listed instances when it did not apply. As is the case with much
information in the Circulars from revision to revision, these lists contained similar
information, ordered differently in differing years.
The 1966 Circular stated that it did not apply: as authority to enter contracts; to justify
departure from any law; for the purpose of avoiding salary or personnel limitations; to
professional staff and managerial advisory services such as general counsel, management and
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organization staff, or a systems analysis unit; to products or services provided to the public;
to products or services obtained from other federal agencies; or when it is inconsistent with
treaties. Also,
This Circular is applicable to commercial and industrial products and services
used by executive agencies, except that it … Does not alter the existing
requirement that executive agencies will perform for themselves those basic
functions of management which they must perform in order to retain essential
control over the conduct of their programs. These functions include selection and
direction of Government employees, assignment of organizational
responsibilities, planning of programs, establishment of performance goals and
priorities, and evaluation of performance. (p. 2)
The 1967 Circular read the same, with an elimination of the phrase “professional staff” in
association with managerial advisory services. This discussion is the precursor to the current
definition of inherently governmental.
The 1979 Circular introduced the term “governmental function” in the definitions section. It
included this as its first condition under which the Circular did not apply. It also included
“consulting services of a purely advisory nature relating to the governmental functions of agency
administration and management and program management,” and added “authority to establish
employer-employee relationships and major systems acquisition as conditions of
nonapplicabiltiy.” It also dropped the discussion of the requirement that executive agencies
perform basic management functions in order to retain essential control over their programs.
The 1983 Circular listed the “Department of Defense in times of a declared war or military
mobilization” and “research and development” as conditions of nonapplicablitity. It also advised
that the Circular did not establish any substantive or procedural basis for challenging agency
action or inaction.
The 1999 Circular was similar to the 1983 Circular. Circular 1999 introduced the term
“inherently governmental functions” and used this in place of the 1983 usage of “governmental
functions” as a condition of nonapplicabilty.
The most marked change in the scope section occurred in the 2003 Circular. Rather than
listing the specific conditions when the Circular did not apply, the 2003 Circular indicated that
the Competitive Sourcing Official could exempt a commercial activity performed by government
personnel from performance by the private sector. However, OMB must approve specific
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exemptions to deviate from the Circular. The 2003 Circular also indicated that the CSO must
document savings resulting from streamlined and standard competitions. The Circular stated that
competition must take place prior to government performance of a commercial activity.
Although this was the general policy of previous Circulars, it carried more import with the 2003
Circular because the document removed lists of specific conditions when the government need
not compete. It also instructed the Department of Defense CSO to decide if the Circular applied
in times of war.
10. Government Provision of a Commercial Activity by Other Federal Agencies
The 1966 and 1967 Circulars addressed the provision of a government commercial activity
by another federal agency in the government provision section. One of the conditions when a
government commercial or industrial activity could be authorized was when “the product or
service is available from another Federal agency. Excess property from other Federal agencies
should be used in preference to new procurement… Property which has not been reported excess
… and unused plant and production capacity of other agencies may be utilized.” (p. 3)
The 1979 Circular introduced, and was the only Circular to include, a separate section that
addressed the provision of a commercial activity by another agency. It discussed in greater detail
the conditions of a formal program and specific designation of property as excess.
a. Excess property and services available from other Federal agencies should be
used in preference to … contracts, unless the needed product or service can be
obtained more economically in the private sector. …
b. When a commercial or industrial activity operated by an agency primarily to
meet its own needs has excess capacity, that capacity can be used to provide
products and services to other agencies.
(1) If a formal program is established for managing excess capacity, … capacity
that has been reported as excess can be used by other agencies with no further
justification. In the absence of a formal program and report of excess capacity,
another agency’s use of a Government activity must be justified in accordance
with [the government provides section] of this Circular. (p. 5)
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Circulars 1983 and 1999 discussed the provision of a government commercial activity by
another federal agency in their handbooks. Much of the information related to governmental
provision of a commercial activity by another federal agency in the handbooks associated with
the 1983 and 1999 Circulars was similar to that of the 1979 Circular text. The 1983 handbook
instruction changed “excess property from other federal agencies should be used in preference to
contracts” (OMB Circular A-76 1979, p. 6, emphasis added) to “excess property and services
available from other federal agencies may be used.” (OMB 1983 handbook, p. I-17, emphasis
added) It also instructed agencies to exert maximum effort to find available positions for
adversely affected employees and to ensure that the impact of cost comparison decisions was
reflected in budget estimates. The 1996 handbook introduced the term “interservice support
agreements (ISSA)” to differentiate the provision of a commercial service by another executive
agency. It also explicitly instructed agencies not to provide commercial activities to the private
sector. The 1999 handbook included “common administrative services” with “excess property
available from other federal agencies.” Otherwise, the content was substantively the same.
With the publication of the 2003 Circular, this process was treated with less distinction than
it had been with previous Circulars. Other agency providers were treated more like commercial
providers. For example, agency providers were required to submit bids that were the same as
those required of private vendors.
11. Government Provides a Commercial or Industrial Activity
The 1967 through the 1999 Circulars all instructed that it was not a sufficient reason to
consider a commercial activity as governmental if it was classified or related to an agency’s
basic program or mission. Each of these Circulars listed conditions when government provision
of a commercial activity could be authorized. These varied from Circular to Circular.
The 1966 and 1967 Circular section was titled “Circumstances under which the Government
may provide a commercial or industrial product or service for its own use,” and included
avoiding the disruption or delay of an agency’s program, combat support, a satisfactory
commercial source was not available, the product or service was available from another federal
agency, and procurement of the product or service from a commercial source will result in higher
cost to the government. Both Circulars also cautioned:
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However, disadvantages of starting or continuing Government activities must be
carefully weighed. Government ownership and operation of facilities usually
involve removal or withholding of property from tax rolls, reduction of revenues
from income and other taxes, and diversion of management attention from the
Government’s primary program objectives. Losses also may occur due to such
factors as obsolesce of plant and equipment and unanticipated reductions in the
Government’s requirements for a product or service. Government commercial
activities should not be started of continued for reasons involving comparative
costs unless savings are sufficient to justify the assumption of these and similar
risks and uncertainties. (pp. 3 - 4)
The 1979 Circular section was titled “government operation of a commercial or industrial
activity.” Its list of conditions when government provision of a commercial activity was
authorized was similar to that of the first two Circulars, with one exception. It did not list
provision by another federal agency. The Circular was the only Circular to offer a separate
section that addressed the provision of a commercial activity by another agency. In that section,
it discussed in greater detail than the previous two Circulars, the conditions of a formal program
and specific designation of property as excess. The instruction at the close of the section in the
preceding two Circulars to weigh the risks and uncertainties when considering government
provision of a commercial or industrial product or service is omitted from the 1979 Circular.
The 1983 Circular introduced the subject of the Circular as the “performance of
commercial activities.” The section addressing government provision of commercial
activities continued the use of this phrase. It was titled “government performance of a
commercial activity.” The listed conditions were similar to the preceding Circular with
one exception. The 1983 Circular included patient care as a condition of authorization.
“Commercial activities performed at hospitals operated by the Government shall be
retained in-house if the agency head, in consultation with the agency’s chief medical
director, director determines that in-house performance would be in the best interest of
direct patient care.” (p. 5) The 1983 handbook included programs with ten or fewer FTEs
as an additional condition. The 1996 handbook included this and introduced four
additional times when the government could perform a commercial activity. These
included:
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1. Core Capability. A minimum core capability of specialized, scientific or
technical in-house or contract employees and related commercial workload,
maybe maintained, without cost comparison, to ensure that the Government has
the necessary capabilities to full fill its mission responsibilities or meet
emergency requirements.
2. Research and Development…
3. Meets Performance Standards. Performance … may be authorized if an
agency demonstrates that performance meets or exceeds generally recognized
industry performance and cost standards…
4. Temporary Authorization… (pp. 3-4)
The text of the 1999 Circular read identical to the 1983 Circular. The 1999 handbook
included the same list as the 1996 handbook.
The 2003 Circular did not address this concern in the body of the Circular. In a section titled
“Reasons Codes For Commercial Activities,” Attachment A gave a table with codes.
An agency shall use reason codes A-F … to indicate the rationale for government
performance of a commercial activity.
A. The commercial activity is not appropriate for private sector performance
pursuant to a written determination by the CSO.
B. The commercial activity is suitable for a streamlined or standard competition.
C. The commercial activity is the subject of an in-progress streamlined or
standard competition.
D. The commercial activity is performed by government personnel as the result of
a streamlined or standard competition … within the past five years.
E. The commercial activity is pending an agency approved restructuring
decision…
F. The commercial activity is performed by government personnel due to a
statutory prohibition against private sector performance. (p. 4)
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12. Action Requirements
Circulars 1966, 1967, and 1979 did not include an action requirements section. Information
similar to that covered in this section by later Circulars was covered in the first two Circulars in
the administering the policy and implementation sections and in the administering the policy
section of the 1979 Circular.
The 1983 Circular introduced an action requirements section. It instructed agency heads to
designate an official responsible for implementation; establish an office responsible for
implementation; follow OFPP policy letter 78-3; implement the Circular within 90 days with a
minimum of internal instructions; and ensure reviews of all in-house commercial activities are
completed. The 1999 Circular dropped the policy letter reference and instructed agencies to
follow the FAR. It also removed the 90-day guideline for implementation. The 2003 Circular
discontinued the action requirements section, addressing similar information in the policy
section.
13. Annual Reporting Requirements
The first three Circulars did not include an annual reporting requirements section. These
Circulars placed information similar to that covered in this section by later Circulars in the
administering the policy and implementation sections.
The 1983 Circular introduced an annual reporting requirements section. It instructed agency
heads to compile a report on Circular implementation. The 1983 handbook advised that all
agency activities must be reviewed to determine which were inherently governmental and which
were not. Only those that were not inherently governmental were to be inventoried. Two
inventories must be compiled. One consisted of government commercial activities with ten or
fewer FTEs, and the second consisted of government commercial activities with more than ten
FTEs. The 1996 handbook instructed agencies to complete an annual commercial activities
inventory.
The 1999 revision of the Circular and handbook were a response to the passage of the 1998
FAIR Act. The FAIR Act codified several requirements that were preexisting in the Circular,
among them the requirement of annual inventories of commercial activities.
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Attachment A of the 2003 Circular required the completion of three annual inventories. The
first was an annual inventory of commercial activities performed by government personnel. The
second was an annual inventory of inherently governmental activities performed by government
personnel. The third required report was an annual inventory summary report.
14. OMB Responsibility and Contact Point
The first three Circulars did not include a section addressing OMB responsibility and contact.
Transmittal Memorandum, No. 2, dated October 18, 1976 directed agency inquiries or requests
for assistance to be submitted to the Office of Federal Procurement Policy. The 1979 Circular
continued with this same instruction in the effective date section. Circular 1983 dropped the
OFPP as a primary agency contact and introduced OMB as the direct contact. Circular 1999
continued this same approach. The 2003 Circular did not list a contact in the Circular,
referencing OMB in an attachment.
15. Cost Comparisons
The 1966 and 1967 Circulars offered broad procedural guidelines for cost comparisons.
Both Circulars directed agencies to conduct cost comparisons for products and services costing
$50,000 or more. Dividing the section into a discussion of the costs of obtaining products or
services from commercial sources and then turning attention to a similar discussion of obtaining
products or services from government activities, each listed areas to include in cost comparisons.
They occasionally gave specific thresholds, but they predominantly provided a general
framework and occasional resources, such as directing agencies to consult additional
publications, including the Internal Revenue Service publication Depreciation: Guidelines and
Rules. “A decision to rely upon a government activity for reasons involving relative costs must
be supported by a comparative cost analysis which will disclose as accurately as possible the
difference between the costs which the government is incurring or will incur under each
alternative.” (p. 4) Unlike the remaining Circulars, they did not address the specific
methodology to be used for calculating the cost comparisons.
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Costs of obtaining products or services from government activities should include
all costs which would be incurred if a product or service were provided by the
government and which would not be incurred if the product or service were
obtained from a commercial source. Under this general principle, the following
costs should be included, considering the circumstances of each case. (1966, p. 4)
A list of eight specific cost categories followed with brief definitions.
The stated purpose of the 1967 Circular was to clarify certain provisions of the 1966
Circular and to lessen the burden of work by agencies in implementing those provisions. The
section of the Circular where this was seen with greatest impact was the cost comparison section.
For example, at several points in this section the 1967 Circular gave greater discretion and
decision authority to agencies. “For purposes of economy and simplicity … costs that tend to be
the same under either alternative [governmental and private provision] need not be measured and
included.” (p. 5) This discretion is continued in Transmittal Memorandum No. 2, “In
determining whether a cost study should be undertaken, consideration should be given to the
delay and expense in a study sufficiently detailed and comprehensive to provide valid results.”
(p. 2)
Circular 1979 increased the threshold for conducting cost comparisons to products and
services costing more than $100,000 in annual operating costs. The Circular introduced a
discussion titled “Common Ground Rules” that began: “Both Government and commercial cost
figures must be based on the same scope of work and the same level of performance.” (p. 8) The
1979 revision retained the division of separately calculating contract and government operations
costs. Like its predecessors, the 1979 Circular gave greater guidance in the latter discussion.
The 1979 Circular integrated an organizational assessment with the cost comparison. “Each
agency should assure that Government operations are organized and staffed for the most efficient
performance. To the extent practicable and in accordance with agency manpower and personnel
regulations, agencies should precede reviews under this Circular with internal management
reviews and reorganizations for accomplishing the work more efficiently, when feasible.” (p. 9)
The text of the Circular contained more specific figures and direction on the conduct of the cost
comparison than the previous Circulars. The handbook, which was first introduced with this
Circular, addressed in greater detail the specific methodology to be used.
The remaining Circulars did not contain a cost comparison section in the text of the
Circular. The 1983 and 1999 Circulars were supplemented by handbooks that contained detailed
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instructions. Annual figures such as cost thresholds were kept current with the issuance of
Transmittal Memoranda.
The 1983 handbook changed the threshold of conducting cost comparisons from a cost of
the product or service to the number of FTEs involved in the activity. “Commercial activities
involving 10 or fewer FTEs may be converted to contract without conducting cost
comparisons… Activities exceeding 10 FTEs shall undergo cost comparisons to determine
whether in-house performance should be continued or performance should be converted to
contract… In no case shall any commercial activity exceeding 10 FTEs be modified,
reorganized, divided or in any way changed for the sole purpose of circumventing the
requirements of this section.” (pp. 1-11)
Additionally, the 1983 handbook continued the instruction begun with the 1979 Circular
to equalize government and commercial cost estimates as much as possible and to ensure that
cost estimates were as comprehensive as possible, “Both government and commercial cost
estimates must be based on the same scope of work and standards of performance…Cost
comparisons shall include all significant costs of both government and contract performance.”
(pp.1-11 – 1-12)
The 1983 handbook also continued the expectation that a management review would
accompany the contracting decision. “The in-house cost estimate shall be based on the most
efficient and cost effective in-house operation needed to accomplish the requirements in the
performance work statement, and shall be in accordance with agency staffing and personnel
regulations. A management study shall be performed to completely analyze the current method
of operation and make whatever changes are necessary to establish the most efficient and
effective in-house operation.” (pp. 1-12)
New to the 1983 handbook was the inclusion of an independent review of each cost
comparison. “All cost comparisons must be reviewed by a qualified person from an impartial
activity which is organizationally independent of the commercial activity being studied and the
activity preparing the cost comparison.” (p.1-13)
Continuing to supplement the 1983 Circular, the Revised 1996 Handbook introduced
several terms and concepts that continued through the remaining Circulars, including
“recurring,” “offerors,” “ISSAs,” and “generic and streamlined cost comparisons for 65 or fewer
FTEs.” First, an additional category of commercial activity was introduced. A commercial
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activity continued to be defined and a recurring commercial activity was added. Later, the 2003
Circular included recurring in its definition of a commercial activity. Second, commercial cost
estimates from private sources were referred to as offers and the private source was referred to as
the offeror. Third, agreements between agencies to provide commercial services were referred to
as interservice support agreements (ISSAs). Additionally, cost comparisons were divided into
generic and streamlined. Streamlined cost comparisons were available for activities utilizing 65
or fewer FTEs. It also added a time limitation to the conduct of cost comparisons. Cost
comparisons should be completed within 18 months for a single activity and 36 months for
multiple activities.
The 1996 handbook elaborated upon the need for making the procedures used with the
private and public sectors cost estimates more equivalent.
A cost comparison between in-house, contract or ISSA performance seems
straightforward, but, in fact, is complicated by very different ways Government
agencies and commercial sources account for costs… These and other differences
necessitate cost comparison requirements that equalize the systems to reflect the
total alternative costs to the Government and taxpayer. Such costs may or may
not be fully reflected by agency accounts. The procedures set forth in this part
recognize the absence of a uniform accounting system throughout the Federal
Government and are intended to establish a practical level of consistency to assure
that all substantive factors are considered. (p. 17)
The 1996 handbook also expanded the role of the management review in the contracting
process. “The Management Plan describes the Government’s Most Efficient Organization
(MEO) and is the basis of the Government’s in-house cost estimates… Agencies may consider
existing management reinvention, consolidation, re-engineering, personnel classification, market
and other analysis in the identification and development of the MEO.” (p. 11)
Additionally, the 1996 handbook continued the independent review of the government’s
cost estimates. “The Government’s cost estimates are certified in writing by the agency’s A-76
Independent Review Officer (IRO), or designee, as being in full compliance with the
requirements described in this Supplement.” (p. 12)
The 1999 handbook also continued the discussions of equalizing procedures, and of
management and independent reviews without major revision. It was similar to its 1996
predecessor in many respects.
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In contrast, the 2003 Circular addressed some of this information at a broad level in the
policy section. What was previously referred to as a generic cost comparison became a standard
competition. Attachment B instructed agencies that a standard competition was used when the
agency, or a private sector, or a public reimbursable source and the agency, included more than
65 FTEs. Standard competitions could not exceed 12 months, and an agency selected either a
sealed bid acquisition or a negotiated acquisition. A streamlined competition was used when the
agency, or a private sector, or public reimbursable source and the agency, included 65 or fewer
FTEs. It was also to be used when an agency had military personnel. In all cases, it could not
exceed 90 days.
In previous Circulars, agencies were differentiated into three possible roles: (1) the agency
provided or bid to provide a commercial service for its own use; (2) the agency needed a
commercial service and requested another federal agency to potentially provide the service, and;
(3) the agency responded to an agency’s need for a commercial service. Circular 2003 reduced
these differentiations by making the processes and procedures the same for agencies and private
sources that bid to provide a commercial service. Attachment C read, “To reflect the full cost of
performance by government, agencies and public reimbursable sources shall calculate cost
estimates in accordance with this attachment for public-private competitions.” (p.1) A public
reimbursable source could only respond to a solicitation by submitting a public reimbursable
tender.
The 2003 Circular also introduced software that agencies used to prepare their cost
estimates. “Agencies shall use COMPARE (the costing software that incorporates the costing
procedures of this Circular) in conjunction with this attachment to develop cost estimates.” (p. 1)
16. Administering the Policy
The first three Circulars had a section that discussed administering the policy. The 1966 and
1967 Circulars instructed agencies to compile and maintain an inventory of its commercial and
industrial activities with annual costs of $50,000 or more, or capital investments of $25,000 or
more. It directed agency heads to conduct and maintain a systematic review of existing
commercial or industrial activities. The agency head had the authority to exempt activities from
review. Inventoried activities were to be scheduled for a least one follow-up review during each
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three-year period. One purpose of the review was to ascertain whether continued operation of
government commercial activities was in accordance with the Circular. Agencies were further
instructed to prepare a report of each review and to have an assistant secretary approve activities
for continuation. Activities not approved were to be discontinued. The following instruction
was in keeping with the general nature of the guidelines these first two Circulars gave agencies.
An activity should be continued for reasons of comparative costs only if a
comparative cost analysis indicates that savings resulting from continuation of the
activity are at least sufficient to outweigh the disadvantages of Government
commercial and industrial activities. No specific standard or guideline is
prescribed for deciding whether savings are sufficient to justify continuation of an
existing Government commercial activity and each activity should be evaluated
on the basis of the applicable circumstances…Reasonable adjustments in the
timing of such actions may be made, however, in order to alleviate economic
dislocations and personal hardships to affected career personnel. (pp.7-8)
The instructions in the 1979 Circular were more specific. Each agency was directed to
designate an official responsible for Circular implementation; establish an office as a central
point of contact; promulgate the Circular within 90 days, with the minimum necessary internal
instructions; award contracts based on Circular; exert maximum effort to find suitable
employment for displaced federal workers; compile separate inventories of all individual
commercial activities, of industrial activities, of all contracts in excess of $100,000 annually; and
within 120 days of the Circular date, schedule reviews of in-house commercial and industrial
activities within three years, with subsequent reviews every five years, and schedule reviews of
contracts based on the contract date. Agencies also were reminded that military personnel,
civilian employees, and contract services could perform work.
The 1983 and 1999 Circulars addressed similar information in the action requirements and
annual reporting requirements sections. The 1983 handbook supplemented the 1983 Circular by
instructing agencies to schedule reviews of the commercial activities listed in their inventories.
One purpose of the review was to determine whether the activity must be retained in-house for
reasons other than lower costs. If not, the agency then must justify performance of the activity
on the basis of lower cost, unless a waiver was appropriate. Activities approved for continuation
in-house for any reason must be reviewed at least once every five years. Agencies were further
instructed to package commercial activities for potential contracts to maximize economies and
efficiencies.
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The 2003 Circular addressed similar information in the policy section. The 2003 Circular
addressed much of what was addressed in other sections in the other Circulars in its policy
section.
17. Appeals
The first two Circulars were silent on the issue of appeals. The 1979 Circular was the only
Circular to offer a separate section in the text of the Circular that addressed appeals. It briefly
directed agencies to establish a procedure for informal administrative review. The 1983 and
1999 Circulars addressed this in their respective handbooks. The 2003 Circular addressed this in
Attachment B for standard competitions only.
In the responsibility section of Circular, however, the 1979 document read: “This Circular …
shall not be construed to create, any substantive or procedural basis for any person to challenge
any agency action or inaction on the basis that such action was not in accordance with this
Circular, except as specifically set forth in [the Appeals] Section below.” (p. 14) This description
of liability was found in the scope sections of the last three Circulars.
18. Implementation
Only the first two Circulars included an implementation section. This section directed
agencies to issue implementation instructions; to provide adequate management support and
procedures for review and follow-up to ensure that the instructions are placed into effect; and to
prepare legislative proposals for review if legislation was needed in order to carry out the
purpose of the Circular. The second Circular instructed agencies to provide the Bureau of the
Budget with a copy of the implementing instructions each agency issued.
The 1979 Circular addressed similar information in the administering the policy section.
The next two Circulars placed this discussion in the action requirements section, and the final
Circular located it in the policy section.
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19. Effective Date
In each Circular, a brief section noted the date the Circular was effective. The first three
Circulars gave specific dates that were approximately a month following the date of the Circular.
Circulars 1983 and 1999 were effective immediately, and the 2003 Circular was effective
following publication in the Federal Register.7
20. Review
Circular 1983 was the only Circular that included a review section, noting that a review
would be conducted in four years. The 1967 Circular addressed reviews through Transmittal
Memoranda.
21. Transition
The 2003 Circular was the only Circular to include a section that addressed procedures for
conversions and cost comparisons begun, and not completed by, the Circular date. Previously, in
the effective date section of the Circular, the 1979 Circular noted that the Circular need not be
applied to studies in process prior to the effective date.
Having concluded the review of the summary and explication phases of the study, which
examined all the documents in the sampling frame to trace the evolution of the meaning of
inherently governmental, I now turn my attention to the last technique of Mayring’s model,
structuring. In the next chapter, I bring the two elements of the research question together using
the final technique of research model. I utilized the analytical framework in the third stage of the
study to examine the Circulars for evidence of a change in governing approaches and to
determine if the meaning of inherently governmental reflected such a change.

Chapter Eight
Data Analysis and Interpretation Part 3: Structuring

Introduction
In this chapter I review the structuring phase of the study, which I used to bring the two
elements of the research question together. Further confining the inquiry, I used the analytical
framework in the final procedure of Mayring’s model to examine the Circulars for evidence of a
change in governing approaches and to determine if the meaning of inherently governmental
reflected such a change.
The research proposition postulates that a change in governing approaches has taken
place, from a Constitutionalist Governing Approach to an Entrepreneurial Governing Approach.
However, the research proposition is not supported by the analysis. The Constitutionalist
Governing Approach is found to be the predominant governing approach for all the Circulars.
As Chapter Five detailed, I used three related data review methods in the structuring
phase. In method one I examined the Circulars for evidence of the two governing approaches
and in methods two and three I further probed the strength of the approaches to determine if the
meaning of inherently governmental as it was used in OMB Circular A-76 reflected a change
from a Constitutionalist to an Entrepreneurial Governing Approach.
The chapter is organized into five main sections. In the first section I discuss coding the
data. The next three sections correspond to the three methods I utilized in this phase of the
analysis and the chapter closes with a review of the pilot study.

Coding
In this section, I note the elements of Mayring’s model that relate to coding and discuss
the specific ways I addressed them in the study. It will be recalled that in Mayring’s model, the
structuring phase of the analysis corresponds to the more traditional approaches to content
analysis. Units of analysis and theoretically informed categories are identified, and the text is
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reviewed for evidence of these defined categories. The structuring phase of the model differs
from quantitative content analysis by allowing a revision of categories based on a review of the
text. Below, the sample and unit of analysis are noted, followed by a review of categories and
indicators used for coding the text. Next, contextually located data are discussed, and the section
closes with a comment about reliability and validity.
Sample and Unit of Analysis
As Chapter Five discussed, the sample for the structuring phase of the analysis included
each Circular, and the unit of analysis was a phrase. I enumerated lines of text in each Circular
and referenced phrases by page and line number. Data were placed in tables using the
structuring data analysis protocol. Each Circular is presented in a table; the tables appear in
Appendix B.
Categories and Indicators
The analytical framework operationalized the two governing approaches into seven
characteristics each, which served as theoretically informed categories for the analysis and met
the standard for establishing categories prior to conducting the analysis. Although allowed with
qualitative content analysis, I did not revise these categories, which were established prior to the
analysis and remained constant throughout the project. Because I based the framework on the
work of Moe, Moe and Gilmour, and the Gore Report, I completed its conceptualization prior to
starting the analysis.
The criteria that further described each characteristic in the analytical framework served
as indicators when coding the documents. The specific phrases that were found in the text and
coded as evidence of the indicators were identified through a iterative reviews of the documents.
After I reviewed all the documents and compiled the list of phrases, I reviewed all the documents
again to increase rating reliability (discussed in more detail below). Table 12 presents textual
examples of the indicators.
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Contextually Located Data
The pragmatic approach to research design that is characteristic of qualitative content
analysis potentially conflicts with the methodological standard that data be coded consistently
and that each data point receive a single value. I addressed this by establishing parameters for
coding contextually located data in two instances. While I sought to maintain high standards of
both validity and reliability in the study, I prioritized content validity over reliability using this
design element of the research.
As contrasted to quantitative content analysis, which emphasizes a mechanical, syntactic
analysis of the structure of language in a document, the qualitative nature of the content analysis
used in the dissertation allows for a pragmatic and semantic review of text. Conducting a
practical review of the data with a primary focus on its overall meaning takes precedent over
rigid technique. This does not mean that methodological rigor is not important in qualitative
content analysis. Instead, methodological rigor is more likely to be custom designed to meet the
objectives of a specific qualitative project.
In order to maintain the highest possible standards of consistency and exclusivity in
coding, while simultaneously taking advantage of the pragmatic approach that is the hallmark of
qualitative content analysis, the study identified parameters for coding similar data that are used
differently in different contexts in the documents. Therefore, each piece of data was coded as the
same characteristic each time it appeared in the sample, and coded as only one characteristic.
For some evidence in the study, this was straightforward. For example, each time “executive
agency” appeared in the text, it was reviewed as reflective of a unified executive branch and
coded as evidence of the structure dependent characteristic of the Constitutionalist Governing
Approach.
In other instances, a phrase was used in several ways in the text. The dissertation
included two instances of such contextually located data. The first example of coding similar
phrases differently based on their contextual usage occurred with the use of directive phrases
such as “is not to be” and “should be.” When these phrases were used in a presentation of
general government policy, they were treated as evidence of the normative characteristic in the
Constitutionalist Governing Approach. In this first context, they reflected normative statements
of both how the government historically has acted, and how the government should continue to
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act. When similar directive phrases were used in other sections of the Circulars, they were coded
as evidence of a strong central management agency and, therefore, as evidence of the structure
dependent characteristic of the CGA. In this second context, these phrases were directions to
executive agencies regarding specific provisions of the Circular.
The second occurrence of coding similar phrases differently based on their contextual
usage occurred with the use of “justify” and its derivatives, which was employed to mean either
authorized by the Circular or authorized by the agency. When “justify” was used to mean
authorized by the Circular, it reflected a strong central management agency, which was evidence
of the structure dependent characteristic of the Constitutionalist Governing Approach. When it
was used to mean authorized by the agency, it was not coded to reflect a characteristic of either
governing approach because agency authorization is as likely to occur with whether governing
approach and was neither a category nor indicator in the analytical framework. However, this
resulted in instances where “justify” appeared in the text and was coded, and other times that it
appeared in the text and was not coded. At first glance, this seems inconsistent. Upon further
examination of its contextual usage, it proves to be consistent.
Therefore, in order to increase the content validity of the study, the parameters for coding
contextually located data were defined through a iterative review of the documents. Each time a
new parameter was added, I reviewed documents again employing the new parameters.
Reliability and Validity
I sought to maximize reliability in three ways. First, I used characteristics in the
analytical framework that were established prior to the analysis. Although allowed with
qualitative content analysis, I did not revise categories in the dissertation. The categories were
articulated in the analytical framework prior to the analysis and remained constant throughout
the project. Second, I enhanced rating reliability by reviewing of all documents after each
addition of examples of the data that were coded as evidence of the indicators. Third, I also
increased reliability by reviewing of all documents following additions of contextually located
data.
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The contextual coding of data bolstered content validity. While measures were taken to
increase both validity and reliability in the study, defining contextually located data prioritized
content validity over reliability.

Method One
I used the analytical framework in method one to determine whether the Circulars
contained evidence of the two governing approaches. First, I reviewed each Circular for
evidence of the characteristics of the two governing approaches, and then I examined each
Circular for evidence of a predominant governing approach.
This section is organized according to the characteristics of each governing approach. For
each characteristic, the outcome of the analysis is presented and coding is discussed when
relevant. Table 14 presents a summary of method one analysis for all the Circulars.
No textual examples were found of the theoretically based characteristic of the CGA, or
the governmental category of the structure independent characteristic of the EGA. The latter has
two categories that were coded separately for analytic detail, and evidence was found for the
second category, the organizational category.
The Constitutionalist Governing Approach
According to Moe and to Moe and Gilmour, public administration in the U.S. has been
characterized by two predominant governing approaches. The first of these is the
Constitutionalist Governing Approach that was prominent from the origins of the republic
through the late 1970s. Contrary to the research proposition, the Constitutionalist Governing
Approach was found to be the predominant governing approach for all of the Circulars.
Theoretically Based
According to Moe and to Moe and Gilmour, the CGA is a theoretically based perspective
of public management, grounded in the U.S. Constitution. However, none of the documents
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reviewed mentioned theory. Therefore, none of the Circulars was reported as showing a
predominance of this characteristic. This is a significant finding because the CGA’s grounding
in theory is an especially defining characteristic. Perhaps this reflects the research design to
report only direct mentions of theory as evidence of this characteristic.
Values Driven
The CGA also is values driven. It specifically prioritizes democratic, political, and
administrative values within government management. No Circular showed a predominance of
this characteristic.
More data were found that specifically referenced democratic values than either political
or administrative values. Phrases reflecting democratic values included “democratic,” “act on the
public’s behalf,” “public interest,” and “fair.” The use of words and phrases like “national,”
“citizens,” and “individual freedom and initiative,” as well as references to what the “American
people deserve and expect from their government,” also indicated democratic values in the
Circulars. References to geographical boundaries, decision transparency and specific supported
groups were included as well. When agencies were directed to seek commercial products from
specified business groups, such as small and minority businesses, this was coded as evidence of
the values driven characteristic of the CGA because the emphasis is upon the type of business
and that reflected a democratic value. However, when Circulars directed agencies to seek
assistance from government departments that promoted commercial products from specified
business groups (such as the Small Business Administration), this was coded as evidence of the
structure dependent characteristic of the CGA because the emphasis is upon the specific
governmental department that provided the assistance.
An example of a political value was the phrase “transmit a copy to Congress,” because it
was evidence of political accountability to elected officials. Other examples of the legislative
branch and of accountability to OMB were considered evidence of the structure dependent
characteristic. Direct references to administration and administrative processes were coded as
evidence of an administrative value. Additional data that reflected weighing and prioritizing
values included “no other overriding factors,” “after careful consideration,” and “ equally valid,”
“discretion” and “requiring value judgments.” Also included in the values driven characteristic
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were references to “fair,” “clear,” “integrity,” “ethics,” “standards of conduct rules,” and
“promote trust.”
Structure Dependent
The Constitutionalist Governing Approach is structure dependent in two ways, relying on
both governmental organizational structures. The governmental and organizational categories of
the structure dependent characteristic were coded separately for increased analytical and
interpretive detail. All Circulars showed evidence of structure dependence.
Governmental Structure Dependent
The Constitutionalist Governing Approach is grounded in the Constitutional authority,
structure and relationships among Congress, the President, the Judiciary, and executive branch
agencies, making governmental authority structure dependent. Additionally, the CGA is based on
the theory of the accountable executive, advocating an institutionalized presidency, unified
executive branch, and strong central management agencies. Executive branch directors report
directly to the President, ensuring the director operates within appropriate legal authority and
remains politically accountability to elected officials. The judiciary provides oversight.
Among the items coded to the governmental category of the structure dependent
characteristic were references to the three branches of government, their processes, and
publications, such as “President’s memorandum,” “executive order,” “required by law,”
“promulgate,” “judicial review,” and references to specific laws, by name or code reference.
Also, considered as evidence of a unified executive branch included specifically denoting
“executive agencies” rather than referring to the government in general; specifically naming
“other executive agencies” in contrast to references to other governmental entities; and naming
specific departments such as the “Internal Revenue Service,” “Federal Trade Commission,” and
“Civil Service Commission.” As mentioned above, when agencies were directed to seek
assistance from specifically named government departments that promote commercial products
from specified business groups, this reflected a unified executive branch and was coded as
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evidence of the structure dependent characteristic of the CGA because the emphasis was upon
the specific governmental department that provided the assistance.
References coded as evidence of a strong central management agency included citing
“BOB” and “OMB,” and its publications, such as “Bulletins” and “Circulars,” including
references to Circular sections; verbs used to assert policy, such as “replaces,” “clarify,”
“rescinds,” and “issued;” phrases that directed specific provisions of the policy, such as “must be
conducted,” “must make all reasonable efforts,” and “must place.” Also considered as evidence
of a strong central management agency were references to decision justifications, approvals,
documentation, and appeals such as “spelled out specifically,” “specific explanations must be
documented” and “an appeal to OMB;” and references to the budget process.
Organizational Structure Dependent
The CGA is also dependent upon organizational structure. Nonpartisan professional
managers ensure an institutional perspective and hierarchical reporting in the agency and
standardized procedures ensure the values of the CGA are met.
References to heads of departments, their responsibilities, delegations and nondelegation
of their authority, and assignment of organizational responsibilities all reflected a hierarchical
organizational structure with political accountability. Detailing formal programs, guidelines,
procedures, and implementation instructions, indicated standardized procedures. Mentions of
policy in the Circulars most often referred to governmental policy and were coded as evidence of
the normative characteristic of the CGA. “Streamlined” or “standard” when used to describe
competitions indicated the standardization of the competitive process.
Other textual references reflected the organizational category including the COMPARE
software and SHARE A-76! web sites. Although these were developed after Moe and Moe and
Gilmour theorized the EGA would have become the predominant governing approach, they were
standardized procedures using a current electronic format.
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Promotes Sector Distinctions
The Constitutionalist Governing Approach promotes sector distinctions with a clear focus
on public law as a source of direction and authority for public administration. All sovereign
functions must be assigned to the government and executive agencies are governed by Title Five
of the U.S. Code.
Like the previous characteristic, the public and private sectors categories of this
characteristic are coded separately for increased analytical and interpretive detail. All the
Circulars except 2003 showed evidence of sectorial distinctions. The 2003 Circular showed no
predominance between sectorial distinctions (CGA) and sectorial blurring (EGA).
Public Sector
A distinct public sector was evidenced by references to the “government,” “public sector”
and “inherently governmental activities.” Evidence of distinct public sector also appeared in
notations of governmental provision or consumption of products and services, often referred to
as “in-house,” including procurement. Also included in this category were references to
“classified programs,” “regulations,” “policy precepts,” “entitlements,” “tax collection,”
“revenue disbursements,” “treasury bonds,” and “government imposed salary limitations.” The
following references also were coded to the public sector category: indications of immunity for
suit such as “does not create liability,” and military references such as “combat support,”
“military personnel,” “military mobilization,” and “declared war.” Additionally, the phrase “in
the process of governing,” and references to “treaties,” and “international agreements” also were
considered evidence of this characteristic.
Government programs referenced by description or category, such as “set aside
programs,” are indicated this characteristic. In contrast, references to business groups (such as
small and minority businesses) were coded as evidence of the values driven characteristic of the
CGA because the emphasis was on the type of business and that reflected a democratic value.
Meanwhile, specifically named governmental departments (such as the “Internal Revenue
Service”) were considered evidence of a unified executive branch and reported in the
governmental category of the structure dependent characteristic.
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Private Sector
A distinct public sector was evidenced by references to the “private sector,” “commercial
and industrial products and services”, “civilian employees,” “current market value,” and
“corporate incomes.” Also coded as indicative of the private sector were mentions of “private
enterprise,” “the free enterprise economic system,” “the competitive enterprise system,” and
references to “economic strength.” Additionally, references to economic when it meant the
national production and consumption of goods were considered to be indicative of the private
sector as a distinct sector. In contrast, references to economical when it was used synonymously
with thrifty were coded as evidence of the costs less category of the pragmatically based
characteristic of the EGA.
Deductive
The CGA is deductive in that it begins with theory, and all administrative decisions
follow from that theory. The vision and purpose of government guide the specifics of
governmental decisions; how they are practically implemented; and what governmental actions
are taken. Circulars 1966, 1967 and 1979 showed evidence of this characteristic. The 1983 and
1999 Circulars showed no predominance between the CGA deductive and the EGA inductive
characteristics.
The sentence structure of several of the phrases coded as deductive followed the pattern:
action - so that - purpose. This is consistent with the description of the inductive characteristic of
the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach that action shapes purpose. However, the contextual
meaning was clearly that the purpose directed the action, meeting the description of the
deductive characteristic. Among the items coded to the deductive characteristic of the
Constitutionalist Governing Approach were “builds on,” “should not be started unless savings
are sufficient,” “under this general principle,” and “In recognition of this principle.”
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Strategic
The CGA also is strategic in that it is based on long-range and broad goals. The strategic
characteristic was predominant in all the Circulars except the 2003 Circular, which showed no
predominance between this characteristic and the tactical characteristic of the EGA.
The following references reflected this characteristic: “an agency’s basic program,” “an
agency’s basic mission,” “an agency’s essential program,” “mission need,” “mission essential,”
and “the government’s primary program objectives.” Also included in the data coded as
reflective of a strategic outlook were references to “core capability.”
Normative
The CGA also is historically and evaluative normative, respecting tradition and
establishing boundaries for expected behavior. All the Circulars indicated a prominence of this
characteristic.
Statements of government policy were considered normative. The following were coded
as historically normative: “restates,” “existing requirement,” “it has been,” ‘it continues to be,”
“are the same as those contained in,” “are in furtherance of,” and “has been expressed.”
Reflective of evaluative normative were “normally,” “permanent,” “it is necessary,” “it is
important,” and “mandate.”
In summary, all the Circulars showed an overall predominance of the Constitutionalist
Governing Approach. Yet, all have at least one characteristic of the Entrepreneurial Governing
Approach that was predominant. An analysis of the EGA follows and a more thorough
interpretation is offered in the final chapter.
The Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
According to Moe and to Moe and Gilmour, the second predominant and current
governing approach of government management is the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach. As
with the CGA, the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach also has seven essential and related
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characteristics. Although no Circular showed evidence of the EGA as a predominant governing
approach, all contained evidence of the pragmatically based characteristic. The inductive
characteristic was predominant in the 2003 Circular and other EGA characteristics indicated no
predominance.
Pragmatically Based
Relying on the NPR’s review of what is currently working for successful organizations
across both the private and public sectors, the first characteristic of the EGA is that it is
pragmatically based. This characteristic is based on the twin missions of the NPR that are to
create a government that works better and costs less and focuses on how government operates,
not what government should do.
The works better and costs less categories were coded separately for increased analytical
and interpretive detail. All Circulars indicated a predominance of this characteristic.
Works Better
Among the textual references coded as evidence of the works better category, were
“lessen the burden of work,” “simplicity,” and “realistic.” Also included were indicators of
timeliness such as “in a timely manner;” and references to efficiency such as “most efficient
performance,” and “accomplishing the work more efficiently.”
Costs Less
References to economical when it was used synonymously with thrifty were coded as
evidence of the costs less category. These included, “for the purposes of economy,” “aim for
economy,” and “most economical performance.” References to economy when it was used to
mean the national production and consumption of goods reflected the private sector as a distinct
sector and were coded as indicative of the CGA. Descriptions of economic impact such as
“removal or withholding of property from tax rolls,” and “reduction of revenues from income
and other taxes” were also coded as evidence of the cost less category. Direct references to cost
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included “cost,” “cost comparisons,” “involving additional capital investment,” “additional
annual costs of production,” and “direct and indirect costs;” and references to cost thresholds
such as “more than $100,000” reflect this characteristic. Additional examples included
“depreciation,” “interest,” “compute,” and “to finance directly or indirectly.”
Results Driven
The prominent characteristic of the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach is that it is
results driven. It primarily focuses on organizational outcomes. The EGA is results driven in
several ways. It is driven toward performance and economic results, including recommendations
for both systemic and individual changes. None of the Circulars showed a predominance of the
results driven characteristic.
References to planning and defining work that were included as evidence of this
characteristic included: “precise work statements,” “scope of work,” “level of performance,”
“program planning,” “performance,” “ performance standards,” and “the establishment of
performance goals and priorities.” Also included were references to “incentives,” “monitoring,”
and “performance evaluation.” Additional phrases reflecting the focus on outcomes included “as
accurately as possible,” “as realistically as possible,” and “accomplishment of its program.”
Another group of phrases indicated the importance of time to the final result. They
included “developed in time,” “urgency of a requirement,” “unacceptable delay or disruption,” “
when needed,” and “with sufficient notice to arrange alternative sources.” Contextually, these
phrases all shared a focus on time in meeting a specific outcome and are therefore were coded as
indicating the results driven characteristic. In contrast, “in a timely manner” was coded as
reflective of the works better category of the pragmatically based characteristic because,
contextually, it occurred within a discussion more focused on the value of the overall
effectiveness of a program.
Also coded as evidence of this characteristic were “based on the entire workload,”
“productivity,” “quality,” and “maximum value.” The 2003 Circular added an emphasis to
tracking and sharing “best practices,” and “lessons learned.” These also are reported as evidence
of this characteristic.
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Structure Independent
The third characteristic of the EGA is its structure independence. The EGA is
independent of governmental structure and organizational structure. According to Moe and to
Moe and Gilmour, the executive branch no longer views governmental management as a single
comprehensive function that must be coordinated and integrated.
The governmental and organizational categories of the structure independent
characteristic were coded separately for increased analytical and interpretive detail. No Circular
showed a predominance of this characteristic.
Governmental Structure Independent
The EGA also is independent of governmental structure. According to Moe and to Moe
and Gilmour, agencies, rather than Congress, articulate their own visions. The Presidency has
become personalized and the executive branch in general has become disaggregated. Rather than
following the leadership of a strong central management agency, interagency committees prevail.
No data were found to reflect the governmental category of the structure independent
characteristic of the EGA. The structure independent characteristic has two categories that were
coded separately, and data were found that are consistent with the organizational category.
Organizational Structure Independent
According to Moe and to Moe and Gilmour, the EGA replaces a respect for a
politically accountable hierarchical organizational structure with entrepreneurial
government departments, public-private partnerships and quasi-governmental hybrid
organizations. The Entrepreneurial Governing Approach strongly values
economically based performance results. Therefore, the EGA is independent of
organizational structure.
Among the data coded as evidence of this category were “government owned contractor
operated (GOCO),” “government corporation,” “public-private partnerships,” and “public-public
partnerships,” and “high performing organization.” References to “internal management
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reviews” often led to “reorganizations” and both were indicative of this category. References to
“conversion,” and “transfer of work” from a traditional organizational structure to a contract or
other arrangement were included here, as were directives for agencies to implement Circular
instructions with the “minimum necessary internal instructions.”
Promotes Sector Blurring
The Entrepreneurial Governing Approach also promotes sectorial blurring, utilizing
market dynamics with customers and employees. The public and private sectors are considered
alike in the essentials. No Circular showed predominance for this characteristic. The 2003
Circular showed no predominance between this and the CGA promotes sector distinctions
characteristic. The remaining Circulars showed predominance for the CGA characteristic.
Textual references to “contracts,” “contractor,” and “bids” were evidence of sector
blurring. These included citations regarding preparing, soliciting, and evaluating bids; and
negotiating, awarding, managing and monitoring contracts. They also included references to the
“competition,” “competitive considerations,” and “either mode of performance.”
Inductive
The NPR reviewed successful public and private organizations as a method of describing
how successful organizations operate, not what they should do. Because the Entrepreneurial
Governing Approach resulted from a review of how current successful organizations operate, it
is inductive, tactical and descriptive.
The 2003 Circular showed evidence of this predominant characteristic. The 1999 and
1983 Circulars showed no predominance between this and the CGA deductive characteristic,
while the first three Circulars showed evidence of the CGA deductive characteristic. This may
indicate a possible trend. Not many textual references were found that suggested the inductive
nature of the EGA. These included “is the result of,” “resulting from,” and “based on.”
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Tactical
The Entrepreneurial Governing Approach is tactical in that it is focused on current and
specific short-term outcomes and objectives. None of the Circulars indicated a predominance of
this characteristic. The 2003 Circulars showed no predominance between this and the CGA
strategic characteristic, and the remaining Circulars showed evidence of the CGA characteristic.
The only phrase coded as evidence of this characteristic was “one time activity of short
duration.”
Descriptive
Finally, the EGA is descriptive because it describes current successes and makes no
attempt to apply evaluative criteria other than the organization’s economic success. Change and
efficiency are instrumental values in the EGA with no normative content.
No Circular showed predominance of this characteristic; all indicated a predominance of
the CGA normative characteristic. “Usually involve” and “comprehensive review” were the
textual references that indicated the descriptive characteristic.
Briefly, no Circular showed a predominance of the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach.
However, the pragmatically based characteristic was prominent in all, the inductive characteristic
was predominant in the 2003 Circular, and other EGA characteristics indicated no predominance.
A more thorough interpretation is offered in the final chapter.

Method Two
In method two I examined the data from method one (used to determine governing
approach predominance) to determine where in the Circulars the data appeared. In this second
method I prioritized the data reported for the first method using the ordinal values (1) policy, (2)
definitions, and (3) other.
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As Figure 1 illustrates, the phrases coded in method one in the policy and definitions
sections gradually increased in volume from the 1966 to the 1999 Circulars. The 2003 Circular
did not offer definitions in the text of the Circular; they appeared in an attachment. In 1966 the
percent of phrases coded in these two sections was eight percent (8%) and in 1999 it was thirty
five percent (35%).
By further examining the data from method one that I used to determine governing
approach predominance for its location in the document, which I predicted most directly
addressed the concept of inherently governmental, I attempted to bring the research question
together. I had anticipated that I could determine whether the meaning of inherently
governmental as it was used in OMB Circular A-76 reflected a change from a Constitutionalist to
an Entrepreneurial Governing Approach, but the low volume of data available in method two
prohibited this analysis.

Method Three
I concluded the structuring phase of the study by examining the data from method two
(phrases that appeared in the policy and definitions sections of the Circulars) for references to
commercial activities. I prioritized the data from method two using two ordinal values: (1)
independent of a reference or discussion of commercial activities or (2) dependent upon a
reference or discussion of commercial activities. For example, the policy section of the 1983
Circular read “Certain functions are inherently Governmental in nature, being so intimately
related to the public interest as to mandate performance only by Federal employees.” (p. 2) The
phrases that were examined from this text in method two were coded in method three as being
independent of a reference to commercial activities.
By reviewing the data from method two that most directly addressed the concept of
inherently governmental for its relationship to a discussion of commercial activities (which I
predicted indicated strength of the concept of inherently governmental), I further attempted to
examine together the treatment of inherently governmental as it was used in OMB Circular A-76
and the evidence for a change in governing approaches.
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However, method three depended upon method two and the low volume of data available
in method two also impacted the third method. As Figure 2 indicates, the phrases examined in
method two that were independent of a discussion of commercial activities generally increased
from thirteen percent (13%) in 1966 to forty-three percent (43%) in 1983. The percent in
Circular 1999 was thirty six percent (36%), indicating a decline. As noted above, the 2003
Circular did not offer definitions in the text of the Circular; they were presented in an
attachment.
With methods two and three I attempted to bring the research question together,
anticipating that I could determine if the meaning of inherently governmental as it was used in
OMB Circular A-76 reflected a change from a Constitutionalist to an Entrepreneurial Governing
Approach. However, this was not possible. Because method three depended on method two
data, the low volume of data available in method two prohibited further analysis using the final
method.
In order to it discern whether including supplemental materials in the structuring analysis
would change the outcome of the analysis for 2003, and by implication if it has the potential to
do the same for other Circulars, I conducted a pilot study. By including all the documents from
the first and last Circulars that were printed at the time of the Circulars’ publication, the research
proposition was addressed more thoroughly, bolstering the main study.

The Pilot Study
The sample for the structuring phase of the analysis included each Circular, 1966 – 2003.
In addition, I reviewed Attachments A, B, C, and D that accompanied the 2003 Circular as a
pilot study. The 2003 attachments were reviewed using only method one; the results were
combined with the data from the Circular analysis and presented separately in Table 21. Because
there was not a policy section in the attachments, there were no policy data for method two; and
because method three depended upon method two, no data were available for method three.
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These attachments were subjected to the same analysis as the Circulars in the main study.
For example, they were reviewed to identify phrases for possible coding as evidence of the
indicators. As with the main study, these were identified as both descriptions of groups of data
and examples of specific data found in the texts, as presented in Table 13. After all the
documents were reviewed and the examples completed, the documents were reviewed again to
increase rating reliability. However, the data from the attachments are presented in numerical
format rather than table format listing each phrase, as are the data from the main study.
When the 2003 Circular was reviewed, it showed a predominance of the CGA. Yet,
when the attachments to the 2003 Circular were included in the analysis for the 2003 Circular,
neither governing approach was predominant. The CGA characteristics represent sixty percent
(60%) of the data for 2003 documents, including attachments. Had a simple fifty one percent
(51%) threshold been applied to signal predominance, the Constitutionalist Governing Approach
would have been the predominant governing approach for 2003 Circular, including the
attachments.
In contrast to reviewing only the Circular, the impact of reviewing the attachments for the
2003 Circular produced evidence of a change from a predominance of the CGA to no
predominance in overall governing approaches. The predominance of the individual
characteristics within each governing approach remained the same when the attachments were
included with the Circular.
In the three data analysis and interpretation chapters I presented the evidence from the
summary, explication and structuring phases of the research. In the next chapter I summarize the
project and offer some additional concluding interpretations. I also look ahead to two thick
political concepts that appeared in the texts, and which could provide topics for future research
projects: director discretion and governmental capacity. I close with a final comment about
thick (and thin) political concepts and the typology to guide research examining political
concepts.

Chapter Nine
Summary and Conclusions

Introduction
In the previous three chapters I presented the study’s data analysis and interpretation
following the three analytical procedures that comprise Mayring’s model. In this final chapter I
briefly review the project, discussing the findings of the study from an overall perspective. I
offer a few additional observations from the data. Next, I consider the contributions the study
sought to make to the field. I conclude with a review of future research projects, including a
brief discussion of two additional thick political concepts that were addressed in the Circulars.
In closing, I return to two ideas introduced at the beginning of the dissertation: thick (and thin)
political concepts and the typology to guide research examining political concepts.

Findings
The dissertation began with the research proposition that the meaning of inherently
governmental as it was used in OMB Circular A-76 from 1966 to 2003 reflected a change in
governing approaches from a Constitutionalist to an Entrepreneurial Governing Approach. If the
research proposition had been supported, the 1966, 1967 and 1979 Circulars (published during
the proposed reign of the Constitutionalist Governing Approach) would have shown evidence of
that approach. The 1983 Circular (written during the predicted period of change in governing
approaches) would have contained elements of both approaches. Finally, the 1999 and 2003
Circulars (printed after the theorized solidification of the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach)
would have reflected the new approach. The research proposition was not supported; the
Constitutionalist Governing Approach was the predominant governing approach in all the
Circulars, though not when the attachments to the 2003 Circular were included.
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The Main Study
The dissertation investigated a compound research question. The first component of the
question was an examination of the evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental in
OMB Circular A-76 and its supporting documents. The second element explored the meaning of
inherently governmental as it was used in A-76, looking for a change in governing approaches
from a Constitutionalist to an Entrepreneurial Governing Approach.
To investigate this question, I used a longitudinal qualitative content analysis to review
Circular A-76, The Performance of Commercial Activities, 1966 through 2003 and all primary
source documents published by OMB that related to the Circulars, including transmittal
memoranda, implementation handbooks, a policy letter, and memoranda. I selected the Circular
that addresses contracting out public services, not because of its focus on contracting, but
because it is the administrative device that most thoroughly operationalizes the notion of
inherently governmental. A-76 is the document with the longest history that most directly and
comprehensively discusses the meaning of inherently governmental
I followed Mayring’s model of qualitative content analysis that includes three distinct
analytical procedures: summary, explication, and structuring. First, I reviewed all the documents
in the sampling frame using the first procedure to review the broad context of the Circular and to
begin investigating the first component of the research question. I examined three elements of
the use of inherently governmental: the use of text that described the concept (whether or not the
phrase was used), the use of “inherently” and “governmental” together as one phrase “inherently
governmental,” and the use of “inherently governmental function/activity” as a defined term.
All three first appeared in supplemental documents, not Circulars. The forerunner of the current
definition of inherently governmental appeared in an attachment to the 1967 Circular; the phrase
“inherently governmental” was first used in a 1976 transmittal memorandum; and the 1992
OFPP Policy Letter used the term “inherently governmental function” for the first time and
placed it in a definitions section. Placing pivotal transitions in its treatment in supplemental
documents rather than in the text of the Circular diminishes the already secondary role of
inherently governmental even further.
Continuing to explore the evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental I
examined the fuller treatments of the concept that extended beyond definitions by explicating
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text from all the documents in the sampling frame. I discussed the information essential to an
overall understanding of the documents, and relating specifically to the evolution of the meaning
of inherently governmental using the Circulars’ outline structure as a way to organize the data.
The concept of inherently governmental in A-76 can only be understood in relation to the
Circulars’ treatment of commercial activities. The use of the phrase “commercial activity” in A76 was not the same as its common usage, creating confusion in the related treatment of
inherently governmental. The essential features of the definition of commercial activities (as
those the government provided but that could have been obtained from a commercial source)
remained constant throughout the series of documents. This definition of commercial activities
was significant for the concept of inherently governmental for two reasons.
First, it framed the treatment of inherently governmental in relationship to commercial
activities. This was appropriate in the Circular that provided federal agencies with policies and
procedures for determining whether the government or a private source should supply a
commercially available product or service for the government’s use. However, because A-76 is
the document with the longest history that most directly and comprehensively discusses the
meaning of inherently governmental, it means both that the primary federal executive branch
treatment of this thick political concept appears in reference to another concept and that much of
its meaning must therefore be inferred. As a thick political concept (a fundamental political
concept a polity must address), inherently governmental is not the primary subject of an
administrative mechanism operationalizing the intent of the presidency.
Second, in addition to other factors such as the phrasing of the Circular subject, the
definition of commercial activities contributed to confusion regarding the purview of the
Circular. Because Circular A-76 applies only when the government is interested in providing a
commercially available product or service for its own use, both governmental provision and
governmental consumption are essential. When the government is not interested in providing a
commercially available product or service for its own use, procedures for determining the private
provider fall under procurement guidelines. The definition of commercial activities detracts
from this distinction. This public policy that government relies first on the private sector to
supply the products and services it uses is consistent throughout the Circulars and is a strong
endorsement of the free enterprise system. Defining commercial activities differently from its
common usage diminishes the impact of the presentation of this public policy.
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The evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental in the documents in the
sampling frame reflects a restriction of public administrator discretion. The first two Circulars
gave general policy, leaving the specifics of its implementation largely to agency directors.
Although the 1979 Circular described director discretion and value judgment as conditions of a
governmental function, it also introduced a handbook that provided procedures for implementing
the policy and constrained the decision-making authority of the director. The most recent
Circular dispensed with both of these qualifiers and confined inherently governmental activities
to those involving the exercise of sovereign government authority. Further restricting public
administrator discretion, the policy letter introduced substantial as a qualifier for discretion in
1992 and this has been retained in the current documents.
The evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental also reflects a restriction of
activities that could be deemed inherently governmental. The first two Circulars discussed the
necessity of the government retaining control of its own programs through the performance of
basic management functions such as personnel. The 1979 Circular introduced in-house core
capabilities as a category in governmental functions, and the 1983 and 1999 Circulars addressed
core capacity in their respective handbooks. The 2003 Circular did not address the topic in the
Circular or any of its supplements. The final Circular further reduced the number of activities
that could be deemed inherently governmental by replacing function with activity and
introducing newly identified roles that must be held by an inherently governmental agency
official. Against this general trend of restricting the activities that could be deemed inherently
governmental, the 2003 documents broadened the definition of who could perform inherently
governmental activities. Together, reducing administrator discretion, decreasing activities that
could be deemed inherently governmental, and expanding the definition of who could perform
inherently governmental activities reduce the role of government.
Lastly, I employed structuring to bring the two elements of the research question
together. In the final procedure I used the analytical framework based on the work of Moe, Moe
and Gilmour, and Gore to examine the Circulars for evidence of a change in governing
approaches and to determine if the meaning of inherently governmental as it was used in OMB
Circular A-76 reflected such a change.
In method one I examined each Circular for evidence of predominant characteristics and
governing approach. Although all the Circulars showed evidence of the Constitutionalist
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Governing Approach, all also had at least one characteristic of the Entrepreneurial Governing
Approach that was predominant.
The research proposition posited that the Circulars published during the hypothesized
reign of the Constitutionalist Governing Approach (1966, 1967 and 1979) would exhibit
evidence of that governing approach. Indeed, this was the case: the CGA was predominant in
each. Furthermore, these three Circulars had the same pattern of predominant characteristics.
Each displayed five predominant CGA characteristics: structure dependent, promotes sector
distinctions, deductive, strategic, and normative. However, each also showed a predominance of
the EGA characteristic, pragmatically based; and none included a predominance of the CGA
characteristic values driven or the EGA characteristic, result driven.
The research proposition also predicted that the Circular written in 1983 during the
postulated period of change in governing approaches would contain elements of both governing
approaches. This was not found: the CGA remained predominant. However, the 1983 Circular
did exhibit a change in the pattern of predominant characteristics. It maintained the pattern of
the previous three Circulars, with one exception: there was no predominance of either the CGA
characteristic, deductive, or the EGA characteristic, inductive. The 1983 Circular, then,
demonstrated predominance for four CGA characteristics: structure dependent, promotes sector
distinctions, strategic, and normative. Like the previous Circulars, it also showed the EGA
characteristic, pragmatically based, was predominant. Finally, the 1983 Circular indicated no
predominance of the CGA characteristic, values driven, or the EGA characteristic, result driven.
Moreover, in 1983, neither the CGA characteristic, deductive, nor the EGA characteristic,
inductive, was predominant.
Furthermore, the research proposition suggested that the Circulars printed after the
hypothesized solidification of the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach (1999 and 2003) would
reflect the new governing approach. This also was not supported: both showed evidence of the
Constitutionalist Governing Approach. The 1999 Circular had the same pattern of characteristic
predominance as the 1983 Circular.
The 2003 Circular displayed the greatest change in the pattern of characteristics. Circular
2003 showed predominance of two CGA characteristics, structure dependent and normative. It
also exhibited predominance of two EGA characteristics, pragmatically based and inductive.
Additionally, no predominance appeared for the CGA characteristic, values driven, or the EGA
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characteristic, result driven. There also was no predominance of the CGA characteristic, sector
distinctions, or the EGA characteristic sector blurring. Finally, no predominance was found in
the 2003 Circulars for the CGA characteristic, strategic, or the EGA characteristic, tactical.
With methods two and three I attempted to bring the research question together,
anticipating that I could determine whether the meaning of inherently governmental as it was
used in OMB Circular A-76 reflected a change from a Constitutionalist to an Entrepreneurial
Governing Approach. The low volume of data prohibited a thorough analysis using the final
methods.
Nonetheless, the documents provided evidence to address the two components of the
research question independently. The summary and explication phases of the analysis offered an
opportunity to review the evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental in the documents,
and method one of the structuring phase examined data to determine the CGA was the
predominant governing approach in all the Circulars. The low volume of data in methods two
and three of the structuring phase prevented using the research project as designed to determine
whether the meaning of inherently governmental as it was used in OMB Circular A-76 reflected
a change in governing approaches.
Returning to Prior’s (2003) assertion that texts can serve as the mastercode for
documents, and that textual analysis can serve as a paradigm for the analysis of documents, I
suggest allowing the document characteristics to serve as a proxy for the characteristics of the
concept of inherently governmental. From this premise, I conclude that the meaning of
inherently governmental as it was used in OMB Circular A-76 does not reflect a change in
governing approaches, but that it does reflect differences over time.
The Pilot Study
Using method one of the structuring procedure I also reviewed Attachments A, B, C, and
D that accompanied the 2003 Circular as a pilot study. When the attachments to the 2003
Circular were included in the analysis of the 2003 Circular, neither governing approach emerged
as predominant.
In contrast to the findings from reviewing only the Circular, reviewing the attachments to
the 2003 Circular produced a change from the predominance of the CGA to no predominance of
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either governing approach. Nonetheless, the predominance of the individual characteristics in
each governing approach remained the same when the attachments were included.
Including these attachments had two advantages. First, it helped to determine that
including the supplemental materials in the structuring analysis changed the outcome of the
analysis for 2003, and by implication it has the potential to change the outcome for the other
Circulars. Adding more documents to the data set has the potential of increasing the validity of
the research findings. Therefore, there is evident value in reviewing the supplemental materials
for the other Circulars using the structuring analysis. The degree of expected value is unclear,
however. Although reviewing the attachments for the 2003 Circular produced a significant
change from a predominance of the CGA to no predominance in overall governing approaches, it
is noteworthy that the predominance of the individual characteristics in each of the governing
approaches remained the same when the attachments were included.
The second advantage of reviewing the 2003 attachments as a pilot study was that by
including all the documents from the first and last Circulars (Circular 1996 did not include any
supplemental documents), the research proposition was addressed more thoroughly. That
including the 2003 attachments did not result in the EGA emerging as the predominant
governing approach buttresses the main study’s conclusion that the research proposition was not
supported.
Reliability and Validity Revisited
I sought to increase reliability in three ways, by using characteristics in the analytical
framework established prior to the analysis and by reviewing of all documents after each
addition of examples of the data that were coded as evidence of the indicators and following
additions of contextually located data. Defining contextually located data bolstered and
prioritized content validity over reliability.
Still, it is worth exploring two possible conditions that may help explain why the
proposition was not supported. First, it is possible that there has been a change in governing
approaches as Moe and as Moe and Gilmour postulate, but the Circulars do not reflect that
change. Alternately, of course, there may have been no change in governing approaches, and the
Circulars reflect that stability.
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Condition One1
Perhaps the Circulars simply do not reflect the change in governing approaches that Moe
and Moe and Gilmour postulate. The Circulars are OMB publications for executive agencies that
state policy and give directions about its implementation. The nature of the publication may
predispose it to being consistent with the CGA; a strong central management agency, a specified
executive agency, governmental policy, and implementation instructions all are indicators of the
CGA. Alternatively, the topic of the Circulars, the performance of commercial activities, is
distinctly indicative of the EGA. Therefore, if there has indeed been a change in governing
approaches, but the Circulars do not reflect that change, one explanation is that the context and
process of the Circulars were likely to be governed by the CGA and their content were likely to
be governed by the EGA. If this is the case, then the impact of the context and process is more
evident than the impact of the subject matter in the Circulars.
Condition Two
The second possible explanation for the research results is there has not been a change in
governing approaches as Moe and as Moe and Gilmour postulate. The evidence is consistent
with an increase in the influence of the EGA in OMB Circular A-76 from 1966 to 2003. This
cannot be generalized past the Circulars. It does, however, raise the question whether the
hypothesis of a change in governing approaches is in error. If there has not been a change in
governing approaches, it is certainly possible that there has been some increase in influence of
the EGA, but not to the degree postulated by Moe and by Moe and Gilmour.
Based on the rigor and transparency of the research design and the internal validity of the
analytical framework here, I conclude that the research results are reliable and valid. However,
as I suggested in Chapter Five, I believe there has been a dialogue between the points of view
represented by the Constitutionalist and the Entrepreneurial Governing Approaches from the
founding of the republic. Because the research proposition was not supported, I suggest that the
CGA and the EGA are more points of view in a dialogue rather than governing approaches.
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Project Contributions
To discuss the contributions of the dissertation to the field of public administration, I first
briefly review other treatments of inherently governmental. I then review a few ways the current
study sought to contribute to the field.
Other treatments of inherently governmental
The academic literature has paid moderate attention to the contemporary definition of
inherently governmental as it relates to the privatization of governmental services. Such work
focuses narrowly on the definition of the phrase inherently governmental. The contemporary
focus is expected since the preponderance of public administration scholarship has been more
concerned with contemporary issues than historical analysis. The pairing of inherently
governmental with outsourcing also is not surprising, for two reasons. First, there has been a
recent tide of interest in outsourcing. Second, the principal government document that addresses
the definition of inherently governmental is OMB Circular A-76, Performance of Commercial
Activities, and it is primarily concerned with outsourcing. The current literature also is explicitly
normative. This too is not surprising because the concept of inherently governmental is a
normative concept, focusing on what should be considered to be activities performed only by
government.
The Current Study
The primary contribution of the dissertation is to the study of U.S. national public
administration. As previously discussed, its principal contribution is that by repositioning the
concept of inherently governmental as a thick political concept and proposing a research
typology to guide investigations of these types of ideas, the current study has begun addressing
the problem of the deficit in public administration research investigating public administrative
mechanisms that operationalize political ideas.
In addition, the dissertation sought to contribute to the field by filling gaps in the current
inherently governmental literature.2 The concept of inherently governmental is a thick political
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concept that is of central importance for a polity. It is a topic worthy of an examination that
exceeds the current normative, definitional and contemporary focus on its relationship to
privatizing governmental services. The dissertation treated the meaning of inherently
governmental as the focus of inquiry, providing an empirical analysis of the historical meaning
of inherently governmental extending beyond its definition and exploring a change in governing
approaches in the meaning of inherently governmental. The relationship between governing
approaches and inherently governmental had not previously been considered. The current study
informs the inherently governmental literature in public administration scholarship and the
constitutional, institutional, and normative streams of public administration dialogue,
Furthermore, the analytical framework that I used in the study provides a comprehensive
description of the Constitutional and Entrepreneurial Governing Approaches. Introducing an
analytical framework that synthesizes Moe’s and Moe and Gilmour’s work is a valuable
contribution. Their body of work is rich conceptually, and collectively, it is quite distinctively
thorough. Spanning several decades, their ideas have evolved. However, they did not
consolidate their ideas or provide a concise and thorough description of the two governing
approaches. Therefore, providing a succinct and comprehensive summary of these two
approaches is valuable specifically to Moe’s and Moe and Gilmour’s work, and for public
administration literature in general, because of the distinctively thorough nature of their ideas on
the topic.
The dissertation also produced interpretations useful to the study of contemporary public
administration problems by adding particular historical contexts to the concept of inherently
governmental and by examining the concept for evidence of governing approaches. For
example, it helps to contextualize the current debate over contracting governmental services to
the private sector and sheds light on how much of a departure the current rhetoric about
contracting is from previous rhetoric.
A secondary contribution of this project is to the practice of public administration. Public
administrators in leadership positions need not only an operational definition of how the national
government currently defines inherently governmental activities; they also may benefit from a
contextualized understanding of how the meaning has changed over time. This historical
perspective may enrich their administrative expertise and equip them to contribute a longer-term
view to highly politicized debates about outsourcing.
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Additional Research
Just as all research can potentially support future projects, the dissertation might buttress
additional historical analyses of the meaning of inherently governmental during other periods of
U.S. history and by other governmental branches and levels. The current study supports
additional research in at least five areas. First, investigations of change in governing approaches
in the implementation of these Circulars in federal government agencies would be enriched by
this research focused on the Circulars. Second, the study supports additional research into
whether and when the Constitutionalist Governing Approach existed prior to 1966. Third, similar
research could be conducted on the other U.S. federal branches of government, and fourth, such
research also could be conducted on U.S. state and local government levels. Fifth, research in
the U.S. could support cross-national research. Cross-national research often is missing an indepth historical and contextual focus of the countries being compared that can enrich the
analysis.
In addition, the Circulars addressed two additional thick political concepts that could
serve as the focus of future inquiries: director discretion and governmental capacity. I close with
a final comment about thick (and thin) political concepts and the typology to guide research
examining political concepts.
Director Discretion
Moe and Moe and Gilmour do not use the term discretion. They do, however, discuss
autonomy and decision making authority and propose that the EGA increases autonomy for
managers and decision-making authority for employees. They describe mangers as having
greater autonomy to lead their departments, unencumbered by bureaucratic standardization and
political accountability. Additionally, the third NPR principle of Empowering Employees to Get
Results suggested that decentralizing authority and creating organizational cultures to empower
employees to make decisions would result in improved overall results.
The Circulars tell a different story. References to agency director discretion were direct
and clear in the 1966 and 1967 Circulars. These early Circulars outlined objectives and gave
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general guidelines to the agency director. They also explicitly granted directors the discretion to
act within those guidelines to meet the broad objectives. The following instruction was in
keeping with the general nature of the guidelines these first two Circulars gave agencies:
An activity should be continued for reasons of comparative costs only if a
comparative cost analysis indicates that savings resulting from continuation of the
activity are at least sufficient to outweigh the disadvantages of Government
commercial and industrial activities. No specific standard or guideline is
prescribed for deciding whether savings are sufficient to justify continuation of an
existing Government commercial activity and each activity should be evaluated
on the basis of the applicable circumstances… Reasonable adjustments in the
timing of such actions may be made, however, in order to alleviate economic
dislocations and personal hardships to affected career personnel. (pp.7-8)
References to discretion became less frequent and more bounded in the remaining
Circulars. The 1979 Circular was the first to define a governmental function3; included in this
definition was a reference to the discretionary application of government authority. The
treatment of discretion in this context changed with the issuance of the remaining documents in
this series. For example, the 1992 policy letter used “substantial” as a qualifier of “discretion,”
which was continued in Attachment A to the 2003 Circular. The evolution of the use and
meaning of discretion in these documents is a potential future research project.
Governmental Capacity
A second thick political concept that the documents addressed that also was not a part of
the current study is governmental capacity. The first two Circulars used the term “control” rather
than “capacity.” The 1966 Circular read:
This Circular is applicable to commercial and industrial products and services
used by executive agencies, except that it … Does not alter the existing
requirement that executive agencies will perform for themselves those basic
functions of management which they must perform in order to retain essential
control over the conduct of their programs. These functions include selection and
direction of Government employees, assignment of organizational
responsibilities, planning of programs, establishment of performance goals and
priorities, and evaluation of performance. (p. 2)
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The 1967 Circular read similarly. The 1979 Circular did not address control in the way its
predecessor did, but introduced “in-house core capabilities.” The 1983 and 1999 Circulars
addressed “core capacity” in their respective handbooks, and the 2003 Circular did not address
the topic in the Circular or any of its supplements. The evolution of the use and meaning of
capacity in these documents is another potential research project.
Identifying future research projects while engaged in research is a common practice. In
this case, it is also an example of the potential value of the source-oriented approach to historical
research.
Investigating the evolution of the meaning of the thick political concepts director
discretion and governmental capacity in A-76 would further address the problem of the dearth of
research investigating public administrative mechanisms that operationalize political ideas. In
doing so, it might contribute to the intellectual capacity of the field to solve contemporary
problems. Such projects would generate expertise needed to lead the field and practice.
Thick Political Concepts and Discourse Research: A Final Comment
Thick (and thin) political concepts and the typology to guide research examining political
concepts were introduced to contextualize the project and to structure the argument for its
significance. Returning to these two ideas as a theoretically focused research project may also
add value to the field. Describing inquires into political concepts as principle, discourse, and
implementation offers a specific structure to situate examinations of thick political concepts,
building a bridge from normative polemics to implementation studies and offering a mechanism
to investigate how the fundamental concepts of governments that are expressed in political
thought are operationalized through administrative devices and then finally implemented into
public practice. By providing a conceptual framework, these ideas may encourage similar
research, and in so doing, may accomplish more than describing a research deficit. They may
stimulate research that addresses it. With such potential, it would be valuable to further engage
the concepts in a rigorous, more theoretically focused project.

Table 1
Typology to Guide Research
Examining Political Concepts

Analytical Levels

Political Concepts

Principle Research

Thin Political Concept

Discourse Research

Thick Political Concept

Implementation Research

Thin or Thick Political Concept
(Historically, Predominantly Thin Political Concept)
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Table 2
Six Normative Principles for Contracting Out
Preamble to the U.S. Constitution

Normative Principles for Contracting Out

Form a More Perfect Union

Command of mission execution by agencies must not be compromised by contracting out

Establish Justice

Lengthy incarceration of individuals should be administered by officers of the state

Insure Domestic Tranquility

In public places, armed enforcement of the law should be carried out by sworn officers
fully alert to their duties

Provide for the Common Defense

Military activities in active war zones should be conducted by the armed forces and not
contractors

Promote the General Welfare

Governments must be continuously poised to engage in immediate and effective
contracting after natural disasters

Secure the Blessing of Liberty

Government activity that threatens the freedoms or rights of citizens should not be
contracted out

Based on: Goodsell, 2007
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Table 3
The Constitutionalist Governing Approach vs. The Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
Essential and Interrelated Characteristics
An Analytical Framework

Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Theoretically Based

Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
Pragmatically Based

• Theory consists of propositions subject to empirical proof or
disproof (Moe, 1994)
• The U.S. Constitution (Moe, 2004, 2001, 1997, 1990, Moe
and Gilmour, 1995)
• 3 Governance Principles / Theoretical Values define the
fundamental theoretical basis of the American polity (Moe,
2004)
• Theory of the Accountable Executive
• Legal theory of constitutional government (Moe, 1997)

•

Based on successful organizations

•

Focuses on how government operates, not what
government should do

NPR Twin Missions
Government that
• Works Better
• Costs Less

• Legally based administrative theory (Moe, 1997)
• Public administration theory equates public organizations
with government organizations (Moe, 1997)
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Theoretically Based
• Theory consists of propositions subject to empirical proof or
disproof (Moe, 1994)
• The U.S. Constitution (Moe, 2004, 2001, 1997, 1990, Moe
and Gilmour, 1995)
• 3 Governance Principles / Theoretical Values define the
fundamental theoretical basis of the American polity (Moe,
2004)
• Theory of the Accountable Executive
• Legal theory of constitutional government (Moe, 1997)

Pragmatically Based
•

Based on successful organizations

•

Focuses on how government operates, not what
government should do

NPR Twin Missions
Government that
• Works Better
• Costs Less

• Legally based administrative theory (Moe, 1997)
• Public administration theory equates public organizations
with government organizations (Moe, 1997)

Constitutionalist Governing Approach

Theoretically Based (continued)
• Government management is a separable field with its own
long-tested theoretical basis. (Moe, 1997)
• 10 Principles of Public Administration form the theoretical
framework for managing government (Moe and Gilmour,
1995)
• Theory guiding government organization and management
grounded in public law (Moe and Gilmour, 1995)

Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
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Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Values Driven
•

Democratic values

•

Political values

•

Administrative values

Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
Results Driven
NPR Principle # 1. Cutting Red Tape
Performance Results
Systemic changes
•

Creates systems to achieve results
• Budget
• Personnel
• Procurement

•

Reorients control systems toward
• Prevention
• Innovation
• Deregulation
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Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Structure Dependent
Governmental Structure
•
•

Constitutionally defined roles and relationships of 3
branches of government
Congress creates agencies, establishes their missions,
passes enabling and management legislation, provides
oversight, passes appropriations and dissolves

•

Institutionalized Presidency

•

Unified executive branch

•

Strong central management agency (OMB)

•

Courts provide judicial review

Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
Structure Independent
Governmental Structure
•

Agencies articulate their own visions and missions

•

Personalized Presidency

•

Interagency committees

•

Disaggregated executive branch

Organizational Structure

Organizational Structure
•

Nonpartisan professional managers

•

Hierarchical
• Legal authority to administrators
• Politically accountable to elected officials

•
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Standardized Procedures

•

Public-private partnerships

•

Quasi-governmental hybrid organizations

•

Decentralizes authority and creates cultures to empower
employees to make decisions
• NPR Principle # 3. Empowering Employees to Get
Results
• Performance Results
• Individual changes

•

Reengineers work processes
• NPR Principle # 4. Cutting Back to Basics: Producing
Better Government for Less
• Economic Results
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Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Promotes Sector Distinctions
Public Sector
• Sovereignty: fundamental attributes
• Legitimate coercion
• Immunity from suit
• Indivisibility
• Disavows debts
• Eminent domain
•

Inherently governmental functions performed by
government
• All functions of sovereign
• National security
• Public safety
• Manage contracts
• Limiting corruption

•

Public law
• Ensure continuance of republican government
• Protect rights and freedom of citizens
• Title 5 of U.S. Code
• Presumption that law defines permission for
government action

Private Sector
• Private law
• Presumption that citizens are free to act unless
prohibited by law
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Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
Promotes Sector Blurring
NPR Principle # 2. Putting Customers First
•

Utilizes market dynamics with customers and employees
• Customer choice introduces a market mechanism to
customers
• Competition introduces a market mechanism to create
incentives for employees
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Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Deductive
•
•

Vision guides implementation
Purpose shapes actions

Strategic
•

Focused on broad, long term goals

Normative
•
•

Historical and Traditional
Standardizing: Establishes Expectations,
•
Evaluative: What Should be Done

Based on:
Ronald C. Moe (2004, 2001, 1994, 1990, 1987)
Moe and Gilmour (1995)
Al Gore and The National Performance Review (1993)

Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
Inductive
•
•

Implementation defines vision
Actions shape purpose

Tactical
•

Focused on short term and specific outcomes

Descriptive
•
•

Chronicles current organizational successes
Reports without evaluation
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Table 4
Three Governance Principles
Three Governance Principles
(Or Theoretical Values that form the Fundamental Theoretical Basis of the American Polity)
Governance Principle One

The institutions of government shall be divided among three coequal branches, the legislative, executive, and judicial, and these
branches shall be at once institutionally separate and
interdependent.

Governance Principle Two

All administrative functions are to be located within the executive
branch and responsible to the President and through the latter
accountable to Congress.

Governance Principle Three

There shall be a governmental sector (agents of the sovereign) and
a private sector and they shall be kept separate and function
under distinct theories of jurisprudence.

Based on: Moe 2004.
Governance Principle Two is not fully congruent with Moe’s other presentations about the relationship between Congress, the
President and executive agencies. In other places, Moe describes Congress as a comanager of the executive branch that provides
direct oversight of those agencies and their programs. He also describes executive branch directors as directly accountable to
Congress and the President. In the context of his other writings, I interpret Governance Principle Two to emphasize the active
management of the President of the executive agencies, especially as evidenced in the President’s removal authority. Moe’s discrepant
description of these relationships is noteworthy.
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Table 5
Ten Principles of Public Administration

Ten Principles of Public Administration
(that form the theoretical framework for managing government)
1. The purpose of agency management is to implement the laws passed
by Congress as elected representatives of the people.

Article I of the Constitution empowers Congress to make laws, establish
departments and appropriate funding. Department missions are a direct
reflection of law, not the President or department directors, individually or
collectively. The authority is clear.

2.

The president is the chief executive officer of the executive branch and
Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces and as such is responsible
for the execution of the laws.

Article II of the Constitution vests in the President executive power and the
responsibility to execute the laws. Effective delegation, central management
laws and central management agencies enable the President to fulfill the interests
of the Institutional Presidency.

3.

Executive branch managers are held legally accountable by reviewing
courts for maintaining procedural safeguards in dealing with both
citizens and employees and for conforming to legislative deadlines and
substantive standards.

Article III of the Constitution establishes a framework for the judicial review of
executive action. In 1946 this body of case law was codified into the
Administrative Procedures Act and has been subsequently amended and
expanded.

4.

Political accountability for the implementation of policy and law
requires a clear line of authority from the president to the heads of the
departments and agencies and from them to their subordinates.

A defining element of legally based government departments is their availability
to executive, congressional, judicial, and public scrutiny.

5.

Policy and program objectives specifically agreed to and incorporated
into enabling legislation, subject to reasonable and articulate
standards of measurement and compliance, facilitate effective
implementation.

Unclear policy goals left to agency interpretation inevitably lead to judicial
review and congressional revision when interests groups are most likely more
invested and acrimonious with each other, further debilitating the clarification of
a unified congressional intent.
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6.

The congruence of statutory responsibility for policy or program
performance and administrative authority and resources makes
possible the achievement of statutory objectives.

When possible, one department should be responsible for a program. When
several departments are assigned roles with a program, one department should
have a clearly defined coordinating role. Additionally, central management
agencies should approve contracting-out management functions. Finally, legally
binding contracts must direct proxy agencies and departmental resources must be
available to manage these contracts.

7.

Authority and responsibility for policy and program performance are
located with certainty in single administrators, not in plural
executives, interagency committees, or representative boards.

Plural executives diffuse authority and accountability.

8.

Public accountability requires that inherently governmental functions
and tasks be preformed by officers of the United States and their
government-employed subordinates.

Fundamental powers of the sovereign may not be delegated to private parties.

9.

Departures from the principles of government organization are made
only when functions to be performed or truly exceptional
circumstances require them and when political and legal
accountability are otherwise ensured.

Extensive adjudications, war and nationwide emergencies warrant departures.

10. Executive management capacity is increased by regular reviews of
general and specific management laws and regulations to incorporate
the best available government sector management practices and to
eliminate requirements and practices that are no longer relevant or
productive.

Government functions have increased in number, costs and legal and technical
complexity while investments in the infrastructures to support them, such as
personnel and organizational structures have weakened. The government has
become hollow. Management should build capacity through enabling and
general management laws. A trained, professional, nonpartisan management
corps is needed to support institutional goals which political appointees cannot.
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Four Principles of the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
(As described by Moe and Gilmour, based on the NPR Report)
1. Cast aside red tape

Accountability for results replaces accountability for following rules.
Organizations are oriented toward prevention, innovation and deregulation.

2. Customer satisfaction

Market tools such as surveys and focus groups are used to manipulate incentives,
and customer choices are used to compete within market dynamics for
customers.

3. Decentralize authority

Decisions are pushed to the lowest possible level. Labor-management relations
and a humanized work environment are embraced.

4. Work better and cost less

Governments are reengineered for greater productivity.

Based on: Moe and Gilmour (1995)

Table 6
Predominant Membership of Commissions, Councils and Review Processes
Examining Executive Branch Organization and Management
Commission

Membership

CGA Characteristic

EGA Characteristic

Brownlow Committee

Scholars

Theoretically Based

First Hoover Commission

Political Leaders

Structure Dependent

Ash Council

Lead by Private CEOs staffed by Public Policy Analysts and
Political Appointees

Theoretically Based
Structure Dependent

PRP

Lead by OMB Director, staffed by Public Administrators

Pragmatically Based

Grace Council

Private CEOs, 2000 private employees

Promotes Sector Blurring

None (President G. H. Bush)

____________________

NPR

Public Administrators, Private CEOs, Citizens

_____________________

________________________
Pragmatically Based
Promotes Sector Blurring

The predominant membership of the commissions, councils and review processes is listed. The primary characteristic of the respective governing approaches
that the membership of the commissions indicates is listed. This is not intended to be a thorough or inclusive listing of either the membership of the commissions
or the governing approach characteristics these commission memberships reflect. This table is for illustrative purposes for the proposal that the membership of
the commissions represents one factor indicating a change in governing approaches from a CGA to an EGA.
Based on Moe, 1994, 1990
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Table 7
Structuring: Data Analysis Protocol
Constitutionalist Governing Approach

Governing Approach Characteristics
Theoretically
Based

Data

CTB

Values
Driven

CVD

Structure Dependent
Governmental
Structure
Dependent

Organizational
Structure
Dependent

CGSD

COSD

Method 1
CGA
Method 2
Section
1. Policy
2.Definitions
3.Other
Method 3
Relation to
Commercial
Activities
1.Independent
2. Dependent
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Promotes Sector
Distinctions
Public
Private
Sector
Sector

Deductive

Strategic

Normative

CPUS

CD

CS

CN

CPRS
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Entrepreneurial Governing Approach

Governing Approach Characteristics
Pragmatically
Based

Data
Method 1
EGA
Method 2
Section
1. Policy
2.Definitions
3.Other
Method 3
Relation to
Commercial
Activities
1.Independent
2. Dependent

Works
Better

Costs
Less

EWB

ECL

Results
Driven

ERD

Structure Independent
Governmental
Structure
Independent

Organizational
Structure
Independent

EGSI

EOSI

Promotes
Sector
Blurring

Inductive

Tactical

Descriptive

EPSB

EI

ET

ED

Table 8
Summary of Document Population

Associated
w/ Circular
1966

1967

Document

Date

Author(s)

Document
Type

BOB Circular No. A-76, Policies for acquiring
commercial or industrial products and services
for government use

March 3, 1966

Charles L. Schulte
BOB Director

Circular

BOB Circular No. A-76, Revised, Transmittal
Memorandum No. 1
(Issues Circular)
BOB Circular No. A-76, Revised, Policies for
acquiring commercial or industrial products and
services for government use
BOB Circular No. A-76, Revised, Transmittal
Memorandum No. 1
Attachment: Summary of changes in Bureau of
the Budget Circular No. A-76 as revised August
1967
BOB Circular No. A-76, Revised, Transmittal
Memorandum No. 2
(Provides cost factors)
BOB Circular No. A-76, Revised, Transmittal
Memorandum No. 3
(Revises cost factors in Transmittal Memorandum
No. 2)

August 30, 1967

Phillip S. Hughes
BOB Acting Director

Transmittal
Memorandum

August 30, 1967

Phillip S. Hughes
BOB Acting Director

Circular

August 30, 1967

Phillip S. Hughes
BOB Acting Director

Memorandum
Attachment

October 18, 1976

James T. Lynn
BOB Director

Transmittal
Memorandum

June 13, 1977

Bert Lance
BOB Director

Transmittal
Memorandum
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Document
OMB Circular No. A-76, Revised, Transmittal
Memorandum No. 4
(Issues Circular)
OMB Circular No. A-76, Revised, Policies for
acquiring commercial or industrial products and
services needed by the government
OMB Circular No. A-76, Revised, Policies for
acquiring commercial or industrial products and
services needed by the government
Attachment A: Examples of commercial and
industrial activities
OMB Circular No. A-76, Revised, Policies for
acquiring commercial or industrial products and
services needed by the government
Attachment B: Implementation of OMB Circular
A-76 (Flow chart)
OMB Circular No. A-76, Revised,
Supplement No. 1, Cost Comparison Handbook

Memorandum
(Paragraph inadvertently omitted from Circular)
OMB Circular No. A-76, Revised, Transmittal
Memorandum No. 5
(Clarifications for Circular and Handbook)

Date
March 29, 1979
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Author(s)

Lester A. Fetting
Administrator for Federal
Procurement Policy
James T. McIntyre, Jr.
OMB Director
March 29, 1979
Lester A. Fetting
Administrator for Federal
Procurement Policy
James T. McIntyre, Jr.
OMB Director
March 29, 1979
Lester A. Fetting
Administrator for Federal
Procurement Policy
James T. McIntyre, Jr.
OMB Director
March 29, 1979
Lester A. Fetting
Administrator for Federal
Procurement Policy
James T. McIntyre, Jr.
OMB Director
March 29, 1979
Lester A. Fetting
Administrator for Federal
Procurement Policy
James T. McIntyre, Jr.
OMB Director
April 23, 1979
James D. Currie
Acting Administrator
September 26, 1980 James T. McIntyre, Jr.
OMB Director

Document
Type
Transmittal
Memorandum

Circular

Circular
Attachment

Circular
Attachment

Handbook

Memorandum
Transmittal
Memorandum
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Associated
w/ Circular
1979

Associated
w/ Circular
1983

Table 8 Summary of Document Population

Document
OMB Circular No. A-76, Revised, Transmittal
Memorandum No. 6
(Clarifications for Circular and Handbook)
OMB Circular No. A-76, Revised, Transmittal
Memorandum No. 6, Attachment A: Changes to
the Cost Comparison Handbook, Supplement No.
1, OMB Circular No A-76 (Revised)
OMB Circular No. A-76, Revised, Transmittal
Memorandum no. 7
Document
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 8 (Issues Circular)
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Performance
of commercial activities
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised) Performance
of commercial activities, Attachment A:
Examples of Commercial Activities
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised) Performance
of commercial activities Supplement
Part 1: policy implementation
Part 2: writing and administering performance
work statements
Part 3: management study guide
Part 4: cost comparison handbook
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Performance
of commercial activities, Supplement: 2nd
Printing. No policy changes. Corrections/ and
clarifications
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January 26, 1982

David A. Stockman
OMB Director

Document
Type
Transmittal
Memorandum

January 26, 1982

David A. Stockman
OMB Director

Memorandum
Attachment

David A. Stockman
OMB Director

Transmittal
Memorandum

Date

Date
August 4, 1983
August 4, 1983
August 4, 1983

Author(s)

Author(s)
David A. Stockman
OMB Director
David A. Stockman
OMB Director
David A. Stockman
OMB Director

Document
Type
Transmittal
Memorandum
Circular
Circular
Attachment

August 1983

David A. Stockman
OMB Director

Handbook

January 1984

David A. Stockman
OMB Director

Handbook

Lori Anderson
Associated
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1983
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Document

OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 9
(Updates federal pay raise assumptions and
inflation factors)
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 10
(Updates federal pay raise assumptions and
inflation factors)
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 11
(Updates federal pay raise assumptions and
inflation factors)
OFPP Policy Letter 92-1, Inherently
Governmental Functions
Appendix A: List of Inherently Governmental
Functions
Appendix B: List of Function that Approach
Inherently Governmental
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 12
(Updates federal pay raise assumptions and
inflation factors)
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 13
(Updates federal pay raise assumptions and
inflation factors)
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 14
(Updates federal pay raise assumptions and
inflation factors)

Date
February 12, 1990
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Author(s)

Document
Type
Frank Hodsoll
Transmittal
OMB Executive Associate Memorandum
Director

February 28, 1991

Frank Hodsoll
Transmittal
OMB Executive Associate Memorandum
Director

March 19, 1992

Frank Hodsoll
OMB Deputy Director for
Management

Transmittal
Memorandum

September 23, 1992 Allan V. Burman
OFPP Administrator

Policy Letter

March 26, 1993

Franklin S. Reeder
OMB Assistant Director
for General Management

Transmittal
Memorandum

March 2, 1994

Franklin S. Reeder
OMB Assistant Director
for General Management

Transmittal
Memorandum

March 29, 1995

Robert E. Littan
OMB Associate Director
for General Government
and Finance

Transmittal
Memorandum
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Associated
w/ Circular
1983
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Document

OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 15 (Issues handbook revision)
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Performance
of commercial activities, Revised Supplemental
Handbook Part 1: policy implementation
Part 2: preparing the cost comparison estimates
7 Appendices
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 16
(Updates federal pay raise assumptions and
inflation factors)
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 17
(Updates federal pay raise assumptions and
inflation factors)
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 18
(Updates federal pay raise assumptions and
inflation factors)
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 19
(Updates federal pay raise assumptions and
inflation factors)

Date
March 27, 1996
March 27, 1996
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Author(s)

Alice M. Rivlin
OMB Director
Alice M. Rivlin
OMB Director

Document
Type
Transmittal
Memorandum
Handbook

May 23, 1996

Alice M. Rivlin
OMB Director

Transmittal
Memorandum

February 13, 1997

Franklin D. Raines
OMB Director

Transmittal
Memorandum

February 18, 1998

Franklin D. Raines
OMB Director

Transmittal
Memorandum

March 24,1999

Jacob J. Lew
OMB Director

Transmittal
Memorandum
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Associated
w/ Circular
1999
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Document

OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 20
(Issues Circular and Handbook Revisions)
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 20, Attachment 1: Revisions to
the OMB Circular A-76 March 1996 Revised
Supplemental Handbook
OMB Circular No. A-76, August 4, 1983
(Revised 1999), Performance of commercial
activities
(Attachment 2 to Transmittal Memorandum No.
20)
OMB Circular No. A-76, August 4, 1983
(Revised 1999), Performance of commercial
activities
Attachment A: Examples of Commercial
Activities
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Performance
of commercial activities, Revised Supplemental
Handbook, (Updated through Transmittal
Memorandum 20, June 1999)
Part 1: policy implementation
Part 2: preparing the cost comparison estimates
7 Appendices
OFPP Policy Letter 92-1, Inherently
Governmental Functions
Appendix A: List of Inherently Governmental
Functions
Appendix B: List of Function that Approach
Inherently Governmental

Date
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Author(s)

Document
Type
Transmittal
Memorandum

June 14, 1999

Jacob J. Lew
OMB Director

June 14, 1999

Jacob J. Lew
OMB Director

Summary of
Handbook
Revisions

June 14, 1999

Jacob J. Lew
OMB Director

Circular

June 14, 1999

Jacob J. Lew
OMB Director

Circular
Attachment

June 14, 1999

Jacob J. Lew
OMB Director

Handbook

September 23, 1992 Allan V. Burman
Continues in Effect OFPP Administrator

Policy Letter

Lori Anderson
Associated
w/ Circular
1999

Associated
w/ Circular
2003
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Document

OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 21
(Updates federal pay raise assumptions and
inflation factors)
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 22
(Summarizes Handbook Revisions)
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Performance
of commercial activities, Revised Supplemental
Handbook
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 23
(Updates federal pay raise assumptions and
inflation factors)
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 24
(Updates federal pay raise assumptions and
inflation factors)
OMB Circular No. A-76 (Revised), Transmittal
Memorandum No. 25
(Updates federal pay raise assumptions and
inflation factors)
Document
OMB Circular No. A-76, (Revised), Performance
of commercial activities
OMB Circular No. A-76, (Revised), Performance
of commercial activities, Attachment A:
Inventory Process

Date
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April 27, 2000

Sylvia M. Mathews
OMB Deputy Director

Document
Type
Transmittal
Memorandum

August 31, 2000

Jacob J. Lew
OMB Director

Transmittal
Memorandum

August 31, 2000

Jacob J. Lew
OMB Director

Handbook

March 7, 2001

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr.
OMB Director

Transmittal
Memorandum

February 27, 2002

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr.
OMB Director

Transmittal
Memorandum

March 14, 2003

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr.
OMB Director

Transmittal
Memorandum

Date
May 29, 2003
May 29, 2003

Author(s)

Author(s)
Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr.
OMB Director
Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr.
OMB Director

Document
Type
Circular
Circular
Attachment

Lori Anderson
Associated
w/ Circular
2003
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Document

Date
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OMB Circular No. A-76, (Revised), Performance
of commercial activities, Attachment B: PublicPrivate Competition
OMB Circular No. A-76, (Revised), Performance
of commercial activities, Attachment C:
Calculating Public – Private Competition Costs
OMB Circular No. A-76, (Revised), Performance
of commercial activities, Attachment D:
Acronyms and Definitions
Memorandum M-03-20
(Corrects Circular)
Memorandum M-04-12
(New law affecting performance periods in
public-private competitions)
Memorandum M-06-13
(Competitive Sourcing under Section 842(a) of
Public Law 109-115)

May 29, 2003

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr.
OMB Director

Document
Type
Circular
Attachment

May 29, 2003

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr.
OMB Director

Circular
Attachment

May 29, 2003

Mitchell E. Daniels, Jr.
OMB Director

Circular
Attachment

August 15, 2003

Joshua B. Bolten
Memorandum
OMB Director
Clay Johnson III
Memorandum
Dep. Dir. for Management

April 24, 2006

Clay Johnson III
Acting Director

Memorandum

Memorandum M-07-02
(Updates civilian position full fringe benefit cost
factor, federal pay raise assumptions, inflation
factors, and tax rates)
Memorandum M-08-11
(Health and retirement fringe benefit
comparability requirements, the use of
competitive sourcing for human resources (HR)
activities, application of the conversion
differential, and the performance of commercial
activities by non-profit agencies under the
AbilityOne Program)

October 31, 2006

Rob Portman
OMB Director

Memorandum

February 20, 2008

Paul A. Denett
OFPP Administrator

Memorandum

April 30, 2004

Author(s)
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Table 8 Note
As accessed electronically on May 25, 2008, SHARE 76! presented Transmittal Memoranda numbers 1 – 8, dated August 12, 1985 –
March 1, 1989. This is inconsistent with the dates presented in the Table above.
Other sources deemed more reliable confirmed the dates used in the Table. For example, Circular 1979 listed dates for Transmittal
Memoranda 1-3 that were the same as those presented in the table and Circular 1983 rescinded Transmittal Memoranda 1-7, which
would have to have been issued prior to 1983. That is not the case with those presented on the SHARE 76! web site. Those available
on the SHARE 76! web site have dates that appeared to be created at a time different than the time the document was created. The
dates were consistent with those created by a stamp or typed in a different font that is not aligned with the body of the text. This
raised a question of authenticity for these documents.
The text of the Transmittal Memoranda numbered 1 – 8 on the SHARE 76! web site also did not agree with the text of those in the
Table. Those in the Table were obtained from federal depository libraries.
One plausible explanation is that the Transmittal Memoranda numbered 1 – 8 on the SHARE 76! web site were issued after the 1983
Circular. This would mean the numbering of the Transmittal Memoranda began at 1 following the issuance of the 1983 Circular. This
is inconsistent with the information provided in OMB Circular A-1, System of Circulars and Bulletins to Executive Departments and
Establishments, Revised 1952, and the general practice with the remaining Circulars.
Given the questionable dates of the Transmittal Memoranda numbered 1 – 8 on the SHARE 76! web site, the documents listed in the
table are deemed authentic. The text of the Transmittal Memoranda numbered 1 – 8 on the SHARE 76! web site did not contain data
essential to the dissertation. They addressed updates in cost factors. Therefore, this discrepancy was noted and unresolved.

Table 9
Summary of Circular Outline Section Headings
Outline Headings
1. Subject
2. Purpose
3. Rescission
4. Authority
5. Background
6. Responsibility
7. Policy
8. Definitions
9. Scope
10. Other Agency
11. Government Provides
12. Action Requirements
13. Annual Reporting Requirements
14. OMB Responsibility and Contact Point
15. Cost Comparisons
16. Administering the Policy
17. Appeals
18. Implementation
19. Effective Date
20. Review
21. Transition

1966
x
x

1967
x
x

1979
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x

1983
x
x
x
x
x

1999
x
x
x
x
x

2003
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x

Total Outline Sections

10

10

13

14

13

8

Total Pages

8

9

14

6

6

3
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Table 9 Key
X indicates the appearance of a section in the Circular.

Table 9 Explanations
The Circulars did not enumerate the Subject.
Circular 2003 had a section titled “Attachments” that listed the four attachments accompanying the Circular. This was not listed in the
Table.
Circulars 1999 and 2003 were available online and were not paginated. The total pages listed for these two Circulars was based on a
printing of the documents onto standard U.S. letter sized paper (8.5’’ x 11.0’’).

Table 10
Summary Analysis of Inherently Governmental
Document

Text

Inherently Governmental
used as a phrase

1966 Circular
1967 Circular

Summary of Changes Attachment to 1967

…services which are so
intimately related to the
processes of top management
and control of government
programs that the general
provisions of A-76 favoring
reliance upon commercial
sources should not be
applicable
Those commercial or
industrial activities which the
Government performs
directly for itself are not
inherently governmental
functions, but rather are
exceptions to the
fundamental concept, and
their performance by
Government personnel must
be justified as being in the
National Interest.

Transmittal Memorandum No. 2 1976

216

Inherently Governmental
used as a defined term
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1979 Circular

1983 Circular

OFPP Policy Letter 92-1

1999 Circular

2003 Circular / Attachment D

Table 10 Summary Analysis of Inherently Governmental
Certain functions are
inherently governmental in
nature, being so intimately
related to the public interest
as to mandate performance
by Federal employees
Certain functions are
inherently Governmental in
nature, being so intimately
related to the public interest
as to mandate performance
by Federal employees

217
A Government function is a
function which must be
performed in-house due to a
special relationship in
executing governmental
responsibilities.
A Government function is a
function which is so
intimately related to the
public interest as to mandate
performance by Government
employees
An inherently
governmental function is a
function which is so
intimately related to the
public interest as to
mandate performance by
Government employees
An inherently
Governmental function is a
function which is so
intimately related to the
public interest as to
mandate performance by
Government employees
Inherently Governmental
Activities. An activity that
is so intimately related to
the public interest as to
mandate performance by
government personnel

Table 11
Explicated Text Following the Circulars’ Structure
1966

1967

1979

1983

1999

Subject

Policies for
acquiring
commercial or
industrial
products and
services for
government use

Policies for
acquiring
commercial or
industrial
products and
services for
government use

Policies for
acquiring
commercial or
industrial
products and
services needed
by the
government

Performance of
commercial
activities

Performance of
commercial
activities

Performance of
commercial
activities

Purpose

Replaces
statement of
policy in BOB
Bulletin No. 602, 1959.
Restates
guidelines and
procedures to be
applied by
executive
agencies in
determining
whether
commercial and
industrial
products and
services used by
the government

Replaces BOB
Circular A-76,
1966. Clarifies
some provisions
of the 1966
Circular and
lessens the
burden of work
by agencies in
implementing
its provisions.
The basic
policies to be
applied by
executive in
determining
whether
commercial and

Establishes
policies and
procedures used
to determine
whether needed
commercial or
industrial type
work should be
done by contract
with private
sources or inhouse using
government
facilities and
personnel.
Replaces the
1967 Circular
and all

Establishes
federal policy
regarding the
performance of
commercial
activities. The
Supplement sets
forth procedures
for determining
whether
commercial
activities should
be performed
under contract
with
commercial
sources or inhouse using

Establishes
federal policy
regarding the
performance of
commercial
activities and
implements the
statutory
requirements of
the FAIR Act
1998. The
Supplement sets
forth procedures
for determining
whether
commercial
activities should
be performed

Establishes
federal policy
for the
competition of
commercial
activities.

Circular Topics
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2003
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Purpose
continued

are to be
provided by
private suppliers
or the
government.
Pursuant to
President’s
memorandum
3/3/1966.

Rescission

N/A

1966

industrial
products and
services used by
the government
are to be
provided by
private suppliers
or the
government are
the same as
1966.
1967
Purpose Section
of Circular

1966

219

subsequent
amendments.

government
facilities and
personnel.

under contract
with
commercial
sources or inhouse using
government
facilities and
personnel.

1979
Purpose Section
of Circular

1983
Circular 1979,
Trans.
Memoranda,
Supplement.
1983
Budgeting and
Accounting Act
1921, and OFPP
Act 1979.

1999
Circular 1983,
Transmittal
Memoranda.

1983
In the process of
governing, the
government
should not
compete with its
citizens. The
competitive
private
enterprise

1999
In the process of
governing, the
government
should not
compete with its
citizens. The
competitive
private
enterprise

1967

1979

Authority

Silent

Silent

Silent

Background

1966
Policy Section
of Circular

1967
Policy Section
of Circular

1979
In a democratic
free enterprise
economic
system, the
government
should not
compete with its
citizens. The
private

1999
Budgeting and
Accounting Act
1921, OFPP Act
1979, FAIR
1998.

2003
Circular 1999,
Supplement,
Policy Letter,
Trans. Mem.
2003
Reorganization
Plan 1970,
Executive Order
11541, OFPP
Act, FAIR Act
1998.
2003
Policy Section of
Circular

Lori Anderson
Background
continued

Table 11Explicated Text Following the Circulars’ Structure
enterprise
system,
characterized by
individual
freedom and
initiative, is the
primary source
of national
economic
strength. In
recognition of
this principle, it
has been and
continues to be
the general
policy of the
government to
rely on
competitive
private
enterprise to
supply the
products and
services it
needs. This
policy has been
expressed in
BOB Bulletins
issued in 1955,
1957, and 1960.
In 1966,
Circular A-76
was issued and,

system,
characterized by
individual
freedom and
initiative, is the
primary source
of national
economic
strength. In
recognition of
this principle, it
has been and
continues to be
the general
policy of the
government to
rely on
commercial
sources to
supply the
products and
services the
government
needs. This
national policy
was
promulgated
through BOB
Bulletins issued
in 1955, 1957,
and 1960. OMB
Circular A-76
was issued in
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system,
characterized by
individual
freedom and
initiative, is the
primary source
of national
economic
strength. In
recognition of
this principle, it
has been and
continues to be
the general
policy of the
government to
rely on
commercial
sources to
supply the
products and
services the
government
needs. This
national policy
was
promulgated
through BOB
Bulletins issued
in 1955, 1957,
and 1960. OMB
Circular A-76
was issued in
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for the first
time, prescribed
the policy and
implementing
guidelines in a
permanent
directive.
1966
1967
1979
Implementation Implementation Agency head
Section of
Section of
responsible to
Circular
Circular
ensure the
provisions of the
Circular are
followed.
1966
1967
1979
The guidelines
The guidelines
This policy
in this Circular
in this Circular
builds on 3
are in
are in
equally valid
furtherance of
furtherance of
policy precepts.
the
the
1. Rely on the
government’s
government’s
Private Sector.
general policy
general policy
The
of relying on the of relying on the government’s
private
private
business is not
enterprise
enterprise
to be in
system to supply system to supply business. Where
its needs. In
its needs. In
private sources
some instances, some instances, are available,
however, it is in however, it is in they should be
the national
the national
looked at first to
interest for the
interest for the
provide the
government to
government to
commercial or
provide directly provide directly industrial goods

1966 and
revised in 1967
and 1979.
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1983
Action Required
Section of
Circular

1966 and
revised in 1967,
1979, and 1983.
The
Supplemental
Handbook was
revised in 1996.
1999
Action Required
Section of
Circular

1983
It is the policy
of the United
States
government to:
1. Achieve
Economy and
Enhance
Productivity.
Competition
enhances
quality,
economy, and
productivity.
Whenever
commercial
sector
performance of
a government

1999
It is the policy
of the United
States
government to:
1. Achieve
Economy and
Enhance
Productivity.
Competition
enhances
quality,
economy, and
productivity.
Whenever
commercial
sector
performance of
a government

2003
Policy Section of
Circular

2003
The
longstanding
policy of the
federal
government has
been to rely on
the private sector
for needed
commercial
services. To
ensure that the
American people
receive
maximum value
for their tax
dollars,
commercial
activities should

Lori Anderson
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the products and
services it uses.
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the products and
services it uses.

and services
needed by the
government to
act on the
public’s behalf.
2. Retain
Certain
Governmental
Functions InHouse. Certain
functions are
inherently
governmental in
nature, being so
intimately
related to the
public interest
as to mandate
performance by
federal
employees. 3.
Aim for
Economy; Cost
Comparisons.
When private
performance is
feasible and no
overriding
factors require
in-house
performance,
the American
people deserve

operated
commercial
activity is
permissible,
comparison of
the cost of
contracting and
the cost of inhouse
performance
shall be
performed to
determine who
will do the
work. 2. Retain
Governmental
Functions InHouse. Certain
functions are
inherently
governmental in
nature, being so
intimately
related to the
public interest
as to mandate
performance
only by federal
employees.
These functions
are not in
competition
with the

222
operated
commercial
activity is
permissible,
comparison of
the cost of
contracting and
the cost of inhouse
performance
shall be
performed to
determine who
will do the
work. When
conducting cost
comparisons,
agencies must
ensure that all
costs are
considered and
that those costs
are realistic and
fair. 2. Retain
Governmental
Functions InHouse. Certain
functions are
inherently
governmental in
nature, being so
intimately
related to the

be subject to the
forces of
competition.
Agencies shall:
1. Identify all
activities
performed by
government
personnel as
either
commercial or
inherently
governmental. 2.
Perform
inherently
governmental
activities with
government
personnel. 3.
Use a
streamlined or
standard
competition to
determine if
government
personnel should
perform a
commercial
activity. 4.
Apply the FAR
in conjunction
with this
Circular for

Lori Anderson
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and expect the
most
economical
performance,
and therefore,
rigorous
comparisons of
contract costs
versus in-house
costs should be
done, when
appropriate, to
determine how
the work will be
done.

commercial
sector.
Therefore, these
functions shall
be performed by
government
employees. 3.
Rely on the
Commercial
Sector. The
federal
government
shall rely on
commercially
available
sources to
provide
commercial
products and
services. In
accordance with
the provisions of
this Circular, the
government
shall not start or
carry on any
activity to
provide a
commercial
product or
service if the
product or
service can be
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public interest
as to mandate
performance
only by federal
employees.
These functions
are not in
competition
with the
commercial
sector.
Therefore, these
functions shall
be performed by
government
employees. 3.
Rely on the
Commercial
Sector. The
federal
government
shall rely on
commercially
available
sources to
provide
commercial
products and
services. In
accordance with
the provisions of
this Circular, the
government

streamlined and
standard
competitions. 5.
Comply with
procurement
integrity, ethics,
and standards of
conduct rules
when performing
streamlined and
standard
competitions. 6.
Designate an
official
responsible for
implementing
the Circular. 7.
Require full
accountability of
agency officials
designated to
implement and
comply with this
Circular by
establishing
performance
standards in
annual
performance
evaluations. 8.
Centralize
oversight
responsibility to

Lori Anderson
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procured more
economically
from a
commercial
source.
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shall not start or
carry on any
activity to
provide a
commercial
product or
service if the
product or
service can be
procured more
economically
from a
commercial
source.

facilitate fairness
in streamlined
and standard
competitions and
promote trust in
the process.
Agencies shall
allocate
resources to
apply a clear,
transparent, and
consistent
competition
process based on
lessons learned
and best
practices.
Lessons learned
and best
practices
resulting form a
streamlined or
standard
competition
process shall be
posted on
SHARE A-76! 9.
Develop
government cost
estimates for
streamlined and
standard
competitions in

Lori Anderson
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accordance with
Attachment C
using the
COMAPRE
costing software.
Agencies shall
not use agency
budgetary
estimates to
develop
government cost
estimates in a
streamlined or
standard
competition. 10.
Track execution
of streamlined
and standard
competitions. 11.
Assist adversely
affected federal
employees. 12.
Not perform
work as a
contractor or
subcontractor to
the private
sector, unless
specific statutory
authority exists
or the CSO
receives prior
OMB approval.

Lori Anderson

Definitions

1966
A government
commercial or
industrial
activity is one
which is
operated and
managed by an
executive
agency and
which provides
for the
government’s
own use a
product or
service that is
obtainable from
a private source.
A private
commercial
source is a
private business
concern which
provides a
commercial or
industrial
product or
service required
by agencies and
which is located
in the U.S.
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1967
A government
commercial or
industrial
activity is one
which is
operated and
managed by an
executive
agency and
which provides
for the
government’s
own use a
product or
service that is
obtainable from
a private source.
The term does
not include a
governmentowned
contractoroperated
activity.
A private
commercial
source is a
private business
concern which
provides a
commercial or

1979
A government
commercial or
industrial
activity is one
which is
operated and
managed by a
federal
executive
agency and
which provides
a product or
service that
could be
obtained from a
private source.
An activity can
be identified
with an
organization or
a type of work,
but must be: 1.
Separable from
other functions
so as to be
suitable for
performance
either in-house
or by contract,
and 2. A
regularly needed
activity of an

1983
A commercial
activity is one
which is
operated by a
federal
executive
agency and
which provides
a product or
service which
could be
obtained from a
commercial
source. A
commercial
activity is not a
governmental
function. A
commercial
activity also
may be part of
an organization
or a type of
work that is
separable from
other functions
or activities and
is suitable for
performance by
contract.
Handbook 1996:
A commercial

226
1999
A commercial
activity is one
which is
operated by a
federal
executive
agency and
which provides
a product or
service that
could be
obtained from a
commercial
source.
Activities that
meet the
definition of an
inherently
governmental
function are not
commercial
activities. A
commercial
activity also
may be part of
an organization
or a type of
work that is
separable from
other functions
or activities and
is suitable for

2003
Attachments A,
D: An activity is
a specific task or
grouping of
tasks that
provides a
specialized
capability,
service or
product based on
a recurring
government
requirement.
Depending on
the grouping of
tasks, an activity
may be an entire
function or may
be part of a
function. An
activity may be
inherently
governmental or
commercial in
nature.
A commercial
activity is a
recurring service
that could be
performed by the
private sector.

Lori Anderson
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industrial
product or
service required
by agencies and
which is located
in the U.S.

operational
nature, not a
one-time
activity of short
duration
associated with
support of a
particular
project.
A private
commercial
source is a
private business,
university, or
other nonfederal activity,
located in the
U.S., which
provides a
commercial or
industrial
product or
service required
by government
agencies.
A governmental
function is a
function, which
must be
performed inhouse due to a

activity is the
process
resulting in a
product or
service that is or
could be
obtained from a
private sector
source. Agency
missions may be
accomplished
through
commercial
facilities and
resources,
government
facilities and
resources or
mixes thereof,
depending upon
the product,
service, type of
mission and the
equipment
required.
A commercial
source is a
business or
other nonfederal activity
located in the
U.S. which
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performance by
contract.
Handbook 1999:
A commercial
activity is the
process
resulting in a
product or
service that is or
could be
obtained from a
private sector
source. Agency
missions may be
accomplished
through
commercial
facilities and
resources,
government
facilities and
resources or
mixes thereof,
depending upon
the product,
service, type of
mission and the
equipment
required.
A commercial
source is a
business or

This recurring
service is an
agency
requirement that
is funded and
controlled
through a
contract, fee-forservice
agreement, or
performance by
government
personnel.
Commercial
activities may be
found within, or
throughout,
organizations
that perform
inherently
governmental
activities or
classified work.
The CSO shall
justify, in
writing, any
designation of
government
personnel
performing
inherently
governmental

Lori Anderson
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special
relationship in
executing
governmental
responsibilities.
Such
governmental
functions fall
into several
categories.1.
Discretionary
application of
government
authority, as in
investigations,
prosecutions
and other
judicial
functions; in
management of
government
programs
requiring value
judgments, as in
directing the
national
defense;
management
and direction of
the armed
services;
conduct of
foreign

provides a
commercial
product or
service.
A governmental
function is a
function which
is so intimately
related to the
public interest
as to mandate
performance by
government
employees.
These functions
include those
activities which
require either
the exercise of
discretion in
applying
government
authority or the
use of value
judgment in
making
decisions for the
government.
Governmental
functions
normally fall
into 2

228
other nonfederal activity
located in the
U.S. which
provides a
commercial
product or
service.
An inherently
governmental
function is a
function which
is so intimately
related to the
public interest
as to mandate
performance by
government
employees.
These functions
include those
activities which
require either
the exercise of
discretion in
applying
government
authority or the
use of value
judgment in
making
decisions for the

activities. An
agency shall
base inherently
governmental
justifications on
the following
criteria:
An inherently
governmental
activity is an
activity that is so
intimately
related to the
public interest as
to mandate
performance by
government
personnel. These
activities require
the exercise of
substantial
discretion in
applying
government
authority and/or
in making
decisions for the
government.
Inherently
governmental
activities
normally fall

Lori Anderson
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relations;
selection of
program
priorities;
direction of
federal
employees;
regulation of the
use of space,
oceans,
navigable rivers
and other
natural
resources;
direction of
intelligence and
counterintelligence
operations; and
the regulation of
industry and
commerce,
including food
and drugs. 2.
Monetary
transactions and
entitlements, as
in government
benefit
programs; tax
collection and
revenue
disbursements

categories: 1.
The act of
governing i.e.,
the discretionary
exercise of
government
authority.
Examples
include criminal
investigations,
prosecutions &
other judicial
functions;
management of
government
programs
requiring value
judgments, as in
direction of the
national
defense;
management
and direction of
the armed
services;
activities
performed
exclusively by
military
personnel who
are subject to
deployment in a
combat, combat
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government.
Inherently
governmental
functions
normally fall
into 2categories:
1. The act of
governing i.e.,
the discretionary
exercise of
government
authority.
Examples
include criminal
investigations,
prosecutions &
other judicial
functions;
management of
government
programs
requiring value
judgments, as in
direction of the
national
defense;
management
and direction of
the armed
services;
activities
performed
exclusively by

into 2 categories:
1. Exercise of
sovereign
government
authority. 2.
Establishment of
procedures and
processes related
to the oversight
of monetary
transactions or
entitlements. An
inherently
governmental
activity involves:
1. Binding the
U.S. to take or
not to take some
action by
contract, policy,
regulation,
authority, order
or otherwise. 2.
Determining,
protecting, and
advising
economic,
political,
territorial,
property, or
other interests by
military or
diplomatic

Lori Anderson
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by the
government;
control of the
public treasury,
accounts, and
money supply;
and the
administration
of public trusts.
3. In-house core
capabilities in
the area of
research,
development
and testing,
needed for
technical
analysis and
evaluation and
technology base
management
and
maintenance.
However,
requirements for
such services
beyond the core
capability which
has been
established and
justified by the
agency are not
considered

support or
combat services
support role;
conduct of
foreign
relations;
selection of
program
priorities;
direction of
federal
employees;
regulation of the
use of space,
oceans,
navigable rivers
and other
natural
resources;
direction of
intelligence and
counterintelligence
operations; and
the regulation of
industry and
commerce,
including food
and drugs. 2.
Monetary
transactions and
entitlements,
such as tax
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military
personnel who
are subject to
deployment in a
combat, combat
support or
combat services
support role;
conduct of
foreign
relations;
selection of
program
priorities;
direction of
federal
employees;
regulation of the
use of space,
oceans,
navigable rivers
and other
natural
resources;
direction of
intelligence and
counterintelligence
operations; and
the regulation of
industry and
commerce,
including food

action, civil or
criminal judicial
proceedings,
contract
management, or
otherwise. 3.
Significantly
affecting the life,
liberty, or
property of
private persons.
4. Exerting
ultimate control
over the
acquisition, use,
or disposition of
U.S. property
(real or personal,
tangible or
intangible)
including
establishing
policies and
procedures for
the collection,
control, or
disbursement of
appropriated and
other federal
funds.
While inherently
governmental

Lori Anderson
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governmental
functions.

collection and
revenue
disbursements;
control of the
treasury
accounts and
money supply;
the
administration
of public trusts.
OFPP Policy
Letter:
Definition
Section: An
inherently
governmental
function
involves the
interpretation
and execution of
the laws of the
U.S. so as to: 1.
Bind the U.S. to
take or not to
take some
action. 2.
Determine,
protect, and
advance its
economic,
political,
territorial,
property, or
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and drugs. 2.
Monetary
transactions and
entitlements,
such as tax
collection and
revenue
disbursements;
control of the
treasury
accounts and
money supply;
the
administration
of public trusts.
OFPP Policy
Letter:
Definition
Section: An
inherently
governmental
function
involves the
interpretation
and execution of
the laws of the
U.S. so as to: 1.
Bind the U.S. to
take or not to
take some
action. 2.
Determine,
protect, and

activities require
the exercise of
substantial
discretion, not
every exercise of
discretion is
evidence that an
activity is
inherently
governmental.
Rather, the use
of discretion
shall be deemed
inherently
governmental if
it commits the
government to a
course of action
when 2 or more
alternative
courses of action
exit and decision
making is not
already limited
or guided by
existing policies,
procedures,
directions,
orders, and other
guidance that: 1.
Identify specific
ranges of
acceptable

Lori Anderson
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other interests.
3. Significantly
affect the life,
liberty, or
property of
private persons.
4. Commission,
appoint, direct,
or control
officers or
employees of
the U.S. 5. Exert
ultimate control
over the
acquisition, use,
or disposition of
the property of
the U.S.,
including the
collection,
control, or
disbursement of
appropriated
and other
federal funds.
Inherently
governmental
functions do not
normally
include
gathering
information for
or providing
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advance its
economic,
political,
territorial,
property, or
other interests.
3. Significantly
affect the life,
liberty, or
property of
private persons.
4. Commission,
appoint, direct,
or control
officers or
employees of
the U.S. 5. Exert
ultimate control
over the
acquisition, use,
or disposition of
the property of
the U.S.,
including the
collection,
control, or
disbursement of
appropriated
and other
federal funds.
Inherently
governmental
functions do not

decisions or
conduct, and 2.
Subject the
discretionary
authority to final
approval or
regular oversight
by agency
officials. An
activity may be
provided by
contract support
(i.e., a private
sector source or
a public
reimbursable
source using
contract support)
where the
contractor does
not have the
authority to
decide on the
course of action,
but is tasked to
develop options
or implement a
course of action,
with agency
oversight.
An agency shall
consider the

Lori Anderson
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advice,
opinions,
recommendation
s, or ideas to
government
officials. They
also do not
include
functions that
are primarily
ministerial and
internal in
nature.
Policy Section:
While the
approval of a
government
document is an
inherently
governmental
function, its
drafting is not
necessarily such
a function.
Guidelines
Section:
The following
guidelines assist
agencies in
determining
whether the
function is
inherently
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normally
include
gathering
information for
or providing
advice,
opinions,
recommendation
s, or ideas to
government
officials. They
also do not
include
functions that
are primarily
ministerial and
internal in
nature.
Policy Section:
While the
approval of a
government
document is an
inherently
governmental
function, its
drafting is not
necessarily such
a function.
Guidelines
Section:
The following
guidelines assist

following to
avoid
transferring
inherently
governmental
authority to a
contractor: 1.
Statutory
restrictions that
define an
activity as
inherently
governmental. 2.
The degree to
which official
discretion is or
would be
limited, i.e.,
whether
involvement of
the private sector
or public
reimbursable
provider is or
would be so
extensive that
the ability of
senior agency
management to
develop and
consider options
is or would be
inappropriately

Lori Anderson
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governmental.
1. Exercise of
discretion.
While
inherently
governmental
functions
necessarily
involve the
exercise of
substantial
discretion, not
every exercise
of discretion is
evidence that
such a function
is involved. The
use of discretion
must have the
effect of
committing the
federal
government to a
course of action
when 2 or more
alternative
courses of
action exist. 2.
Totality of
circumstances.
The following
factors should
be considered:

234
agencies in
determining
whether the
function is
inherently
governmental.
1. Exercise of
discretion.
While
inherently
governmental
functions
necessarily
involve the
exercise of
substantial
discretion, not
every exercise
of discretion is
evidence that
such a function
is involved. The
use of discretion
must have the
effect of
committing the
federal
government to a
course of action
when 2 or more
alternative
courses of
action exist. 2.

restricted. 3. In
claims of
entitlement
adjudication and
related service:
the finality of
any action
affecting
individual
claimants or
applicants, and
whether or not
review of the
provider’s action
is de novo on
appeal of the
decision to an
agency official;
the degree to
which a provider
may be involved
in wide-ranging
interpretations of
complex,
ambiguous case
law and other
legal authorities,
as opposed to
being
circumscribed by
detailed laws,
regulation and
procedures; the

Lori Anderson
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legislative
restrictions or
authorizations,
the degree to
which official
discretion is
limited, the
likely impact in
claims
adjudication, the
contractor’s
ability to take
action that will
significantly
affect the life,
liberty, or
property of
individual
members of the
public, the
availability of
special agency
authorities, and
whether the
function in
question is
already being
performed by
private persons.
3. Finality of
agency
determinations.
Whether or not

235
Totality of
circumstances.
The following
factors should
be considered:
legislative
restrictions or
authorizations,
the degree to
which official
discretion is
limited, the
likely impact in
claims
adjudication, the
contractor’s
ability to take
action that will
significantly
affect the life,
liberty, or
property of
individual
members of the
public, the
availability of
special agency
authorities, and
whether the
function in
question is
already being
performed by

degree to which
matters for
decisions may
involve recurring
fact patterns or
unique fact
patterns; and the
discretion to
determine an
appropriate
award or
penalty. 4. The
provider’s
authority to take
action that will
significantly and
directly affect
the life, liberty,
or property of
individual
members of the
public, including
the likelihood of
the provider’s
need to resort to
force in support
of a police or
judicial activity;
whether the
provider is more
likely to use
force, especially
deadly force, and
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a function is an
inherently
governmental
function is a
matter of agency
determination.
However,
agency
determinations
may be
reviewed and
modified by
OMB. 4. Preaward
responsibilities.
Whether a
function is
inherently
governmental is
addressed prior
to the issuance
of the
solicitation. 5.
Post-award
responsibilities.
After award,
agencies must
protect the
public interest
through active,
informed
contract admin.
6. Management

236
private persons.
3. Finality of
agency
determinations.
Whether or not
a function is an
inherently
governmental
function is a
matter of agency
determination.
However,
agency
determinations
may be
reviewed and
modified by
OMB. 4. Preaward
responsibilities.
Whether a
function is
inherently
governmental is
addressed prior
to the issuance
of the
solicitation. 5.
Post-award
responsibilities.
After award,
agencies must
protect the

the degree to
which the
provider may
have to exercise
force in public or
relatively
uncontrolled
areas. These
policies do not
prohibit
contracting for
guard services,
convoy security
services, pass
and
identification
services, plant
protection
services, or the
operation of
prison or
detention
facilities,
without regard to
whether the
providers of
these services
are armed or
unarmed. 5. The
availability of
special agency
authorities and
the
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controls. When
activities that
approach
inherently
governmental
are involved,
additional
management
attention to the
terms of the
contract and the
manner of
performance is
necessary. 7.
Identification of
contractor
personnel and
acknowledgeme
nt of contractor
participation.
Contractor
personnel are
required to
identify
themselves as
contractors. 8.
Degree of
reliance.
Agencies must
have a sufficient
number of
trained and
experienced

237
public interest
through active,
informed
contract admin.
6. Management
controls. When
activities that
approach
inherently
governmental
are involved,
additional
management
attention to the
terms of the
contract and the
manner of
performance is
necessary. 7.
Identification of
contractor
personnel and
acknowledgeme
nt of contractor
participation.
Contractor
personnel are
required to
identify
themselves as
contractors. 8.
Degree of
reliance.

appropriateness
of their
application to
the situation at
hand, such as the
power to
deputize private
persons, and 6.
Whether the
activity in
question is
already being
performed by the
private sector.
Competition: a
formal
evaluation of
sources to
provide a
commercial
activity that uses
pre-established
rules.
Offer. A private
sector source’s
formal response
to a request for
proposals or
invitation for
bid. The term
“offeror” refers
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staff to manage
gov. programs
properly. 9.
Exercise of
approving or
signature
authority.
Official
responsibility to
approve the
work of
contractors is a
power reserved
to government
officials.
Handbook 1996:
The decision
that a function is
inherently
governmental or
commercial
rests on a
number of
factors,
including: the
level of federal
control required,
the ministerial
nature of the
function, certain
statutory
provisions, and
distinguishing

238
Agencies must
have a sufficient
number of
trained and
experienced
staff to manage
gov. programs
properly. 9.
Exercise of
approving or
signature
authority.
Official
responsibility to
approve the
work of
contractors is a
power reserved
to government
officials.
Handbook 1999:
The decision
that a function is
inherently
governmental or
commercial
rests on a
number of
factors,
including: the
level of federal
control required,
the ministerial

to the specific
source rather
than the
response.
Agency Source:
a service
provider staffed
by government
personnel.
Agency
Performance:
Performance of a
commercial or
inherently
governmental
activity with
government
personnel. Often
referred to as inhouse
performance.
Agency Cost
Estimate: the
part of the
agency tender
that includes the
agency’s cost
proposal and
represents the
full cost of
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between
recurring
operations and
oversight.
Statutory
authority to
perform a
function is not
sufficient to
warrant
continued inhouse
performance as
an inherently
governmental
function.
Activities that
meet these
criteria are not
in competition
with
commercial
sources, are not
generally
available from
commercial
sources, and are,
therefore, not
subject to
Circular A-76 or
this Supplement.
A cost
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nature of the
function, certain
statutory
provisions, and
distinguishing
between
recurring
operations and
oversight.
Statutory
authority to
perform a
function is not
sufficient to
warrant
continued inhouse
performance as
an inherently
governmental
function.
Activities that
meet these
criteria are not
in competition
with
commercial
sources, are not
generally
available from
commercial
sources, and are,
therefore, not

agency
performance of
the commercial
activity.
Agencies shall
use COMPARE
software to
develop cost
estimates.
Agency Tender:
the agency
management
plan submitted
in response to a
solicitation for a
competition.
Public
Reimbursable
Source. A
service provider
from a federal
agency that
could perform a
commercial
activity for
another federal
agency on a feefor-service or
reimbursable
basis by using
either civilian

Lori Anderson
Definitions
continued
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comparison is
the process of
developing an
estimate of the
cost of
government
performance of
a commercial
activity and
comparing it to
the cost to the
government for
contract
performance of
the activity.
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subject to
employees or
Circular A-76 or federal contracts
this Supplement. with the private
sector.
A cost
Public
comparison is
Reimbursable
the process of
Tender. A
developing an
federal agency’s
estimate of the
formal response
cost of
to another
government
federal agency’s
performance of
solicitation for
a commercial
offers or tenders.
activity and
Includes a cost
comparing it to
estimate.
the cost to the
Handbook 1996: government for
Fee-for-Service
Core
contract
Agreement. A
Capability is a
performance of
formal
commercial
the activity.
agreement
activity operated
by highly skilled Handbook 1999: between
agencies, in
employees, in a Core
which one
specialized
Capability is a
agency provides
technical or
commercial
scientific area,
activity operated a commercial
to ensure that a
by highly skilled activity for a fee
minimum
employees, in a paid by another
agency.
capability is
specialized
maintained.
technical or
Government
scientific area,
Personnel.
to ensure that a
Civilian
minimum

Lori Anderson
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Definitions
continued

Scope

1966
Applicable to
commercial/ind
ustrial
products/service
s used by
executive
agencies. Not
applicable
as/to/if: 1.
Authority to
enter contracts.
2. Contrary to
law. 3.
Authority to
avoid salary or

1967
Applicable to
commercial/ind
ustrial
products/service
s used by
executive
agencies. Not
applicable
as/to/if: 1.
Authority to
enter contracts.
2. Contrary to
law. 3.
Authority to
avoid salary or

1979
No executive
agency will
engage in or
contract for
commercial or
industrial
activities except
in accordance
with the
provisions of
this Circular.
Applicable to
executive
agencies,
GOCO

1983
Applicable to all
executive
agencies,
printing and
binding in
agencies
exempted from
Title 44. Not
applicable
as/to/if: 1.
Contrary to law
or treaties. 2.
Governmental
functions. 3.
Department of

241
capability is
maintained.

employees,
foreign national
employees,
temporary
employees, nonappropriated
fund employees,
and uniformed
services
personnel
employed by an
agency to
perform
activities.

1999
Applicable to all
executive
agencies,
printing and
binding in
agencies
exempted from
Title 44. Not
applicable
as/to/if: 1.
Contrary to law,
executive
orders, treaties.
2. Inherently
Governmental

2003
Applicable to
executive
departments,
independent
establishments,
and military
departments.
The CSO: 1.
May exempt a
commercial
activity
performed by
government
personnel from
performance by

Lori Anderson
Scope
continued

personnel
limitations. 4.
Basic
management
functions
necessary to
retain control
over programs:
selection and
direction of gov.
employees,
assignment of
organizational
responsibilities,
program
planning,
establishment of
performance
goals and
priorities,
performance
evaluation. 5.
Professional
staff and
managerial
advisory
services: general
counsel, mgmt.
and organization
staff, system
analysis unit. 6.
Products/service
s, provided to
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personnel
limitations. 4.
Basic
management
functions
necessary to
retain control
over programs:
selection and
direction of gov.
employees,
assignment of
organizational
responsibilities,
program
planning,
establishment of
performance
goals and
priorities,
performance
evaluation. 5.
Managerial
advisory
services: general
counsel,
management
and organization
staff, system
analysis unit. 6.
Products/service
s, provided to
the public. 7.

facilities,
printing and
binding in
agencies
exempted from
Title 44. Not
applicable
as/to/if: 1.
Governmental
functions. 2.
Authority to
enter contracts.
3. Authority to
establish
employeremployee
relationships. 4.
Justify contract
conversion to
meet salary
ceilings or avoid
personnel
limitations. 5.
Major systems
acquisition. 6.
Consulting
services of a
purely advisory
nature relating
to the
governmental
functions of
agency

Defense in times
of a declared
war or military
mobilization. 4.
Authority to
enter contracts.
5. Authority to
establish
employeremployee
relationships. 6.
Justify contract
conversions to
avoid personnel
ceilings and
salary
limitations. 7.
Research and
Development. 8.
Establish and
shall not be
construed to
create any
substantive or
procedural basis
for anyone to
challenge any
agency action or
inaction on the
basis that such
action or
inaction was not
in accordance
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Functions. 3.
Department of
Defense in times
of a declared
war or military
mobilization. 4.
Authority to
enter contracts.
5. Authority to
establish
employeremployee
relationships. 6.
Justify contract
conversions to
avoid personnel
ceilings &
salary
limitations. 7.
Research and
Development. 8.
Establish and
shall not be
construed to
create any
substantive or
procedural basis
for anyone to
challenge any
agency action or
inaction on the
basis that such
action or

the private
sector. 2. Shall
receive
exemptions from
OMB to deviate
from this
Circular. 3. Shall
document
savings resulting
from streamlined
and standard
competitions.
Competition
shall take place
prior to
government
performance of a
commercial
activity. Circular
shall not alter
law.
Noncompliance
shall not be
interpreted to
create a
substantive or
procedural bias
to challenge
agency action.
DOD CSO shall
decide if
applicable in
times of war.

Lori Anderson
Scope
continued

Other
Agency
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the public. 7.
Products or
services
obtained from
federal agencies.
8. Inconsistent
with treaties.

Products or
services
obtained from
other federal
agencies. 8.
Inconsistent
with treaties.

1966
Government
Provides
Section of
Circular

1967
Government
Provides
Section of
Circular

administration
and
management
and program
management. 7.
Inconsistent
with law or
treaties.
1979
Excess property
and services
available from
other federal
agencies should
be used in
preference to
contracts, unless
the needed
product or
service can be
obtained more
economically in
the private
sector. When a
commercial or
industrial
activity operated
by an agency
primarily to
meet its own
needs has excess
capacity, that
capacity can be
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with this
Circular.

inaction was not
in accordance
with this
Circular.

1983
Handbook 1983:
Excess property
and services
available from
other federal
agencies may be
used unless the
needed product
or service can
be more
economically
obtained from
the commercial
sector. The
agency
requiring the
product or
service shall use
the procurement
process to
establish
commercial
prices. The
prospective

1999
Handbook 1999:
Excess property
and common
administrative
services
available from
other federal
agencies may be
used unless the
product or
service can be
obtained more
economically
obtained
through agency
or private source
resources.
Federal agencies
shall not provide
commercial
activities to the
private sector.

2003
Attachment B:
When
responding to
another agency’s
solicitation, a
public
reimbursable
source shall
develop a public
reimbursable
tender that
responds to the
requirements of
the solicitation.

Lori Anderson
Other
Agency
continued
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used to provide
products and
services to other
agencies. If a
formal program
is established
for managing
excess capacity,
capacity that has
been reported as
excess can be
used by other
agencies with no
further
justification. In
the absence of a
formal program
and report of
excess capacity,
another
agency’s use of
a government
activity must be
justified in
accordance with
the government
provides section
of this Circular.
When the cost
justification is
used, the agency
requiring the
product or

providing
agency shall
furnish the
requesting
agency a firm
price for the
product or
service which
will then be
compared by the
requesting
agency to the
commercial
price. A contract
shall be awarded
if the
commercial
price is more
economical.
Agencies shall
not retain, create
or expand
capacity for the
purpose of
providing
commercially
available
products or
services to other
agencies. When
the performing
agency’s own
requirements
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Agency
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service will
solicit
competitive bids
and award a
contract when
more
economical.
The prospective
providing
agency will
prepare the
government cost
estimate, in
accordance with
this Circular, for
comparison with
the commercial
costs. It is not
intended that
agencies create
or expand
capacity for the
purpose of
providing
commercially
available
products or
services to other
agencies. When
the performing
agency’s own
requirements
increase,

increase,
capacity used to
support other
agencies is no
longer excess
and shall be
used rather than
acquiring
additional
capacity for the
purpose of
supporting other
agencies.
Agencies using
such excess
capacity should
be provided
sufficient notice
to arrange
alternative
sources. The
support will be
terminated
unless
exceptional
circumstances
prevent the
agency from
finding a new
source.
Agencies shall
exert maximum
effort to find
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Other
Agency
continued

Government
Provides

1966
The fact that a
commercial or
industrial
activity is
classified or is
related to an
agency’s basic
program is not
an adequate
reason for
starting or
continuing a
government

1967
The fact that a
commercial or
industrial
activity is
classified or is
related to an
agency’s basic
program is not
an adequate
reason for
starting or
continuing a
government

capacity used to
support other
agencies is no
longer excess
and should be
used in
preference to
acquisition of
additional
capability.
Agencies should
not expand a
commercial or
industrial
activity which is
providing
products or
services to other
agencies.
1979
The fact that an
activity involves
a classified
program, or is
part of an
agency’s basic
mission, or that
there is a
possibility of a
strike by
contract
employees is not
an adequate

available
positions for
adversely
affected
employees.
Agencies shall
ensure that the
impact of cost
comparison
decisions is
reflected in
budget
estimates.
Handbook 1996:
Federal agencies
shall not provide
commercial
activities to the
private sector.
1983
Activities may
not be justified
for in-house
performance
solely on the
basis that the
activity involves
a classified
program or the
activity is
required to
perform an
agency’s basic
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1999
Activities may
not be justified
for in-house
performance
solely on the
basis that the
activity involves
a classified
program or the
activity is
required to
perform an
agency’s basic

2003
Attachment A:
An agency shall
use the
following
rationale for
government
performance of a
commercial
activity. The
commercial
activity is: 1.
Not appropriate
for private sector

Lori Anderson
Government
Provides
Continued

activity. A
government
commercial or
industrial
activity may be
authorized only
when: 1.
Procurement
from a
commercial
source disrupts
or delays an
agency’s
program. 2.
Combat support.
3. Commercial
source is
unavailable, 4.
Service is
available from
another federal
agency. Excess
property from
other federal
agencies should
be used in
preference to
new
procurement.
Property not
reported as
excess and
unused plant
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activity. A
government
commercial or
industrial
activity may be
authorized only
when: 1.
Procurement
from a
commercial
source disrupts
or delays an
agency’s
program. 2.
Combat support.
3. Commercial
source is
unavailable. 4.
Service is
available from
another federal
agency. Excess
property from
other federal
agencies should
be used in
preference to
new
procurement.
Property not
reported as
excess and
unused plant

justification for
in-house
performance of
that activity.
Government
operation of a
commercial or
industrial
activity may be
authorized
when: 1. No
satisfactory
commercial
source is
available. 2.
Commercial
source delays or
disrupts an
agency’s
program. 3.
National
defense: direct
combat,
training, career
progression,
rotation for
overseas
assignments,
military
readiness. 4.
Government
provides at a
lower cost.

mission. Gov.
performance of
a com. activity
is authorized
when: 1. No
satisfactory
com. source
available. 2.
Com. source
delays or
disrupts a
program. 3.
National
defense.
Secretary of
Defense shall
establish criteria
for determining
when gov.
performance of
a com. activity
is required for
national
defense. 4.
Patient care. 5.
Gov. operates at
a lower cost.
Handbook 1983:
6. 10 FTEs or
less.
Handbook 1996:
7. Core
Capability. 8.
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mission. Gov.
performance of
a com. activity
is authorized
when: 1. No
satisfactory
com. source
available. 2.
Com. source
delays or
disrupts a
program. 3.
National
defense.
Secretary of
Defense shall
establish criteria
for determining
when gov.
performance of
a com. activity
is required for
national
defense. 4.
Patient care. 5.
Gov. operates at
a lower cost.
Handbook 1999:
6. Core
Capability. 7.
Research and
Development. 8.
Less than 10

performance
pursuant to a
written
determination by
the CSO. 2.
Suitable for a
streamlined or
standard
competition. 3.
The subject of an
in-progress
streamlined or
standard
competition. 4.
Performed by
government
personnel as the
result of a
streamlined or
standard
competition
within the past
five years. 5.
Pending an
agency approved
restructuring
decision. 6.
Performed by
government
personnel due to
a statutory
prohibition
against private

Lori Anderson
Government
Provides
continued

Action
Requirements

and production
capacity of other
agencies may be
utilized. 5.
Commercial
source provides
at a higher cost.
1966
Administering
the Policy and
Implementation
Sections of
Circular
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and production
capacity of other
agencies may be
utilized. 5.
Commercial
source provides
at a higher cost.
1967
Administering
the Policy and
Implementation
Sections of
Circular

1979
Administering
the Policy
Section of
Circular

Research and
Development. 9.
Meets
Performance
Standards. 10.
Temp.
Authorization
1983
To ensure that
the provisions of
this Circular are
followed, each
agency head
shall: 1.
Designate an
official
responsible for
implementation.
2. Establish an
office
responsible for
implementation.
3. Follow OFPP
Policy Letter
78-3.
4. Implement
the Circular
within 90 days
with a minimum
of internal
instructions. 5.
Ensure reviews
of all in-house

248
FTEs. 9. Meets
Performance
Standards. 10.
Temp.
Authorization.

sector
performance.

1999
2003
To ensure that
Policy Section of
the provisions of Circular
this Circular are
followed, each
agency head
shall: 1.
Designate an
official
responsible for
implementation.
2. Establish an
office
responsible for
implementation.
3. Follow FAR.
4. Implement
the Circular
with a minimum
of internal
instructions. 5.
Ensure reviews
of all in-house
commercial
activities are
completed.

Lori Anderson

Annual
Reporting
Requirements
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1966
Administering
the Policy
Section of
Circular

1967
Administering
the Policy
Section of
Circular

1966
OMB
Responsibility
and Contact
Point

Silent

1967
Silent

1979
Administering
the Policy
Section of
Circular

1979
Effective Date:
OFPP contact
given

commercial
activities are
completed.
1983
Report on
Circular
implementation
Handbook 1983:
2 Inventories of
Government
Commercial
Activities: 1. 10
or fewer FTEs.
2. More than 10
FTEs.
Handbook 1996:
Annual
Commercial
Activities
Inventory

1983
OMB Contact
given
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1999
Annual
Commercial
Activities
Inventory

1999
OMB Contact
given

2003
Attachment A:
1. Annual
inventory of
commercial
activities
performed by
government
personnel.
2. Annual
inventory of
inherently
governmental
activities
performed by
government
personnel.
3. Annual
inventory
summary report.
2003
Attachment A:
OMB will 1.
Review
inventories,
consult with
agency.
2.Publish in
Federal Register.

Lori Anderson

Cost
Comparisons

1966
For products
and services
costing $50,000
or greater. A
decision to rely
upon a
government
activity for
reasons
involving
relative costs
must be
supported by a
comparative
cost analysis
which will
disclose as
accurately as
possible the
difference
between the
costs which the
government is
incurring or will
incur under each
alternative.
Costs of
obtaining
products or
services from
government
activities should
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1967
For products
and services
costing $50,000
or greater. A
decision to rely
upon a
government
activity for
reasons
involving
relative costs
must be
supported by a
comparative
cost analysis
which will
disclose as
accurately as
possible the
difference
between the
costs which the
government is
incurring or will
incur under each
alternative.
Costs of
obtaining
products or
services from
government
activities should

1979
For products
and services
costing greater
than $100,000
annual operating
costs.
Both
government and
commercial cost
figures must be
based on the
same scope of
work and the
same level of
performance.
Each agency
should assure
that government
operations are
organized and
staffed for the
most efficient
performance. To
the extent
practicable and
in accordance
with agency
manpower and
personnel
regulations,
agencies should
precede reviews

1983
Handbook 1983:
Commercial
activities
involving 10 or
fewer FTEs may
be converted to
contract without
conducting cost
comparisons.
Activities
exceeding 10
FTEs shall
undergo cost
comparisons to
determine
whether inhouse
performance
should be
continued or
performance
should be
converted to
contract. In no
case shall any
commercial
activity be
modified,
reorganized,
divided or in
any way
changed for the

250
1999
Handbook 1999:
Commercial
activities
involving 10 or
fewer FTEs may
be performed by
in-house,
contract or ISSA
without cost
comparison.
Commercial
activities of 11
or more FTE
may be
converted to
contract or ISSA
without cost
comparison, if
fair and
reasonable
prices can be
obtained
through
competitive
award and all
directly affected
federal
employees
serving on
permanent
appointments
are reassigned to

2003
Policy Section of
Circular
Attachment B:
A standard
competition is
used when the
agency or a
private sector or
public
reimbursable
source and the
agency include
more than
65FTEs. May
not exceed 12
months. An
agency shall
select: 1. A
sealed bid
acquisition or a
2. Negotiated
acquisition.
A streamlined
competition is
used when the
agency or a
private sector or
public
reimbursable
source and the

Lori Anderson
Cost
Comparisons
continued

include all costs
which would be
incurred if a
product or
service were
provided by the
government and
which would not
be incurred if
the product or
service were
obtained from a
commercial
source. Circular
outlines factors
included in costs
of obtaining
products or
services from a
commercial
source and from
the government.
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include all costs
which would be
incurred if a
product or
service were
provided by the
government and
which would not
be incurred if
the product or
service were
obtained from a
commercial
source. Circular
outlines factors
included in costs
of obtaining
products or
services from a
commercial
source and from
the government.

under this
Circular with
internal
management
reviews and
reorganizations
for
accomplishing
the work more
efficiently,
when feasible.
Circular outlines
factors included
in costs of
obtaining
products or
services from a
commercial
source and from
the government.

sole purpose of
circumventing
the requirements
of this section.
Both
government and
commercial cost
estimates must
be based on the
same scope of
work and
standards of
performance.
Cost
comparisons
shall include all
significant costs
of both
government and
contract
performance.
The in-house
cost estimate
shall be based
on the most
efficient and
cost effective inhouse operation
needed to
accomplish the
requirements in
the performance
work statement,

251
other
comparable
federal positions
for which they
are qualified, In
no case shall
any commercial
activity be
modified,
reorganized,
divided or in
any way
changed for the
purpose of
circumventing
the requirements
of this section.
Cost
comparisons
should be
completed
within 18 or 36
months.
A cost
comparison
between inhouse, contract
or ISSA
performance
seems
straightforward,
but, in fact, is
complicated by

agency include
65 or less FTEs.
May also be
used when an
agency has
military
personnel. May
not exceed 90
days.
Attachment C:
To reflect the
full cost of
performance by
government,
agencies and
public
reimbursable
sources shall
calculate cost
estimates in
accordance with
this attachment
for publicprivate
competitions.
Agencies shall
use COMPARE
(the costing
software that
incorporates the
costing
procedures of

Lori Anderson
Cost
Comparisons
continued
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and shall be in
accordance with
agency staffing
and personnel
regulations. A
management
study shall be
performed to
completely
analyze the
current method
of operation and
make whatever
changes are
necessary to
establish the
most efficient
and effective inhouse operation.
All cost
comparisons
must be
reviewed by a
qualified person
from an
impartial
activity which is
organizationally
independent of
the commercial
activity being
studied and the
activity

252
very different
ways
government
agencies and
commercial
sources account
for costs. These
and other
differences
necessitate cost
comparison
requirements
that equalize the
systems to
reflect the total
alternative costs
to the
government and
taxpayer. The
procedures in
this Handbook
recognize the
absence of a
uniform
accounting
system
throughout the
federal
government and
are intended to
establish a
practical level of
consistency to

this Circular) in
conjunction with
this Attachment
to develop cost
estimates. A
public
reimbursable
source may only
respond to a
solicitation by
submitting a
public
reimbursable
tender.
Attachment
outlines factors
included in costs
of obtaining
products or
services from a
commercial
source and from
the government.

Lori Anderson
Cost
Comparisons
continued
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preparing the
cost
comparison.
Handbook 1996:
Introduces:
recurring,
offerors, ISSAs,
and generic and
streamlined cost
comparisons for
65 or fewer
FTEs. Cost
comparisons
should be
completed
within 18 or 36
months.
A cost
comparison
between inhouse, contract
or ISSA
performance
seems
straightforward,
but, in fact, is
complicated by
very different
ways
government
agencies and
commercial
sources account

253
assure that all
substantive
factors are
considered. The
Management
Plan describes
the
government’s
Most Efficient
Organization
(MEO) and is
the basis of ht
government’s
in-house cost
estimates.
Agencies may
consider
existing
management
reinvention,
consolidation,
re-engineering,
personnel
classification,
market and
other analysis in
the
identification
and
development of
the MEO. The
government’s
cost estimates

Lori Anderson
Cost
Comparisons
continued
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for costs. These
and other
differences
necessitate cost
comparison
requirements
that equalize the
systems to
reflect the total
alternative costs
to the
government and
taxpayer. The
procedures in
this Handbook
recognize the
absence of a
uniform
accounting
system
throughout the
federal
government and
are intended to
establish a
practical level of
consistency to
assure that all
substantive
factors are
considered. The
Management
Plan describes

254
are certified in
writing by the
Agency’s A-76
Independent
Review Officer
(IRO) as being
in full
compliance with
the requirements
described in this
Supplement.
Handbook
outlines factors
included in costs
of obtaining
products or
services from a
commercial
source and from
the government.

Lori Anderson
Cost
Comparisons
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the
government’s
Most Efficient
Organization
(MEO) and is
the basis of ht
government’s
in-house cost
estimates.
Agencies may
consider
existing
management
reinvention,
consolidation,
re-engineering,
personnel
classification,
market and
other analysis in
the
identification
and
development of
the MEO. The
government’s
cost estimates
are certified in
writing by the
Agency’s A-76
Independent
Review Officer
(IRO) as being
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Cost
Comparisons
continued

Administering
the Policy

1966
1. Inventory:
Each agency
will compile and
maintain an
inventory of its
commercial and
industrial
activities having
an annual output
of products and
services costing
$50,000 or more
or a capital
investment of
$25,000 or
more. 2.
Existing
government

1967
1. Inventory:
Each agency
will compile and
maintain an
inventory of its
commercial and
industrial
activities having
an annual output
of products and
services costing
$50,000 or more
or a capital
investment of
$25,000 or
more. 2.
Existing
government

1979
Each agency
will: 1.
Designate an
official
responsible for
Circular
implementation.
2. Establish an
office as a
central point of
contact. 3.
Within 90 days
promulgate the
Circular with
the minimum
necessary
internal
instructions. 4.

in full
compliance with
the requirements
described in this
Supplement.
Handbook
outlines factors
included in costs
of obtaining
products or
services from a
commercial
source and from
the government.
1983
Action
Requirements
and Annual
Reporting
Requirements
Sections of
Circular
Handbook 1983:
Agencies shall
schedule
reviews of the
commercial
activities listed
in their
inventories. The
review should
include a
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1999
Action
Requirements
and Annual
Reporting
Requirements
Sections of
Circular

2003
Policy Section of
Circular

Lori Anderson
Administering
the Policy
continued

activities: A
systematic
review of
existing
commercial or
industrial
activities should
be maintained in
each agency
under the
direction of the
agency head or
the person
designated by
him. The
agency head
may exempt
designated
activities.
Inventoried
activities should
be scheduled for
a least one
follow-up
review during
each 3 year
period. Reviews
should be
organized in
such a manner
as to ascertain
whether
continued
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activities: A
systematic
review of
existing
commercial or
industrial
activities should
be maintained in
each agency
under the
direction of the
agency head or
the person
designated by
him. The
agency head
may exempt
designated
activities.
Inventoried
activities should
be scheduled for
a least one
follow-up
review during
each 3 year
period. Reviews
should be
organized in
such a manner
as to ascertain
whether
continued

Work may be
performed by
military
personnel,
civilian
employees, and
contract
services. 5.
Award contracts
based on
Circular. 6.
Exert maximum
effort to find
suitable
employment for
displaced
federal workers.
7. Compile 2
Inventories: (a)
of all
commercial and
industrial
activities (b)
contracts in
excess of
$100,000
annually. 8.
Schedule
reviews: (a) inhouse
commercial and
industrial
activities within

determination of
whether the
activity must be
retained inhouse for
reasons other
than lower
costs. If these
criteria do not
apply, the
agency must
then justify
performance on
the basis of
lower cost,
unless a waiver
is appropriate.
Activities
approved for
continuation inhouse for any
reason shall be
completely
reviewed at least
once every 5
years. Agencies
should package
commercial
activities for
potential
contracts to
maximize
economies and
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Administering
the Policy
continued

operation of
government
commercial
activities is in
accordance with
this Circular. An
activity should
be continued for
reasons of
comparative
costs only if a
comparative
costs analysis
indicates that
savings
resulting from
continuation of
the activity are
at least
sufficient to
outweigh the
disadvantages of
government
commercial and
industrial
activities. No
specific
standard or
guideline is
prescribed for
deciding
whether savings
are sufficient to
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operation of
government
commercial
activities is in
accordance with
this Circular. An
activity should
be continued for
reasons of
comparative
costs only if a
comparative
costs analysis
indicates that
savings
resulting from
continuation of
the activity are
at least
sufficient to
outweigh the
disadvantages of
government
commercial and
industrial
activities. No
specific
standard or
guideline is
prescribed for
deciding
whether savings
are sufficient to

3 years (b)
contracts with
subsequent
reviews every 5
years.

efficiencies.
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Administering
the Policy
continued

justify
continuation of
an existing gov.
commercial
activity and
each activity
should be
evaluated on the
basis of the
applicable
circumstances.
A report of each
review should
be prepared.
Activities not
approved for
continuation
should be
discontinued.
Reasonable
adjustments in
the timing of
such actions
may be made,
however, in
order to
alleviate
economic
dislocations and
personal
hardships to
affected career
personnel.
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justify
continuation of
an existing gov.
commercial
activity and
each activity
should be
evaluated on the
basis of the
applicable
circumstances.
A report of each
review should
be prepared.
Activities not
approved for
continuation
should be
discontinued.
Reasonable
adjustments in
the timing of
such actions
may be made,
however, in
order to
alleviate
economic
dislocations and
personal
hardships to
affected career
personnel.
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1966

Appeals

Implementation

1967

Silent

Silent

1966
Each agency is
responsible for
making the
provisions of
this Circular
effective by
issuing
appropriate
implementation
instructions and
by providing
adequate
management
support and
procedures for
review and
follow-up to
ensure that the
instructions are
placed into
effect. If overall
responsibility
for these actions
is delegated by
the agency head,
it should be

1967
Each agency is
responsible for
making the
provisions of
this Circular
effective by
issuing
appropriate
implementation
instructions and
by providing
adequate
management
support and
procedures for
review and
follow-up to
ensure that the
instructions are
placed into
effect. A copy
of the
implementing
instructions
issued by each
agency will be

1979
Establish
procedure for
informal
administrative
review
1979
Administering
the Policy
Section of
Circular
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1983
Handbook
83/96: Establish
admin. appeals
procedure

1999
Handbook 1999:
Establish admin.
appeals
procedure

2003
Attachment B:
Standard
Competitions
only

1983
Action
Requirements
Section of
Circular

1999
Action
Requirements
Section of
Circular

2003
Policy Section of
Circular

Lori Anderson
Implementation
continued

Effective Date

assigned to a
senior official
reporting
directly to the
agency head. If
legislation is
needed in order
to carry out the
purpose of this
Circular,
agencies should
prepare
necessary
legislative
proposals for
review.

1966
March 31, 1966
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furnished to the
Bureau of the
Budget. If
overall
responsibility
for these actions
is delegated by
the agency head,
it should be
assigned to a
senior official
reporting
directly to the
agency head. If
legislation is
needed in order
to carry out the
purpose of this
Circular,
agencies should
prepare
necessary
legislative
proposals for
review.
1967
October 2, 1967

1979
May 1, 1979

1983
Immediately
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1999
Immediately

2003
After publication
of the Federal
Register
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1966

Review

Silent

1966
Transition

Silent

1967
1979
1983
Transmittal
Silent
4 years
Memorandum
No.1, 1967: We
intend to keep
the provisions of
the Circular
under
continuing
review.
Transmittal
Memorandum
No.3, 1977:
This
administration
has undertaken a
complete review
of OMB
Circular No A76 and its
implementation.
1967
1979
1983
Silent
Effective Date
Silent
Section of the
Circular: The
Circular need
not be applied to
studies in
process prior to
the effective
date.
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1999
Silent

Silent

1999
Silent

2003

2003
Procedures for
conversions and
cost comparisons
begun and not
completed by
Circular date.
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Table 10 Explanation
Each Circular is presented in an outlined format. Table 10 presents information contained in all the documents in the sample frame
organized according to the outline format of the Circulars.
Each Circular is presented in the row across the top of the table. For each year, the column contains information from the Circular and
all the OMB supporting documents related to that Circular.
The topics that are listed as an outlined heading in each Circular are listed in the left column of the table. These topics change from
revision to revision, and similar subjects are addressed under different topical headings in different years.
• When a topic is not presented as an outlined heading in a Circular, the corresponding cell in the table is grey.
• When information similar to that listed for one Circular is presented in another section of a given Circular, the primary
section(s) of the Circular where the information is addressed in cross-referenced in the grey cell.
• When the topic is presented in a document other than the Circular, it is listed in the grey cell.
• When neither the Circular nor another OMB document address the topic, “silent” appears in the grey cell.
Therefore, a grey cell with text indicates the topic is not addressed in that section of the Circular.
• When it is addressed in another section of the Circular, the section in the Circular where it is discussed is cross-referenced.
• When it is addressed in another supporting OMB document, the source is listed and its content is summarized.
• When it is not addressed in another supporting document, “silent” appears in the grey cell.
The table lists the information most relevant to the dissertation. Therefore, some Information in the documents that is not as germane
to the study is not listed in the table.
The table is formatted for readability. Some formatting in the Circular is changed in the table. For example, a list of seven items
listed alphabetically in the Circular may be listed as a numerical list of five items in the table to reflect the five items relevant to the
dissertation. Conventions also change regarding other formatting in the Circulars between versions. For example, earlier Circulars
capitalize Government and Federal and some of the Circulars utilize title case and others utilize sentence case. The table formats the
information consistently for readability.
There were two goals in designing the table. One is to explicate the information from the documents that relate to the research
question. The other is to maintain as much of the general tone of the documents as possible. As often as was practical, the exact
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wording in the documents is presented in the table. At times, key words and phrases are presented and text is paraphrased, so that each
entry in not necessarily an exact or complete presentation of the topic in the document.

Table 12
Structuring: Coding the Circulars Using Method One
Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Governing Approach Characteristics
Theoretically
Based

CTB

Values
Driven

Structure Dependent

Governmental
Structure
Dependent
CVD
CGSD
Democratic 3 branches of
government
Act on the
public’s
References to
behalf
the 3 branches
of government,
Public
their processes,
interest
& publications:
President’s
Citizens
memorandum
Executive order
Individual
Required by
freedom
law
and
Promulgate
initiative
Judicial review
American
References to
people:
specific laws:

Organizationa
l Structure
Dependent
COSD
References to
political
accountability:
Heads of
Department
Delegations or
nondelegations
of authority
from
department
head
References to
hierarchical
organizational
structure:

Promotes Sector
Distinctions

Deductive Strategic

Normative

CN
Statements
of
government
policy:
Circumstan.
Conditions
Instances

Public Sector

Private
Sector

CPUS
Government

CPRS
Commercial

CD
Builds on

Public

Private

For the
purpose of

Government
function

Commercial
and
industrial
products
and services

Inherently
governmental
function
Government
consumption:
For
government
use
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Commercial
activities
Civilian
employees

Should
not be
started
unless
savings
are
sufficient
Under this
general
principle

CS
Agency’s
basic
program
Agency’s
basic
mission
Agency’s
essential
program
Mission
need

Related to
government
policy:
Rely on
Retain
Aim

Mission
essential

Historical
Restates

Lori Anderson
Deserve
Expect

FAR
5 USC 101

Unified
executive
National
branch
interest
Executive
agencies,
References Other executive
to
agencies, and
geograph.
Specific
boundaries: departments:
Located in Office of
the US
general counsel
Territories IRS
Possessions Department of
DC
Defense
Puerto
General
Rico
Accounting
Office
Comments
from all
Strong central
interested
management
parties
agency
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Assignment of
organizational
responsibilities

Needed by the Current
government
market
Procurement
value

In recog.
of this
principle

References to
SOPs:
Formal
program
Guidelines
Procedures
Implementatio
n instructions

Government
provision:
In-house

Required
as
The
justificatio objectives
n for
Operation.
nature
Due to a
special
In order to
relation.
retain
essential
control

National

References
to decision
transparen:
Public
announce.

BOB and OMB,
its publications:
Bulletins
Circulars
Circular
sections
Supplements
Transmittals
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COMPARE
software

Classified
Regulations
Policy
precepts

Corporate
incomes
Private
enterprise
Free
enterprise
economic
system

Entitlements
SHARE A-76!
Streamlined or
Standard when
used to
describe
competions

Competitive
enterprise
Tax collection system
Revenue
disbursements

References
to economic
when it
Treasury
means the
bonds
national
production
Salary
and
limitations
consumptio
n of goods:
Does not
Economic
create liability strength

Gov.’s
primary
program
objectives

Core
capability

Existing
requirement
Are the
same as
those
contained in
Are in
furtherance
of
It has been
It continues
to be
Has been
expressed

Workload
continuing Evaluative
nature
Normally
Permanent
It is
necessary
It is
important
Mandate

Lori Anderson
At least
three
notices
Made
available to
the public
upon
request
Independen
t review
Will
disclose
References
to
supported
groups:
Small
businesses
Minorityowned
businesses
Political
Transmit a
copy to
Congress

Verbs used to
assert authority:
Authority
Replaces
Issued
Clarify
Establishes
Prescribed
Rescinds
Supercedes
Phrases that
direct specific
provisions of
policy:
Must be
conducted
Must make all
reasonable
efforts
Does not
establish
Shall not be
construed to
create
Comply
Noncompliance
May be waived

Administ.
Administ.
direction

References to
decision
justifications,
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Military
references:
Combat
support
Military
personnel
Military
mobilization
Declared war
In the process
of governing
Treaties
International
agreements
Set aside
programs
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References
to value
prioritiz:
Careful
consider.
Carefully
weighed
Overriding
factors
Unless
otherwise
inapprop.
In pref. to
Equally
valid
Discretion
Requiring
value
judgments
Fair
Clear
Integrity
Ethics
Standards
of conduct
rules
Promote
trust

approvals,
documentation,
and appeals:
There is
evidence
Spelled out
specifically
Specific
explanations
must be
documented
The basis for
the decision
A report
Appeal to OMB
This
requirement
References to
the budget
process
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Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
Governing Approach Characteristics
Pragmatically Based
Works
Better

Costs Less

EWB
Lessen the
burden of
work

ECL
References
to economic
when it
means
thrifty:
Purposes of
econom
Aim for
economy
Most
economical
performance

Simplicity
Realistic
In a timely
manner

Most
efficient
performance Descriptions
of economic
Accomplish impact:
ing the work Removal or
more
withholding
efficiently
of property
from tax
rolls

Results
Driven

ERD
Precise work
statements
Scope of
work
Level of
performance
Program
planning

Structure Independent
Gov.
Structure
Independent
EGSI

Promotes
Sector
Blurring

Organizationa
l Structure
Independent
EOSI
EPSB
GOCO
Contracts
Government
corporation

Public-public
partnerships

Performance
standards

High
performing
organization

Establish. of
perf. goals
and priorities

Internal
management
reviews

Incentives
Performance

Reorganization
Conversion

Tactical

Descriptive

EI
Is the
result of

ET
One
time
activity
of short
duration

ED
Usually
involve

Contractors
Bids

Public-private
partnerships

Inductive

Preparing,
soliciting,
and
evaluating
competitive
bid
invitations,
bids, or
proposals
Negotiating,
awarding,
managing,
and
monitoring

Resulting
from
Based on

Comprehen.
review

Lori Anderson
Reduction
of revenues
from
income and
other taxes
Involving
additional
capital
investment
Cost
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evaluation
As accurately
as possible
As
realistically
as possible
Accomplish.
of its
program

Cost
Developed in
comparisons time
Additional
annual costs
of
production

Urgency of a
requirement

Deprec.

Unacceptable
delay or
disruption

Interest

When needed

Direct and
indirect
costs

With
sufficient
notice to
arrange
alternative
sources

Compute
To finance
directly or
indirectly

Transfer of
work

contracts
Competition

Minimum
necessary
internal
instructions

Competitive
consideration
Either mode
of
performance
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References
to cost
thresholds:
more than
$100,000
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Based on the
entire
workload
Performance
Monitoring
Productivity
Quality
Maximum
value
Best
practices
Lessons
learned

Table 12 groups the specific phrases that were found in the text and coded as evidence of the indicators (the criteria that further
described each characteristic in the analytical framework.)

Table 13
Structuring: Coding the Circulars and 2003 Attachments Using Method One (Pilot Study)
Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Governing Approach Characteristics
Theoretically
Based

CTB

Values
Driven

Structure Dependent

Governmental
Structure
Dependent
CVD
CGSD
Democratic 3 branches of
government
Act on the
public’s
References to
behalf
the 3 branches
of government,
Public
their processes,
interest
& publications:
President’s
Citizens
memorandum
Executive
Individual
order
freedom
Required by
and
law
initiative
Promulgate
Judicial review

Organizational
Structure
Dependent
COSD
References to
political
accountability:
Heads of
Department
Delegations or
nondelegations
of authority
from
department
head
Appoint (within
an agency)
Senior level
official

Promotes Sector
Distinctions

Deductive Strategic

Normative

CN
Statements
of
government
policy:
Circumstan.
Conditions
Instances

Public Sector

Private
Sector

CPUS
Government

CPRS
Commercial

CD
Builds on

Public

Private

For the
purpose of

Government
function

Industry

Inherently
governmental
function
Government
consumption:
For
government
use
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Commercial
and
industrial
products
and services
Commercial
activities

Should
not be
started
unless
savings
are
sufficient
Under this
general
principle

CS
Agency’s
basic
program
Agency’s
basic
mission
Agency’s
essential
program
Mission
need

Related to
government
policy:
Rely on
Retain
Aim

Lori Anderson
American
people:
Deserve
Expect
National
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References to
specific laws:
FAR
5 USC 101

Unified
executive
National
branch
interest
Executive
agencies,
References Other
to
executive
geograph.
agencies, and
boundaries: Specific
Located in departments:
the US
Office of
Territories general
Possessions counsel
DC
IRS
Puerto
Department of
Rico
Defense
General
Comments Accounting
from all
Office
interested
parties
Strong central
management
References agency
to decision
transparen: BOB and
Public
OMB, its
announce.
publications:
Bulletins

Senior agency
management
Assistant
secretary
Officers
Team leader
Accountability

Needed by the
government
Procurement

References to
hierarchical
organizational
structure:
Assignment of
organizational
responsibilities:
Designate

Classified

Government
provision:
In-house

Regulations

Commercial
enterprise
Civilian
employees
Current
market
value

Corporate
incomes
Policy precepts Private
enterprise
Entitlements
Free
Tax collection enterprise
References to
economic
SOPs:
Revenue
system
Formal program disbursements
Guidelines
Competitive
Procedures
Treasury bonds enterprise
Implementation
system
instructions
Salary
Provisions
limitations
References
Required format
to economic
Annual
Does not create when it
performance
liability
means the
evaluations (of
national
people)
Military
production
Sample
references:
and
documents
Combat
consump. of
support
goods:

In
recognitio
n of this
principle
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Mission
essential

Historical
Restates

Gov.’s
primary
program
objectives

Existing
requirement

Required
as
justificatio
n for
The
objectives
Due to a
Operation.
special
nature
relationsh.
In order to
retain
essential
control
Core
capability

Are the
same as
those
contained in
Are in
furtherance
of
It has been
It continues
to be
Has been
expressed

Workload
s that are
Evaluative
of a
continuing Normally
nature
Permanent
It is
necessary
It is
important

Lori Anderson
At least
three
notices
Made
available to
the public
upon
request
Independen
t review
Will
disclose
Formal
declaration
Public
review and
comment
Debriefing
References
to
supported
groups:
Small
businesses
Minorityowned
businesses
Sovereign
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Circulars
Circular
sections
Supplements
Transmittals
Verbs used to
assert
authority:
Authority
Replaces
Issued
Clarify
Establishes
Prescribed
Rescinds
Supercedes
Phrases that
direct specific
provisions of
policy:
Must be
conducted
Must make all
reasonable
efforts
Does not
establish
Shall not be
construed to
create
Comply

Format and
data
requirements
COMPARE
software
SHARE A-76!
Streamlined or
standard
[competition]

Military
personnel
Military
mobilization
Declared war

Economic
strength
Economic
interest
Proprietary

In the process
of governing
Treaties

Property of
private
persons

International
agreements

Private
persons

Set aside
programs

Consistent
with market
and industry
structures

Quality control
Quality control
plan
Quality
assurance
surveillance
Quality
assurance
surveillance
plan
Control
Ownership
Regular
oversight

Power to
deputize
Homeland
security
References to
governmental
programs:
Social security
Medicare
Indian
incentive
program

Nonprofit
agency
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Mandate
Incumbent

Lori Anderson
Exerting
ultimate
control
over
Liberty
Indian
tribe
Political
Transmit a
copy to
Congress
Administ.
Administ.
direction
References
to value
prioritizatio
n:
Careful
consider.
Carefully
weighed
Overriding
factors
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Noncomplian. Proper conduct
May be waived
References to
decision
justifications,
approvals,
documentation,
and appeals:
There is
evidence
Spelled out
specifically
Specific
explanations
must be
documented
The basis for
the decision
A report
Appeal to
OMB
This
requirement
References to
the budget
process
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Unless
otherwise
inapprop.
In pref. to
Equally
valid
Discretion
Requiring
value
judgments
Fair
Clear
Integrity
Ethics
Standards
of conduct
rules
Promote
trust
Responsive
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Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
Governing Approach Characteristics
Pragmatically Based
Works
Better

Costs Less

EWB
Lessen the
burden of
work

ECL
References
to economic
when it
means
Simplicity thrifty:
Purposes of
Realistic
economy
Aim for
In a timely economy
manner
Most
economical
Timeliness performance
Most
efficient
performan
ce

Results
Driven

Descriptions
of economic
impact:
Removal or
withholding
of property
from tax
rolls

ERD
Precise
work
statements
Scope of
work
Level of
performance

Structure Independent
Gov.
Structure
Independent
EGSI

Promotes
Sector
Blurring

Inductive

Tactical

Descriptive

Organizational
Structure
Independent
EOSI
GOCO

EPSB
Contract

EI
Is the
result of

ED
Usually
involve

Government
corporation

Other form of
agreement

ET
One
time
activity
of short
duration

Public-private
partnerships

Formal
agreement

Public-public
partnerships

Letter of
obligation

High
performing
organization

Fee-for-service
agreement

Work units
Program
planning

Subcontract
Establish. of
performance
goals and
priorities

Internal
management
reviews

Under a
contract

Management
analysis

Acquisition:
Strategy

Resulting
from
Based on

Specific
methods
As a direct for
result of
meeting
those
In
needs
response
to

Comprehen.
review

Lori Anderson
Accomplishing the
work
more
efficiently
Managem
ent plan
Most
efficient
organizati
on (MEO)
Phase-inplan
Minimizing
disruption
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Reduction
of revenues
from
income and
other taxes
Involving
additional
capital
investment
Cost:
Comparison
Estimate
Proposal
Additional
annual costs
of
production

Performan.
(of
activities):
Standards
Work
statements
Monitoring
Measurement
Evaluation
Assessment
Inspection
Acceptance
Characteristic
Bond
Past /
previous
Performan.

Depreciat.
Interest

Performanc
e-based

Reorganizations

Process

Reengineering

Contractor

Restructuring

Bid

Conversion
Transfer of
work

Sealed bid

Minimum
necessary
internal
instructions

Tender

Offer / Offeror

Performance
period
Phase-in period

Agency
component
Excepted
service
appointments

Source
Reimbursable
source
Provider

Tenure groups
Direct and
indirect
costs

Levels of
service
Incentives

Overhead
Compute
Calculate

As
accurately
as possible

Component

Service
provider

Organizational
grouping

Prospective
provider

Employee
transition plan
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Annualize
To finance
directly or
indirectly
References
to cost
thresholds:
more than
$100,000
Capital
asset
Capital
improve.
Inflation

To correctly
reflect
Reasonably
equate
As
realistically
as possible
Accomplish.
of its
program
Developed
in time
Urgency of
a
requirement

Grouping of
activities as
business units

Preparing,
soliciting, and
evaluating
competitive bid
invitations,
bids, or
proposals
Solicitation
Negotiating,
awarding,
managing, and
monitoring
contracts
Contract:
Administration
Inspection
Surveillance

Estimate
Prorate
Accounting
methods
Expenses

Unacceptabl
e delay or
disruption
When
needed

Develop, certify
and represent
[an agency
tender]
Performance
decision
Source selection
Source selection
evaluation
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With
sufficient
notice to
arrange
alternative
sources

Negotiated
procedures

Based on
the entire
workload

Competitive
considerations

Competition
Competitive

Competed
Productivity
Quality
Quantity
Maximum
value
Best
practices
Lessons
learned
Useful life
Economic
usefulness
Impacts

Either mode of
performance
Joint
inventories
Privatization
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Outcomes
Output
Indicator
Evaluate
Verifiable
Measurable
Quantifiable
Elects not to
control
Cedes
ownership
Customer
satisfaction
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Table 14
Structuring Method One Analysis
Circular

CGA

EGA

CTB

CVD

CSD

CPSD

CD

CS

CN

EPB

ERD

ESI

EPSB

EI

ET

1966

x

-

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

1967

x

-

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

1979

x

-

x

x

x

x

x

x

-

1983

x

-

x

x

-

x

x

x

-

-

1999

x

-

x

x

-

x

x

x

-

-

2003

x

-

x

-

-

x

x

-

-

x

-

2003 +

-

-

x

-

-

x

x

-

-

x

-

-
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Key for Column Headings
CGA
EGA
CTB
CVD
CSD
CPSD
CD
CS
CN
EPB
ERD
ESI
EPSB
EI
ET
ED

Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
Constitutionalist Theoretically Based
Constitutionalist Values Driven
Constitutionalist Structure Dependent
Constitutionalist Promotes Sector Distinctions
Constitutionalist Deductive
Constitutionalist Strategic
Constitutionalist Normative
Entrepreneurial Pragmatically Based
Entrepreneurial Results Driven
Entrepreneurial Structure Independent
Entrepreneurial Promotes Sector Blurring
Entrepreneurial Inductive
Entrepreneurial Tactical
Entrepreneurial Descriptive

Key for Table Entries
X
--

Predominance
No Predominance
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List 1
CGA Theory References
CGA Characteristic
Governmental Structure Dependent

Organizational Structure Dependent

Theory References
1. Grounding in the U.S. Constitution.
(Moe, 2004, 2001, 1997, 1990; Moe
and Gilmour, 1995)
2. Together with the other two governance
principles, the first governance
principle forms the fundamental
theoretical basis of the American
polity. (Moe, 2004)
3. The theory of the accountable executive
(Moe, 2004)
4. Ten principles of public administration
form the theoretical framework for
managing government. (Moe and
Gilmour, 1995)
5. The American theory of government
addresses governmental structure
through the separation of governmental
powers into three branches of
government. (Moe, 1994)
1. Grounding in the U.S. Constitution.
(Moe, 2004, 2001, 1997, 1990, Moe
and Gilmour, 1995)
2. Together with the other two
Constitutionally based governance
principles, this second governance
principle forms the fundamental
theoretical basis of the American polity.
(Moe, 2004)
3. The theory of the accountable executive.
(Moe, 2004)
4. Public administration theory equates
public organizations with government
organizations (Moe, 1997).
5. Government management is a separable
field with its own long-tested
theoretical basis. (Moe, 1997)
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Organizational Structure Dependent
continued

Promotes Sector Distinctions

List 1 CGA Theory References
6. Ten principles of public administration
form the theoretical framework for
managing government (Moe and
Gilmour, 1995).
7. The theory guiding government
organization and management that
informs the structures, processes and
procedures of government and has a
foundation in public law. (Moe and
Gilmour, 1995)
1. Together with the other two governance
principles reviewed above, this third
governance principle forms the
fundamental theoretical basis of the
American polity. (Moe, 2004)
2. The legal theory of constitutional
government includes distinct public and
private sectors. (Moe, 1997)
3. Administrative theory is legally based.
(Moe, 1997)
4. The theory guiding government
organization and management that
informs the structures, processes and
procedures of government has a
foundation in public law. (Moe and
Gilmour, 1995)
5. The American theory of government
includes nondelegation of
governmental functions to private
parties doctrine. (Moe, 1994)
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Figure 1
Structuring Method Two
Percentage of Phrases Found in the Policy and Definitions Sections
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Figure 2
Structuring Method Three
Percentage of Phrases Found Independent of Commercial Activities
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Appendix A
Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP) Policy Letter 92-1
September 23, 1992
Appendices
[OFPP Policy Letter 92-1] APPENDIX A
The following is an illustrative list of functions considered to be inherently governmental
functions: (footnote: With respect to the actual drafting of Congressional testimony, of responses
to Congressional correspondence, and of agency responses to audit reports from the Inspector
General, the General Accounting Office, or other Federal audit entity, see special provisions in
subsection 6(c) of the text of the policy letter)
1. The direct conduct of criminal investigation.
2. The control of prosecutions and performance of adjudicatory functions (other than those
relating to arbitration or other methods of alternative dispute resolution).
3. The command of military forces, especially the leadership of military personnel who are
members of the combat, combat support or combat service support role.
4. The conduct of foreign relations and the determination of foreign policy.
5. The determination of agency policy, such as determining the content and application of
regulations, among other things.
6. The determination of Federal program priorities or budget requests.
7. The direction and control of Federal employees.
8. The direction and control of intelligence and counter-intelligence operations.
9. The selection or nonselection of individuals for Federal Government employment.
10. The approval of position descriptions and performance standards for Federal employees.
11. The determination of what Government property is to be disposed of and on what terms
(although an agency may give contractors authority to dispose of property at prices with
specified ranges and subject to other reasonable conditions deemed appropriate by the
agency).
12. In Federal procurement activities with respect to prime contracts,
(a) determining what supplies or services are to be acquired by the Government (although
an agency may give contractors authority to acquire supplies at prices within specified
ranges and subject to other reasonable conditions deemed appropriate by the agency);
(b) participating as a voting member on any source selection boards;
(c) approval of any contractual documents, to include documents defining requirements,
incentive plans, and evaluation criteria;
(d) awarding contracts;
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(e) administering contracts (including ordering changes in contract performance or
contract quantities, taking action based on evaluations of contractor performance, and
accepting or rejecting contractor products or services);
(f) terminating contracts; and
(g) determining whether contract costs are reasonable, allocable, and allowable.
13. The approval of agency responses to Freedom of Information Act requests (other than
routine responses that, because of statute, regulation, or agency policy, do not require the
exercise of judgment in determining whether documents are to be released or withheld),
and the approval of agency responses to the administrative appeals of denials of Freedom
of Information Act requests.
14. The conduct of administrative hearings to determine the eligibility of any person for a
security clearance, or involving actions that affect matters of personal reputation or
eligibility to participate in Government programs.
15. The approval of Federal licensing actions and inspections.
16. The determination of budget policy, guidance, and strategy.
17. The collection, control, and disbursement of fees, royalties, duties, fines, taxes and other
public funds, unless authorized by statute, such as title 31 U.S.C. [[section]] 952 (relating
to private collection contractors) and title 31 U.S.C. [[section]] 3718 (relating to private
attorney collection services), but not including:
(a) collection of fees, fines, penalties, costs or other charges from visitors to or patrons of
mess halls, post or base exchange concessions, national parks, and similar entities or
activities, or from other persons, where the amount to be collected is easily calculated or
predetermined and the funds collected can be easily controlled using standard cash
management techniques, and
(b) routine voucher and invoice examination.
18. The control of the treasury accounts.
19. The administration of public trusts
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[OFPP Policy Letter 92-1] APPENDIX B
The following list is of services and actions that are not considered to be inherently
governmental functions. However, they may approach being in that category because of the way
in which the contractor performs the contract or the manner in which the government administers
contractor performance. When contracting for such services and actions, agencies should be fully
aware of the terms of the contract, contractor performance, and contract administration to ensure
that appropriate agency control is preserved.
This is an illustrative listing, and is not intended to promote or discourage the use of the
following types of contractor services:
1. Services that involve or relate to budget preparation, including workload modeling, fact
finding, efficiency studies, and should-cost analyses, etc.
2. Services that involve or relate to reorganization and planning activities.
3. Services that involve or relate to analyses, feasibility studies, and strategy options to be
used by agency personnel in developing policy.
4. Services that involve or relate to the development of regulations.
5. Services that involve or relate to the evaluation of another contractor's performance.
6. Services in support of acquisition planning.
7. Contractors' providing assistance in contract management (such as where the contractor
might influence official evaluations of other contractors).
8. Contractors' providing technical evaluation of contract proposals.
9. Contractors' providing assistance in the development of statements of work.
10. Contractors' providing support in preparing responses to Freedom of Information Act
requests.
11. Contractors' working in any situation that permits or might permit them to gain access to
confidential business information and/or any other sensitive information (other than
situations covered by the Defense Industrial Security Program described in FAR
4.402(b)).
12. Contractors' providing information regarding agency policies or regulations, such as
attending conferences on behalf of an agency, conducting community relations
campaigns, or conducting agency training courses.
13. Contractors' participating in any situation where it might be assumed that they are agency
employees or representatives.
14. Contractors' participating as technical advisors to a source selection board or participating
as voting or nonvoting members of a source evaluation board.
15. Contractors' serving as arbitrators or providing alternative methods of dispute resolution.
16. Contractors' constructing buildings or structures intended to be secure from electronic
eavesdropping or other penetration by foreign governments.
17. Contractors' providing inspection services.
18. Contractors' providing legal advice and interpretations of regulations and statutes to
Government officials.
19. Contractors' providing special non-law enforcement, security activities that do not
directly involve criminal investigations, such as prisoner detention or transport and nonmilitary national security details.
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Structuring Data

Table Number

Table Title

Page

Table Fifteen

Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 1966

292

Table Sixteen

Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 1967

306

Table Seventeen

Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 1979

320

Table Eighteen

Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 1983

340

Table Nineteen

Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 1999

351

Table Twenty

Structuring Data for OMB Circular 2003

363

Table Twenty-one

Structuring Data for OMB Circular 2003
and Attachments (Pilot Study: Method 1)

374
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Table 15
Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 1966
Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Governing Approach Characteristics
Theoretically
Based

Data
CGA
Method 1
Data

CTB

Values
Driven

CVD
P1;L14
P2;L1
P2;L1
P2;L2
P2;L2
P2;L2
P3;L19
P3;L35
P4;L3
P6;L11

Structure Dependent

Promotes Sector
Distinctions

Governmental
Structure
Dependent
CGSD
P1;L3
P1;L3
P1;L4
P1;L5
P1;L5
P1;L7
P1;L8
P1;L8
P1;L9
P1;L11
P1;L16
P1;L17
P1;L17
P1;L17
P1;L19
P1;L19

Public
Sector

Private
Sector

CPUS
P1;L2
P1;L7
P1;L8
P1;L13
P1;L15
P1;L15
P1;L18
P1;L21
P1;L28
P1;L29
P2;L10
P2;L10
P2;L12
P2;L14
P2;L15
P2;L25

CPRS
P1;L1
P1;L6
P1;L7
P1;L12
P1;L18
P1;L21
P1;L28
P1;L31
P1;L32
P1;L32
P1;L33
P2;L4
P2;L22
P2;L25
P2;L26
P2;L27

Organizational
Structure
Dependent
COSD
P1;L5
P1;L9
P1;L11
P2;L15
P3;L21
P4;L11
P6;L27
P6;L27
P7;L22
P7;L22
P7;L23
P7;L23
P7;L30
P7;L30
P8;L5
P8;L6
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Deductive Strategic

Normative

CD
P3;L5
P3;L42
P4;L39
P6;L37
P6;L39
P6;L41
P7;L3
P7;L40
P8;L1

CN
P1;L1
P1;L3
P1;L5
P1;L11
P1;L11
P1;L12
P1;L12
P1;L16
P2;L11
P2;L13
P2;L19
P2;L32
P2;L35
P3;L2
P3;L4
P3;L23

CS
P2;L13
P2;L39
P3;L38
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P1;L20
P1;L29
P1;L33
P2;L4
P2;L4
P2;L5
P2;L6
P2;L7
P2;L7
P2;L8
P2;L8
P2;L8
P2;L8
P2;L9
P2;L9
P2;L11
P2;L11
P2;L18
P2;L19
P2;L20
P2;L20
P2;L22
P2;L24
P2;L25
P2;L26
P2;L26
P2;L28
P2;L28
P2;L29
P2;L29
P2;L30
P2;L31
P2;L31
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P8;L11
P8;L12
P8;L12
P8;L13
P8;L14
P8;L15
P8;L15
P8;L16
P8;L16
P8;L18

P2;L27
P2;L29
P2;L32
P2;L33
P2;L33
P2;L36
P2;L38
P2;L40
P3;L1
P3;L4
P3;L5
P3;L6
P3;L7
P3;L14
P3;L16
P3;L19
P3;L25
P3;L26
P3;L28
P3;L29
P3;L29
P3;L31
P3;L34
P3;L35
P3;L40
P3;L41
P4;L1
P4;L4
P4;L8
P4;L12
P4;L13
P4;L18
P4;L20

P2;L32
P2;L33
P2;L36
P2;L38
P3;L2
P3;L4
P3;L8
P3;L10
P3;L14
P3;L15
P3;L26
P3;L28
P3;L29
P3;L33
P3;L41
P4;L6
P4;L9
P4;L10
P4;L15
P4;L16
P4;L18
P4;L21
P4;L28
P4;L32
P4;L38
P4;L42
P4;L44
P5;L2
P5;L18
P5;L20
P5;L20
P5;L21
P5;L26
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P4;L1
P4;L6
P4;L17
P5;L31
P6;L11
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P2;L32
P2;L34
P2;L37
P2;L39
P2;L40
P2;L40
P3;L1
P3;L1
P3;L2
P3;L10
P3;L10
P3;L11
P3;L12
P3;L12
P3;L13
P3;L15
P3;L17
P3;L18
P3;L18
P3;L19
P3;L19
P3;L20
P3;L21
P3;L22
P3;L23
P3;L23
P3;L23
P3;L24
P3;L24
P3;L26
P3;L26
P3;L30
P3;L31
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P4;L24
P4;L25
P4;L28
P4;L29
P4;L29
P4;L30
P4;L31
P4;L34
P4;L35
P4;L37
P4;L42
P4;L43
P4;L44
P5;L2
P5;L17
P5;L17
P5;L18
P5;L26
P5;L28
P5;L30
P5;L32
P5;L34
P6;L8
P6;L17
P6;L37
P7;L3
P7;L7
P7;L9
P7;L18
P7;L33
P7;L37
P7;L41
P8;L1

P5;L26
P5;L31
P5;L35
P6;L13
P6;L26
P7;L6
P7;L11
P7;L14
P7;L17
P7;L19
P7;L33
P7;L35
P7;L36
P7;L41
P8;L1
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P3;L35
P4;L2
P4;L11
P4;L11
P4;L13
P4;L17
P4;L22
P4;L27
P4;L31
P4;L34
P4;L34
P4;L36
P4;L39
P5;L4
P5;L6
P5;L11
P5;L14
P5;L23
P5;L24
P5;L24
P5;L25
P5;L27
P5;L29
P5;L33
P5;L36
P5;L37
P5;L37
P5;L38
P5;L38
P5;L41
P5;L41
P5;L42
P5;L43
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P8;L10
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P6;L2
P6;L4
P6;L4
P6;L5
P6;L5
P6;L7
P6;L8
P6;L12
P6;L12
P6;L16
P6;L19
P6;L21
P6;L22
P6;L23
P6;L25
P6;L27
P6;L29
P6;L30
P6;L32
P6;L32
P6;L32
P6;L32
P6;L33
P6;L33
P6;L34
P6;L35
P6;L36
P6;L41
P7;L7
P7;L8
P7;L13
P7;L16
P7;L17
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P7;L21
P7;L21
P7;L23
P7;L23
P7;L25
P7;L27
P7;L28
P7;L29
P7;L30
P7;L32
P7;L34
P7;L34
P7;L37
P7;L42
P8;L2
P8;L4
P8;L4
P8;L5
P8;L6
P8;L6
P8;L7
P8;L8
P8;L9
P8;L11
P8;L11
P8;L12
P8;L16
P8;L18
P8;L18
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Method 1
Characteristic
Subtotal
CGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Total
CGA
Method 1
Total 393
CGA
Method 2
Data
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Table 15 Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 1966

177

0

10

1/P1;L14
2/P2;L1
2/P2;L1
2/P2;L2
2/P2;L2
2/P2;L2

Circular Section
1. Policy
P1;L11 –
P1;L19

27

83

64

203

1/P1;L11
1/P1;L16
1/P1;L17
1/P1;L17
1/P1;L17
1/P1;L19
1/P1;L19
2/P1;L20
2/P1;L29
2/P1;L33

147

1/P1;L11

298

1/P1;L13
1/P1;L15
1/P1;L15
1/P1;L18
2/P1;L21
2/P1;L28
2/P1;L29

9

3

1/P1;L12
1/P1;L18
2/P1;L21
2/P1;L28
2/P1;L31
2/P1;L32
2/P1;L32
2/P1;L33

21

1/P1;L11
1/P1;L11
1/P1;L12
1/P1;L12
1/P1;L16

2.Definitions
P1;L20 – P2;L3
3.Other = M1
Characteristic
Total –
(M2Policy +
M2Definition)
CGA
Method 2
Characteristic
Total

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=1
2=5
3=4

1=8
2=3
3=192

1=6
2=9
3=132

1=0
2=0
3=9

1=0
2=0
3=3

1=5
2=0
3=16
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CGA
Method 3
Data

1/P1;L14
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1/P1;L15
1/P1;L15

1/P1;L16

Relationship to
Commercial
Activities
1.Independent
P1;L14 –
P1;L16
2. Dependent =
(M2Policy +
M2Definition) –
M3Independent
CGA
Method 3
Characteristic
Total

1=0
2=0

1=1
2=5

1=1
2=10

1=2
2=13

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1=1
2=4
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Entrepreneurial Governing Approach

Governing Approach Characteristics
Pragmatically
Based

Data
EGA
Method 1
Data

Works
Better

Costs
Less

EWB

ECL
P1;L23
P1;L24
P3;L29
P3;L30
P3;L32
P3;L36
P3;L37
P3;L39
P4;L1
P4;L2
P4;L2
P4;L4
P4;L7
P4;L7
P4;L8
P4;L10
P4;L12
P4;L14
P4;L17
P4;L19
P4;L19

Results
Driven

ERD
P2;L16
P2;L16
P3;L3
P3;L9
P3;L9
P3;L13
P3;L16
P4;L3
P4;L26

Structure Independent
Governmental
Structure
Independent
EGSI

Promotes
Sector
Blurring

Organizational
Structure
Independent
EOSI
EPSB
P2;L6
P4;L18
P4;L23
P4;L23
P4;L23
P4;L24
P4;L24
P4;L25
P4;L26
P4;L27
P7;L13
P7;L13

Inductive

Tactical

Descriptive

EI

ET

ED
P3;L36
P3;L39
P6;L15
P6;L20
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P4;L19
P4;L21
P4;L22
P4;L23
P4;L24
P4;L25
P4;L26
P4;L30
P4;L31
P4;L33
P4;L35
P4;L36
P4;L39
P4;L41
P4;L43
P5;L6
P5;L8
P5;L9
P5;L11
P5;L14
P5;L15
P5;L15
P5;L27
P5;L27
P5;L27
P5;L29
P5;L30
P5;L33
P5;L34
P5;L37
P5;L37
P5;L39
P5;L40
P5;L42
P5;L42
P5;L42
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P5;L43
P5;L43
P6;L2
P6;L3
P6;L4
P6;L5
P6;L7
P6;L7
P6;L14
P6;L14
P6;L17
P6;L17
P6;L36
P6;L37
P6;L39
P6;L41
P7;L1
P7;L2
P7;L4
P7;L4
P7;L6
P7;L9
P7;L10
P7;L10
P7;L12
P7;L14
P7;L39
P7;L39
P8;L9
P8;L16
P8;L18
P8;L18
P8;L19
P8;L19
P8;L19
P8;L20
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P8;L20
P8;L21

EGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Subtotal
EGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Total
EGA
Method 1
Total 120
EGA
Method 2
Data

0

95

95

0

0

9

0

12

0

0

4

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

2/P1;L23
2/P1;L24

Circular Section
1. Policy
P1;L11 –
P1;L19
2.Definitions
P1;L20 – P2;L3
3.Other = M1
Characteristic
Total –
(M2Policy +
M2Definition)
EGA
Method 2

1=0
2=2
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Data
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3=93

3=9

3=0

3=12

3=0

3=0

3=4

1=0
2=2

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

Relationship to
Commercial
Activities
1.Independent
P1;L14 –
P1;L16
2. Dependent =
(M2Policy +
M2Definition) –
M3Independent
EGA
Method 3
Characteristic
Total
Circular
Total 513
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Structuring Method 1 Analysis of Ciruclar 1966
Overall Governing Approach: Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Predominant Characteristics:
Pragmatically Based (EGA)
Values Driven (CGA) vs. Results Driven (EGA) No predominance
Structure Dependent (CGA)
Promotes Sector Distinctions (CGA)
Deductive (CGA)
Strategic (CGA)
Normative (CGA)
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Table 16
Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76, 1967
Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Governing Approach Characteristics
Theoretically
Based

Data
CGA
Method 1
Data

CTB

Values
Driven

CVD
P1;L14
P2;L5
P2;L5
P2;L5
P2;L6
P2;L6
P3;L24
P3;L40
P4;L11
P7;L1

Structure Dependent

Promotes Sector
Distinctions

Governmental
Structure
Dependent
CGSD

Organizational
Structure
Dependent
COSD

Public
Sector

Private
Sector

CPUS

P1;L3
P1;L3
P1;L3
P1;L4
P1;L4
P1;L5
P1;L5
P1;L6
P1;L7
P1;L8
P1;L10
P1;L11
P1;L16
P1;L17
P1;L19
P1;L19
P1;L20
P1;L26

P1;L6
P1;L11
P2;L18
P3;L26
P4;L19
P4;L19
P7;L17
P7;L17
P8;L9
P8;L9
P8;L10
P8;L10
P8;L17
P8;L17
P8;L34
P8;L35
P8;L40
P8;L41

P1;L2
P1;L8
P1;L9
P1;L13
P1;L14
P1;L15
P1;L18
P1;L21
P1;L30
P1;L31
P2;L13
P2;L15
P2;L16
P2;L18
P2;L27
P2;L29
P2;L34
P2;L35
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Deductive Strategic

Normative

CPRS

CD

CS

CN

P1;L1
P1;L7
P1;L9
P1;L12
P1;L18
P1;L21
P1;L30
P2;L1
P2;L3
P2;L3
P2;L4
P2;L7
P2;L13
P2;L27
P2;L28
P2;L29
P2;L34
P2;L35

P3;L10
P4;L6
P4;L28
P5;L25
P7;L1
P7;L27
P7;L29
P7;L31
P7;L34
P8;L27
P8;L30

P2;L6
P3;L3
P4;L2
P5;L19

P1;L1
P1;L6
P1;L9
P1;L11
P1;L11
P1;L12
P1;L12
P1;L15
P1;L17
P1;L17
P2;L14
P2;L16
P2;L21
P2;L37
P2;L35
P3;L7
P3;L9
P3;L28
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P1;L31
P2;L4
P2;L7
P2;L7
P2;L8
P2;L9
P2;L10
P2;L10
P2;L11
P2;L11
P2;L11
P2;L11
P2;L12
P2;L1
P2;L14
P2;L14
P2;L21
P2;L22
P2;L23
P2;L24
P2;L25
P2;L26
P2;L27
P2;L28
P2;L28
P2;L29
P2;L30
P2;L30
P2;L31
P2;L31
P2;L32
P2;L33
P2;L33
P2;L34
P2;L36
P3;L2
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P8;L41
P8;L42
P8;L43
P9;L1
P9;L3
P9;L3
P9;L4
P9;L4
P9;L6

P2;L35
P3;L1
P3;L3
P3;L4
P3;L5
P3;L9
P3;L11
P3;L19
P3;L20
P3;L24
P3;L30
P3;L31
P3;L33
P3;L34
P3;L34
P3;L36
P3;L39
P3;L40
P4;L4
P4;L9
P4;L16
P4;L20
P4;L21
P4;L23
P4;L24
P4;L26
P4;L28
P4;L30
P4;L31
P4;L32
P4;L42
P4;L43
P5;L2
P5;L3
P5;L3
P5;L4

P3;L1
P3;L7
P3;L9
P3;L11
P3;L13
P3;L15
P3;L19
P3;L20
P3;L31
P3;L33
P3;L34
P3;L38
P4;L14
P4;L17
P4;L18
P4;L26
P4;L29
P5;L2
P5;L9
P5;L10
P5;L18
P5;L28
P5;L31
P5;L31
P6;L5
P6;L7
P6;L7
P6;L8
P6;L13
P6;L13
P6;L22
P7;L3
P7;L16
P7;L37
P7;L41
P8;L1
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P4;L9
P4;L14
P4;L25
P5;L22
P6;L18
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P3;L4
P3;L5
P3;L5
P3;L6
P3;L6
P3;L6
P3;L15
P3;L15
P3;L16
P3;L17
P3;L17
P3;L18
P3;L20
P3;L22
P3;L23
P3;L23
P3;L24
P3;L24
P3;L25
P3;L26
P3;L27
P3;L27
P3;L28
P3;L29
P3;L29
P3;L31
P3;L31
P3;L35
P3;L36
P3;L40
P4;L2
P4;L10
P4;L19
P4;L21
P4;L25
P4;L31
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P5;L5
P5;L6
P5;L8
P5;L8
P5;L11
P5;L18
P5;L21
P5;L28
P5;L29
P5;L30
P5;L32
P6;L4
P6;L4
P6;L5
P6;L13
P6;L15
P6;L17
P6;L18
P6;L19
P6;21
P6;L29
P6;L40
P7;L7
P7;L28
P7;L34
P7;L37
P7;L40
P8;L5
P8;L20
P8;L24
P8;L28
P8;L30
P8;L39

P8;L4
P8;L6
P8;L20
P8;L22
P8;L23
P8;L28
P8;L30
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P4;L32
P4;L33
P4;L37
P4;L37
P4;L40
P5;L1
P5;L5
P5;L8
P5;L8
P5;L10
P5;L10
P5;L14
P5;L17
P5;L20
P5;L26
P5;L34
P5;L35
P5;L39
P6;L1
P6;L9
P6;L10
P6;L11
P6;L12
P6;L14
P6;L16
P6;L20
P6;L23
P6;L23
P6;L24
P6;L25
P6;L25
P6;L27
P6;L28
P6;L31
P6;L33
P6;L34
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P6;L35
P6;L36
P6;L39
P7;L2
P7;L6
P7;L10
P7;L12
P7;L12
P7;L15
P7;L17
P7;L19
P7;L20
P7;L22
P7;L22
P7;L22
P7;L22
P7;L23
P7;L23
P7;L24
P7;L25
P7;L26
P7;L31
P7;L38
P7;L39
P7;L44
P8;L3
P8;L4
P8;L8
P8;L8
P8;L9
P8;L10
P7;L12
P8;L13
P8;L15
P7;L16
P7;L16
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P8;L19
P8;L21
P8;L21
P8;L25
P8;L29
P8;L31
P8;L33
P8;L33
P8;L34
P8;L35
P8;L35
P8;L36
P8;L36
P8;L37
P8;L40
P8;L40
P8;L41
P8;L43
P9;L1
P9;L1
P9;L2
P9;L4
P9;L6
P9;L6
P9;L7
P9;L7
P9;L7
P9;L8
P9;L8
P9;L9
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CGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Subtotal
CGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Total
CGA
Method 1
Total 415
CGA
Method 2
Data
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192

0

10

1/P1;L14
2/P2;L5
2/P2;L5
2/P2;L5
2/P2;L6
2/P2;L6

Circular Section
1. Policy
P1;L11 –
P1;L19

27

87

61

219

1/P1;L11
1/P1;L16
1/P1;L17
1/P1;L19
1/P1;L19
2/P1;L20
2/P1;L26
2/P1;L31
2/P2;L4

148

1/P1;L11
1/P2;L18
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1/P1;L13
1/P1;L14
1/P1;L15
1/P1;L18
2/P1;L21
2/P1;L30
2/P1;L31

11

1/P1;L12
1/P1;L18
2/P1;L21
2/P1;L30
2/P2;L1
2/P2;L3
2/P2;L3
2/P2;L4

4

2/ P2;L6

23

1/P1;L11
1/P1;L11
1/P1;L12
1/P1;L12
1/P1;L15
1/P1;L17
1/P1;L17

2.Definitions
P1;L20 – P2;L6
3.Other = M1
Characteristic
Total –
(M2Policy +
M2Definition)
CGA
Method 2
Characteristic
Total

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=1
2=5
3=4

1=7
2=4
3=208

1=6
2=9
3=133

1=0
2=0
3=11

1=0
2=1
3=3

1=7
2=0
3=16
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Method 3
Data

1/P1;L14
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1/P1;L16
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1/P1;L14
1/P1;L15

1/P1;L15

Relationship to
Commercial
Activities
1.Independent
P1;L14 –
P1;L16
2. Dependent =
(M2Policy +
M2Definition) –
M3Independent
CGA
Method 3
Characteristic
Total

1=0
2=0

1=1
2=5

1=1
2=10

1=2
2=13

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=1

1=1
2=6
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Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
Governing Approach Characteristics
Pragmatically
Based

Data
EGA
Method 1
Data

Results
Driven

Works
Better

Costs
Less

EWB

ECL

ERD

P1;L5
P5;L12

P1;L22
P1;L23
P3;L25
P3;L25
P3;L34
P3;L35
P3;L37
P3;L41
P4;L1
P4;L3
P4;L9
P4;L10
P4;L10
P4;L12
P4;L15
P4;L15
P4;L16
P4;L18
P4;L20
P4;L22
P4;L25
P4;L27

P2;L9
P2;L9
P2;L20
P3;L8
P3;L14
P3;L14
P3;L18
P4;L11
P4;L44
P3;L21
P5;L20

Structure Independent
Governmental
Structure
Independent
EGSI

Promotes
Sector
Blurring

Organizational
Structure
Independent
EOSI
EPSB
P2;L1

P2;L9
P4;L26
P4;L35
P4;L41
P4;L41
P4;L41
P4;L42
P4;L42
P4;L43
P4;L44
P5;L1
P5;L14
P5;L14
P7;L44
P7;L44

Inductive

Tactical

Descriptive

EI

ET

ED
P3;L41
P4;L3
P6;L15
P6;L20
P7;L5
P7;L10
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P4;L27
P4;L27
P4;L36
P4;L39
P4;L40
P4;L42
P4;L43
P4;L44
P5;L4
P5;L7
P5;L8
P5;L8
P5;L9
P5;L11
P5;L12
P5;L12
P5;L13
P5;L15
P5;L15
P5;L16
P5;L17
P5;L20
P5;L21
P5;L24
P5;L39
P5;L25
P5;L27
P5;L29
P5;L30
P5;L35
P5;L36
P5;L38
P5;L39
P6;L1
P6;L2
P6;L2
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P6;L14
P6;L14
P6;L14
P6;L16
P6;L17
P6;L20
P6;L21
P6;L24
P6;L24
P6;L26
P6;L27
P6;L28
P6;L28
P6;L28
P6;L30
P6;L32
P6;L33
P6;L33
P6;L33
P6;L34
P6;L34
P6;L35
P6;L36
P6;L37
P6;L39
P6;L39
P7;L4
P7;L4
P7;L4
P7;L7
P7;L7
P7;L27
P7;L28
P7;L29
P7;L31
P7;L32
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P7;L33
P7;L34
P7;L35
P7;L35
P7;L37
P7;L40
P7;L40
P7;L41
P7;L42
P7;L43
P8;L1
P8;L26
P8;L26
P8;L18
P8;L38

EGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Subtotal
EGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Total
EGA
Method 1
Total 144
EGA
Method 2
Data
Circular Section
1. Policy
P1;L11 –
P1;L19

2

109

111

2/P1;L22
2/P1;L23

0

11

1

1

15

2/P2;L1

0

0

6
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2.Definitions
P1;L20 – P2;L6
3.Other= M1
Characteristic
Total –
(M2Policy +
M2Definition)
EGA
Method 2
Characteristic
Total
EGA
Method 3
Data

1=0
2=2
3=109

1=0
2=0
3=11

1=0
2=1
3=0

1=0
2=0
3=15

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=0
2=0
3=6

1=0
2=2

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=1

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

Relationship to
Commercial
Activities
1.Independent
P1;L14 –
P1;L16
2. Dependent =
(M2Policy +
M2Definition) –
M3Independent
EGA
Method 3
Characteristic
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Total
Circular
Total 559

Structuring Method 1 Analysis of Circular 1967
Overall Governing Approach: Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Predominant Characteristics:
Pragmatically Based (EGA)
Values Driven (CGA) vs. Results Driven (EGA) No predominance
Structure Dependent (CGA)
Promotes Sector Distinctions (CGA)
Deductive (CGA)
Strategic (CGA)
Normative (CGA)
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Table 17
Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76, 1979
Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Governing Approach Characteristics
Theoretically
Based

Data
CGA
Method 1
Data

CTB

Values
Driven

Structure Dependent

Promotes Sector
Distinctions
Public
Sector

Private
Sector

CVD

Governmental
Structure
Dependent
CGSD

P1;L8
P1;L9
P1;L10
P1;L11
P1;L25
P1;L26
P1;L28
P2;L1
P2;L5
P2;L7
P2;L10
P2;L10
P2;L11
P2;L11
P3;L6
P3;L6
P3;L7
P3;L7

P1;L3
P1;L3
P1’L4
P1;L6
P1;L6
P1;L6
P1;L7
P1;L14
P1;L14
P1;L15
P1;L15
P1;L16
P1;L16
P1;L17
P1;L17
P1;L17
P1;L17
P1;L18

CPUS
P1;L2
P1;L5
P1;L5
P1;L9
P1;L13
P1;L20
P1;L24
P1;L30
P2;L1
P2;L2
P2;L4
P2;L6
P2;L6
P2;L7
P2;L8
P2;L10

CPRS
P1;L1
P1;L4
P1;L5
P1;L8
P1;L9
P1;L11
P1;L13
P2;L2
P2;L3
P2;L3
P2;L4
P2;L9
P2;L15
P2;L17
P2;L25
P2;L33

Organizational
Structure
Dependent
COSD
P1;L3
P1;L16
P1;L18
P1;L20
P1;L22
P1;L27
P1;L27
P1;L27
P1;L27
P1;L29
P2;L1
P2;L19
P3;L17
P4;L1
P4;L9
P4;L14
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Deductive Strategic

Normative

CD
P1;L11
P2;L1
P3;L11
P7;L19

CN
P1;L1
P1;L3
P1;L9
P1;L11
P1;L12
P1;L12
P1;L12
P1;L14
P1;L14
P1;L16
P1;L16
P2;L1
P2;L2
P2;L2
P2;L3
P2;L6

CS
P2;L22
P3;L25
P3;L28
P4;L26
P6;L10
P7;L2
P7;L13
P7;L20
P7;L23
P7;L24
P8;L18
P10;L25
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P3;L7
P3;L13
P3;L15
P3;L23
P4;L28
P5;L3
P5;L24
P6;L19
P6;L19
P8;L18
P9;L33
P10;L1
P10;L33
P13;L30
P13;L30
P14;L2
P14;L9
P14;L14
P14;L15
P14;L15
P14;L18

P1;L18
P1;L19
P1;L19
P1;L19
P1;L20
P1;L22
P1;L23
P1;L23
P1;L25
P1;L28
P1;L28
P1;L28
P1;L29
P1;L29
P1;L29
P1;L31
P1;L32
P1;L32
P2;L14
P2;L16
P2;L18
P2;L20
P3;L14
P3;L28
P3;L31
P3;L31
P3;L32
P3;L33
P3;L33
P4;L1
P4;L1
P4;L2
P4;L4
P4;L4
P4;L7
P4;L8
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P4;L20
P5;L10
P5;L13
P7;L21
P7;L30
P8;L4
P8;L9
P10;L1
P10;L1
P10L3
P10;L4
P10;L5
P10;L5
P10;L7
P10;L8
P10;L8
P10;L18
P10;L18
P10;L19
P10;L20
P10;L30
P12;L4
P12;L4
P12;L5
P12;L6
P12;L28
P12;L28
P12;L32
P12;L32
P12;L36
P12;L43
P13;L4
P13;L6

P2;L12
P2;L15
P2;L16
P2;L21
P2;L25
P2;L33
P3;L1
P3;L2
P3;L9
P3;L10
P3;L10
P3;L11
P3;L12
P3;L13
P3;L14
P3;L14
P3;L15
P3;L16
P3;L16
P3;L17
P3;L17
P3;L19
P3;L19
P3;L21
P3;L21
P3;L22
P3;L22
P3;L22
P3;L23
P3;L24
P3;L25
P3;L29
P4;L2

P2;L34
P3;L1
P3;L5
P3;L5
P3;L6
P3;L8
P3;L19
P3;L31
P4;L23
P4;L30
P5;L4
P5;L7
P5;L17
P5;L19
P5;L21
P5;L25
P5;L30
P6;L1
P6;L2
P6;L4
P6;L5
P6;L7
P6;L9
P6;L11
P6;L18
P6;L23
P7;L5
P7;L6
P7;L9
P7;L17
P7;L27
P7;L31
P7;L35
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P2;L8
P2;L9
P2;L10
P2;L12
P2;L28
P2;L32
P3;L3
P3;L10
P3;L29
P4;L2
P4;L23
P4;L24
P4;L24
P5;L5
P10;L23
P10;L24
P12;L4
P13;L15
P13;L28
P13;L29
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P4;L8
P4;L9
P4;L9
P4;L11
P4;L11
P4;L14
P4;L14
P4;L15
P4;L16
P4;L16
P4;L18
P4;L19
P4;L19
P4;L20
P4;L20
P4;L20
P4;L20
P4;L21
P4;L22
P4;L23
P4;L24
P4;L26
P4;L27
P4;L27
P4;L28
P4;L30
P4;L31
P4;L32
P4;L33
P4;L33
P4;L34
P4;L34
P4;L34
P4;L36
P4;L36
P4;L37
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P13;L6
P13;L7
P13;L17
P14;L2
P14;L3
P14;L3
P14;L3
P14;L7
P14;L12
P14;L14
P14;L16
P14;L16
P14;L18
P14;L21
P14;L24
P14;L30

P4;L3
P4;L3
P4;L4
P4;L10
P4;L10
P4;L13
P4;L17
P4;L17
P4;L18
P4;L19
P4;L28
P4;L30
P5;L1
P5;L2
P5;L7
P5;L8
P5;L9
P5;L14
P5;L18
P5;L24
P5;L31
P5;L34
P5;L37
P6;L1
P6;L1
P6;L5
P6;L18
P7;L1
P7;L3
P7;L5
P7;L6
P7;L6
P7;L8

P8;L5
P8;L27
P8;L31
P8;L32
P8;L34
P8;L35
P10;L23
P11;L13
P11;L19
P11;L21
P12;L2
P12;L3
P12;L7
P12;L12
P12;L41
P13;L15
P13;L29
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P4;L37
P4;L37
P5;L3
P5;L5
P5;L6
P5;L8
P5;L11
P5;L11
P5;L12
P5;L12
P5;L12
P5;L13
P5;L13
P5;L14
P5;L14
P5;L15
P5;L16
P5;L18
P5;L18
P5;L19
P5;L22
P5;L22
P5;L23
P5;L23
P5;L23
P5;L24
P5;L24
P5;L26
P5;L26
P5;L26
P5;L28
P5;L30
P5;L31
P5;L32
P5;L32
P5;L33
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P7;L9
P7;L10
P7;L11
P7;L12
P7;L14
P7;L17
P7;L20
P7;L21
P7;L22
P7;L31
P7;L33
P7;L33
P8;L1
P8;L5
P8;L14
P8;L16
P8;L27
P8’;30
P9;L4
P9;L7
P9;L10
P9;L11
P9;L17
P9;L17
P9;L20
P9;L20
P9;L22
P9;L22
P9;L25
P9;L27
P9;L31
P10;L22
P10;L23
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P5;L33
P5;L34
P5;L35
P5;L36
P5;L36
P5;L38
P5;L38
P5;L41
P5;L41
P5;L42
P6;L2
P6;L5
P6;L6
P6;L7
P6;L9
P6;L12
P6;L12
P6;L14
P6;L14
P6;L14
P6;L15
P6;L16
P6;L16
P6;L17
P6;L17
P6;L19
P6;L20
P6;L20
P6;L21
P6;L21
P6;L25
P6;L25
P6;L26
P6;L26
P6;L28
P6;L28
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P10;L29
P10;L29
P10;L29
P10;L32
P10;L33
P10;L38
P11;L5
P11;L7
P11;L22
P11;L23
P11;L30
P11;L31
P11;L32
P12;L3
P12;L7
P12;L12
P12;L17
P12;L18
P12;L28
P13;L17
P13;L18
P13;L19
P13;L20
P13;L23
P13;L24
P13;L27
P13;L28
P13;L30
P13;L32
P13;L33
P13;L34
P13;L36
P13;L37
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P6;L29
P6;L31
P6;L31
P6;L31
P6;L33
P6;L33
P6;L33
P7;L3
P7;L4
P7;L5
P7;L5
P7;L10
P7;L18
P7;L18
P7;L19
P7;L24
P7;L24
P7;L25
P7;L29
P7;L29
P7;L29
P7;L29
P7;L30
P7;L31
P7;L33
P8;L2
P8;L2
P8;L3
P8;L3
P8;L5
P8;L6
P8;L9
P8;L9
P8;L10
P8;L10
P8;L11
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P14;L1
P14;L4
P14;L16
P14;L19
P14;L23
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P8;L11
P8;L11
P8;L13
P8;L15
P8;L19
P8;L26
P8;L26
P8;L29
P8;L30
P8;L33
P8;L33
P8;L36
P8;L38
P8;L38
P9;L2
P9;L3
P9;L4
P9;L7
P9;L9
P9;L11
P9;L11
P9;L13
P9;L13
P9;L14
P9;L14
P9;L14
P9;L17
P9;L18
P9;L20
P9;L22
P9;L25
P9;L29
P9;L33
P9;L34
P9;L35
P10;L3
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P10;L3
P10;L5
P10;L6
P10;L7
P10;L7
P10;L9
P10;L10
P10;L10
P10;L10
P10;L12
P10;L13
P10;L13
P10;L13
P10;L16
P10;L16
P10;L17
P10;L17
P10;L19
P10;L20
P10;L20
P10;L21
P10;L21
P10;L22
P10;L22
P10;L26
P10;L26
P10;L27
P10;L30
P10;L38
P11;L4
P11;L4
P11;L12
P11;L13
P11;L14
P11;L14
P11;L15
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P11;L16
P11;L18
P11;L18
P11;L19
P11;L20
P11;L20
P11;L21
P11;L26
P11;L26
P11;L28
P11;L28
P11;L30
P11;L33
P11;L35
P12;L1
P12;L1
P12;L6
P12;L8
P12;L9
P12;L9
P12;L11
P12;L11
P12;L13
P12;L16
P12;L16
P12;L20
P12;L21
P12;L21
P12;L21
P12;L22
P12;L23
P12;L23
P12;L23
P12;L23
P12;L24
P12;L26
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P12;L29
P12;L31
P12;L34
P12;L35
P12;L35
P12;L35
P12;L36
P12;L38
P12;L40
P12;L43
P12;L43
P12;L43
P12;L44
P13;L2
P13;L2
P13;L3
P13;L4
P13;L6
P13;L8
P13;L8
P13;L9
P13;L9
P13;L9
P13;L10
P13;L10
P13;L11
P13;L13
P13;L13
P13;L13
P13;L14
P13;L16
P13;L16
P13;L19
P13;L21
P13;L25
P13;L29
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P13;L33
P13;L37
P14;L2
P14;L2
P14;L5
P14;L7
P14;L10
P14;L15
P14;L15
P14;L16
P14;L17
P14;L17
P14;L21
P14;L21
P14;L22
P14;L24
P14;L24
P14;L25
P14;L25
P14;L27
P14;L27
P14;L30
P14;L30
P14;L31
P14;L31

CGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Subtotal
CGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Total
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0

39

65

432

153

66

219

4

12

36
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CGA
Method 1
Total 742
CGA
Method 2
Data
Circular Section
1. Policy
P2;L1 – P2;L13
2.Definitions
P2;L14 –
P3;L29
3.Other = M1
Characteristic
Total –
(M2Policy +
M2Definition)
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1/P2;L1
1/P2;L5
1/P2;L7
1/P2;L10
1/P2;L10
1/P2;L11
1/P2;L11
2/P3;L6
2/P3;L6
2/P3;L7
2/P3;L7
2/P3;L7
2/P3;L13
2/P3;L15
2/P3;L23

2/P2;L14
2/P2;L16
2/P2;L18
2/P2;L20
2/P3;L14
2/P3;L28
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1/P2;L1
2/P2;L19
2/P3;L17

1/P2;L1
1/P2;L2
1/P2;L4
1/P2;L6
1/P2;L6
1/P2;L7
1/P2;L8
1/P2;L10
1/P2;L12

1/P2;L2
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L4
1/P2;L9
2/P2;L15
2/P2;L16
2/P2;L21
2/P2;L25
2/P2;L33
2/P3;L1
2/P3;L2
2/P3;L9
2/P3;L10
2/P3;L10
2/P3;L11
2/P3;L12
2/P3;L13
2/P3;L14
2/P3;L14
2/P3;L15
2/P3;L16
2/P3;L16
2/P3;L17
2/P3;L17
2/P3;L19
2/P3;L19
2/P3;L21
2/P3;L21
2/P3;L22
2/P3;L22
2/P3;L22
2/P3;L23

1/P2;L1
2/P3;L11

2/P2;L22
2/P3;L25
2/P3;L28
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1/P2;L1
1/P2;L2
1/P2;L2
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L6
1/P2;L8
1/P2;L9
1/P2;L10
1/P2;L12
2/ P2;L28
2/P2;L32
2/P3;L3
2/P3;L10
2/P3;L29
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2/P3;L24
2/P3;L25
2/P3;L29

CGA
Method 2
Characteristic
Total
Method 3
Data
Relationship to
Commercial
Activities
1.Independent
P2;L1
P2;L6 – P2;L8
P3;L10 –
P3;L29
2. Dependent =
(M2Policy +
M2Definition) –
M3Independent

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=7
2=8
3=24
1/P2;L1
1/P2;L7
1/P3;L13
1/P3;L15
1/P3;L23

1=1
2=8
3=423
1/P3;L14
1/P3;L28

1=14
2=31
3=174
1/P2;L1
1/P3;L17

1/P2;L1
1/P2;L6
1/P2;L6
1/P2;L7
1/P2;L8
1/P3;L10
1/P3;L10
1/P3;L11
1/P3;L12
1/ P3;L13
1/P3;L14
1/P3;L14
1/P3;L15
1/P3;L16
1/P3;L16
1/P3;L17
1/P3;L17
1/P3;L19
1/P3;L19
1/P3;L21
1/P3;L21
1/P3;L22
1/P3;L22
1/P3;L22
1/P3;L23
1/P3;L24
1/P3;L25
1/P3;L29

1/P3;L19
1/P3;L11

1=1
2=1
3=2
1/P2;L1

1=0
2=3
3=9
1/P3;L25
1/P3;L28

1=9
2=5
3=22
1/P2;L1
1/P2;L6
1/P2;L8
1/P3;L10
1/P3;L29

Lori Anderson
CGA
Method 3
Characteristic
Total
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1=0
2=0

1=5
2=10
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1=4
2=5

1=30
2=15

1=1
2=1
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1=2
2=1

1=5
2=9
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Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
Governing Approach Characteristics
Pragmatically
Based

Data
EGA
Method 1
Data

Works
Better

Costs
Less

EWB

ECL

P1;L18
P8;L20
P8;L21
P8;L22
P8;L24
P10;L10

P1;L20
P1;L20
P1;L24
P2;L9
P2;L9
P2;L11
P2;L12
P2;L26
P2;L26
P2;L27
P2;L27
P2;L28
P2;L29
P2;L29
P2;L30
P2;L30
P2;L31
P2;L31
P2;L31
P2;L32
P3;L3

Results
Driven

Structure Independent
Governmental
Structure
Independent

ERD
P2;L19
P5;L27
P5;L41
P6;L8
P6;L10
P6;L12
P6;L16
P6;L24
P6;L26
P6;L27
P6;L27
P6;L28
P6;L29
P7;L4
P7;L7
P8;L6
P8;L6
P8;L7
P8;L7

EGSI

Organizational
Structure
Independ
ent
EOSI
P2;L33
P2;L33
P3;L2
P4;L5
P4;L16
P6;L29
P7;L28
P9;L14
P9;L15
P9;L25
P10;L17
P10;L24
P10;L34
P11;L10
P11;L32
P13;L38

Promotes
Sector
Blurring

Inductive

Tactical

Descriptive

EPSB
P1;L5
P1;L9
P1;L12
P2;L12
P2;L21
P2;L35
P3;L2
P3;L31
P4;L8
P4;L9
P4;L12
P4;L13
P4;L17
P4;L25
P5;L3
P5;L16
P5;L17
P6;L32
P7;L2

EI
P1;L25

ET

ED
P1;L22
P1;L24
P1;L25
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P3;L4
P3;L4
P5;L4
P5;L15
P5;L17
P5;L17
P5;L19
P5;L20
P5;L20
P6;L6
P6;L27
P7;L31
P7;L32
P7;L34
P8;L1
P8;L1
P8;L2
P8;L9
P8;L11
P8;L13
P8;L13
P8;L15
P8;L15
P8;L19
P8;L22
P8;L23
P8;L26
P8;L27
P8;L28
P8;L29
P8;L29
P8;L32
P8;L36
P8;L36
P8;L37
P8;L37

P8;L8
P8;L26
P9;L12
P9;L15
P9;L26
P9;L30
P10;L25
P10;L25
P11;L1
P11;L2
P14;L11
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P7;L3
P8;L8
P8;L16
P8;L17
P8;L17
P8;L19
P8;L21
P8;L21
P8;L23
P8;L30
P8;L35
P9;L1
P9;L2
P9;L2
P9;L3
P9;L3
P9;L5
P9;L8
P9;L8
P9;L9
P9;L25
P9;L30
P10;L12
P10;L13
P10;L24
P10;L26
P10;L33
P10;L34
P10;L35
P10;L37
P10;L37
P10;L38
P11;L1
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P8;L37
P8;L38
P9;L1
P9;L2
P9;L5
P9;L7
P9;L8
P9;L9
P9;L9
P9;L10
P9;L17
P9;L18
P9;L19
P9;L20
P9;L21
P9;L21
P9;L22
P9;L24
P9;L26
P9;L27
P9;L27
P9;L29
P9;L30
P9;L33
P9;L34
P11;L8
P11;L8
P11;L23
P11;L24
P11;L29
P11;L34
P12;L10
P12;L11
P12;L16
P12;L17
P12;L18
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P11;L1
P11;L2
P11;L14
P11;L16
P11;L29
P11;L29
P11;L32
P11;L33
P11;L34
P11;L34
P11;L36
P12;L2
P12;L13
P12;L14
P12;L15
P12;L17
P12;L25
P12;L42
P13;L19
P13;L24
P13;L25
P13;L25
P13;L30
P13;L31
P13;L32
P13;L32
P13;L34
P13;L35
P13;L37
P14;L4
P14;L5
P14;L5
P14;L6
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P14;L20
P14;L20
P14;L20
P14;L28

P12;L18
P12;L18
P12;L19
P12;L38
P12;L38
P12;L38
P13;L5
P13;L5
P13;L5
P13;L11
P13;L21
P13;L21
P13;L26
P13;L35
P13;L36
P13;L38

EGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Subtotal
EGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Total
EGA
Method 1
Total 254
EGA
Method 2
Data
Circular Section
1. Policy
P2;L1 – P2;L13

6

109

115

1/P2;L9
1/P2;L9
1/P2;L11
1/P2;L12
2/P2;L26
2/P2;L26
2/P2;L27
2/P2;L27
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0

30

2/P2;L19

16

16

89

2/P2;L33
2/P2;L33
2/P3;L2

1/P2;L12
2/P2;L21
2/P2;L35
2/P3;L2

1

0

3

Lori Anderson
2.Definitions
P2;L14 –
P3;L29
3.Other = M1
Characteristic
Total –
(M2Policy +
M2Definition)
EGA
Method 2
Characteristic
Total
EGA
Method 3
Data
Relationship to
Commercial
Activities
1.Independent
P2;L1
P2;L6 – P2;L8
P3;L10 –
P3;L29
2. Dependent =
(M2Policy +
M2Definition) –
M3Independent
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2/P2;L28
2/P2;L29
2/P2;L29
2/P2;L30
2/P2;L30
2/P2;L31
2/P2;L31
2/P2;L31
2/P2;L32
2/P3;L3
2/P3;L4

1=4
2=15
3=96

1=0
2=1
3=29

1=0
2=3
3=13

1=1
2=3
3=85

1=0
2=0
3=1

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=0
2=0
3=3

Lori Anderson
EGA
Method 3
Characteristic
Total
Circular
Total 996
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1=0
2=19

1=0
2=1
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1=0
2=3

Structuring Method 1 Analysis of Circular 1979
Overall Governing Approach: Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Predominant Characteristics:
Pragmatically Based (EGA)
Results Driven (EGA) vs. Values Driven (CGA) No predominance
Structure Dependent (CGA)
Promotes Sector Distinctions (CGA)
Deductive (CGA)
Strategic (CGA)
Normative (CGA)

1=0
2=4

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0
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1=0
2=0

Table 18
Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76, 1983
Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Governing Approach Characteristics
Theoretically
Based

Data
CGA
Method 1
Data

CTB

Values
Driven

CVD
P1;L14
P1;L14
P1;L15
P2;L2
P2;L23
P2;L23
P2;L23
P2;L23
P2;L26
P2;L27
P2;L28
P2;L32
P2;L35
P3;L3
P3;L12

Structure Dependent

Promotes Sector
Distinctions

Governmental
Structure
Dependent
CGSD

Public
Sector

Private
Sector

CPUS
P1;L3
P1;L5
P1;L5
P1;L13
P1;L13
P1;L18
P1;L25
P1;L27
P2;L1
P2;L1
P2;L2
P2;L3
P2;L5
P2;L6
P2;L8
P2;L10

CPRS
P1;L1
P1;L4
P1;L5
P1;L14
P1;L15
P1;L17
P1;L24
P1;L25
P2;L4
P2;L6
P2;L7
P2;L7
P2;L9
P2;L10
P2;L14
P2;L14

P1;L2
P1;L2
P1;L3
P1;L4
P1;L6
P1;L6
P1;L7
P1;L7
P1;L9
P1;L9
P1;L10
P1;L19
P1;L19
P1;L20
P1;L20
P1;L20
P1;L21
P1;L21

Organizational
Structure
Dependent
COSD
P1;L3
P2;L16
P2;L39
P3;L12
P4;L25
P4;L25
P4;L38
P4;L38
P4;L40
P4;L42
P5;L2
P5;L11
P5;L12
P5;L12
P5;L13
P5;L13
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Deductive Strategic

Normative

CD

CN
P1;L2
P1;L13
P1;L16
P1;L16
P1;L16
P1;L16
P1;L17
P1;L19
P1;L22
P1;L22
P1;L23
P1;L23
P2;L1
P2;L3
P2;L5
P2;L6

CS
P4;L11
P4;L26
P4;L36
P5;L8
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P1;L26
P1;L27
P2;L8
P2;L11
P2;L12
P2;L30
P2;L31
P2;L34
P3;L6
P3;L11
P3;L11
P3;L11
P3;L12
P3;L12
P3;L14
P3;L14
P3;L15
P3;L15
P3;L16
P3;L17
P3;L17
P3;L18
P3;L18
P3;L18
P3;L19
P3;L19
P3;L20
P3;L20
P3;L21
P3;L21
P3;L23
P3;L24
P3;L32
P3;L32
P3;L33
P3;L34
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P5;L14
P5;L15
P5;L15
P5;L16
P5;L16
P5;L23
P5;L25
P5;L27
P5;L28
P5;L30
P5;L35
P5;L35
P5;L37

P2;L12
P2;L13
P2;L14
P2;L19
P2;L20
P2;L21
P2;L25
P2;L26
P2;L28
P2;L29
P2;L29
P2;L31
P2;L32
P2;L33
P2;L33
P2;L33
P2;L34
P2;L35
P2;L36
P2;L37
P2;L37
P2;L37
P2;L38
P2;L38
P2;L39
P2;L39
P2;L41
P3;L1
P3;L1
P3;L2
P3;L2
P3;L3
P3;L5

P2;L15
P2;L19
P2;L22
P2;L22
P2;L22
P2;L24
P2;L30
P2;L41
P3;L5
P3;L37
P4;L6
P4;L7
P4;L9
P4;L9
P4;L13
P4;L14
P4;L23
P4;L28
P4;L30
P4;L39
P4;L43
P5;L1
P5;L5
P5;L8
P5;L30
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P2;L6
P2;L8
P2;L26
P3;L38
P6;L4
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P3;L36
P3;L39
P4;L1
P4;L3
P4;L7
P4;L12
P4;L15
P4;L15
P4;L15
P4;L16
P4;L17
P4;L18
P4;L18
P4;L19
P4;L20
P4;L21
P4;L24
P4;L24
P4;L25
P4;L26
P4;L27
P4;L29
P4;L31
P4;L32
P4;L32
P4;L33
P4;L34
P4;L36
P4;L38
P4;L40
P4;L40
P4;L40
P4;L41
P4;L42
P5;L2
P5;L3
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P3;L7
P3;L8
P3;L20
P3;L21
P3;L22
P3;L25
P3;L27
P3;L29
P3;L34
P3;L35
P3;L37
P4;L2
P4;L6
P4;L6
P4;L16
P4;L21
P4;L28
P4;L34
P4;L35
P4;L37
P4;L39
P4;L40
P4;L43
P5;L2
P5;L2
P5;L3
P5;L5
P5;L7
P5;L26
P5;L30
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P5;L6
P5;L6
P5;L10
P5;L10
P5;L11
P5;L11
P5;L12
P5;L14
P5;L14
P5;L14
P5;L16
P5;L16
P5;L17
P5;L17
P5;L18
P5;L18
P5;L20
P5;L20
P5;L22
P5;L23
P5;L24
P5;L25
P5;L26
P5;L28
P5;L28
P5;L28
P5;L29
P5;L29
P5;L31
P5;L34
P5;L34
P5;L34
P5;L34
P5;L35
P5;L35
P5;L36
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P5;L37
P5;L38
P6;L1
P6;L1
P6;L2
P6;L4

CGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Subtotal
CGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Total
CGA
Method 1
Total 421
CGA
Method 2
Data
Circular Section
1. Policy
P1;L22 –
P2;L10
2.Definitions
P2;L11 – P3;L9

132

0

15

1/P2;L2
2/P2;L23
2/P2;L23
2/P2;L23
2/P2;L23
2/P2;L26
2/P2;L27
2/P2;L28
2/P2;L32
2/P2;L35
2/P3;L3

29

79

261

1/P1;L26
1/P1;L27
1/P2;L8
2/P2;L11
2/P2;L12
2//P2;L30
2/P2;L31
2/P2;L34
2/P3;L6

41

120

2/P2;L16
2/P2;L39

1/P1;L25
1/P1;L27
1/P2;L1
1/P2;L1
1/P2;L2
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L5
1/P2;L6
1/P2;L8
1/P2;L10
2/P2;L12
2/P2;L13
2/P2;L14
2/P2;L19
2/P2;L20
2/P2;L21
2/P2;L25
2/P2;L26

1/P1;L24
1/P1;L25
1/P2;L4
1/P2;L6
1/P2;L7
1/P2;L7
1/P2;L9
1/P2;L10
2/P2;L14
2/P2;L14
2/P2;L15
2/P2;L19
2/P2;L22
2/P2;L22
2/P2;L22
2/P2;L24
2/P2;L30
2/P2;L41

0

4

21

1/P1;L22
1/P1;L22
1/P1;L23
1/P1;L23
1/P2;L1
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L5
1/P2;L6
1/P2;L6
1/P2;L8
2/P2;L26
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3.Other = M1
Characteristic
Total –
(M2Policy +
M2Definition)

CGA
Method 2
Characteristic
Total
CGA
Method 3
Data

2/P2;L28
2/P2;L29
2/P2;L29
2/P2;L31
2/P2;L32
2/P2;L33
2/P2;L33
2/P2;L33
2/P2;L34
2/P2;L35
2/P2;L36
2/P2;L37
2/P2;L37
2/P2;L37
2/P2;L38
2/P2;L38
2/P2;L39
2/P2;L39
2/P2;L41
2/P3;L1
2/P3;L1
2/P3;L2
2/P3;L2
2/P3;L3
2/P3;L5
2/P3;L7
2/P3;L8

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=1
2=10
3=4
1/P2;L2
1/P2;L26
1/P2;L27
1/P2;L28
1/P2;L32

1=3
2=8
3=250
1/P2;L30
1/P2;L31
1/P2;L34

1/P2;L39

2/P3;L5

1=18
2=46
3=56
1/P2;L1
1/P2;L1
1/P2;L2
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L5
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1=0
2=0
3=0
1/P2;
L4
1/P2;
L30
1/P2;

1=0
2=0
3=4

1=10
2=1
3=10
1/P2;L1
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L5
1/ P2;L26
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Commercial
Activities
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1/P2;L35
1/P3;L3

1/P2;L25
1/P2;L26
1/P2;L28
1/P2;L29
1/P2;L29
1/P2;L31
1/P2;L32
1/P2;L33
1/P2;L33
1/P2;L33
1/P2;L34
1/P2;L35
1/P2;L36
1/P2;L37
1/P2;L37
1/P2;L37
1/P2;L38
1/P2;L38
1/P2;L39
1/P2;L39
1/P2;L41
1/P3;L1
1/P3;L1
1/P3;L2
1/P3;L2
1/P3;L3

1.Independent
P2;L1 – P2;L5
P2;L25 – PP;L3
2. Dependent =
(M2Policy +
M2Definition) –
M3Independent

CGA
Method 3
Characteristic
Total

1=0
2=0

1=7
2=4

1=4
2=7

1=34
2=30
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L41

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1=4
2=7
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Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
Governing Approach Characteristics
Pragmatically
Based

Data
EGA
Method 1
Data

Results
Driven

Works
Better

Costs
Less

EWB

ECL

ERD

P4;L21

P1;L23
P1;L24
P1;L26
P1;L26
P2;L10
P3;L4
P3;L4
P3;L7
P5;L5
P5;L6
P5;L8
P5;L19
P5;L19
P5;L24
P6;L2

P1;L23
P1;L24
P1;L24
P2;L16
P4;L11
P4;L19
P4;L24
P4;L26
P4;L27
P4;L27
P4;L28
P5;L18

Structure Independent
Governmental
Structure
Independent
EGSI

Promotes
Sector
Blurring

Organizational
Structure
Independent
EOSI
EPSB
P2;L18
P2;L20
P3;L30
P3;L34
P4;L29
P5;L24

P1;L4
P1;L13
P1;L23
P1;L26
P2;L4
P2;L17
P2;L18
P2;L19
P2;L21
P3;L7
P3;L9
P3;L9
P3;L9
P3;L23
P3;L24
P3;L25
P3;L27
P3;L28
P3;L28
P3;L29
P3;L31

Inductive

Tactical

Descriptive

EI

ET

ED
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P3;L34
P4;L20
P4;L29
P3;L30
P4;L31
P5;L22

EGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Subtotal
EGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Total
EGA
Method 1
Total 61
EGA
Method 2
Data
Circular Section
1. Policy
P1;L22 –
P2;L10
2.Definitions
P2;L11 – P3;L9

1

15

16

1/P1;L23
1/P1;L24
1/P1;L26
1/P1;L26
1/P2;L10

0

12

6

6

27

2/P2;L18
2/P2;L20

1/P1;L23
1/P1;L26
1/P2;L4
2/P2;L17
2/P2;L18
2/P2;L19
2/P2;L21
2/P3;L7
2/P3;L9
2/P3;L9
2/P3;L9

0

0

0

Lori Anderson
3.Other = M1
Characteristic
Total –
(M2Policy +
M2Definition)
EGA
Method 2
Characteristic
Total
EGA
Method 3
Data

Appendix B

1=5
2=0
3=11

1=0
2=0
3=12

Table 18 Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 1983

1=0
2=2
3=4

1=3
2=8
3=16
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1=0
2=0
3=0

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1/ P2;L4

Relationship to
Commercial
Activities
1.Independent
P2;L1 – P2;L5
P2;L25 – PP;L3
2. Dependent =
(M2Policy +
M2Definition) –
M3Independent
EGA
Method 3
Characteristic
Total
Circular
Total 482

1=0
2=5

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=2

1=1
2=10
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Structuring Method 1 Analysis of Circular 1983
Overall Governing Approach: Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Predominant Characteristics:
Pragmatically Based (EGA)
Values Driven (CGA) vs. Results Driven (EGA) No predominance
Structure Dependent (CGA)
Promotes Sector Distinctions (CGA)
Deductive (CGA) vs. Inductive (EGA) No predominance
Strategic (CGA)
Normative (CGA)
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Table 19
Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76, 1999
Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Governing Approach Characteristics
Theoretical
ly
Based

Data
CGA
Method 1
Data

CTB

Values
Driven

Structure Dependent

Promotes Sector
Distinctions

Organizational
Structure
Dependent
COSD

Public
Sector

Private
Sector

CVD

Governmental
Structure
Dependent
CGSD

CPUS

CPRS

P1;L13
P1;L14
P1;L15
P1;L28
P1;L30
P2;L20
P2;L20
P2;L20
P2;L20
P2;L20
P2;L23
P2;L25
P2;L26
P2;L30
P2;L32
P3;L2
P3;L25

P1;L2
P1;L2
P1;L3
P1;L3
P1;L4
P1;L5
P1;L7
P1;L7
P1;L8
P1;L9
P1;L9
P1;L9
P1;L10
P1;L18
P1;L18
P1;L19
P1;L19

P1;L3
P1;L4
P2;L13
P2;L35
P3;L25
P5;L15
P5;L16
P5;L27
P5;L27
P5;L29
P5;L30
P5;L30
P5;L33
P6;L4
P6;L5
P6;L5
P6;L5

P1;L4
P1;L6
P1;L6
P1;L13
P1;L13
P1;L17
P1;L24
P1;L26
P1;L29
P1;L29
P1;L29
P2;L1
P2;L2
P2;L3
P2;L5
P2;L6
P2;L10

P1;L1
P1;L2
P1;L5
P1;L5
P1;L14
P1;L15
P1;L16
P1;L24
P1;L25
P2;L1
P2;L3
P2;L3
P2;L4
P2;L6
P2;L7
P2;L9
P2;L10
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Deductive Strategic

Normative

CD

CS

CN

P5;L5
P5;L16
P5;L25

P1;L2
P1;L13
P1;L15
P1;L15
P1;L15
P1;L16
P1;L16
P1;L18
P1;L22
P1;L22
P1;L23
P1;L23
P1;L29
P1;L30
P2;L2
P2;L3
P2;L3
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P6;L23
P6;L23

P1;L19
P1;L19
P1;L20
P1;L21
P1;L21
P1;L25
P1;L26
P1;L27
P1;L27
P2;L4
P2;L8
P2;L9
P2;L24
P2;L24
P2;L28
P2;L31
P3;L5
P3;L10
P3;L11
P3;L18
P3;L20
P3;L24
P3;L24
P3;L24
P3;L25
P3;L25
P3;L26
P3;L26
P3;L26
P3;L27
P3;L27
P3;L28
P3;L28
P3;L29
P3;L29
P3;L29
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P6;L6
P6;L6
P6;L8
P6;L8
P6;L9
P6;L9
P6;L14
P6;L15
P6;L16
P6;L26

P2;L11
P2;L15
P2;L17
P2;L18
P2;L22
P2;L23
P2;L26
P2;L26
P2;L27
P2;L28
P2;L30
P2;L30
P2;L31
P2;L31
P2;L32
P2;L33
P2;L33
P2;L34
P2;L34
P2;L34
P2;L35
P2;L35
P2;L36
P2;L36
P2;L37
P2;L38
P3;L1
P3;L1
P3;L1
P3;L2
P3;L3
P3;L5
P3;L6
P3;L8
P3;L15
P3;L31

P2;L11
P2;L12
P2;L12
P2;L16
P2;L19
P2;L19
P2;L19
P2;L21
P2;L28
P2;L38
P3;L5
P3;L10
P3;L12
P3;L15
P3;L16
P3;L17
P4;L12
P5;L1
P5;L2
P5;L3
P5;L3
P5;L6
P5;L7
P5;L14
P5;L18
P5;L20
P5;L28
P5;L31
P5;L32
P5;L36
P6;L16
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P2;L5
P2;L23
P2;L23
P4;L13
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P3;L29
P3;L30
P3;L31
P3;L31
P3;L32
P3;L32
P4;L1
P4;L2
P4;L9
P4;L11
P4;L13
P4;L14
P4;L16
P4;L18
P4;L20
P4;L20
P4;L21
P4;L22
P4;L22
P4;L23
P4;L23
P4;L24
P4;L25
P4;L25
P4;L25
P4;L27
P4;L29
P4;L31
P4;L32
P4;L33
P5;L2
P5;L5
P5;L7
P5;L7
P5;L8
P5;L8
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P3;L32
P3;L32
P4;L3
P4;L4
P4;L6
P4;L9
P4;L10
P4;L11
P4;L15
P5;L1
P5;L1
P5;L9
P5;L13
P5;L18
P5;L23
P5;L24
P5;L26
P5;L28
P5’;L28
P5;L31
P5;L33
P5;L33
P5;L34
P5;L36
P5;L37
P6;L2
P6;L16
P6;L25
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P5;L9
P5;L10
P5;L10
P5;L11
P5;L12
P5;L13
P5;L15
P5;L15
P5;L16
P5;L16
P5;L17
P5;L19
P5;L21
P5;L21
P5;L22
P5;L22
P5;L23
P5;L25
P5;L27
P5;L29
P5;L29
P5;L33
P5;L33
P5;L36
P5;L37
P6;L3
P6;L3
P6;L3
P6;L4
P6;L5
P6;L7
P6;L7
P6;L7
P6;L9
P6;L9
P6;L10
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P6;L10
P6;L10
P6;L10
P6;L12
P6;L12
P6;L13
P6;L14
P6;L15
P6;L17
P6;L18
P6;L19
P6;L20
P6;L20
P6;L21
P6;L21
P6;L22
P6;L22
P6;L22
P6;L22
P6;L22
P6;L24
P6;L24
P6;L24
P6;L26
P6;L26
P6;L27
P6;L29
P6;L29

CGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Subtotal
CGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Total

153

0

19

27

180

81

48

129

0

3

21

Lori Anderson
CGA
Method 1
Total 352
CGA
Method 2
Data
Circular Section
1. Policy
P1;L22 – P2;L7
2.Definitions
P2;L8 – P3;L22
3.Other = M1
Characteristic
Total –
(M2Policy +
M2Definition)

Appendix B

1/P1;L28
1/P1;L30
2/P2;L20
2/P2;L20
2/P2;L20
2/P2;L20
2/P2;L20
2/P2;L23
2/P2;L25
2/P2;L26
2/P2;L30
2/P2;L32
2/P3;L2

1/P1;L25
1/P1;L26
1/P1;L27
1/P1;L27
1/P2;L4
2/P2;L8
2/P2;L9
2/P2;L24
2/P2;L24
2/P2;L28
2/P2;L31
2/P3;L5
2/P3;L10
2/P3;L11
2/P3;L18
2/P3;L20

Table 19 Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 1999

2/P2;L13
2/P2;L35

1/P1;L24
1/P1;L26
1/P1;L29
1/P1;L29
1/P1;L29
1/P2;L1
1/P2;L2
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L5
1/P2;L6
2/P2;L10
2/P2;L11
2/P2;L15
2/P2;L17
2/P2;L18
2/P2;L22
2/P2;L23
2/P2;L26
2/P2;L26
2/P2;L27
2/P2;L28
2/P2;L30
2/P2;L30
2/P2;L31
2/P2;L31
2/P2;L32
2/P2;L33
2/P2;L33
2/P2;L34
2/P2;L34
2/P2;L34
2/P2;L35
2/P2;L35

1/P1;L24
1/P1;L25
1/P2;L1
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L4
1/P2;L6
1/P2;L7
2/P2;L9
2/P2;L10
2/P2;L11
2/P2;L12
2/P2;L12
2/P2;L16
2/P2;L19
2/P2;L19
2/P2;L19
2/P2;L21
2/P2;L28
2/P2;L38
2/P3;L5
2/P3;L10
2/P3;L12
2/P3;L15
2/P3;L16
2/P3;L17
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1/P1;L22
1/P1;L22
1/P1;L23
1/P1;L23
1/P1;L29
1/P1;L30
1/P2;L2
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L5
2/P2;L23
2/P2;L23
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2/P2;L36
2/P2;L36
2/P2;L37
2/P2;L38
2/P3;L1
2/P3;L1
2/P3;L1
2/P3;L2
2/P3;L3
2/P3;L5
2/P3;L6
2/P3;L8
2/P3;L15

CGA
Method 2
Characteristic
Total
CGA
Method 3
Data
Relationship to
Commercial
Activities
1.Independent
P1;L29 – P2;L2
P2;L22 – P3;L3

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=2
2=11
3=6
1/P1;L30
1/ P2;L23
1/P2;L25
1/P2;L26
1/P2;L30
1/P2;L32
1/P3;L2

1=5
2=13
3=162
1/P2;L24
1/P2;L24
1/P2;L28
1/P2;L31

1/P2;L35

1=18
2=54
3=57
1/P1;L29
1/P1;L29
1/P1;L29
1/P2;L1
1/P2;L2
1/P2;L22
1/P2;L23
1/P2;L26
1/P2;L26
1/P2;L27
1/P2;L28
1/P2;L30
1/P2;L30
1/P2;L31
1/P2;L31
1/P2;L32
1/P2;L33
1/P2;L33
1/P2;L34

1/P2;L1
1/P2;L28
1/P2;L38

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=0
2=0
3=3

1=10
2=2
3=9
1/P1;L29
1/P1;L30
1/P2;L2
1/P2;L23
1/P2;L23
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2. Dependent =
(M2Policy +
M2Definition) –
M3Independent

CGA
Method 3
Characteristic
Total

358

1/P2;L34
1/P2;L34
1/P2;L35
1/P2;L35
1/P2;L36
1/P2;L36
1/P2;L37
1/P2;L38
1/P3;L1
1/P3;L1
1/P3;L1
1/P3;L2
1/P3;L3

1=0
2=0

1=7
2=6

1=5
2=13

1=35
2=37

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1=5
2=7
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Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
Governing Approach Characteristics
Pragmatically
Based

Data
EGA
Method 1
Data

Results
Driven

Works
Better

Costs
Less

EWB

ECL

ERD

P1;L28
P5;L12

P1;L23
P1’;24
P1;L26
P1;L26
P1;L27
P1;L27
P1;L28
P2;L6
P3;L4
P3;L4
P3;L6
P3;L13
P5;L17
P5;L36
P5;L37
P6;L1
P6;L11
P6;L11
P6;L15

P1;L23
P1;L23
P1;L24
P2;L13
P5;L4
P5;L11
P5;L14
P5;L16
P5;L17
P5;L17
P5;L18
P6;L10

Structure Independent
Governmental
Structure
Independent
EGSI

Organizational
Structure
Independent
EOSI
P2;L15
P2;L17
P4;L7
P4;L9
P4;L28
P4;L28
P4;L30
P5;L18
P6;L14

Promotes
Sector
Blurring

Inductive

Tactical

Descriptive

EPSB

EI

ET

ED

P1;L5
P1;L13
P1;L23
P1;L26
P2;L1
P2;L14
P2;L15
P2;L16
P2;L18
P3;L6
P3;L9
P3;L9
P3;L9
P3;L12
P3;L13
P3;L13
P3;L19
P4;L1
P4;L2
P4;L3
P4;L4
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P4;L5
P4;L5
P4;L6
P4;L7
P4;L9
P4;L24
P5;L12
P5;L19
P5;L20
P5;L20

EGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Subtotal
EGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Total
EGA
Method 1
Total 73
EGA
Method 2
Data
Circular Section
1. Policy
P1;L22 – P2;L7
2.Definitions
P2;L8 – P3;L22
3.Other = M1

2

19

21

1/P1;L28

1/P1;L23
1/P1’;24
1/P1;L26
1/P1;L26
1/P1;L27
1/P1;L27
1/P1;L28
1/P2;L6
2/P3;L4
2/P3;L4
2/P3;L6
2/P3;L13

0

12

1/P1;L23
1/P1;L23
1/P1;L24
2/P2;L13

9

9

2/P2;L15
2/P2;L17

31

1/P1;L23
1/P1;L26
1/P2;L1
2/P2;L14
2/P2;L15
2/P2;L16
2/P2;L18
2/P3;L6
2/P3;L9
2/P3;L9
2/P3;L9
2/P3;L12
2/P3;L13
2/P3;L13

0

0

0
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Total –
(M2Policy +
M2Definition)
EGA
Method 2
Characteristic
Total
EGA
Method 3
Data
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2/P3;L19

1=9
2=4
3=8

1=3
2=1
3=8

1=0
2=2
3=7

1=3
2=12
3=16

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1/ P2;L1

Relationship to
Commercial
Activities
1.Independent
P1;L29 – P2;L2
P2;L22 – P3;L3
2. Dependent =
(M2Policy +
M2Definition) –
M3Independent
EGA
Method 3
Characteristic
Total
Circular
Total 425

1=0
2=13

1=0
2=4

1=0
2=2

1=1
2=14
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Table 19 Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 1999

Structuring Method 1 Analysis of Circular 1999
Overall Governing Approach: Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Predominant Characteristics:
Pragmatically Based (EGA)
Values Driven (CGA) vs. Results Driven (EGA) No predominance
Structure Dependent (CGA)
Promotes Sector Distinctions (CGA)
Deductive (CGA) vs. Inductive (EGA) No predominance
Strategic (CGA)
Normative (CGA)
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Table 20
Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76, 2003
Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Governing Approach Characteristics
Theoretically
Based

Data
CGA
Method 1
Data

CTB

Values
Driven

CVD
P1;L15
P1;L27
P1;L27
P1;L27
P2;L6
P2;L7
P2;L8
P2;L8
P2;L37
P3;L34
P3;L37
P4;L5
P4;L7
P4;L7

Structure Dependent

Promotes Sector
Distinctions

Governmental
Structure
Dependent
CGSD

Organizational
Structure
Dependent
COSD

Public
Sector

Private
Sector

CPUS

CPRS

P1;L1
P1;L2
P1;L4
P1;L4
P1;L4
P1;L6
P1;L7
P1;L8
P1;L10
P1;L10
P1;L10
P1;L11
P1;L12
P1;L17
P1;L18
P1;L18
P1;L18
P1;L19

P1;L22
P1;L22
P1;L26
P1;L26
P1;L28
P1;L29
P1;L30
P1;L30
P1;L30
P1;L31
P1;L31
P1;L32
P2;L1
P2;L1
P2;L1
P2;L2
P2;L3
P2;L3

P1;L16
P1;L19
P1;L20
P1;L21
P1;L22
P1;L27
P2;L12
P2;L14
P2;L18
P2;L32
P3;L5
P3;L7
P3;L10
P3;L19
P3;L22
P3;L22

P1;L1
P1;L3
P1;L15
P1;L15
P1;L16
P1;L19
P1;L21
P1;L23
P2;L22
P2;L31
P2;L32
P3;L3
P3;L4
P3;L5
P3;L6
P3;L6
P3;L8
P3;L8
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Deductive Strategic

Normative

CD

CN

CS

P1;L2
P1;L14
P1;L14
P1;L14
P1;L14
P1;L14
P1;L15
P1;L16
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P1;L21
P1;L22
P1;L23
P1;L25
P1;L25
P1;L26
P1;L27
P1;L28
P1;L30
P1;L31
P1;L32
P2;L1
P2;L2
P2;L3
P2;L3
P2;L4
P2;L4
P2;L4
P2;L6
P2;L7
P2;L7
P2;L10
P2;L12
P2;L13
P2;L14
P2;L14
P2;L14
P2;L14
P2;L16
P2;L16
P2;L18
P2;L18
P2;L19
P2;L20
P2;L20
P2;L22

Table 20 Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 2003
P2;L3
P2;L4
P2;L5
P2;L6
P2;L6
P2;L7
P2;L9
P2;L10
P2;L10
P2;L11
P2;L12
P2;L12
P2;L13
P2;L15
P2;L15
P2;L16
P2;L16
P2;L23
P2;L31
P2;L33
P2;L33
P2;L34
P2;L34
P2;L34
P2;L35
P2;L35
P2;L36
P2;L36
P2;L36
P2;L37
P2;L37
P2;L38
P3;L1
P3;L1
P3;L3
P3;L3

P3;L10
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P2;L23
P2;L23
P2;L26
P2;L26
P2;L26
P2;2L6
P2;L27
P2;L28
P2;L28
P2;L29
P2;L29
P2;L30
P2;L30
P2;L30
P2;L30
P2;L30
P2;L31
P2;L31
P2;L33
P2;L33
P2;L34
P2;L36
P2;L36
P2;L38
P3;L3
P3;L7
P3;L9
P3;L10
P3;L11
P3;L13
P3;L14
P3;L16
P3;L16
P3;L16
P3;L16
P3;L16

Table 20 Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 2003
P3;L9
P3;L9
P3;L13
P3;L13
P3;L14
P3;L21
P3;L21
P3;L25
P3;L25
P3;L27
P3;L28
P3;L30
P3;L31
P3;L31
P3;L33
P3;L35
P3;L38
P4;L1
P4;L2
P4;L4
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P3;L17
P3;L17
P3;L17
P3;L18
P3;L18
P3;L18
P3;L20
P3;L21
P3;L21
P3;L22
P3;L22
P3;L24
P3;L24
P3;L25
P3;L27
P3;L27
P3;L29
P3;L30
P3;L30
P3;L31
P3;L32
P3;L32
P3;L34
P3;L34
P3;L34
P3;L36
P3;L36
P3;L36
P3;L37
P3;L38
P4;L1
P4;L2
P4;L2
P4;L3
P4;L3
P4;L4

Table 20 Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 2003
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Table 20 Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 2003
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P4;L4
P4;L5
P4;L5
P4;L6
P4;L6
P4;L7
P4;L7
P4;L7
P4;L8
+ 5 IN
ENDNOTES

CGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Subtotal
CGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Total
CGA
Method 1
Total 271
CGA
Method 2
Data
Circular Section
1. Policy
P1;L14 –
P2;L24

140

0

14

1/P1;L15
1/P1;L27
1/P1;L27
1/P1;L27
1/P2;L6
1/P2;L7
1/P2;L8
1/P2;L8

74

16

214

1/P1;L17
1/P1;L18
1/P1;L18
1/P1;L18
1/P1;L19
1/P1;L21
1/P1;L22
1/P1;L23
1/P1;L25
1/P1;L25
1/P1;L26
1/P1;L27

1/ P1;L22
1/P1;L22
1/P1;L26
1/P1;L26
1/P1;L28
1/P1;L29
1/P1;L30
1/P1;L30
1/P1;L30
1/P1;L31
1/P1;L31
1/P1;L32

19

35

1/P1;L16
1/P1;L19
1/P1;L20
1/P1;L21
1/P1;L22
1/P1;L27
1/P2;L12
1/P2;L14
1/P2;L18

0

1/P1;L15
1/P1;L15
1/P1;L16
1/P1;L19
1/P1;L21
1/P1;L23
1/P2;L22

0

8

1/P1;L14
1/P1;L14
1/P1;L14
1/P1;L14
1/P1;L14
1/P1;L15
1/P1;L16
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2.Definitions
N/A

1/P1;L28
1/P1;L30
1/P1;L31
1/P1;L32
1/P2;L1
1/P2;L2
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L4
1/P2;L4
1/P2;L4
1/P2;L6
1/P2;L7
1/P2;L7
1/P2;L10
1/P2;L12
1/P2;L13
1/P2;L14
1/P2;L14
1/P2;L14
1/P2;L14
1/P2;L16
1/P2;L16
1/P2;L18
1/P2;L18
1/P2;L19
1/P2;L20
1/P2;L20
1/P2;L22
1/P2;L23
1/P2;L23

3.Other = M1
Characteristic
Total –
(M2Policy +
M2Definition)

CGA
Method 2
Characteristic
Total

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=8
2=0
3=6

Table 20 Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 2003
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1/P2;L1
1/P2;L1
1/P2;L1
1/P2;L2
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L4
1/P2;L5
1/P2;L6
1/P2;L6
1/P2;L7
1/P2;L9
1/P2;L10
1/P2;L10
1/P2;L11
1/P2;L12
1/P2;L12
1/P2;L13
1/P2;L15
1/P2;L15
1/P2;L16
1/P2;L16
1/P2;L23

1=79
2=0
3=135

1=16
2=0
3=19

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=7
2=0
3=1
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CGA
Method 3
Data

1/P1;L21
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L4
1/P2;L4
1/P2;L4
1/ P2;L18
1/P2;L18
1/P2;L19
1/P2;L20
1/P2;L20

Relationship to
Commercial
Activities
1.Independent
P1;L21
P2;L3 – P2;L5
P2;L18 –
P2;L21
2. Dependent =
(M2Policy +
M2Definition) –
M3Independent
CGA
Method 3
Characteristic
Total

Table 20 Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 2003

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=8

1/P2;L3
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L3
1/P2;L4
1/P2;L5

1=16
2= 63

1/P1;L21
1/P2;L18

1=3
2=13
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1/P1
;L2
1

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=7
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Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
Governing Approach Characteristics
Pragmatically
Based

Data
EGA
Method 1
Data

Results
Driven

Works
Better

Costs
Less

EWB

ECL

ERD

P2;L8

P2;L12
P2;L14
P2;L35
P3;L13
P3;L28
P3;L28
P3;L3
P3;L32
P3;L36
P3;L38

P1;L16
P2;L9
P2;L9
P2;L9
P2;L9
P2;L16
P2;L38

Structure Independent
Governmental
Structure
Independ
-ent
EGSI

Organizational
Structure
Independent
EOSI
P2;L2
P2;L27
P2;L28
P3;L1
P3;L2
P3;L2
P3;L28
P3;L31
P3;L37
P4;L6

Promotes
Sector
Blurring

Inductive

Tactical

Descriptive

EPSB

EI

ET

ED

P1;L2
P1;L17
P1;L22
P1;L26
P1;L29
P1;L32
P1;L32
P2;L1
P2;L1
P2;L7
P2;L8
P2;L10
P2;L12
P2;L15
P2;L16
P2;L22
P2;L22
P2;L24
P2;L24
P2;L31
P2;L31

P2;L9
P2;L10
P3;L13
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P2;L33
P2;L33
P2;L35
P2;L37
P2;L37
P3;L1
P3;L3
P3;L9
P3;L13
P3;L13
P3;L14
P3;L21
P3;L21
P3;L26
P3;L31
P3;L32
P3;L33
P3;L35
P3;L37
P3;L38
P4;L1

EGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Subtotal
EGA
Method 1
Characteristic
Total
EGA
Method 1
Total 73
EGA
Method 2

1

10

11

1/P2;L8

1/P2;L12
1/P2;L14

0

7

1/P1;L16
1/P2;L9

10

10

1/P2;L2

42

1/P1;L17
1/P1;L22

3

1/P2;L9
1/P2;L10

0

0
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Table 20 Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 2003

1/P2;L9
1/P2;L9
1/P2;L9
1/P2;L16

Circular Section

1/P1;L26
1/P1;L29
1/P1;L32
1/P1;L32
1/P2;L1
1/P2;L1
1/P2;L7
1/P2;L8
1/P2;L10
1/P2;L12
1/P2;L15
1/P2;L16
1/P2;L22
1/P2;L22
1/P2;L24
1/P2;L24

1. Policy
P1;L14 –
P2;L24
2.Definitions
N/A
3.Other = M1
Characteristic
Total –
(M2Policy +
M2Definition)
EGA
Method 2
Characteristic
Total
EGA
Method 3
Data
Relationship to
Commercial
Activities

1=3
2=0
3=8

1=6
2=0
3=1
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1=1
2=0
3=9

1=1
2=0
3=24

1=2
2=0
3=1

1=0
2=0
3=0

1=0
2=0
3=0
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Table 20 Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 2003
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1.Independent
P1;L21
P2;L3 – P2;L5
P2;L18 –
P2;L21
2. Dependent =
(M2Policy +
M2Definition) –
M3Independent
EGA
Method 3
Characteristic
Total
Circular
Total 344

1=0
2=4

1=0
2=6

1=0
2=1

1=0
2=18

Structuring Method 1 Analysis of Circular 2003
Overall Governing Approach: Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Predominant Characteristics:
Pragmatically Based (EGA)
Values Driven (CGA) vs. Results Driven (EGA) No predominance
Structure Dependent (CGA)
Promotes Sector Distinctions (CGA) vs. Promotes Sector Blurring (EGA) No predominance
Inductive (EGA)
Strategic (CGA) vs. Tactical (EGA) No predominance
Normative (CGA)

1=0
2=2

1=0
2=0

1=0
2=0

Table 21
Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76, 2003 and Attachments
(Pilot Study: Method1)
Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Governing Approach Characteristics
Theoretically
Based

Data
CGA
Circular
Characteristic
Subtotal
CGA
Circular
Characteristic
Total
CGA
Circular
Total 271
CGA
Attachment A
Characteristic
Subtotal

CTB

Values
Driven

CVD

Structure Dependent

Promotes Sector
Distinctions

Governmental
Structure
Dependent
CGSD

Organizational
Structure
Dependent
COSD

Public
Sector

Private
Sector

CPUS

CPRS

74

16

19

140

0

14

214

100

35

46

374

59

Deductive Strategic

Normative

CD

CN

CS

0

21

0

8

Lori Anderson Appendix B Table 21 Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 2003 and Attachments (Pilot Study: Method 1)
CGA
Attachment A
Characteristic
Total
CGA
Attachment A
Total 256
CGA
Attachment B
Characteristic
Subtotal
CGA
Attachment B
Characteristic
Total
CGA
Attachment B
Total 1564
CGA
Attachment C
Characteristic
Subtotal
CGA
Attachment C
Characteristic
Total
CGA
Attachment C
Total 1903

0

25

146

723

0

57

596

13

110

1319

776

0

80

1398

0

5

0

1

5

0

0

6

72

182

622

0

325

161

486
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CGA
Attachment D
Characteristic
Subtotal
CGA
Attachment D
Characteristic
Total
CGA
Attachment D
Total 529
CGA
Characteristic
Subtotal
CGA
Characteristic
Total
CGA Total
4523

173

0

21

159

332

1912
0

130

96

168

1497
3409

72

606

0

1

7

0

2

31

345
951
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Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
Governing Approach Characteristics
Pragmatically
Based

Data
EGA
Circular
Characteristic
Subtotal
EGA
Circular
Characteristic
Total
EGA
Circular
Total 73
EGA
Attachment A
Characteristic
Subtotal
EGA
Attachment A
Characteristic
Total

Works
Better

Costs
Less

EWB

ECL

1

Results
Driven

ERD

10

11

0

Governmental
Structure
Independent
EGSI

Organizational
Structure
Independent
EOSI

0

7

0

0

Structure Independent

Inductive

Tactical

Descriptive

EPSB

EI

ET

ED

10

10

0

1

Promote
s Sector
Blurring

42

3

0

0

25

1

0

4

1

1

Lori Anderson Appendix B Table 21 Structuring Data for OMB Circular A-76 2003 and Attachments (Pilot Study: Method 1)
EGA
Attachment A
Total 32
EGA
Attachment B
Characteristic
Subtotal
EGA
Attachment B
Characteristic
Total
EGA
Attachment B
Total 617
EGA
Attachment C
Characteristic
Subtotal
EGA
Attachment C
Characteristic
Total
EGA
Attachment C
Total 1885
EGA
Attachment D
Characteristic
Subtotal
EGA
Attachment D
Characteristic
Total

62

59

121

29

0

57

952

981

27

8

0

18

92

119

8

0

0

0

840

0

0

0

260

4

1

7

46

46

0

74

431

15

15
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EGA
Attachment D
Total 480
EGA
Characteristic
Subtotal
EGA
Characteristic
Total
EGA Total
3087
Total 7610

119
1232

1113

0
157

80
80

1598

Main Study
Structuring Method 1 Analysis of Circular 2003 (Repeated from Table 20)
Overall Governing Approach: Constitutionalist Governing Approach
Predominant Characteristics:
Pragmatically Based (EGA)
Values Driven (CGA) vs. Results Driven (EGA) No predominance
Structure Dependent (CGA)
Promotes Sector Distinctions (CGA) vs. Promotes Sector Blurring (EGA) No predominance
Inductive (EGA)
Strategic (CGA) vs. Tactical (EGA) No predominance
Normative (CGA)

8

1

11

379
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Pilot Study
Structuring Method 1 Analysis of Circular 2003 + Attachments
Overall Governing Approach: No predominance (60% CGA)
Predominant Characteristics:
Pragmatically Based (EGA)
Values Driven (CGA) vs. Results Driven (EGA) No predominance
Structure Dependent (CGA)
Promotes Sector Distinctions (CGA) vs. Promotes Sector Blurring (EGA) No predominance
Inductive (EGA)
Strategic (CGA) vs. Tactical (EGA) No predominance
Normative (CGA)
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Notes
Notes to Chapter 1
1

I use the phrase “political thought” because it avoids definitional problems associated with the
term “political theory.” There has been little agreement on a simple definition of political
theory. Separately “political” and “theory” are dense terms that have received diverse
treatments. As a body of literature, political theory has been approached from many vantage
points. Some have organized political theory according to its purpose, including explaining
institutions and practices, advising rulers, and defending values and principles. Other typologies
have organized political theory according to academic disciplines, such as philosophy, sociology,
and anthropology. For a more detailed discussion of political theory see Boucher and Kelly
(2003). I use political thought to refer to western political thought.
2

I generally refer to public administration as a field. However, some scholars, such as Ronald C.
Moe, refers to public administration as a discipline. When I quote these authors, I retain their
usage and refer to public administration as a discipline.
Also, I treat public administration as a common noun. This conforms to its treatment in
the majority of public administration scholarship. However, alternate perspectives exist in the
public administration community. One alternative is reviewed in the notes to Chapter Two
because two of the authors reviewed in detail in that chapter are contributing authors to volumes
that used public administration as a proper noun: Larkin Dudley (1996) and Charles T. Goodsell
(2007).
3

The Patriot Act is the short title of the Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing
Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism (USA PATRIOT ACT) Act of
2001, signed into law on October 26, 2001 by President George W. Bush. It was passed by wide
margins in both houses of Congress and with bipartisan support. Despite this initial legislative
solidarity, it has received much criticism from citizens. Among its controversial provisions, the
act expanded the authority of U.S. law enforcement agencies to fight terrorism domestically and
abroad by increasing the discretion of officials to detain and deport immigrants suspected of
terrorism-related acts. It also increased the ability of law enforcement agencies to search
telephone, e-mail communications, medical, financial and other records.
4

Presenting the “what of the study” as the subject investigated (the notion of inherently
governmental as a thick political concept) and the “how of the study” as the way the
investigation was conducted (using a research typology that guides the examination of political
concepts) is indebted to Marshall and Rossman’s ( 2006) distinction between the what and the
how of qualitative research. My usage here is broader and more general and does not extend
beyond the description given. Marshall and Rossman made a more detailed outline of the
approach to qualitative research using this conceptualization.
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5

Williams defines processes that are “distinctively philosophical “[as] general and abstract,
rationally reflective, and concerned with what can be known through different kinds of inquiry.”
(Williams, 1985, p.1) According to Williams, philosophy uses discursive methods of analysis
and argument, critical discontent, and imaginative comparison of possibilities in conjunction
with historical and personal knowledge to answer the basic question of the best way to live. He
equates moral philosophy with ethics, defining moral as a subcategory of ethics.
6

Williams describes an ethical theory as follows. “An ethical theory is a theoretical account of
what ethical thought and practice are, which account either implies a general test for the
correctness of basic ethical beliefs and principles or else implies that there cannot be such a test.”
(Williams, 1985, p. 72)
7

For a description of the normative case study, see Thacher (2006).

8

Williams also devotes a significant amount of attention on his critical analysis of the work of
Rawls.
9

I use “political” here as the adjective form of polity. A thick political concept is a thick
concept that a polity must address.
10

I use “administrative” here because the dissertation focuses on the executive branch of the
U.S. federal government. Inherently governmental is an appropriate topic for legislative and
judicial dialogues as well.
11

A notable exception is O.C. McSwite (1997).

12

The period of time that each governing approach had greatest influence is described briefly
later in this chapter and in greater detail in Chapters Three and Four.
13

The study contributes to the constitutional stream of public administration dialogue through its
examination of the Constitutionalist Governing Approach, which relies directly on the U.S.
Constitution. The Constitutional Governing Approach is described briefly later in this chapter
and in greater detail in Chapter Three.
14

One way that the study contributes to the institutional stream of public administration dialogue
is through its reliance on historical methods. I treat “institutions” as both organizations and
concepts, and inherently governmental is an important institution for public administration
research. I elaborate upon this in Chapter Five.
15

The dissertation also contributes to the normative stream of public administration dialogue in
several ways. First, it addresses a normative concept, inherently governmental. Second, it offers
an analysis that can support normative discussions. Third, it examines two governing
approaches, one that is normative and one that is not; the Constitutional Governing Approach is
normative and the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach is not. Both are described briefly later in
this chapter and in greater detail in Chapters Three and Four. These contributions to the
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normative stream of public administration dialogue are presented in greater detail in Chapter
Two, as a part of the discussion of the fourth gap in the public administration literature
addressing the concept of inherently governmental.
16

My discussion of the several complex concepts contained in the research proposition and their
surrounding discourses is neither an exhaustive presentation of the characteristics of the concepts
nor a comprehensive examination of the aspects of those ideas presented. My purpose in
reviewing these dense ideas is limited to a brief presentation of the most germane dimensions
that relate to the research proposition as a means of situating the study in the discourses
surrounding each of the concepts. Each notion that I review here has a substantial literature
relating to it, and a more thorough treatment of these concepts is outside the scope of the
dissertation.
17

For a more detailed discussion of the history of the study of meaning, see Prior (2003).

18

Leopold von Ranke is often considered the father of Historicism, an intellectual movement
that began in Germany. A part of Romanticism, Historicism introduced the idea that the past is
different than the present, must be understood in its historical context, and is a process of related
events. (Tosh, 2006) These three aspects of Historicism serve as three primary principles of the
modern discipline of history. All three inform the dissertation, and I elaborate upon each in
greater detail in Chapter Five.
19

In Chapter Five I elaborate upon the role of the study of meaning in the historical research
tradition and how this influenced the research here.
20

I address in greater detail this dimension of meaning as it is related to the authorship of
documents in Chapter Five.
21

I discuss authorship in greater detail in Chapter Five.

22

For a more detailed discussion of retrospective understanding and the many other aspects of
sensemaking, see Weick (1995).
23

Beyond an etymological definition of democracy, rule by the people, there has been little
agreement on a simple definition. This is because democracy is a complex concept with many
variations. Therefore, many typologies have been offered. Some were based on a historical
tracing of the idea. Some relied on constitutional systems for their comparisons. Others describe
the political party constellations of the country. Still others were grounded on political economy
models that related democracy to the economic system of the regime. For example, David Held
(2006) defined ten models of democracy and Robert Dahl (2000) defined three major varieties.
Here I used it to refer to the many variants of current western liberal democracies such as the
United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia and New Zealand.
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24

Like the treatment of democracy described in the note above, there have been many methods
of defining other types of political regimes. For a discussion of different types of political
regimes, see Macridis and Burg (1997).
25

I use “power” here to mean formal channels of authority and “influence” to mean informal
avenues of persuasion. The concepts are not treated as mutually exclusive and a further
elaboration is outside the scope of the dissertation.
26

The Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) is the principal set of rules in the Federal
Acquisition Regulations System, consisting of sets of regulations that govern the acquisition
process (the process through which the government purchases goods and services.) The FAR is
codified in Title 48 of the United States Code of Federal Regulations and is issued pursuant to
the Office of Federal Procurement Policy Act of 1974 (Pub. L. 93-400 and Title 41 of the United
States Code), Chapter 7. Statutory authority to issue and maintain the FAR resides with the
Secretary of Defense, the Administrator of General Services, and the Administrator, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, 41 U.S.C. § 421(c)(1), subject to the approval of the
Administrator of Federal Procurement Policy, 41 U.S.C. § 405. The FAR and its agency
supplements have the force and effect of law.
27

In 1998, Congress passed the Federal Activities Inventory Reform Act (FAIR) P.L. 105-270.
It begins “To provide a process for identifying the functions of the Federal Government that are
not inherently governmental functions, and for other purposes.” It directs agencies to annually
inventory activities that are not inherently governmental and provides directions regarding
appeals to the inventories. I discuss the FAIR in greater detail in Chapter Six.
28

Working with a series of documents, I had to make choices about how to refer to the texts.
These choices were contextual to the research project and I follow the following general
guidelines.
One choice I faced was whether to describe the documents as singular or plural. The A76 documents I reviewed included a series of six Circulars and additional related texts. When I
refer to the Circular as a series, I treat it as a singular noun. At other times, I describe the
Circulars as a collection of six individual documents, and therefore, treat them as a plural noun.
Also, documents contain text that was written in the past and is available for examination
in the present. Therefore, a second choice was whether to refer to the texts in the past or present
tense. Because the primary emphasis of the study was the historical review of the documents, I
treated them as texts written in the past and I refer to them in the past tense, including the most
recent Circular. The policy of the most recent Circular is currently active, and I could have
referred to it in the present tense. However, the focus of the research is not a review of policy; it
is a review of the evolution of a concept as it was used in a policy. Therefore, I discuss the 2003
Circular in the past tense, which is consistent with how I refer to all the other documents. In
Chapter Three, I briefly review presidential commission reports as a way to support the research
proposition and I also refer to these reports in the past tense.
Still another choice was whether to follow conventions regarding punctuation and
capitalization, which changed over the series of documents. When I refer to the series in general,
I apply the most recent conventions, and when I quote a specific text, I retain the capitalization
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and punctuation used in the document. For example, earlier documents capitalized
“Government,” “Federal,” and “Executive Branch,” and later documents did not. Earlier
documents also did not utilize commas preceding “which.”
For readability, I refer to the Circulars by the year each was issued. Unless otherwise
noted, this includes supplemental materials surrounding the issuance of that Circular. For
example, “OMB 1999” in the text includes OMB Circular A-76, 1999 and all additional
documents that related to that Circular, such as supplemental handbooks, transmittal memoranda,
and a policy letter. (I discuss these sources in greater detail in Chapter Six.) Again, for
readability, I refer to a Circular as either “the 1999 Circular” or “Circular 1999.” When it was
significant, I name the supplemental source, such as “Supplemental Handbook 1999” or
“Transmittal Number 4”. Of course, I refer specifically to sources for quotes.
29

I elaborate upon the selection of OMB Circular A-76 as the sampling frame in greater detail in
Chapter Five.
30

Moe’ s conceptualization of the Constitutionalist Governing Approach evolved over several
decades and in multiple publications including his work with Gilmour. I address the descriptions
and terminology used for this governing approach in a note in Chapter Three. I present the CGA
in detail in Chapter Three.
31

Like his work with the Constitutionalist Governing Approach, Moe’ s conceptualization and
nomenclature for the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach also evolved over several decades
and multiple publications, including his work with Gilmour. I address the descriptions and
terminology used for this governing approach in a note in Chapter Four. I discuss the EGA in
detail in Chapter Four.
32

The Report of the National Performance Review is titled “From Red Tape to Results: Creating
a Government that Works Better and Costs Less,” and is commonly referred to as the Gore
Report. (Gore, 1993) I review the impact of the Gore Report in greater detail in Chapter Three.
33

I review the analytical framework in detail in Chapter Three.

Notes to Chapter 2
1

I present the works in a conceptually logical order, rather than chronologically or alphabetically
by author name. I chose each because it makes a significant contribution to the inherently
governmental literature. I present them separately because there was not sufficient overlap in
their content to warrant an integrated presentation.
2

In 1942 the Manhattan Engineer District was formed. In 1947 the Manhattan Engineer District
became the Atomic Energy Commission. The Atomic Energy Commission later became the
Department of Energy.
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3

According to Guttman (2004), Circular A-49 was authored by Harold Seidman, and addressed
the problems of official control posed by the delegation to Management and Operating (M&O)
Contractors of the management of Government-Owned Contractor-Operated (GOCO) nuclear
weapons facilities such as Oak Ridge, Los Alamos, and Hanford. Circular A-49 wrote the
concept of inherently governmental into policy. Guttman does not indicate if the phrase
inherently governmental was used in Circular A-49. He also does not give a date for Circular A49. He indicates that Seidman drafted the Circular in the 1950s, which predated the Bell Report.
Guttman credites the Bell Report (discussed in detail later in the Chapter) as being the first time
the phrase inherently governmental was used.
Circular A-49 was not available through a search of Federal Depository Libraries and an
archival search at the National Archives. Although this Circular was not in the sampling frame
utilized in the dissertation, I sought it for its historical reference. I discuss the challenges in
obtaining OMB Circulars in greater detail in Chapter Five.
4

In 1958 the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) Research Agency became
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The National Aeronautics and Space Act
(Pub.L. 85-568), more commonly known as the NASA Enabling Act, was signed by President
Eisenhower on July 29, 1958, creating NASA. According to Guttman, the NASA Enabling Act
made it possible for federal employees to become contract employees and perform essentially the
same government work they had as government employees. A Reduction in Force (RIF) at
Marshall Space Center placed federal civil service personnel ceilings that capped the maximum
number of federal employees that could be employed directly by the federal government. This
marked the transfer of a military model to a quasi-civilian agency that now depended on
contractors for the bulk of its workforce.
5

Both President Kennedy in his letter to David Bell and David Bell in the Bell Report use the
terms “institutions and enterprises” Neither term was defined. Although its usage was not
consistent, “institution” most frequently was used in discussions about universities and
“enterprises” generally referred to private companies. The issue of a university’s status as public
or private was not addressed and its usage seemed to include all universities, regardless of their
funding sources. The for-profit or not-for-profit status of a private company also was not
addressed.
6

I discuss the NPR in greater detail in Chapter Three.

7

This is similar to the Paul C. Light’s discussion of a “shadow government.” For a fuller review,
see Light 1999.
8

Guttman does not use the term “state action,” but his description was congruent with the
concept of state action. One definition of state action is given later in the chapter.
9

As discussed in a note in Chapter One, I treat public administration as a common noun. This
conforms to its treatment in the majority of public administration scholarship.
However, alternate perspectives exist within the public administration community. One
example is the perspective expressed in Wamsley et al. (1990) and in Wamsley and Wolf (1996).
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These works and the contributing scholars presented public administration as a proper noun and
utilized the article “the” with it. (That is, public administration was presented as “The Public
Administration.”) Their view is that The Public Administration is an institution of governance
that is grounded in the legitimate authority of the U.S. Constitution and implemented through an
Agency Perspective that is grounded in the public interest, and active citizen participation. A
thorough review of these works is beyond the scope of the current study.
It is mentioned here because two of the authors reviewed in detail in this chapter are
contributing authors to these volumes. One of those authors is Dudley (1996). The work
reviewed here is a chapter in Wamsley and Wolf (1996). Goodsell is a contributor to Wamsley
et al. (1990).
10

Dudley does not indicate the source of the 1955 policy articulation.

11

Dudley refers to accountability as a principle. She did not define who is accountable to whom,
or for what.
12

As with accountability, Dudley referred to discretion as a principle. She does not define who
exercises discretion regarding whom or what.
13

Dudley is referencing Goodsell (1990). She uses societal purposes as a general expression of
“what the public wants, in terms broader than naked self-interest.” (p.80) For a fuller discussion
of Goodsell’s use of societal purposes, see Goodsell (1990).
14

Rosenbloom and Piotrowski’s article reflected Rosenbloom’s earlier work (2003), which was
more theoretical. It was there that he defines administrative law, which is central to his and
Piotrowski’s treatment of the concept of inherently governmental. He suggests that the defining
element of administrative law is the tension between constitutional contractarianism and
administrative instrumentalism.
Administrative law can be defined as the body of constitutional provisions,
statutes, court decisions, executive orders, and other official directives that: first
(a) regulate the procedures agencies use in making rules and related policy
decisions, (b) control the exercise of their authority to enforce laws and
regulations, and (c) govern the extent to which administration is open to public
scrutiny (i.e., transparent); and second, provide for review of agency decisions
respecting those matters. (Rosenbloom, 2003, p.3)
According to Rosenbloom, constitutional contractarianism has strong historical
foundations as well as contemporary influence. Based on natural rights theory and illustrated in
the Declaration of Independence, the Preamble of the U.S. Constitution, and the Constitution’s
Bill of Rights, constitutional contractarianism assumes individuals are born with natural rights
that preexist government. Government protects those rights by preventing others from
encroaching on the rights and by achieving common purposes. Personal freedoms such as
religion and speech are protected from government intervention except under extraordinary
circumstances. Within contemporary administrative law, constitutional contractarianism can be
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seen in procedural due process protections in administrative adjudication procedures.
(Rosenbloom, 2003)
In contrast, administration is instrumental in its emphasis on cost effectiveness.
Administrative instrumentalism also has historical roots and contemporary emphasis. From
Woodrow Wilson through Savas and Gore to George W. Bush’s President’s Management
Agenda, the central message of efficiency, economy and effectiveness has remained.
(Rosenbloom, 2003)
In his view, the dynamic tension between administrative instrumentalism and
constitutional contractarianism led to the Congressional passage of the Administrative Procedure
Act in 1946 and the rise of judicial intervention for constitutional rights in individual encounters
with administrative agencies. “The primary function of U.S. administrative law is to ensure that
administrators do raise their eyes to the broad contractarian values that underlie constitutional
democracy – at the very least when legally or constitutionally required to do so.” (Rosenbloom,
2003, p.174)
15

The APA governs the methods and processes that U.S. federal agencies use to propose and
establish regulations and outlines a process for federal courts to review agency decisions. It is
found in Title 5 of the United States Code and applies to Executive and Independent Agencies.
16

Gilmour and Jensen do not define to whom and for what government is accountable.

17

Gilmour and Jensen do not elaborate on how the assessment made in any of the four steps
impacts the delegation decision or its impact on governmental accountability.
18

Gilmour and Jensen do not discuss the fact that the first three steps of their four step inquiry
follow the three tests the Supreme Court currently employs to determine state action.
19

As an earlier note discussed, Goodsell is a contributor to Wamsley et al. (1990) that uses
public administration as a proper noun. While the work by Goodsell that is reviewed in this
chapter is not a part of Wamsley et al. (1990,) his presentation in the article reviewed is
consistent with the general views of public administration expressed in Wamsley et al. (1990).
Notes to Chapter 3
1

Moe’ s conceptualization of the Constitutionalist Governing Approach evolved over several
decades and in multiple publications including his work with Gilmour. I synthesize that work.
The terminology used and how this governing approach was described also changed over
time. It was referred to as a paradigm, a worldview, a school of management, an organization
method, and a set of principles. (Moe, 2004, 2001, 1997, 1990; Moe and Gilmour 1995) The
following labels were used: Constitutionalist Management Paradigm (Moe 2004, 2001),
Constitutionalist Paradigm of Governance (Moe 2004), Public Law Paradigm of Governance
(Moe 2004), Constitutionalists (Moe 2001), Public Law Management Paradigm (Moe and
Gilmour, 1995), Principles of Public Administration (Moe and Gilmour, 1995), Administrative
Management Paradigm (Moe 1997,1994), Bureaucratic Paradigm (Moe 1994), Traditional Public
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Administration (Moe 1990), Traditional Principles of Public Administration (Moe 1990), and
Traditional Principles of Organization (Moe 1990). For ease of reference, I use the term
Constitutionalist Governing Approach throughout.
2

Like his work with the Constitutionalist Governing Approach, Moe’ s conceptualization and
nomenclature for the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach also evolved over several decades
and in multiple publications, including his work with Gilmour. Again, I synthesize that work.
This governing approach was referred to as a paradigm, a worldview, and a school of
management, a set of principles, and a doctrine. (Moe, 2004, 2001, 1997, 1990; Moe and
Gilmour 1995) The following terms were used: Entrepreneurial Management Paradigm (Moe
2004, 2001; Moe and Gilmour, 1995), New Public Management Paradigm (Moe 2004, 1994),
Entrepreneurs (Moe 2001), Worldview of Choice, Empowerment, Inclusiveness,
Decentralization, and Communitarian Healing (Moe, 1997), and Entrepreneurial Doctrine (Moe
1994). In 1997, Moe referred to the EGA as a collection of new paradigms. Again, for ease of
reference, I use the term Entrepreneurial Governing Approach throughout the text.
3

Moe’s and Moe and Gilmour’s most recent name for the two governing approaches is
“paradigm.” As earlier notes detailed for each governing approach, paradigm is one of many
names they used, and I utilize the term governing approach. I chose to employ a more
descriptive term rather than their most recent name for several reasons. First, I synthesize work
that spans several decades and employs several names and descriptions for the approaches.
Governing approach is the most descriptive term for the constructs they are describing, and I
chose it for its descriptive clarity. Second, the description of the two governing approaches is
more important to the dissertation than the use of a specific name. The use of paradigm is
problematic for several reasons (described below) and the choice to utilize the name governing
approach seeks to avoid these.
Moe parenthetically refers to paradigms as worldviews. (Moe, 1997) However, neither Moe
nor Moe and Gilmour specifically define paradigm or expound on its inclusive and exclusive
features. While there are many treatments of paradigm, I use paradigm broadly extrapolated
from Kuhn (1962, 1970, 1996) and others for the rationale to employ the term governing
approach.
Although Kuhn’s work remained focused exclusively on the accumulation of scientific
knowledge, his proposal of how knowledge accumulates incrementally in support of a dominant
paradigm until sufficient anomalies challenge the current paradigm, and a scientific revolution
ushers in a shift in paradigms, has been extended to the social sciences and other disciplines.
Fields of practice such as public administration have borrowed and extended the application of
his writings.
Since Kuhn introduced the subject of paradigms to a broad readership in 1962, many authors
have expounded upon and challenged his ideas. A few are mentioned here to acknowledge the
significant contributions to this stream of thought. To maintain the focus of the dissertation,
these additional works will not be reviewed in detail, and many authors are not mentioned.
Prior to Kuhn, Karl Popper (1959) and subsequent to Kuhn, Robert Nisbit (1980),
characterized science as being progressive. Kuhn’s challenge of the progressive nature of
science questioned a major tenet of modernity. Removing the idea of progress from science
undermined its capacity to hold weight as a primary shaping force for societal values. Kuhn’s
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influence on the lexicon of relativity, truth and perspective can be seen in Berger and
Luckmann’s (1966) treatment of the social construction of reality. Paul Feyerabend (1974) took
a radical position against the idea of the possibility of organized pursuits of science and
advanced an “anarchistic theory of knowledge.” Burrell and Morgan (1979) based their four
sociological paradigms on Kuhn. Hacking (1992) crossed the terrain of social construction,
paradigmatic thinking, language problems, problems with identity and perspective, and problems
with history. Many now regard Hacking as the ascendant theorist of choice in problems and
perspectives on epistemology. Laudan (1996, 1984) was a serious and devastating critic of
Kuhn’s inability to clearly specify what he meant by paradigm and his acceptance of a relativism
that Laudan took as naïve. Additional authors who have made significant contributions to this
area include Ball (1987), Dobel (2001), Fuller (2000), Masterman (1970), Pitt (1985), Pfeffer
(1993), and Wilmott (1993).
Several essential elements of paradigms as Kuhn and others described them are, at best,
contestable in the governing approaches. Paradigms are sets of theories, incommensurable, and a
change between paradigms is described as a shift or a significant event. The two governing
approaches may or may not display these features. However, whether the governing approaches
are paradigms is not the focus of the study, and therefore, I do not use it.
An interesting subsequent study might investigate whether the two governing approaches are,
in fact, paradigms as Moe and Moe and Gilmour suggested. Such an investigation would need to
start with a definition of paradigms because neither Moe nor Moe and Gilmour offered one.
Another possible method of determining if the governing approaches are paradigms is if
empirical data, from a study such as the dissertation, support the three essential features of
paradigms mentioned earlier.
4

In addition to paradigms, I also considered Weber’s ideal type, as described by Burrell and
Morgan (1979) as a possible choice for how to refer to the governing approaches. I chose
Burrell and Morgan because of their contextual presentation of Weber’s ideal type in a broader
discussion of paradigms. Burrell and Morgan base their model on Kuhn and used paradigm more
broadly than Kuhn.
I did not use Weber’s ideal type for reasons similar to those for not utilizing paradigm.
The description of the two governing approaches is more important to the dissertation than the
use of a specific label. The use of Weber’s ideal type would introduce a similar question to that
with paradigms, which was whether the governing approaches, as described by Moe and by Moe
and Gilmour, are really ideal types. The use of Weber would be more distant from Moe’s and
Moe and Gilmour’s conceptualization than is paradigm, because they do not use this term at any
point in their writing. Therefore, I do not employ Weberian ideal types as a model for the
entities. However, my description of the governing approaches is indebted to Weber’s ideal type
in conceptualization.
5

The National Performance Review (NPR) was a review of the federal government requested by
President Clinton in 1993 and led by Vice President Al Gore. The report of the NPR is titled
“From Red Tape to Results: Creating a Government that Works Better and Costs Less,” and is
commonly referred to as the Gore Report. (Gore 1993) The impact of the Gore Report is
reviewed in greater detail later in the chapter.
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6

The method I use to synthesize Moe’s work over time is to summarize his most recent ideas
and elaborate those with concepts from his previous works, including his work with Gilmour, to
provide a richer and more thorough presentation of his ideas than he provides in any given
publication. The synthesis, and therefore the analytical framework, remains true to his ideas,
without critical examination. I present a critical examination of his ideas independent of the
analytical framework. A critical examination of the Constitutionalist Governing Approach
appears later in this chapter and a critical examination of the Entrepreneurial Governing
Approach appears in Chapter Four.
7

Moe and Moe and Gilmour mention several characteristics listed in the framework, such as
theoretically based, results driven, and sectorial distinctions and blurring. They did not include
pragmatically based, values driven, structure dependent and independent, deductive, strategic,
normative, inductive, tactical and descriptive. The framework depends upon the synthesis of
Moe’s and Moe and Gilmour’s work, as described in a note above.
The dissertation presents the Constitutionalist and Entrepreneurial Governing Approaches
as Moe and Moe and Gilmour presented them. There are alternate ways of addressing this topic.
For example, one alternative would be to frame the Constitutionalist Governing Approach as
more Hamiltonian and the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach as more Madisonian. This
would have several advantages. It would frame the analysis in a rich Constitutional heritage and
make the analytical framework more mine and less reliant on Moe. However, it also would have
the disadvantage of distracting from the primary focus of the dissertation, which is an analysis of
the evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental.
I chose to retain Moe’s description of the two governing approaches for the following
advantages to the dissertation. First, (and I return to this in Chapter Nine) introducing an
analytical framework that synthesizes Moe’s and Moe and Gilmour’s work is a valuable
contribution. Their body of work is rich conceptually, and collectively, it is quite distinctively
thorough. Spanning several decades, their ideas have evolved. However, they did not
consolidate their ideas or provide a concise and thorough description of the two governing
approaches. Therefore, providing a succinct and comprehensive summary of these two
approaches is valuable specifically to Moe’s and Moe and Gilmour’s work, and for public
administration literature more generally, because of the distinctively thorough nature of their
ideas on the topic. Second, focusing on the governing approaches as a resource literature
facilitated the primary focus of this project, which is the evolution of the meaning of inherently
governmental.
8

The particularly defining characteristic of the CGA is the first characteristic, theoretically
based. I discuss this in greater detail later in the chapter. The particularly defining characteristic
of the EGA is the second characteristic, results driven, which I discuss in greater detail in
Chapter Four.
9

In Chapter Five I discuss the research design and methodology for the study.

10

As used in the dissertation, internal incongruence in a viewpoint is related to Argyris’ (1999)
concept of single loop learning. In single loop learning, there is a discrepancy between an
underlying premise and an action. Single loop learning occurs when actions are changed to
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produce an alternate result without examining the underlying premises that produce the actions.
In contrast, double loop learning occurs when governing variables are examined and altered as a
means of choosing an alternate course of action. According to Argyris, governing variables are
preferred states people attempt to satisfice through their actions.
11

As it is used here, espoused opinions and operating opinions are related to Argyris’ (1999)
concept of theories of. According to Argyris, theories in action are causal theories of how to act
effectively. I do not use Argyris’ term “theory” because I use theory in a very prescribed way I
explain later in the text and in a note below. According to Argyris, there are two types of
theories of action. One is espoused theory, consisting of expressed beliefs and values. This is
related to espoused opinion in the text. Another is theory-in-use which governs behavior and can
only be inferred from action. Operating opinions are related to Argyris’ concept of theories-inuse.
12

Both the Constitutionalist Governing Approach and the Entrepreneurial Governing Approach
are prescriptive, so this is not listed as a defining characteristic for either.
13

In my view, Moe’s definition of theory is too narrow. Theory can be normative as well as
empirical and analytical. The goal is to present the governing approaches as Moe and Moe and
Gilmour present them. In keeping with this goal, I retain their use of theory in the analytical
framework. Introducing an alternate definition of theory would not further the goal of the
dissertation. I address Moe’s use of theory in the critique of the CGA later in the chapter.
14

Moe does not specifically define “political theory.” As with his use of theory, I maintain his
use of political theory in the description of the CGA. Moe used the phrase political theory to
include the remaining ten criteria for the theoretically based characteristic. I also address Moe’s
use of political theory in the critique of the CGA later in the chapter.
15

Moe and Gilmour describe, “[T]en principles which have been historically fundamental to the
administration of the federal government. They are not ‘laws’ (with the possible exception of the
first three principles discussed) which apply in all situations. Rather, they are principles, which
means they are generalizations which, through experience over the years, have been variously
and widely understood to be axiomatic “givens” in American public administration in the interest
of the effective and accountable management of government.” (Moe and Gilmour 1995, p. 138)
16

The U.S. Constitution makes two indirect references to administrative organization. The first
is found in Article 2, Section 2, Clause 1. “The President shall … require the Opinion, in
writing, of the principal Officer in each of the executive Departments, upon any Subject relating
to the Duties of their respective Offices …”
The second is found in Article 2, Section 2, Clause 2. “[T]he Congress may by Law vest
the Appointment of such Inferior Officers, as they think proper, in the President alone, in the
Courts of Law, or in the Heads of Departments.”
17

Moe’s assertion of the framers’ intent is problematic. He infers intent from writings about the
Constitution, particularly the Federalist Papers. However, he leaves several critical questions
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unanswered. He does not address whether he is referring to individual or collective intent. If he
is referencing individual intent, he does not identify which framer he is citing. There certainly
was not congruence among the framers on all issues. Moe also does not reference the specific
time period he was including in this remark. Individual framers’ opinions changed, or at least
were expressed in greater detail, through the deliberative processes that produced the U.S.
Constitution. If he is referencing collective intent, he does not disclose how he arrived at this
conclusion. Although intent can be gleaned from accounts such as the Federalist Papers, the
ability to assess intent is always questionable. Another issue undefined by Moe is why he chose
the intent of the framers rather than another group such as the ratifiers of the Constitution. Since
his three governance principles are based on this assessment of intent, it must be accepted if it is
agreed these principles are foundational to the Constitutionalist Governing Approach.
18

Moe’s three governance principles, which he alternately calls theoretical values, are succinct
normative propositions that he suggests guide governmental actions. As such, they are not
descriptions that describe the complex and less congruent practice of government. For example,
in practice, arguably, the federal branches are not co-equal. Constitutionally the executive is
designed to execute the laws of the legislature, which indicates a subservient role, and
historically, the these two branches can be viewed as competing for power. Also, all
administrative functions are not located within the executive branch, as evidenced by
independent regulatory commissions, and executive agencies have direct accountability to
Congress as well as the Presidency. Finally, as is the subject of the promotes sector distinctions
characteristic of the CGA and the promotes sector blurring characteristic of the EGA, the
practice of public and private jurisprudence is less than cleary differentiate in current practice.
19

There are five references to theory as described by Moe, and listed in the analytical framework
as criteria in the theoretically based characteristic, that are related directly to the CGA’s
dependence upon governmental structure. See List 1.
20

The U.S. Constitution originally directs the Senate to be elected by the House of
Representatives. (Article 1. Section 3.) The seventeenth amendment, which was ratified on April
8, 1913, directs the Senate to be elected by citizens. The power of the two chambers is a topic of
controversy and much scholarship that is beyond the scope of this project.
21

Article II, Section 1, addresses the presidential term; qualifications; succession after death,
resignation, or inability to perform the duties of the office; compensation; and oath. It also
addresses the number, qualifications and manner of election of the Electors of President and Vice
President; and directs Electors to vote by ballot for a President and Vice President. The person
receiving the majority of the votes becomes President and the person receiving the second most
votes becomes the Vice President. Amendment 12, ratified on June 15, 1804, directs Electors to
vote by ballot for a President and Vice President by distinct ballots.
Additional amendments address other elements of the office of the President. For
example, Amendment 14, Section 2, ratified on July 9, 1868, addresses characteristics of eligible
voters for Electors of the President and other offices; Section 3 addresses the exclusion of
previous rebellions for Electors. Amendment 20, ratified January 23, 1933, addresses the end of
presidential terms in Section 1 and presidential succession after death in Section 3. Amendment
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22, ratified February 27, 1951, addresses the number of terms a President may serve.
Amendment 24, Section 1, ratified on January 23, 1964, also addresses characteristics of eligible
voters for the President, and Electors of the President and other offices. Amendment 25, Sections
1-4, ratified on February 10, 1967, addresses the removal of the President from office for death,
resignation, or inability to perform the duties of the office.
22

“From the decision in the first Congress to give the comptroller in the Department of the
Treasury a substantial degree of legal autonomy within the department, down tot eh present day
“independent prosecutors functioning in an uneasy relationship with the executive branch not all
officers have been directly accountable to the president. These exceptions notwithstanding, the
prevailing organizational norm has been toward an executive accountable to the president.” (Moe
and Gilmour, 1995, p. 137)
23
Members of the federal judiciary potentially may also be removed through Congressional
impeachment and conviction.
24

Seven specific theoretical citations related directly to the CGA’s dependence upon
organizational structure are listed in the analytical framework as criteria in the theoretically
based characteristic. See List 1.
25

Given the inefficient design of the federal government with its separate and shared power, and
built in checks and balances, it may seem that a more accurate description is that the framers’
goal was to build a more effective government. However counterintuitive, Moe’s point is that
the federal government design is also efficient when the theory of the accountable executive is
fully realized. The theory of the accountable executive seldom has been fully realized as Moe
acknowledged, and efficiency is secondary to citizen protection. Moe’s point is that the
secondary goal of efficiency in the design of the federal government has been underemphasized.
26

As described by Moe and listed in the analytical framework, five references to theory related
to the CGA’s promotion of sector distinctions are criteria in the theoretically based characteristic.
See List 1.
27

Moe does not define political culture.

28

Eminent Domain is the right to take property for a public purpose.

29

Although Moe alludes to inherently governmental functions only briefly, his work informs a
historical review of the meaning of inherently governmental in the executive branch. He
provides a historical and theoretical lens to the question of what is distinct about the public
sector. (Moe, 2004, 2001, 1994, 1990, 1987; Moe and Gilmour, 1995)
30

Inferring that the composition of the presidential commissions reflects the reigning governing
approach is my conclusion.
31

A second Hoover Commission, also chaired by former President Hoover, was convened by
President Eisenhower in 1953 and produced its report in 1955. Moe does not review the Second
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Hoover Commission and I therefore did not include in this chapter. The omission of the Second
Hoover Commission does not impact the purpose of this review of presidential commissions,
which is to illustrate the transition in public governing approaches. A “Little Hoover
Commission” was created by the state of California in 1962 to perform a similar role for that
state's government. Similar commissions also were formed in numerous other states.
32

The New Federalism refers to a decentralization of authority from the federal government to
state governments, most frequently for social programs. Typically, the federal government
provides block grants and monitors outcomes, and the state has significant discretion regarding
program implementation. Associated with a response to the Great Society, it has been framed as
a response to the New Deal, which centralized authority for many social and economic programs.

Notes to Chapter 4
1

I discuss the report of the National Performance Review (NPR) titled “From Red Tape to
Results: Creating a Government that Works Better and Costs Less,” commonly referred to as the
Gore Report (Gore 1993), in detail later in the chapter.
2

Moe (1994) credits Osborne’s (1993) book with inspiring the NPR.

3

As a note in Chapter One mentioned, I refer to public administration as a field. Moe refers to
public administration as a discipline. I retain his usage here.
4

“A 6-month review of the federal government” is the phrase used by President Clinton and
Vice President Gore in the Gore Report. I address the process used in the review and the
constituency consulted later in the Chapter.
5

This is an example of a retrospective definition of inherently governmental. It is also an
example of how lower levels of government can lead governmental trends.
6

President Clinton asked all cabinet members to serve on the PMC.

7

As Chapter Three noted, both the Constitutionalist Governing Approach and the
Entrepreneurial Governing Approach are prescriptive, so this is not listed as a defining
characteristic for either.
8

The National Commission on Public Service, commonly known as the Volcker Commission,
released its report, titled “Leadership in America: Rebuilding the Public Service,” in 1989. Paul
Adolph Volcker led the Commission. In addition to his service as chair of the commission,
Volcker was appointed chairman of the Federal Reserve in August 1979 by President Carter and
reappointed in 1983 by President Reagan.
9

As Chapter Three noted, Moe does not define political culture.
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10

In 1960, when Presidential Power was first published, the central management agency was the
Bureau of the Budget.
11

Moe’s opinion stands in contrast to other authors (e.g. Alford and Hughes 2008) who argue
that fewer “one size fits all” solutions are needed.

Notes to Chapter 5
1

I adopt Titscher, et al.’s (2002) distinction between elicitation and evaluation methods. I
discuss this in detail later in the chapter.
2

Marshall and Rossman use the terms strategy and design interchangeably. I consistently use
design.
3

This illustrates the study’s contribution to the institutional stream of public administration
dialogue, as I discuss in Chapter One.
4

I review the sampling frame in greater detail later in the chapter.

5

The documents contain text formatted in a variety of ways. The Circulars used primarily an
outline format and transmittal memoranda and supplemental handbooks (which I discuss in
greater detail in Chapter 6) for the most part used paragraphs. The documents also included
appendices, and contained lists and tables. A few tables were labeled “illustrations.” Some
textual analyses differentiate between the types of textual presentations; such a differentiation
was not useful to the current study. I follow the majority of approaches to textual analysis and
treated all forms of the written word as text. There were no non-textual data in the documents.
6

Discourse analysis as a research methodology is different than discourse research as an
analytical level of inquiry in the research typology presented in Chapter One.
7

Transmittal Memoranda Numbers 1-8 as presented on the OMB SHARE 76! web site in May
2008, were not the same as those used in the dissertation. Table 8 presents this in greater detail.
8

These common features included a theoretical base, a relationship to the object of study, or
efficiency and limitation.
9
The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) was signed into law on July 4, 1966 by President
Johnson and went into effect the following year. It has since been amended. The legislation
regulates the disclosure of governmental information, by defining the information to be disclosed
and the procedures to be followed in the disclosure. It also outlines exemptions to the statute.
10

I considered words and sentences as possible units of analysis, but discarded them. A single
word as a distinct unit of analysis did not add value. Words were treated the same as phrases in
the study.
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Sentences were discarded as units of analysis for two reasons. First, in many cases,
sentences contained multiple phrases that were possible data points when the unit of analysis was
a phrase. To meet the standard of counting data only once, including sentences as a unit of
analysis would have resulted in sentences being entered as one piece of data. Therefore, utilizing
sentences as a unit of analysis would have reduced the total number of data points otherwise
possible in one sentence. By eliminating sentences as a possible unit of analysis, data that could
be counted within a sentence were counted as a phrase. This captured the data that could have
been counted as a sentence, and therefore, did not reduce the quantity of the database. Also,
when multiple phrases occurred in one sentence, it allowed the entry of additional pieces of data,
thereby increasing the total data collected. Therefore, utilizing phrases as the only unit of
analysis maximized the size of the database. Including several phrases in one sentence also
enhanced the richness of the data. Second, I identified no criteria meaningful to the research
question for establishing a procedure to distinguish between the use of phrases and the use of
sentences as the unit of analysis. Therefore, an essential feature of content analysis, to treat data
consistently, could not be met by maintaining sentences as a unit of analysis.
11

I referred to phrases by the line on which they began. When a phrase began on one line and
continued onto another line, I referred to it as occurring on the first line. Often multiple pieces of
data were found on one line. Therefore, the same page and line number can reference two
differing data points.
12

I calculated the third value by subtracting the total data coded 1 and 2 in method two from the
total data recoded in method two.
13

I calculated the second value by subtracting the total data coded 1 in method three from the
total data recoded in method three.
Notes to Chapter 6
1

OMB has been the subject of much scholarship. Among the in-depth analyses are Berman,
(1979); Mosher, (1984); and Tomkin, (1998). The purpose of this brief section in this chapter is
to contextualize the documents reviewed within their issuing agency. One possible future
research project is to examine the current research from the perspective of the history of the
OMB.
2

Circular A-1 describes OMB’s use of Circulars and Bulletins. Circulars are identified by the
letter "A" and a number. When an instruction is revised, the Circular is re-issued with the same
number and a new date. In contrast to Circulars, the Bulletin series is used when the subject is of
a single or transitory nature, is issued in an annual series and is numbered in chronological order.
The term "departments and establishments," used in both Circulars and Bulletins, includes any
executive department, independent commission, board, bureau, office, agency, governmentowned or controlled corporation, or other establishment of the government, including regulatory
commission or board and also the municipal government of the District of Columbia. The current
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Circular A-1 was revised on August 7, 1952 and authored by Frederick J. Lawton, BOB
Director. It replaced Circular No. A-1, Revised, dated August 3, 1948.
Executive orders are legally binding orders issued by the President to federal agencies.
Every President has used executive orders, with the first issued in 1789. Early orders were
unpublished and were only seen by the agencies involved. In 1907 the State Department
implemented a numbering scheme for executive orders starting retroactively with an order issued
on October 20, 1862. Numbered consecutively, signed executive orders are now published in the
daily Federal Register. The text of executive orders beginning with Executive Order 7316 of
March 13, 1936, also appears in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). The result of failing to
comply with an executive office is removal from office.
3

An ISSA, interservice support agreement, is an agreement between executive agencies for the
provision of a commercial activity on a reimbursable basis.
4

Like OMB Bulletins, Memoranda are issued in an annual series and numbered in chronological
order.
Notes to Chapter 7
1

Table 11 uses the same format as Table 9. Table 9 assists with the summary of the Circulars.
Table 11 assists with the more detailed explication of information from the entire sampling frame
that addressed the evolution of the meaning of inherently governmental. It is, therefore, more
detailed.
2

I review definitions in greater detail below.

3

I discuss the definition of commercial activities in greater detail below.

4

I examine dropping “industrial” from “commercial and industrial activities” in greater detail
below in the review of the definition of commercial activities.
5

As the preceding chapter noted, the FAIR Act codified elements of the policy and procedures
already present in Circular A-76.
6

For a more detailed discussion of issues surrounding the identification and retrieval of the
documents, see Chapter Five.
7

The Federal Register is the official daily publication for rules, proposed rules, and notices of
federal agencies and organizations. It includes executive orders and other presidential
documents. It is published by the Office of the Federal Register, National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA).
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Notes to Chapter 8
None
Notes to Chapter 9
1

Condition one is similar to a type 2 error (or a false negative, which is accepting a false null
hypothesis) but the study did not contain an explicit null hypothesis and the qualitative nature of
the study makes referring to this condition as a type 2 error technically inappropriate. It is
mentioned here, because it can be argued that all research implicitly contains null hypotheses. A
condition similar to a type 1 error (or a false positive, which reflects a true null hypothesis) is not
an option in this case since a change in governing approaches was not observed.
2
3

I discussed the gaps in the current literature in greater detail in Chapter Two.

As discussed in greater detail in Chapter Six, the 1966 and 1967 Circulars did not define an
inherently governmental function.
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